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TO: CAS Members 

RE: Second Issue of the CAS Forum 

Dear CAS Members: 

We are proud to provide you with the second issue of the CAS Forum. 
This is a non-refereed journal and is designed to provide a convenient 
means of communication between our members. 

There are many interesting items in this issue. We have two 
additional chapters of the CAS textbook: the "Principles of Ratemaking" by 
Charles McClenahan and "Special Issues" by Steve D'Arcy. It is very 
important that you read these chapters and provide substantive comments to 
the authors. Recall that this is written as a basic textbook and your 
comments should be directed towards content appropriate to that level. 

We have a committee work product - a Statement Of Guidance Regarding 
Management Data and Information. 

We have two new articles: "An Actuarial Analysis Of Simplified 
Experience Rating Adjustment" by Howard Mahler and "Beware Of Mismatch" by 
Charles Berry. Please write these authors directly with your comments. 

We also have a number of other special features, including two CAS 
panel discussions, a 1964 Fellowship exam, and even a vintage musical 
comedy. 

We hope you enjoy this second issue of the Actuarial Forum. Please 
send articles for the next issue to me by August 1, 1988. 

/ss 
16.23.1 

Yours truly, 

CHARLES A. BRYAN 
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EXECUTIVE SGMMARY OF BIGHLIGETS 

As the membership of the Casualty Actuarial Society expands and 

diversifies, it is critical that the CAS leadership stay in touch 

with the needs of its members. The 1987 Membership Survey was 

intended to assist the leadership in this communication effort, 

and to provide input on future directions for the CAS. This 

survey solicited the opinions, attitudes, and priorities of all 

CAS members and of approximately one hundred students actively 

taking CAS examinations. The Report of the Membership Survey 

Task Force summarizes the survey results: complete tabulations of 

responses are available as an Appendix to the Report. 

One of the most exciting results of the survey is the level of 

interest it generated. For example, more than 62% of those 

surveyed responded, many with lengthy written comments in addi- 

tion to complete responses to the multiple-choice questions that 

formed the body of the survey. More importantly, the level of 

interest in the survey, and the nature of the survey responses, 

provides a clear indication that CAS members are vitally interes- 

ted in the Society, in how it is run, in the roles it plays, and 

in the ways it educates its members. 



Information sought in the survey fell into seven general categor- 

ies: 

0 Demographics.and miscellaneous 

0 Actuarial issues 

0 CAS activities and organization 

0 Education: Fellowship and beyond (continuing education) 

0 CA.5 examinations 

0 Fublications and papers 

0 Meeting sites/attendance/content 

pemosranhics and miscellaneous 

The average casualty actuary is five feet ten inches tall, weighs 

174 pounds, and wears size nine-and-a-half shoes. Chances are 

that he or she works at an insurance company and has management 

and technical responsibilities for pricing and estimating liabil- 

ities. The actuary typically has attained his or her most recent 

CAS designation, FCAS or ACAS, within the past ten years. Most 

actuaries studied mathematics, and many have advanced degrees. 

Of the survey respondents, 12% are female, with the proportion 

increasing in more recent years. 

If casualty actuaries could not be actuaries, most would be 

something else. Leading alternative career fields include 

education, law, computers and data management, athletics, medi- 

cine, and engineering. If all finance-related careers were 

grouped under one heading, fqflnancsl* would be the leading altor- 

native career preference. 
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Actuarial issues 

The majority of respondents (72%) believe there should be formal 

standards. of practice.. Close to half (42%) of the respondents 

believe there is not sufficient formal monitoring and discipline 

of actuaries' work. The same percentage of respondents believe 

the actuarial profession should pursue legislative approval, 

licensing and accreditation of a designation of certified actu- 

ary. 

Almost half of the respondents (48%) indicate they would not 

support unification of the five North American actuarial bodies. 

Twenty-nine percent would support unification, and the remaining 

23% are undecided or did not respond. 

Most respondents (84%) believe that valuation issues are impor- 

tant to the CAS and its members. Although most respondents 

understand some of the concepts, most of them want to learn more 

about various areas of actuarial valuation. 

Most casualty actuaries favor showing discounted reserves and 

bond market values in the annual statement, but many would show 

undiscounted reserves and amortized bond values as well. 

Asked to list the most important issues facing the CAS during the 

next five years, respondents list professional standards and 

professionalism most often. Other issues cited frequently 

~ncli~.& educatilon of actuaries: the sub!ic image of actcaries; 

and the organization, role, and functioning of the CAS. Respon- 
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dents also list issues facing the insurance induetry more gene- 

rally, including loss reserves, regulatory issues, ratemaking, 

and valuation. 

CAS activities and oraanizatioq 

Most respondents (772) are satisfied with election procedures; 

more recent members tend to be less satisfied. The most common 

suggestions for changing the election procedures are to give 

Associates voting rights: to hold elections for Vice Presidents; 

and to allow candidate nomination by members at ldrge. 

Representation by the Board of Directors is rated good or excel- 

lent by half of the respondents, with 30% having no opinion on 

this subject. 

Dues are paid by employers for the great majority (90%) of res- 

pondents, and most casualty actuaries believe they are getting 

their money's worth for their dues. Employers pay exam fees in 

many or most cases as well, and again respondents generally 

believe the fees are about right. Students and individuals who 

pay their own fees are more likely to judge the fees too high. 

While many CAS members are serving on committees currently (23% 

of respondents), an even larger pool (48%) would join a committee 

if asked. These results are presumed to overstate the character- 

istics of the entire population somewhat, since active members 

are more !ikely to have completed the survey. 
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Respondents believe the CAS should maintain or increase emphasis 

on each of the categories listed in the survey. Public relations 

and continuing education were selected for increased emphasis 

most often: lobbying least often. 

Respondents prioritize listed activities in the following order: 

develop practical research: improve the syllabus: clarify actuar- 

ial principles: expand continuing education: clarify standards: 

improve examinations: broaden research: attract qualified indivi- 

duals: improve CAS meetings: unify the profession: and, last, 

broaden membership services. 

Education: Fellowshin and beyond 

Most respondents (62%) believe the CAS should provide opportuni- 

ties for continuing education, and an additional 26% favor guide- 

lines. However, only 7% of the respondents believe the CAS 

should establish mandatory requirements for continuing education. 

Most members have attended a CAS meeting, regional affiliate 

meeting, or special interest meeting within the past three years. 

CAS examinations 

Many respondents suggest changes to at least some part of the 

examination process. While the overall educational content of 

the syllabus is characterized as good or excellent by 70% of 

respondents, many respondents note the need for updating. Sixty- 

four percent fudge the volurlle of material about r:ght, and 31* 

judge the volume too great. 



More than half of the respondents recommend increasing the 6ylla- 

bus emphasis on financial operations, reinsurance, and loss 

distributions. In addition, topics related to Finance are most 

often listed as important for addition to the syllabus. Seventy- 

four percent of respondents feel they are sufficiently informed 

of syllabus changes; 24% do not. 

Part 7 of the CA.5 exams is most frequently selected by respon- 

dents as the part having the best syllabus, while Part 0 is most 

frequently chosen as having the worst syllabus. Parts 1 and 2 of 

the examinations, which are professionally administered, are 

judged to be of somewhat higher quality (9noderaten to "highll) 

than Parts 3 through 10 ("moderateW quality). 

An overwhelming majority of respondents (82%) believe that the 

CAS exams place too much emphasis on memorizing details, and a 

majority also believe that the exams place too little emphasis on 

conceptual understanding and problem-solving abilities. While 

41% of the respondents favor breaking the CAS examinations into 

smaller units, 36% do not. 

Sixty percent of respondents oppose granting exam credit on the 

basis of college course work. Thirty-one percent favor granting 

credit for Part 1 or Parts 1-3, and only 4% favor granting credit 

for Parts 4 through 10. 



Publications and DaDers 

Most respondents (68%) are satisfied with the frequency (quarter- 

ly) of the. Actuarial Review, and most (64%) prefer the hard-bound 

w format. Although the vast majority of respondents 

use the Proceedinss as a reference periodically, only 35% use it 

more than twice a year. Unavailability of an index and irrele- 

vance of the papers are the most common reasons for not using the 

Proceedinas. 

Most respondents.belfeve that CAS papers are generally relevant, 

free of major error, and understandable, and that they warrant 

publication. A minority of respondents believe the papers gene- 

rally strike the right balance between theoretical and practical. 

The vast majority (94%) of respondents think the CAS should 

encourage the writing of papers for the gSoceedincrs. Most often, 

solicitation of papers on specific topics is recommended as a way 

to accomplish this. More than half (57%) of the respondents do 

not know whether the review process for Proceedinas papers is too 

stringent. 

Meetins sites/attendance/content 

Most of the respondents attend one meeting every one or two 

years. More recent members attend meetings more frequently. 

The most important factor in a decision to attend a CAS meeting 

is the program and topics. Employers' policies on attendance is 

next, and site third. Entertainment is the least important of 
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the factors listed. Reasone for attending a meeting include 

education (cited by 88% of respondents), business contacts (751), 

social contact8 (61%), and rest and relaxation (50%). 

Survey responses do not reveal strong sentiment for altering the 

proportion of panels and workshops at CAS meetings: thirty-nine 

percent recommend no change, and 282 are undscided. Twenty-five 

percent would prefer more workshops, and 8% would prefer more 

panels. A significant majority of respondents (81%) favor the 

continued use of paid outside speakers. 

Extending the November meetings to two and one-half days is 

favored by 48t, opposed by 223. 

California is viewed as the most interesting meeting site, 

followed by the Southwest and southern Florida: the Midwest is 

least interesting to respondents. cities, resorts near cities, 

and isolated resorts attract approximately equal levels of fnte- 

rest among respondents. 

Entertainment factors at a meeting site generally are of little 

interest to respondents. None of the extracurricular activities 

or facilities listed is of considerable importance to more than 

one-fourth of the respondents. 
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TWO PANELS PRESENTED AT THE MAY 1987 CAS MEETING 

At our May, 1987 meeting, we had two panels. The first was a panel on 
the McCarran-Ferguson Act which provided insights from several individuals 
on the future of the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the impact on insurance if 
it should be modified or repealed. The second panel was on the way 
insurance companies are rated. This provided insight into the way in which 
certain rating organizations assign a particular grade to an insurance 
company. 

The Actuarial Forum will publish transcripts of panels presented at 
CAS meetings and at regional affiliate meetings. This publication will 
provide those who attended the panel a way to review what was said and 
those who were not able to attend a flavor for the discussion. 

16.23.2 
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CASUALTY ACTUARIAL SOCIETY 
SPRING 1987 MEETING 

PANEL: The McCarran-Ferguson Act; 
Have We Seen The Last Of It? 

Moderator: David G. Hartman 
Senior Vice President & Chief Actuary 

Panelists: James M. Stone, President 
Plymouth Rock Assurance Corp. 

Bruce A. Bunner, Principal 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. 

Representative Edward F. Feighan 
U.S. House of Representatives (D-Ohio) 

Member of Judiciary Subcommittee 
on Monopolies and Commercial Law 
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We’re very fortunate to have Dave Hartman, the president- 

elect of the CU. He is a graduate of the University of 

Michigan, with a Masters Degree in Actuarial Science, and of 

course, a fellow. He began his career at Kemper, and for the 

last 16 years he’s been with Chubb, where currently he is senior 

vice president h actuary. Dave will introduce the panelists and 

also handle the question and answer session. So without further 

ado, Dave Hartman. 

DAVE HARTNN: Thank you, Mike. It’s certainly my pleasure 

and privilege to moderate this prestigious panel. We have three 

people here today who I am sure you’L1 find most interesting and 

varied. You can hardly pick-up a copy of the trade press and not 

find something about the McCarran-Ferguson Act or 

competitiveness. In fact, it’s getting more difficult to pick up 

a copy of any periodical or newspaper and not find some mention 

of property/casualty insutance competitiveness and the future 

regulation or proper tylcasual ty insurance. There is an 

increasing national debate broiling on this topic. We in the 

Casualty Actuarial Society generally do not take positions on 

debates of this tort. However, we have an opportunity today as 

members of the CAS to increase OUT level of know I edge and 

understanding about some of the issues, and also I think we’re 

uniquely positioned to contribute education to the debate that is 

going on. When you stop to think of it, who else has had the 

kind of training that we ’ ve had through Part 8 of our 

examinations? Who else has had the experience in data 
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gathering? The experience in putting together rate 

indications? The experience in filing and defending those rate 

indications with state regulators? The experience in dealing 

with data requests at the federal level? I visited Abcott on 

Saturday and was impressed with one of the exhibits about using 

our imagination. Consider, if you will, the impact that this 

group of 600 people could have as you return home and discuss 

some of the things that you’ re about to hear with your 

colleagues. To talk with others who influence opinions, both 

CEO’s and perhaps legal representatives of your firms. And 

furthermore, the opportunity that you’d have to help provide 

knowledge to people in Washington who set policy in this area of 

regulation of insurance. 

Our first speaker this morning is from Washington, 

Congressman Edward F. Feighan. He was elected to the U.S. House 

of Representatives from the 19th District of Ohio in 1982. A 

Democrat, Mr. Feighan was re-elected in 1984 and 1986. Prior to 

his election in Congress, Congressman Feighan was elected to the 

Ohio General Assembly at the age of twenty four in 1972. He was 

re-elected in 1974 and in 1976. I think clearly he is one of the 

new generation of political leaders that we heard reference to by 

Pat Choate. Mr. Feighan is a member of the House Foreign Affairs 

Conmi ttee, and the House Judiciary Conmittee. Early in his first 

term he was named chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Task 

Force on International Narcotics Control. He was the only first- 

term Member of Congress to hold a Chairmanship during the 98th 

Congress. In the current Congress, Mr. Feighan serves on the 
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Judiciary Corrrnittee’s Subcorrmi t tee on Cr ime and on the 

Subconrnitee on Monopolies and Corrmercial Law. It is this 

Subcorrmittee on Monopolies and Comnercial Law, that dealt with 

all of the proposed legislation that comes before the House, 

addressing any possible revisions to the McCarran-Ferguson Act. 

In other words, this would be the first subcorrrnittee that would 

review such legislation. 

A native of Lakewood, Ohio, Congressman Feighan graduated 

from St. Edward’s High School, the following year at Baremo 

Seminary. He completed his undergraduate studies at Loyola 

University in New Orleans. He received his law degree from 

Cleveland Marshal 1 College of Law at Cleveland State 

University. He and his wife live in Lakewood, Ohio, with their 

three young chi ldren, probably a little too young to bring here 

to Disney World. But we would like all of you to join us in 

welcoming Congressman Feighan. 

CONCRESSM4N FEIGHAN: Thank you very much Dave, and let me 

thank you and Mike Walters and others for the opportunity to join 

with you for a few minutes this morning to talk about what’s 

happening in Washington in your industry, and particularly 

McCarran-Ferguson legislation. I was eager to join you for a 

number of reasons, not the least of which is to serve on a panel 

with two distinguished members of the industry, Jim Stone and 

Bruce Bunner , but also, as a Member of the House Judiciary 

Corrrni ttee, a conmi ttee, as Dave had said, that has oversight for 

McCarran-Ferguson, to share some thoughts with you and hear from 
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some of you about your views on various proposals. 

I think I was also eager because as an elected official I 

have the opportunity to speak to a wide range of audiences, and I 

particularly I ike it when I have a sophisticated, aware, 

intel I igent audience to speak to, as I know this is this 

morning. That compares with my experience of Saturday morning, 

while many of YOU were here perhaps relaxing with your 

families. I was speaking to a third-grade Cub Scout group in 

Lakewood, Ohio. Not to make an analogy too strong. I was 

dangerous. I did something with that audience that I would not 

do with this. I began by asking questions in order to determine 

their level of awareness of politics and government. I asked the 

group of young men if anyone in the audience could tell me what 

the difference was between their Cub Scout pack and the United 

States Congress, thinking that would elicit 5 ome basic 

information about their level of understanding. And after a long 

uncomfortable pause, a hand went up in the back of the room and 

the young boy that stood up said, “I think I know what the 

difference is, we have adult supervision.” I thought about it 

for a moment and i realized that this was likely to be more of a 

learning experience for me than it was going to be for that 

group. Hopefully, I’ll have an opportunity in a few short 

minutes this morning to shed some light on the operations of the 

Congress so you are able to have a view about the nature of the 

Congress that is not quite as harsh as the view that that young 

man had had. 
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McCarran-Ferguson is a particularly interesting debate. 

Hearings on the insurance industry, of tour se, are always 

interesting in the Congress, but particularly I enjoy the 

McCarran-Ferguson hearings because we have before us individuals 

who will testify that repeal of McCarran-Ferguson is without 

quest ion the magic bullet to cure all the problems of the 

insurance industry, particularly property and casualty. And then 

at the same time we have individuals who tell us that retention 

of McCarran-Ferguson anti trust exempt ion is actually the 

fundamental cement of an industry removal of which is going to 

cause virtual irreparable and total collapse of an industry. 

Attempting to balance those two perspectives has become a real 

challenge in the Congress. 

McCarran-Ferguson repea 1 efforts, I think, have to be 

understood in the context of what is driving congressional 

interest in your industry, generally, and in McCarran-Ferguson, 

specifically. I’d like to just touch upon some of those forces 

that I think have been fueling the debate. Most importantly, of 

course, in the past several years we’ve seen dramatic increases 

in the cost of insurance, and that has fueled concern among 

consumers who come to town hall meetings and other public forums 

with members of Congress and ask them why they can’t correct that 

experience. 

Liability insurance, as you well know, has sometimes doubled 

or tripled in cost. In 1985, I thought it was interesting to 

note that Americans paid $9.1 billion in 1 iabi I i ty insurance 

premiums, which was 60% higher than the amount of money they had 
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been spending in 1963. I don’t have the data for 1986, but I’m 

sure that there was a significant, if not that high, a 
. 

significant increase over the previous year. It would be 

interesting perhaps for you to know that that total amount on an 

annua 1 basis is equal to the budgets of NASA and the CIA 

combined. 

The causes of that problem we all recognize are very 

complex, and I don’t want to get into them except to say that 

some insurance company representatives and others will point 

primarily to our legal system and claim that the costs are due to 

excessive litigation and the multi-million dollar jury awards. 

And pointing out, rightly in many instances, that some of the 

punitive damage awards that we’ve seen in the country really look 

more like lottery jackpots than they may look like the 

deliberative results of our judicial system. 

Consumer groups, on the other hand, wi 11 point to insurance 

companies themselves and say that they are the ones that have 

raised rates to recoup losses resulting from irresponsibly low 

premiums charged in the late 70’s and early 1980’s, when interest 

rates were significantly high. The truth of the matter is, of 

tour se, both representatives have s ome considerable truth to 

their perspectives. A related reason, though, for congressional 

interest over the past two years, particularly in repeal of 

McCarran-Ferguson, undoubtedly comes from the much publicized 

liability insurance crisis of the past eighteen months. It seems 

to have been alleviated, at least in the media’s mind in recent 

months. But last year, when the country was in the throes of 
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that crisis, many types of liability insurance, in fact, were 

either prohibitively expensive or simply unavailable. That 

publicity, of course, heightened congressional interest of a 

majority of the members of Congress who really had very little 

understanding of the fundamental operations of the industry 

itself. 

One final factor that I would point to that has emerged 

really since August or September of 1986, and that is the new 

congressional fascination with competitiveness. Pat showed in an 

exceptionally fine cortmentary this morning, spoke to some of the 

factors that have led the Congress with a iascinat ion with 

competitiveness. And how important it is that the Congress be 

focused in a responsibe fashion in dealing with the problems of 

American competitiveness. It is not surprising that in that 

context a lot of members of Congress are looking at repeal of 

McCarran Ferguson as an opportunity to bring drarnnatic new 

competitiveness to a major and vital industry in the United 

States. There’s no doubt that the high cost of insurance today, 

in fact, does have an impact on Amer i can competitiveness. 

Indeed, the pursuit of the American dream, either by a factory 

owner who is seeking to expand, or a young entrepreneur seeking 

to start a new enterprise, is finding that they’re running into a 

obstacle as formidable as high taxes or high insurance rates 

which can be the cost of liability insurance. 

I find it interesting that in that very context, a number of 

members are proposing that to deal with the problems of American 

competitiveness, what we should be doing is adding more 
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exemptions to the anti-trust laws of this nation. Particularly, 

for distressed industries to expand the numbers of anti-trust 

exemptions. And yet at the same time, many of those same members 

are saying that in order to increase American competitiveness in 

the insurance industry, we should be removing the exemption that 

has existed now since 1945. I’m not quite sure that those two 

thoughts can be held simultaneously, but members of Congress have 

remarkable capacities for accomplishing that. What has resulted 

really has been a two-pronged attack on the liability insurance 

problems that we have. One drive focused on reviewing the 

operations of the property and casualty insurance industry, and 

the other focused on overhauling both federal and state tort law 

that would govern liability lawsuits. 

At the state level, of course, there has been tremendous 

explosion of movement in the efforts of tort reform. There have 

been a number of proposals introduced to the Congress, but as 

yet, there have been no significant bills enacted by either the 

House or the Senate, that would deal with a tort reform generally 

or industry specific tort reform. It’s been interesting to watch 

those that are approaching the liability insurance problems from 

the perspective of an interest in the insurance industry’s anti- 

trust exemption. Looking, for example, at an industry like 

professional major league baseball is one of the few industries 

that has that kind of protection under American anti-trust law. 

Proponents of repealing McCarran-Ferguson have made a number 

of arguments. First, they claim that McCarran-Ferguson 

unnecessarily shields the insurance industry from competition. 
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They criticize the use of ratings organizations to develop rates 

that include expenses. Even if insurers do not adhere to those 

rates, they would argue, they still track the suggested rate and 

not sell insurance at the lowest possible price for the American 

consumer. At a recent hearing, as a matter of fact, just about 

ten days or two weeks ago, FTC Conmissioner Dan Oliver testified 

that legislation to repeal McCarran-Ferguson in his words, ” i s 

long overdue.” He said, “exposing the industry to the brisk 

winds of competition can only serve to benef i t consumers and 

promote the genera1 welfare.” He was joined at the table by 

other advocates of modifying McCarran-Ferguson who were raising 

questions about the extent and the vigor of state regulation, 

which in fact, does vary considerably from state-to-state. 

Finally, proponents or repeal or modification have argued 

that the industry, in fact, no longer needs that kind of broad 

anti-trust exempt ion. That the doctrines of state action and 

other doctrines that have been engrafted by the courts in recent 

years have now been fully developed and give adequate protection 

to the industry. I thought it was interesting to watch at that 

same hearing that the FTC Commissioner testified, the shrillness, 

the harshness of some of the exchange. We had a colleague of 

mine seated next to me who feels very strongly about retaining 

McCarran-Ferguson. He was questioning a representative from the 

American Bankers Association, a group, of course, that is arguing 

for repea 1 of McCarran-Ferguson, only because they’d like to 

enter into the profitable realm of insurance. 

After the individual testifying for the American Bankers 
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Association was telling about the experience in West Virginia, 

and saying that the virtual boycott of insurance companies in 

West Virginia would not have happened except if we didn’t have 

McCarran-Ferguson on the books. That irritated his colleague 

5ea ted next to me who rightfully pointed out that McCarran- 

Ferguson does not exclude the boycott activities of the insurance 

industry, and that if there was a boycott taking place that the 

insurance industry would still be subject to American anti-trust 

law. 

The microphone was sti 11 on when the member of Congress 

turned to me in anger and rather caustically, (he’d been dealing 

with this particular representative testifying before), turned to 

me and said, “you know, it’s not amaz i ng to me that this 

individual has his foot in his mouth once again, considering 

where his head is most of the time.” I recoiled in my seat for a 

minute, but I didn’t recoil quite as much as the individual 

seated at the table who could still pick it up because the 

microphones were on. 

I’m not at all certain that shrillness or caustic nature is 

going to lead to the kind of reasoned debate that we need to come 

to the appropriate conclusion for American consumers. These 

advocates, which you should know include the National Federal of 

Independent Businesses and the National Conference of State 

Legiclatures. A number of consumer organizations contend that in 

the long run repeal is going to result in lower prices, a very 

attractive prospect to American consumer 5. Politicians who 

believe that that’s going to be the end result are clearly going 
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to be attracted to joining in the effort at repeal of McCarran- 

Ferguson so they can take credit for lower premiums in insurance. 

Opponents, of course, of repeal say that there is no need to 

remove that vital anti-trust exempt ion. And they view the 

industry as already highly competitive. They’re able to point to 

the approximately 3500 property and casualty insurer5 and over 

2200 life insurance companies that are currently doing business 

in the United States. Compelling evidence, I would have to 

admit, of the nature of competition. Moreover, they would argue 

that the elimination of certain joint activities In the industry 

would harm especially smaller companies which don’t have the 

capability to perform a number of those tasks in-house. 

According to these individuals, If McCarran is repealed, smaller 

companies simply will go out of business, and the end result of 

that, of course, will be higher interest or higher premium rates. 

A related concern is that if McCarran is repealed then we 

wi II have an absence on the federal books of any laws defining 

and describing exactly what activities might be permitted. 

Certain coilective activities such as pooling arrangements might 

pas5 muster under that arrangement, or they might not. Without 

McCarran, clearly insurers could face the high co5t of business 

uncertainty as well a5 the cost of possible anti-trust litigation 

over practice5 that today are corrmonplace in the industry. 

Inturers also take little comfort in the 5tate act ion 

doctrine arguing that it is really unclear preciseiy what is 

going to meet that te5t in the f,inal analysis. The interest has 

been heightened in recent months, and I’d I ike to leave with you 
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this morning a sense and a review of what is likely to take place 

in the Congress, in both the House and the Senate in efforts at 

reviewing and possibly taking act ion on proposal5 to either 

modify or completely repeal the McCarran-Ferguson anti-trust 

exemption. Currently there are McCarran bills that have been 

introduced in the Senate. In the House there has been nothing 

introduced until Friday of last week. But in the Senate there is 

Senator Howard Metzenbaum from Ohio’s legislation which would be 

a complete repeal of McCarran Ferguson, and would leave in place 

only the state act ion exempt ion and the rule of reason to 

fundamental concepts of anti-trust law as protect ions for 

insurers. 

Many industry representatives feel that those are really not 

protections. Then there is an al ternat ive to the Metzenbaum 

legislation, introduced by Sen>tor Paul Simon, that removes the 

anti-trust exempt ion for the insurance industry but specifies 

that certain collective activities would still remain exempt. He 

would propose that there are safe harbors in the legislation for 

collecting loss and trending data as well as for other joint 

activitier. 1 think that my co1 league from Ohio, Senator 

Me tzenbaum, has recognized that it’s very unlikely that his 

colleagues are going to accept the complete repeal of McCarran 

Ferguson. He told me in a conversation about a week ago that he 

intends in the next week or two to introduce a modified version 

of his legislation that also would include safe harbors for 

collecting historical loss data and exempting pool ing 

arrangements from the repeal of the anti-trust exemption. 
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All of these bills, of course, would grant to the Federal 

Trade Commission the authority to bring deceptive trade practice 

cases against insurers, which clearly signals the emergence of a 

very significant involvement of the federal government in the 

regulation of the insurance industry. 

The Senate Judiciary Comnittee has already held a hearing 

this year on McCarran-Ferguson legislation and expects to hold 

another one this June. It is interesting how the politics of 

different members of Congress will effect how the legislation 

might move. The chairman of the Senate Judiciary Conmittee is 

Joe Biden, running for President, and because of that, there’s a 

good 1 ikelihood that there will not be any action on McCarran- 

Ferguson legislation, at the earliest, probably before the fall 

of this year. 

There’s been far less activity in the House. While Chairman 

Peter Rodino is very interested and seems relatively supportive 

of at least modification of McCarran-Ferguson, he has not 

introduced legislation. He’s on the Iran-Contra Panel that is 

now working five days a week and will work until the end of 

July. The likelihood of the House Judiciary Comnittee addressing 

McCarran-Ferguson because of that, is very remote, and we 

wouldn’t see action probably, at the ear I iest, until the end of 

this year. 

I would like to urge all of you, being in a very unique 

position to have an impact on the United States Congress, to use 

that influence. You have a national network that has a great 

deal of knowledge and certainly tremendous experience in dealing 
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with these issues. That can be very helpful to the Congress if 

you use it and if you reach out to individual members to try and 

give them the guidance, the experience, the knowledge that you’ve 

acquired in this profession. 

I almost hesitate to do that because I made a similar 

reconmendation about a year ago to a group of CPA’s in my 

conmuni ty, and one of them in fact, the first time ever decided 

to contact his local member of Congress in the suburban area of 

Cleveland. And he called me up and said it was not a very 

satisfactory experience. During the course of the discussion, it 

was on RICO Reform legislation that effects CPAs. He had said to 

the member of Congress who represents him, appealing for what he 

thought would be his fundamental concerns, and said “I hope that 

YOU will consult your conscience before YOU vote on this 

important legislation effecting my industry.” The congressman 

looked him dead in the eye and said, “Son, I’m not about to start 

taking political advice from a complete stranger .‘I 

l hope that that’s not reflective of the approach that all 

members of Congress would have. I think you’ll find a great deal 

of reception to bringing the experience and knowledge that you 

have. Thanks very much. 

DAVE HARTh44N: Thank you very much Congressman Feighan. I 

consider him a true representative of the people. We will, by 

the way, have time for questions and those questions will be 

after al I three presentat ions. 

Our next panelist is James M. Stone. Jim Stone is President 
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of the Plymouth Rock Assurance Corporation, a company he founded 

in 1983. Plymouth Rock is the Boston based property and casualty 

insurer specializing in per sonal auto and homeowners’ 

coverages. For those of you who are interested in numonics or 

numerology, you’ll be de1 ighted to know that the last four digits 

of the telephone number and the post office box of Plymouth Rock 

are 1620. He holds a B.A. with highest honors and a Ph.D. from 

Harvard University, both in economics. He also holds the 

designation of chartered, property and casualty underwriter. 

This audience will be particularly interested to know that 

he has passed six of the actuarial exams, including Part 8 and 

sat for Part No. 6, last Friday. One of the many reasons he was 

invited to be on this panel is not the fact that he’s already 

passed Part 8, but rather his experience as a state and federal 

regulator combined with his experience as president of a small 

insurance company. 

In February of 1975, Mr. Stone was appointed by Governor 

Michael Dukakis, who is another democract ic candidate for 

president over age 50, to serve as cornni ssioner of insurance for 

the Conmonwealth of Massachusetts. He served as con-missioner for 

four years. Mr. Stone was nominated in 1979 by President Carter 

to be chairman of the Conmodity Futures Trading Commission. The 

CFTC is the federal agency vested with exclusive regulatory 

jurisdiction over futures trading activity in mote than 60 

conrnoditier. He served as chairman and then conmi ssioner of that 

agency until January, 1983. Mr. Stone is the author of a book 

entitled One Way for Wa I 1 Street and numerous articles on 
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insurance, finance, and economics. Please welcome today Jim 

Stone. 

JIM STONE: Thank you. 1 can’t resist beginning, by saying 

that I was asked to make this presentation by Russ Fisher, and 

when he called me I told him that this society had put me through 

so much pa in over the years that I was reluctant to make this 

sort of speech, but that 1 would do it if he would promise me one 

point of exam credit on Part 6. He made me that promise and I 

now consider it ratified by your silence. What 1 am not sure of, 

however, is when I get my 2 or 3 on the exam 1 just took, how 

will I know whether it includes the extra point or whether I get 

to add one to that . 

I thought that 1 should begin with an overall sumnary of 

what 1’11 say in about ten minutes after that, because I have a 

view on McCarran-Ferguson that may be different from most of the 

people in the audience, and I thought I should sun-marize it 

rather than ask you to try and guess it a5 I go along. The view 

is that 1 think it’s something of an overblown issue from the 

industry’s point of view, economically. It has a significance 

but the significance is not the economics. 

I don’t spend a lot of time worrying as a company president 

about whether McCarran-Ferguson is going to be amended or even 

repealed. I think it’s more of a symbolic issue than an economic 

one. If a repeal or amendment should pass, I would view it as a 

very serious symbolic act, It’s a very serious slap on the wrist 
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from the society that we’re all here to serve. If Congress is 

angry enough at the insurance industry, that means something. 

The specific consequences of what would come out of the 

legislation I think are somewhat less important. But let me give 

you what I think are five things that you might look for if 

indeed McCarran-Ferguson should be repealed or changed in some 

very important way. The first is, that whatever is done by the 

Congress almost certainly, I believe, will include some exemption 

for small companies. The second is that large companies will 

cant inue to be able to exchange experience data in some manner 

that will be helpful to them in deriving rates. The third 

general observation is that most state regulation as we know it 

would be absolutely unaffected. The fourth is the one area of 

state regulation that would be effected, which is rate 

regulation, particularly in the personal lines, is going to be 

subject to continued debate anyway, and it’s hard to tell what 

the impact of McCarran-Ferguson will be and how that debate is 

decided. 

Lastly, there wi I1 be some changes that will come about if 

McCarran-Ferguson should be repealed or greatly amended, but 

they’re probably in things that most people in this room haven’t 

even thought about. It’s a convention of lawyers that would be 

interested in discussing those issues. Let me go to each one of 

those in turn and briefly give you an explanation of why I feel 

that those are the consequences should it be repealed. 

With respect to small companies two facts I think are beyond 

dispute. One is that entry into a market of new participants 
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enhances competition and that’s a good thing. Secondly, seal 1 

companies cannot assemble credible data or pay for the high 

salaries in this room to assemble an actuarial staff without some 

pooling of resources. I really don’t see how any rational 

observer and any legislator or any policymaker could dispute 

either of those facts, and therefore I think they’ll be taken 

into account. I would add a third, although I’m reluctant to go 

outside my own area of expertise, and perhaps the congressman can 

confirm it later in the question period whether I’m right or not, 

and that is that sma I I companies and their agent ies are a 

powerful political force and they’ll get listened to in this 

process. 

In my eight years in government I observed a lot of issues 

in which you could say that the merits were on one side, matched 

against 5 ome vested interest and the power of campaign 

contributions, advertising budgets, and so on on the other. In 

those cases results are unpredictable. You never knew which side 

was going to win in a particular case. In this one, that is with 

respect to small companies, where they enhance competition, where 

they need some pooling, and where they’re politically powerful, 

it seems to me, that the result is inevitable. That you’re going 

to see if there’s a repeal of a small company exemption. 

With respect to large companies, there you’ve got carriers 

that can afford actuaries and often do have credible data. But 

even there, the repeal of McCarran-Ferguson wouldn’t be able to 

wipe out what exists now in the exchange of data because 

regulators need to pool the data. You’re going to need to know 
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in areas, particularly the controversial areas, what the overall 

industry recul ts are in order for society to judge whether 

insurance is being priced fairly. If companies simply send that 

infotmat ion into pub1 ic agent ies and that information is 

pub1 ished, large companies are going to have all that they really 

need. 

It isn’t really necessary, in my view, and I think it never 

has been necessary, for very large companies to see anything 

other than the pure premium, that is the loss experience. I 

don’t feel that large companies need to pool anything to be able 

to determine their own expense loadings, to be able to decide 

what departures and modifications they want to use from standard 

programs. Those ate not things that they really need bureaus to 

do. I think that what you would end up with is the pooling of 

all of the experience data around which the difficult rate 

decisions have to be made, and a non-pooling of the expense data 

and sot-lx of what I consider mote incidental data, or the 

predictions for the future, which again, large companies are 

perfectly capable of doing on their own. In fact, for most of 

the giant companies this is the real world today anyway, and what 

happens in theory at the bureaus is more or less irrelevant 

except with respect to the pooling of that huge experience data 

and we’re going to see a demand from government for more of that 

rather than less of that, whatever way the McCarran-Ferguson 

debate come5 out. The government is going to want to know after 

the liability crisis of the last couple of years, what the 

overal 1 exper i ence was in all of those controversial 1 ines. 
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They’re going to demand the pooling of data, not forbid it. 

Expect the public policy change in that direction and not the 

other. 

With respect to most of state regulation, when you think 

about what a state department does, mart of it isn’t rate 

regulations, and most of it would be unaffected by whatever 

happens in this debate. When I think back to how the 

Massachusetts Insurance Department was organized when I was 

conmissioner, there were 5 major areas, one of them was rate 

regulation, and I ’ 11 come back to that one in a second. The 

other four were business conduct and complaints. That is the 

hand1 ing of problems where customers on a local basis feel 

offended by an agent or a company and that’s always, in my view, 

likely to be handled by some local dispute resolution mechanism 

and the insurance departments have done a reasonable job of doing 

that. A local focus for that is probably the right way because 

customers are just not comfortable calling the federal government 

and shouldn’t be expected to, about a problem involving a 

cancellation of an individual policy or a billing matter. All of 

the usual things we got those complaints about, all of that will 

continue whether or not there’s McCartan-Ferguson reform or not. 

The second general area was policy forums and again, since 

policy forums become a matter of public record when they are 

filed, seems to me, that you’ll have very little change there. 

The public does have some right to look at how policy forms, to 

follow the standards of fairness and clarity and so on. They’ 11 

continue to do that, as those forms are filed, and go into the 
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insurance department records. They become available to the 

pub1 ic. Other companies can then use them if they’re good, and I 

suspect that that will continue just exactly as now. 

The next area was the I icensing of agents and new 

companies. There the department is trying to judge whether an 

agent or a company is trustworthy and competent to be able to do 

business is that state. Again, that will have to continue at the 

state level. Particularly, the trustworthy aspect really has to 

be judged on a local basis, and I suspect we’ll continue to. 

It’s conceivable that YOU could have some kind of federal 

chartering as well, but my bet would be that even if you had 

federal chartering, that state authorities would retain the right 

to forbid entities to operate in a particular jurisdiction if 

they didn’t meet that standard of trustworthiness that the state 

demanded. In any cas’e, 1 think that’s a sensible way to handle 

that. Even if someday there’s some mixed jurisdiction over a 

licensing. 

Lastly, there’s the issue of solvency, which of course is 

the one state regulation really began with and in many senses is 

the most impor rant. The insurance industry is an industry in 

which there is a trust feature. Somebody is holding a lot of 

somebody else’s money and it’s important that those pools of 

money be kept from being plundered or being foolishly wasted. 

States have concerned themselves a great deal with the regulation 

of solvency as we1 I as it should. I’ve always had my doubts 

about whether that is something that ought to be handled on a 

state basis as opposed to a federal basis. And there I had 
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departed when I was conmissioner from my colleagues. The NAIC 

felt very strongly the other way. I’m not closed, wasn’t then 

and not now, to the possibility that there is a federal role with 

respect to the monitoring of the solvency of inter state 

companies. Whatever happens in that debate that’s a different 

debate for McCarran-Ferguson and that’s not going to be effected 

either. 

That brings us then to the issue of rate regulation. There 

there is a genuine philosophical battle going on anyway. And the 

repeal of McCarran-Ferguson would certainly raise its futvor and 

focus some of the issues. States vary across the lot and across 

the country. I guess Massachusetts and California are about as 

different as any two can be. Somebody from California once told 

me that we were a whole generation culturally behind California, 

and someone from Massachusetts once said to someone out there 

that he didn’t understand how anyone could want to live 3,000 

miles from the ocean. In regulatory matters there’s just as much 

of a difference. 

The ironic thing about the McCarran-Ferguson debate is that 

in a very strange way, if you look at it legalistically, it 

favors the two extreme systems, the Massachusetts system and the 

California system more than it favors the system in between if 

the anti-trust exemptions should be repealed. That may be a 

strange sounding statement but let me make a case for it. The 

California system that is relatively pure competition, is clearly 

one compatible with the usual methods of anti-trust regulation. 

The Massachusetts system, where the conmissioner makes the rates, 
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this is in auto insurance I’m talking about now which I would 

like to use as an example of what I’m going to talk about for the 

next couple of minutes, although you could say some interesting 

things about the other lines as well. 

Auto is the biggest line, it’s also the one I know best, so 

let me illustrate things by that. In Massachusetts where the 

conmissioner makes the automobile insurance rates, you clearly 

have mandated state action. The law says that the conmissioner 

shall make the rates and the company shall use them. It’s the 

cases in between where it’s not clear whether it’s mandated state 

action or pure competition that is going to be confused if 

there’s a change in McCarran-Fetguson. In a way the two extreme 

systems are favored. As to which of those two extreme systems 

wi 11 survive, or which one will win if they become more and mote 

pitted against one another, I don’t know the answer to that but I 

have an idea as to where to look. 

My idea of where to look is not to look in overall rate 

levels or overall rate of return or profitability, it’s all in 

relativities. That’s where I think the issue is. So as fat as I 

can tell from the data, everything that’s been written indicates 

that it makes a lot less difference than you might intuitively 

think it would, whether you use the California system or the 

Massachusetts system. That is, whether the conmissioner makes 

the rates or whether the industry does. There have been whole 

periods of ten years in which the Massachusetts states made 

rates, have given higher profits to the industry than the most 

competitive states have, and there are periods like now, I think, 
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in which the reverse is true. The data doesn’t support a simple 

conclusion that pure competition or state made rates is better 

for regulating profit. It can go either way. 

Competitive cycles can cause insurance to be underpriced or 

overpriced, and so can regulation. Where there is a tremendous 

difference is with respect to the relativi t ies. It’s in that 

area where I think the fight will be waged and not in the overall 

rate levels. With respect to most states in the country that 

would tip the balance towards competition. Those states that do 

not have pockets of very high traffic density or very high crime, 

aren’t going to have the relativity problems that bring this to 

the fore. The balance share should tip toward competition. 

Those states that do have these high cost pockets have a much 

more difficult problem. To try and put it in mathematical terms, 

I would say that there are three things that the best 

mathematicians in this audience are going to get stumped on or at 

least challenged by looking at, and they are the issues that the 

public in its own intuitive way is really looking at. The first 

one is the question of heterogeneity. We know that when you set 

up classification cells that there is some tradeoff between 

creditibility and homogeneity but not a lot of attention is 

focused by actuaries on anything except the means of the 

distributions. What happens when a distribution is 

heterogeneous? What happens in the tails is very important. I 

would urge you not only to think of the first moment of the 

distribution, but particularly in high paying classification 

groups, always think about the tails because that’s where the 
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poli‘tical~‘pr~Ssu’r~.wi~Il~. focus. 

If therefl a’ single thing. that caused our Massachusetts 

competitive ,rat.ing. law to .be removed or obscured by a return to 

state-made rates within the first year, it was the fact that a 

Dorchester driver- with seven years of a perfect record could be 

payjng ten times as much for auto insurance as somebody in 

Wellesley with half a dozen accidents who happened to be in the 

right classification cells. The public and the legislature 

intuitively understood that there’s something wrong there. It’s 

a hard #roblem to. solve what to do with tails of distributions, 

but you’ve got to solve it. Because if you don’t then you end up 

with the state coming in and essentially saying- you can’t use 

this who’ie approach because the tails poison works pretty well at 

the means. The tails in the high rated distributions are where 

YOU can get very very large discrepancies from true expected 

rates. 

The second general mathematical area for thought here is 

that it’s fairly clear if you look at pricing patterns, that 

there are risk loadings for other than things that show up in a 

simple static distribution. That is, there are risk loadings for 

uncertainties about what the distribution is going to look Iike 

in the future. Again, those are particularly focused in the 

highest rated classification cells. You’ve got a double problem 

there. You can’t prove by the shape of any curve some of the 

rates that make sense if YOU can take into the sort of 

generalized risk or the risk about risk, the kind of second 

degree uncertainty ja.round., which insurance .,pricing really has to 



be based if you’re going to preserve capital in the long run. 

The whole sort of field of dynamic models of how to do pricing is 

something actuaries have not paid a lot of attention to. But 

again, if the public looks at rates and sees that they don’t 

match any king of actuarial data, and you have to explain rather 

vaguely that they take into account some uncertainty about the 

future, you’re going to have a tougher time than if there’s a 

science of that. 

The third is, I think that with respect to classifications 

the industry has not paid a lot of attention. The best scientist 

in the interest, as well as its business leaders, have not paid 

enough attention to the impacts of classification on behavior. 

This industry was founded on a tradition many many years ago, 

that it was our job to try to reduce losses as well as to 

compensate for them, to have a means of spreading them. 

Classification systems can have a lot to do with that. You can 

have a classification system that explains 10% of the variance 

and an alternative one that explains 9% of the variance. If the 

one that explains 9% of the variance produces useful incentive 

variables that actually change the overall loss experience, well, 

it’s a lot better than the slightly predictive one. It’s better 

for society; society ought to demand that we use it and I think 

you’ II see we don’t always do that. 

I am particularly interested in straying from the auto for a 

moment to the medical malpractice area, where I think we’ve sort 

of forgotten that altogether and concentrated entirely on 

prediction rather than impacting results. I think that the 
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insurance industry’s job and the actuary’s job is to have as much 

of an impact on results as possible as well as an ability to 

predict them. If we lose sight of that, boy we’ve lost half the 

battle already. It’s not necessarily true as economists know, 

but insurance literature doesn’t always say that what works best 

for an individual company in competition, works best for all 

companies taken together. There are such things in the economic 

world as extranalitier, things that have to be done by state 

action. This area is one that’s right for that kind of work. 

All of these are problems I think we’re going to have to overcome 

one way or another. If McCarran-Ferguson goes ahead, it’s going 

to intensify that focus, it’s going to speed it up. But those 

are issues that weren’t going to go away anyway. 

My last point was that there would be some changes but they 

probabiy weren’t ones actuaries thought a lot about. I’ll tell 

you what a couple of them are. I think that if the federal anti- 

trust laws are changed, you take a look at those laws and you’ I1 

see there’s a very very heavy emphasis on civi 1 damages. 

Compan i e F suing one another for impermissible behavior with 

respect to competition. And also don’t ever forget that 

Southeast Underwriters was a criminal case. There are criminal 

anti-trust penalties as well as these treble damages, And that’s 

where the focus is going to be. 

The repeal of McCarran-Ferguson isn’t so important for what 

it would do to the bureaus. It is important for what it will do 

with respect to litigation, for what it’s going to mean to all of 

your lawyers, for what it’s going to mean should McCarran 
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Ferguson be repealed. To industry behavior, the people haven’t 

even thought twice about probably. It’s only half facetious to 

predict that all of the country clubs in Hartford are going to 

change memberships if McCarran-Ferguson is repealed. People 

actually go to jail for sitting around having drinks and talking 

about pricing in other industries. This industry hasn’t worried 

a lot about that. If McCarran-Ferguson is repealed, you’re going 

to have to worry about what’s said at these conferences during 

the breaks and at lunches and dinner. There’s a lot of 

restrictions of a legalistic sort that this industry just hasn’t 

thought a lot about. And it’s in these legal areas that I don’t 

think there’s much economic significance. I really don’t think 

it matters to which country club. And in this industry it 

doesn’t seem to matter very much when people talk about 

pricing. It certainly doesn’t seem to have helped much. But in 

any case, that’s what people will become sensitive to. That will 

be the big change. There would be a big change in the way 

I awyer s rather than economists would look at the insurance 

industry if McCarran-Ferguson is repealed. From an economist’s 

or an actuary’s view point this issue is not the greatest issue 

facing us. From a lawyer’s viewpoint, it may be the greatest 

issue facing the industry. The repeal would be a lawyer’s 

dream. You can’ t imagine how much legal business it would 

generate if McCarran-Ferguson is repealed. So as an extremely 

rational economist, I’ve prepared myself for this contingency and 

diversified by marrying a lawyer. I suggest that all of you do 

I ikewise. Thank you. 
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DAVE HARTMAN: Thank you very much Jim. Our third speaker 

is Bruce A. Bunner, who is a partner in the national insurance 

practice of Peat, Marwick in New York City. He earned a 

bachelor’s of business degree in accounting at New York 

University, and recently received an Honorary Doctor of Business 

Administration degree from Asouza Pacific University in 

California. 

Bruce also has many reasons why he’s been asked ‘to be on 

this panel. Clearly, one of them is that he’s out in California 

or was before moving back to New York, and Jim has been in 

Massachusetts. As Jim pointed out, Massachusetts has state made 

rates and California has had an open competition environment for 

rate regulation. Bruce is a recognized authority on insurance 

matters, having significant experience in the field. He has 

twenty years of experience with Peat, Marwick in insurance and 

related industries. At the request of California Governor George 

Deukmejian, Mr. Bunner left the firm in 1983 through 1986 to 

become the California State Insurance Conmissioner. There he 

initiated significant changes in the rating systems for workers’ 

compensation and automobile, broadened the department ’ s consumer 

activities, and implemented changes that have had nationwide 

impact on insurers reporting requirements. He’s also served on 

the supplemental health insurance panel, a pori tion to which he 

was supported by President Reagan in 1983. He’s a member of the 

American Insttute of Certified Public Accountants, the California 

Society of Certified Pub1 ic Accountants, and the Insurance 
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Accounting and Statistical Assciation. He’s been active in the 

National Association of Insurance Con-missioners, having served as 

Chairman and/or Vice Chairman of a number of NAIC task forces and 

comni ttees relating to such issues as federal income taxes, 

financial accounting and reporting, actuarial matters, and 

industry solvency. 

Mr. Bunner also speaks and writes extensively on insurance 

matters, and you may have noticed in the January issue of Best’s 

Review, an article that he wrote about escaping the regulatory 

bondage. We’re very pleased to have him here this morning. 

Let’s welcome him. 

BRUCE BUNNER: Thank you Dave, and I’m delighted to be here 

with all of you. I always get a little intimidated because I 

know the wealth of knowledge of actuaries and I’ve always had 

difficulty sometimes conmunicating with them in getting my way. 

But I should set the record straight on a couple of things 

here. I’m real ly here because I’m the token Republican of this 

panel. They did forgive me last night because I told them I did 

vote for Jerry Brown when he first ran for Governor of 

California, although I didn’t tell Governor Deukmejian that when 

he appointed me. Let me also add that I wasn’t the one who said 

Massachusetts was a generation behind. I guess with those 

conments, I’d like to give a little perspective based on my 

experience as a California Insurance Conmissioner, and again as 

Dave mentioned, coming from an opening rating state. I would 
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probably have to add, so you’ll have to pardon some of my 

corm-rents, because every once in a while my managing partner in my 

firm gets a few letters from the industry saying if YOU really 

want to develop any business in that firm of yours, you’d better 

keep that guy Bunner quiet, he’s st i 11 talking like a 

regulator. If you’ II forgive me, I’ll just kind of keep a 

regulator hat on for a little bit because my experience has been 

somewhat jaded. 

I can’t quite understand the industry sometimes. I ‘ve 

always been a strong proponent of free enterprise and trying to 

preserve, if you will, the California open rating environment, 

and sometimes I just can’ t help feeling the industry Is 

determined to destroy that environment and just let it erode and 

di sappear and become one of those states that’s going to be 

highly regulated. To set a Ii ttle bit of the background for some 

of comments regarding McCarran-Ferguson. It’s just been 

interesting, the number of things you do read in the trade press, 

if you will, and some of the conversations I’ve had with industry 

executives, certainly since I’ve been back in private practice. 

But you know, 1 can recall a meeting I had with one chairman and 

I was kind of reacting to your flex rating and the fact that 

California was moving in that direction. I was really kind of 

shocked that the chairman would just say -- what’s wrong with 

that? Kind of harkening back to the Nixon years of wage pr Ice 

controls and what it did for the manufacturing industry in 

general, maybe it wasn’t so bad after all. I don’t recall 

anything being good about Nixon’s wage price controls, but 
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somehow or other I think he felt that maybe it is appropriate for 

the insurance industry. I was really quite shocked by that 

because I’ve always felt the industry talks about open rating but 

sometimes you get into private conversations and they don’t 

really feel that way at all. I think one other major company 

just made a comnent very recently that competition can prevent 

prices from getting too high but it can’t prevent them from 

getting too low. I don’t know, I’m not an economist, but I had 

just never felt that way. I felt that if we had opt imum 

competition, that prices wi 11 moderate at a level that is quite 

appropriate. It will remove excess profits and it will also 

remove inadequate profits, if you will. Some of the arguments 

that corn-e in all of that. 

I think there’s a feeling among members in our industry that 

they want some form of price stability, and again, they use the 

whole argument that we need to have this because of the potential 

for insolvencies. I think that even some of the hearings that 

are going on in New York, and I need to be careful, I don’t know 

whether I’m a carpetbagger or not. I haven’t decided whether I’m 

a Californian or a New Yorker, even though I was born in New 

York. I was asked the other day to testify next week on 

financial guarantees, and I keep saying well maybe I’d better 

keep my mouth shut. I’m not sure whether to go or not. But like 

the junk bond issue, the industry’s come back and basically said 

that they would support some sort of restrictions on the 

investments and high yield bonds. I just feel that whole 

approach is very arbitrary. We’re not really getting to the nub 
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of the problem; it’s another band-aid approach to a particular 

Issue within the industry. Again, I think the companies that are 

in support of putting some iimi tat ions there are some of our 

larger companies. I think there’s sort of a feeling, if I were 

to sort through ali of that, it’s a little bit of protectionism, 

I think, that they’re looking for in that particular regard. If 

you spill over outside the industry, the congressman mentioned 

some of the comnents. Oliver of the Federal Trade Con-mission 

really says McCarran-Ferguson is anti-competitive, it limits 

consumer’s options by agreeing on forms and types of insurance 

plans, divides customers up into territories, and imposes uniform 

terms on agents. I sort of respond to all of that by saying, “so 

what?” 

I know a number of times when I’ve testified in the 

California legislature, the complaint was that we’ve got too many 

forms and there is too much latitude and they’re trying to narrow 

this down. That’s where the consumer groups were coming from. 

We had this smorgasbord out there, which I think is quite 

appropriate, and yet they would like to have less forms and 

plans. You can’t have it both ways. You need to decide, and I 

think perhaps Jim put his thumb on it, that probably both 

systems have some merit. There is a lack of credibi 1 ity within 

our industry when there are senators who say the reality of life 

is that there is no competition in the insurance industry. I 

don’t know how you can say that. It’s an industry with a number 

of players in it. The fragmentat ions are there. I don’t sense 

any real conclusion going on with price fixing. I think like 
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many have said, if that is going on they’re really going at it in 

a very stupid way. Another senator says reality is that too many 

insurance conmi ss ioner s are in the hip pocket of the insurance 

industry rather than protecting the American public. I think 

it’s unfortunate that kind of perception comes forth in the 

regulatory environment from the states. I’ve worked long enough 

in the regulatory environment and I don’t think that’s true at 

all. Another congressman said the other day, in response to the 

GAO study that losses claimed by the industry disappeared when 

accounting practices in accordance with the Tax Reform Act, it 

sure is al 1 of a sudden now have profits. They can devise any 

kind of accounting model you want and generate any kind of 

figures you want, and I think the consumer groups came back and 

said just eliminate all of the loss reserves and we’ve all made 

quite a bit of money. You can get there if you want to get 

there. But the whole point is the accounting profession has been 

around a long time and I don’t know why we object to vbewating up 

on my profession. 

I think the whole point is there are a lot of smoke screens 

going on. We’re talking about price stability, protectionism, 

I’ve kind of alluded to, some of the small company issues. We’ re 

worried that maybe they may go out of business. I’m not sure 

that’s the bottom line issue, but certainly we should have some 

sort of mechanism to reflect industry statistical data, it’s 

certainly needed for the large companies as well as the small 

companies, and certainly needed for the public. 

Solvency, we use as an excuse for so many things with 
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respect to state regulation. I think that’s an issue to itself 

it can be dealt with separately and not really drawn into this 

kind of an argument. The accounting area, we’ve done a very poor 

job of expressing what the industry is earning. That can be 

greatly improved. I’ve tried to be a proponent of that with the 

NAIC, but it’s slow going. It’s almost like Congress there as 

we I 1 . I think this perception is that there’s a little bit of an 

“old boy” network going on. Maybe that might be true but I don’t 

think that’s true in the major states, if you will. I think the 

whole point is, we’re attacking McCarran-Ferguson for the wrong 

reasons. The issues are not those issues, if you will. I don’t 

think McCarran-Ferguson has anything to do with the liability 

crisis. I think really the basic issue, if we’re going to focus 

on McCarran-Ferguson is going to be what is the industry’s 

response going to be. We’re really talking about competition and 

pricing. We’re talking about data collection, how well it’s 

done. If it’s being done well at all. And we’re talking about 

the whole efficacy of state regulation. 

McCarran-Ferguson, I think probably doesn’t do an adequate 

job, at least for all of us with respect to some definitional 

type problems. It talks in terms of state regulation dealing in 

the pub1 ic interest, but I think really the key is state 

regulation serving the public interest. It doesn’ t do a good job 

defining competition. I think perhaps the problem there is there 

is a better way of comnunicat ing the competition type 

characteristic or either objective, if you will, in the sense 

that our states in fact are promoting and providing for optimum 
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competition of insurance within their states. I guess I’m saying 

there probably should be more of a burden on the states with 

respect to promoting competition and more accountability on their 

part. 

The tragedy is that we seem to be moving in a direction of 

more regulation while the rest of the world is deregulating. If 

the consumer groups had their way we’d be a public utility, which 

I do not think will serve the public purpose. If we have price 

stability, we can have that. 1 think in California, the Workers’ 

Compensation are the only rates that I set in there, and the 

workers’ camp. companies have done fairly well over the years, 

primarily because we have the minimum rate law and we preserve 

some level of profit in there. But that really serves the trade- 

off if you will. Price controls will result in some form of 

higher premiums to the public. 1 just feel any kind of rate 

controls of any form are just going to breed inefficient 

underwriters in the marketplace. 

in my mind, pricing is not really the regulatory issue or 

problem to be addressed. It is really the presence of opt imum 

competition within our state environments, how can we promote 

that and how can we have effective competition. I think if we 

have effective competition, that will drive, if YOU will, 

inadequate profits up as well as bring excessive profits down. I 

think you can see I’m an ardent supporter of free competition. 1 

think California has an excellent regulatory scheme. I think 

it’s one we should encourage rep! icat ing elsewhere across the 

country. I think it’s the only way to go. As I talk to 
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insurance executives over the years whi le I was a conmissioner, 

and as well as since I’ve been outside of the department, I ‘ve 

always been sort of shocked that there ‘s not more of an interest 

on the part of at least the Eastern the companies in preserving 

the open rating system that we have in California. I think it’s 

eroding, and I think it’s going to be unfortunate if we let it 

erode too far and we lose some of those basic concepts of free 

enterprise. 

McBride-McCrunsky, which is the open rating law in the state 

of California, is very simple. It basically says rates should 

not be excessive or inadequate. It gives definition to excessive 

or inadequate and the rates shouldn’t be unfairly 

discriminatory. I don’t mean to imply that the California system 

in that sense is an ideal mode!. I think there are some problems 

with it. I tried to bring about some changes in tight of the 

liability crisis and had some difficulty with the legislature. I 

again come back from a base point of saying what we need to have 

opt imum competition and that’s what we should be trying to 

promote and as regulators we should be trying to promote. But we 

do, in fact, have marked this location, we know that. What are 

some things that we can do about it? I think California is very 

successful in a number of areas dealing with market 

dislocations. I think the assigned risk plan was one example, 

and Dick Roth is in your audience out here with the California 

department. 

When I came into office we had some problems with the pub1 ic 

in general; they felt the auto rates were too high. We were 
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having difficulties in the inner-city areas, and we did a 

complete study and really found that competition really wasn’t at 

an optimum level particularly in the high density areas of the 

state. Some of the things that we did there in the assigned risk 

plan was to give competition credits for those companies that 

were, in fact, willing to compete within the inner-city and 

within the Los Angeles County, in general, and in Oakland 

County. To my knowledge this is working very favorably, and 

basically I said to the industry that if you don’ t want to 

compete, that’s fine, we’ll just give you more assignments from 

the assigned risk plan. If you want to compete and you want to 

define those risks that are preferred, sub-standard, standard, or 

whatever your underwriting standards might be and take the time 

and effort to do that, then fine, you’re going to get competition 

credits for that. 

Workers’ Compensation. We’ve had some problems in that area 

with no real penalties, and we came out with a point-of-sale 

disclosure type of document. Again, this sort of gets back to 

where we fail so often in the industry, inadequate accountability 

and really being above board and really transparent in that which 

we were doing. I think the one thing that we were missing in 

California, and which really broadened the focus, was the day 

care crisis. It was kind of shocking to me that the industry 

could not do a credible job in demonstrating the problem they 

were having with underwriting day care. We knew there were 

problems there. I went to the legislature, changed the law, gave 

definition to the kind of coverage. It was a general type rule 
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that day care centers had to have $300,000 of liability 

insurance, but it didn’t give definition to what $300,000 

meant. We clearly defined that as $300,000 on a single- 

occurrence on an aggregate basis. 

We also moved to make provision for excluding chi Id 

molestation and those kinds of issues. Despite of all that, the 

industry still didn’t come back on the marketplace, put together 

a market assistance program. I think we were one of the first 

states that developed that, and yet the industry came together 

and had an opportunity to really demonstrate and did an adequate 

job. We’ve let applications pile up on the desk and very few 

were really written. We had an opportunity to really demonstrate 

for the legislation that they could have been responsive, but 

they weren’t. It kind of drove me in the direction of Saying tht 

we needed to have some sort of a lever within the state 

environment in order to impose. In a sense, forcing the industry 

into the marketplace when we had these kinds of dislocations. I 

was sort of coming back to saying we should start with market 

assistance programs. We need to make the voluntary market work, 

and the market assistance program would be a demonstration of 

that. If, in fact, that kind of program wouldn’t work where we 

had these difficult to place type coverages, then I was asking 

that we should be able to impose a JUA on the industry, but only 

after a public hearing, and only after a demonstration that 

competition wasn’t working, and only after you could demonstrate 

that the coverage that YOU were talking about wasn’t 

uninsurable. If it was totally uninsurable, then these are the 
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kind of issues that come forth in that environment. If we were 

effective in putting a 3UA together, then these things would 

sunsate out after a year and a half or two years, once it had 

been demonstrated that the mark has come back to sof’tx measure of 

stability. 

I guess if I was going to attack state regulation, I don’t 

mean to imply by this that this is just an occasion for doing 

away with McCarran-Ferguson. But there are some things that do 

go on that tend to be anti-competitive. I think the omission 

process is abominable in state regulation. I had a call just a 

couple of days ago, a major New York State Exchange, one of the 

top twenty companies, wanted to buy a charter. And I said why 

don’t you just start the company. I said it takes something like 

a year or two years to do that and that’s much too long. When 

you think about the price you have to pay for a charter and just 

some of the stuff. It just gets mind boggling after a while. I 

know exactly what they’re talking about. It’s so difficult to 

make applications through the department in California. I think 

the whole market-entry issue has to be dealt with to provide 

greater ease for companies and competitors who come into the 

marketplace. 

I think when a name you would recognize is trying to put 

together a tender offer on a major New York Stock Exchange 

Company that had a California domestic, and literally I can just 

stop him in his tracks, with merit or not. I look at the foreign 

control type thing and I just don’t think these kinds of things 

need to be in the insurance codes. I know in California they say 
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if you’ve got one share of stock owned by a foreign government or 

it’s under foreign control or domination, and for that reason the 

company can’t be admitted in the state. This stuff gets kind of 

mind boggling. Whether you’re for or against banks being in the 

insurance business, I think that’s a U.S. government issue and 

not really a state issue. You go right down the I ine: anti- 

rebating, policy forums and approvals. I look at variable Ii fe 

as an example. There’s no reason in the world why this shouldn’t 

have moved through the California department much quicker than it 

has. It’s a concept that should be expanded on. Risk retention 

is another example. The federal government’s response to some of 

the group insurance type prohibitions in the insurance codes. 

You just go down the line on some of these issues. I don’t think 

in the aggregate or a single basis any of these justify the 

abolition of McCarran-Ferguson. But I think these are some of 

the kinds of things we need to wake up to, whether we’re state 

regulators or within the industry. Start moving in the direction 

to eliminate in the insurance codes. I think it would improve 

competition. I don’t think in and of themselves they do anything 

against competition. 

The other big issue that I have any real complaint with is 

the data collection area. I think the day care crisis brought it 

greatly in focus in California. I think as an industry we can do 

a much better job in data collection. I think Jim touched on 

some of the concepts that I would share. We are an industry in 

the statistic gathering business. We’re probably the largest one 

apart from the federal government and in many ways I think we’re 
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doing things the way we’ve been doing it for the last twenty 

years. I think if we did a better job, if we were more 

accountable, and more open, we’d be in a much better position and 

a more defensible position to talk about profitability, to talk 

about adequacy of rates, and to talk about underwriting 

experience. 

I guess what I reflect on the most when we talk about data 

collection is, I think of the California Workers’ Compensation 

Rating Bureau. Its’ one that I work with very closely. We made 

some very significant changes in 3-l/2 years that I was 

Conmissioner, and yet 1 felt very good about the direction that 

that rating bureau had gone on the collection of data. I 

remember several times standing before comni ttees and the 

legislature where you can stand up with confidence and say, “1 

challenge you gentlemen, any one of you on the comni ttee or 

within the industry, or consumer group or wherever, to find fault 

with the data collection model, if you will, as transpiring in 

the Compensation Rating Bureau. If there is, we welcome the 

corrments, in order that we can make the appropriate 

adjustments.” It think it’s a model. I think it’s one we ought 

to look at in terms of when we talk about data collection for the 

industry, and it’s one that’s industry financed. And yet, 

structured in such a way that there is some interact ion 

involvement or inter face with the regulator. I think that the 

benefits that YOU would derive from sort of a quasi- 

regulatory/data gathering type system. I was sort of moving in 

the direction that when I testify before the Little Hoover 
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Conmission in California, that perhaps what we need in California 

is maybe a data base structured in such a way that it would 

promote free enterprise, promote the open compensation. The 

benefits of something like that would have been the gathering of 

rel iable experience statist its for the state. And if something 

like this was done on a national basis, which I think it could be 

done, I would want it done on the industry level, not on the 

federal level. It does provide for pro active communication 

between the actuaries within the department, as well as the 

actuaries with the insurers, dealing with rating methodology. 

We’d have more timely statistics. I was always kind of shocked 

with the assigned risk plan. The statistics that we got were 

something like a year and a haIf old when we received them. 

Perhaps more importantly, it would really enhance the public 

disclosure, and if they wanted to deal with these things, then 

this would give them some point if there was going to be an 

argument, then they would have to argue from those statistics. 

I think the industry ought to think long and hard on how 

they could do a better job in the whole data collection side. I 

think it’s something they can do within the industry with the 

cooperation of state regulators, and I think we should do it in 

such a way that it will promote open competition. My fear is 

that if we allow this to go to state departments or to the 

federal scene, then it’s going to get so highly structured that 

we’re going to end up going down a path, if you will, to inspect 

the coverages. It gets so highly structured that we lose in the 

benefits of innovation, creativity, and as time changes with 
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respect to risk. 

In sunmary, again I say states do a good job in a number of 

areas. I think where they do excel is in dealing with the 

consumers. 1 don’t see how the federal government can deal with 

that as well as the states. I think they do a very credible job 

with insolvency. There’s a lot of room for improvement and I’ve 

certainly been an outspoken critic as to financial analysis, but 

on ba 1 ante they’ve done a good job. I know of very few 

policyholders that have lost any money in the last forty or fifty 

years, certainly on the T&C side. That doesn’t mean we haven’t 

had a problem and couldn’t have done a better job dealing with 

solvency. But on balance the states have done a fairly good 

job. I guess I’ll come back again and say states should be held 

to a higher level of accountability. 

McCarran-Ferguson, if I was going to quarrel with it, I wish 

we could have a better definition of what does, in fact, serve 

pub1 ic interest, and what does, in fact, promote competition. I 

think where we need to be getting is to have state regulatory 

schemes take care of the consumers, promote optimum competition, 

unrestricted price competition, dealing with market efficiency, 

ease of market entry, and more ease of capital formation. I 

think these are some of the kinds of areas where the states need 

to get their act together. I think they can do it. Maybe it’s 

heal thy for the federal government to express some of the 

concerns that it does. That might be just the impetus that we 

need to correct some of these deficiencies. I don’t think they 

are deficiencies that justify the elimination of McCarran- 
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Ferguson. 

Thank you very much. 

DAVID HARTMAN: Thank you very much, Bruce. We do have time 

for some questions. 

QUESTION: Is it fair to say that repeal of McCarran- 

Ferguson is going to drive rates down? 

BRUCE BUNNER : That is not a position that I have suggested 

that I hold. Unquestionably, the significant increase in rates 

in the past couple of years particularly has driven congressional 

interest. First, it has driven consumer interest, that means 

then that it has translated into driving congressional interest 

as well as interest throughout state legislatures, into some 

review of the industry, in Washington specifically, into a review 

of the continued appropriateness of McCarran-Ferguson. Actually, 

having set through several days of testimony over the past year 

and a half on McCarran-Ferguson, I don’t think that the advocates 

of repea I of McCarran-Ferguson have at all made their case on 

that issue. I don’t think that they have been able to offer data 

that can in any way demonstrates that repeal of McCarran 

Ferguson is going to result in reduced rates for the consumers. 
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QUESTION: How easy was it for your company to enter the 

market? 

JAMES STONE: When a former insurance conmissioner applies 

for a license, the Department bends over backwards to go slowly 

and carefully for fear that somebody is going to say that there 

was any kind of favoritism. I suppose it was longer than I 

wanted it to be and by a few months it slowed us down. On the 

other hand, I don’t think it was an inappropriately long time for 

a brand new company. I think I agree with what I took to be most 

of Bruce’s point, which is, that when you’re not dealing with a 

brand new company, but a company that already has a track record 

or that’s part of an enterprise that al ready has a track 

record. BOY, I think every department takes much too long on 

those. The Massachusetts department has been as guilty as any. 

On the new companies you do have to be careful. 

QJESTICN: Our previous speaker talked about the 

Congressional interest in competitiveness of U.S. industry. I 

think he also alluded to pressure on the insurance industry. 

Have you given any thought as to how the two issues relate? Our 

compet i t iveness to foreign insurance companies and the repeal of 

McCarran-Ferguson. If they pull for cross purposes, which do you 

think will carry the day? 

UNCRESSM4N FEIGHAN: I think that in many respects, the 

nature of our insurance industry, and the nature of what’s 
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happening in coverage in this country is enacted to some degree, 

and maybe in a healthy fashion, as a non-tariff barrier. A 

number of potent ial exporters to the United States are 

intimidated by the litigious nature of American society and the 

complexity of our tort system and the insurance system 

generally. Many would argue in these days where we’re trying to 

get a stronger trade to balance on our side, that that’s a 

healthy non-tariff barrier. I don’t know what the nature is. 

I’m totally unfamiliar with the insurance industry of our trading 

partners. 1 think that the Congress has been attracted to the 

insurance industry competition as an issue because of the 

widespread publicity of the liability crisis in the past year. 

As I had suggested earlier, it’s very enticing to a politician to 

accept the simple premise that repeal of a federal statute is 

going to bring about lower rates and the wild enthusiasm of 

constituencies, if not their gratitude for that action. I think 

it is far too simplistic of an analysis. I don’t think it’s 

likely to happen. I think as Bruce Bunner has suggested, there 

are anti-competitive natures of the industry at play today. And 

there might be a federal role in correcting those, but I don’t 

think that the majority of members of Congress have been 

per ruaded that repeal of McCarran-Ferguson is the appropriate 

road to take. 

On a final note, I think it’s particularly interesting, 1 

mentioned earlier that there has not been legislation introduced 

in the House to either repeal or modify McCarran-Ferguson. Late 

last week there was one bill, I don’t know the nature of it. One 
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of the reasons that it has not been introduced into the House is 

that, notwithstanding the joint efforts of a large number of 

consumer groups f the American Banking Association, the 

Association of State Attorneys’ General. There has not been one 

republ ican member of Congress who has been willing to co-sponsor 

the introduction of a bill. Congressman Edwards, out of 

California, who is primarily interested in moving legislation in 

the House for modification of McCarran-Ferguson has said he will 

not introduce the legislation until he can get a Republican co- 

sponsor. Bruce, as long as your party holds out, there won’t be 

any disruptive effect. 

DAVID HARThNN: Let me conclude the panel by saying that 

we’ve had some indications that the sky is falling. We’ve had 

SOme clear suggest ions for change even within the current 

regulatory environment. And we’ve also maintained the rosy 

colored lighting here on the panel istt. We appreciate your 

attention as the audience. We trust that you’ll take away from 

this pane 1 5 ome motivation to discuss this issue with your 

colleagues, influence further thinking on this topic. And we 

especially thank all three of our panelists, Please join me in 

giving them a round of applause. 
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ROBERT A. BAILEY: We are fortunate this morning to have a varied 

panel of experts who have taken time out of their busy schedules 

to come and discuss this important subject with us. I am also 

pleased too see how many of you have come to the last panel of a 

three day meeting in Disney World. 

In the past three years we have passed through the worst 

solvency crisis since the period 1930, 1931, and 1932. About 80 

companies have become insolvent in the past three years. 

Normally, there are only about five casualty companies a year 

that go under. The magnitude of that crisis, and the fact that 

many of those companies carried a good rating, an A or A+ up 

until a year or two of becoming insolvent, has created the 

tremendous demand for rating services that are more timely and 

more widespread. In other words, it includes the whole market, 

international as well as domest-ic, going into more depth into the 

management and ownership of the company and the way it does its 

business, and being more sensitive to street information and less 

dependent on mechanical number crunching. As a result, a number 

of rating services have emerged or expanded in recent years. Our 

panel members represent several of those new or expanded rating 

services. And now, Mike, if we can have that first slide. 

Our topic this morning is insurance carrier ratings: Who 

does them? How are they done? And for what audience? Can we 

have the next slide now. 

I’ve tried to list eight different institutions that do 

insurance carrier ratings for other people. Of course, we have 

many reinsurance companies and otherwise that rate insurance 
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companies themselves for internal purposes. The paper presented 

to us at this meeting by Steve Ludwig and Bob McCauley of 

Hartford is a good illustration of the depth of the analysis and 

the effectiveness of the analysis now being conducted by a number 

of major carriers for their own purposes. Here we have eight 

institutions that rate insurance companies for other people. The 

NAIC being the oldest; a license is a rating. Unfortunately, 

licensed companies become insolvent. In the last 15 years, the 

NAIC has had an early warning system but they only publish part 

of it, the mechanical part. As a result, the part that is 

published is an incomplete rating system and the published part 

has not changed much in the last ten years. Nevertheless, it is 

widely used by many segments of the market. 

A.M. Best Co. has been the primary rating agency since 

1899. Unfortunately, we are unable to have a representative of 

Best’s participate on the panel. We invited them but they 

indicated that this is the busiest time of the year for them. I 

must confess that this is the first spring meeting of the CAS 

that I have attended in about six years. 

The next five are represented on our panel. They will tell 

you how they rate companies and for what audience. 

The last one -- the stock market -- we don’ t have a 

representative for that. We probably don’t think of the stock 

market as a rating of insurance companies; nevertheless, it is an 

important one which we cannot ignore. Either the insurance 

company or its parent is normally listed on a public exchange. 

What happens to that stock price and what the market valuation is 
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-- the price per share times the number of shares -- and the 

change in that value and the relation of that value to the book 

value is an important indicator, especially for international 

companies, of where the financial statements are on an average a 

year or two old when you get them, and where the financial 

statements are even more distorted by statutory accounting 

conventions overseas than they are in this country. The stock 

market evaluation of some of the foreign companies is truly 

amazing and very informative. 

I’d now like to introduce our speaker, Michael Miron, who is 

the U.S. Editor for Insurance Solvency International. Michael 

joined ISI, actually he merged with IS1 in December of last 

year. He formed his own insurance rating service, International 

Insurance Financial Service, about five years ago. IIFS rates 

international companies and then last year formed the American 

Reinsurance Financial Service, which rates U.S. reinsurers, Both 

of those services were merged last December with Insurance 

Solvency International. Michae I has had thirty years of 

financial experience in the insurance industry, including many 

years as the chief financial officer of the Motor Club of America 

Insurance Group in New Jersey. Michael Miron. 

MICHAEL MIRON: Thank you Bob, and good morning. It’s my 

pleasure to speak before such a large audience, up so early and 

obviously on their toes on what’s going on in the insurance 

business. 

I would like to give you a Ii ttle background about the 
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service that I originally initiated and about the service into 

which we have merged so that you*ll better understand from where 

we’re coming. 

In 1981, Robert Durham, who had extensive experience as a 

reinsurance underwriter with Insurance Company of North America, 

North America Re, and other groups, and myself, who basically was 

a number cruncher, joined together to start a security service on 

international insurance companies. There was a huge void at that 

time in the market; the ailing companies were pouring into the 

United States and a good number of the second and third tier U.S. 

reinsurance companies were doing their retrocessions overseas and 

had this huge need to know. 

Simultaneously, in London, John Gardner was starting a 

security service by the name of Insurance Solvency 

Internat ional, I think it’s fairly well known by those who use 

this service and subscribe to them that the so-called mysteries 

of internat ional insurance accounting are really no longer 

mysteries. After five, six, or seven years, depending on how you 

count, the statements of these companies around the world have 

been pretty well digested, in our case converted into U.S. 

formats, into U.S. dollars. The principles of accounting have 

been pretty well aired, and I think it’s safe to say that you can 

get informat ion on a basis comparable to the United States, 

although without all of the disclosures, almost anywhere on the 

globe. Both John Gardner in London, and myself from the United 

States, did extensive traveling and met most of the companies we 

rated, many times in Monte Carlo and, of course, in the London 
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market, we met people and had people visiting the United States 

visit with us. You really need that internationally because the 

level of disclosures is quite different. But the problems these 

companies have in publishing data and in compiling them is the 

same as in the United States. Sweden, for example, about three 

years ago redid its statutory reporting, and went into the 

problem of how do you report reinsurance transactions. The 

Japanese had the same problem -- where do you allocate investment 

income between the underwriting side and the investment side? 

All of these problems which lead to analysis are common 

wor Idwide. 

In any case, I can state that by the end of last year we had 

ratings published on some 800 companies, all based outside of the 

United States. John Gardner had over 1,000 companies in his 

service with published data and available ratings. 

Starting about a year ago, we came out with a service on 

American companies engaged in the reinsurance business. We 

called it American Reinsurance Financial Service, but it seems 

that we stepped on the toes of the American Reinsurance Company 

and their lawyers. I am very careful to describe it as a service 

covering reinsurance companies in the United States. In any 

case, there was again a perceived need. The one rating service 

we were aware of just missed out completely on the quality of its 

ratings. Too many companies were going under that had good 

ratings. There was another reason: I’ve done several studies 

indicating, and depending on how you count, somewhere between 

forty and 50% of the business done by companies engaged in the 
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reinsurance business in the United States have foreign parents. 

We believe sponsorship is a critical item in the evaluation of a 

company. 

To look at a little company like Cologne Re, which was based 

in Stamford with $10 or $15 million net worth, is, in my view, of 

limited value unless you look at the whole family tree, at the 

parent company in Cologne, Cologne Re, which has a huge surplus 

and is the oldest reinsurance company in the world. And in turn, 

its parent, Colognia f which is the second largest company 

in Germany, and has a huge book of profitable automobile 

business. And in turn, the parent company to that, which is a 

bank, owned by private interests. 

That’s just one example of looking at a branch and 

understanding what the whole tree is. Almost half the companies 

we published last year and we did just over 100. One of the 

toughest assignments in rating companies was getting companies to 

rate. In early ‘86 we said we were going to do ratings on 100 

companies without being very careful about our count. As 

companies withdrew from the market, the toughest thing we had to 

do was to find 100 companies. In fact, I think some. of the 

intermediaries who bought our service really weren’t interested 

in security; they were looking for new markets for their 

customers. 

In any case, in December I sold out or merged with John 

Gardner’s service. The international service is now being run or 

pub1 ished, and the analysis done out of London with phone calf 

service in the United States. To that extent, I’m available to 
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his customers. We think, and I know from my own experience, that 

the phone discussions with the subscribers is a key part of this 

service. It’s difficult to put negative thoughts in writing but 

they exist, and even if you can’t say them with al I the IaWS of 

liable and slander and so forth, it’s that flavor that sometimes 

makes the real difference. There is no doubt that many 

subscribers called me in Stamford, when I was running my own 

service, to get the flavor of the people behind the company. Who 

are they? Where are they from? That was a key part of the 

service. 

In any case, the people from London saw the need to expand 

their service to worldwide basis. I might mention they are owned 

by a stock brokerage company which has a subsidiary in rating 

banks. They rate banks in the United States and the rest of the 

wor Id. They are rating insurance companfes in the rest of the 

wor Id, and this is the last step in completing their circle. 

This sumner they are shooting for the initial release of their 

American edition. It’s take a lot of time to reprogram and set 

UP computer analysis to conform the American service with the 

international service. But a lot of their subscribers as well as 

a minority of mine were over seas subscribers, and to SOl-tX 

practical extent we’re trying to conform the reports, though 

everybody knows that if they want to read about the sponsorship 

and the parentage of a company, that there is some logical place 

in the reports where they can find them. 

AS far as out audience is concerned, I thfnk I can explain 

it best by who bought our subscribers to the American service. 
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The ten largest teinsurance intermediaries in the United States 

were. all subscribers. Most of the leading teinsurance companies, 

well, certainly, many of them became subscribers. Not 

necessarily to learn security but for the reasons that I’ II get 

into they wanted to read about their competitors. We issue in 

depth reports, and the people we interviewed who saw what we were 

doing, saw the reports on themselves and were interested in the 

same reports on other people. 

Lastly, there were a number of service companies that bought 

a service, law firms, accounting firms. One of the major Big 8 

accounting fi tms bought twelve copies so they could put them in 

various offices around the country. 

Let me get a I ittle closer to who we rate by looking at the 

history of insurance in the United States, taking it in three 

stages. First, there were breaks between stocks, mutuals, and 

reciprocals. While that’s ancient history, I think you will 

still see some statistics pub1 ished by that criteria and 

classifications. Later, we had the property companies and the 

casualty companies. I suspect I’m giving away my age when I say 

I can remember when we were first able to put them both together 

on an automobile policy and later came the homeowner policy. 

In 1986, we really have a different break in the business, 

at least in my view, it’s personal lines and conrnetcial lines. 

While there are some companies who do both, I think mixing 

statistics, mixing the companies, does very little for you. The 

reinsurers I take as a completely separate industry and treat it 

that way in a secutity service. I might mention from a security 
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standpoint, the guaranty fund system on personal lines iS alt'mst 

identical or somewhat similar to the FDIC. I’m not sure that the 

insurance buying pub1 ic of personal lines of insurance has much 

need for security service, any more than the depositor who keeps 

under $100,000 in a bank with an FDIC sticker on the window, 

really needs much help in the analysis. 

We’ re down to reinsurance companies and cornnercial 

insurers.. The function, as we see it, of a security service is 

to provide data, and perhaps our judgement, to assist the 

professional buyer in making a decision. We eliminate his grunt 

work. What I always felt I was doing with the ANtican service 

was collecting information wholesale and selling it retail. But 

this is a critical pofnt because the services recognize that 

buyers really may not want all of this. They may just want the 

rating. There’s a certain conflict in that. We don’t pretend to 

usurp the buyer’s responsibility in making the final judgment of 

where his money is placed at risk. We try to help them and give 

them information that we come to, but at least in our thinking 

the buck never moves from him. He’s got the ultimate 

responsibility. 

Going back to the information that we were gathering: 

wholesale and selling it, retail. I might mention that the annual 

statement really is a problem for reinsurers. I spoke with the 

Reinsurance Association last week and they once again raised the 

question of a separate annua I statement for reinsurers. I 

suggested that I would also like to be twenty one again. There 

is 5ornc merit to their position. The annual statement really 



doesn’t do justice for reinsurers in a number of ways. Funds 

that are held and are really offsets to outstanding losses can’t 

be offset. We report losses net of reinsurance. We mix our 

apples and peaches. And perhaps the worst one, and the one I 

suggest that the Reinsurance Association get hopping on, is the 

accrual of premiums. In the course of our interviews last year, 

and during the American Reinsurance Service, we found that there 

is a small minority but a real number of companies who really 

ignore the accrual premium concept, which in turn throws off 

Schedule 0 and P, and they say, “So what ‘I? Or they issue 

supplementary data to tie in 0 and P on an underwriting year, 

which at least is meaningful. 

There are some alternate solutions that I might tell you 

about in the rest of the world. In Switzerland, they’ll just 

leave the books open for six months or so after the end of the 

year I so that Swiss Re may incorporate all the accounts of itsd 

cedents for the activities through December, and historically 

will release its annual results around September or October. One 

of the problems of American re insurance companies is they’re 

operat Ing in an environment that’s geared towards earnings per 

share oti a quarterly basis. There’s a reaf inconsistency between 

that and the real life world of reinsurance and knowing your 

losses. As ac tuar ies, I am sure you’re al1 fami 1 iar with those 

long-tail development charts and rcognizing the problem to which 

I am alluding. 

The German companies have another technique -- co-terminus 

years. They have a June 30th fiscal year, but they include the 
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underwriting transactions ending with a prior December 31st and 

financial transactions through June 30th. Again, at least they 

tell you what’s in their statement. Perhaps the more practical 

route for the United States may be to adopt what they do in the 

London market which is fund accounting, where you don’t try to 

get all your accounts in at one time. You bunch them and keep 

them in a fund 1 iabil ity account and wait until the end of the 

next year before you take it out. Providing for deficiencies, of 

course, but not accruing the income. In any case, one of the 

difficulties in doing any mechanical analysis of American 

insurance companies on any meaningful basis is using their annual 

statements which aren’t geared toward the real world in many 

cases. 

I might mention the analysts method that we use. We 

interviewed almost all of these 100 companies. As a matter of 

fact, in the reports on the three or four that dec 1 fned 

interviews, our rating sumnary indicated that the companies 

declined to be interviewed, which we thought was a significant 

red flag for our subscribers. The two people we used, one chap 

with twenty years of underwriting experience, first in direct 

business and then in facultative casualty business. The other 

chap was a financial analyst who had been doing security work for 

two of the alphabet houses and is now on Wall Street with Ray 

Dirks of Equity Funding fame. 

I might mention another feature of this security service was 

loose leaf. That was particularly important last year when we 

had this flurry of public offerings. There were some companies 
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we issued three reports on and kept updating as material events 

took place. There were at least a dozen companies in that group 

that had public offerings and we had updated reports. There are 

other reasons that can occur such as interim reporting. And the 

advantage of a loose leaf service is that you can just update. I 

might mention on the international side, both services, 

international solvency and ourselves, had loose leafs because we 

got into the habit of distributing reports throughout the twelve 

months of the year, which more or less conformed with the way 

reports were released on a world-wide basis. 

There’s another key factor with respect to rating 

reinsurers. That is -- when do you rate them? Philosophically, 

in the rating service that I started last year, we began rating 

from the time a company went into business. That’s before it 

issues its first contract. Basically, we felt if we are to help 

a subscriber who is being offered the security of a reinsurer who 

is issuing its very first contractor in their very first month in 

business. What they want is our evaluation. Where might it 

be? What’s going to happen? I think that’s what the subscriber 

is paying money for, in our judgment. 

Obviously, the valuation has to be somewhat qualified when 

there are no numbers to work on. But people are ceding business 

to a reinsurer from the day it goes into business, and they’re 

making judgments. Those factors, the sponsorship; who’s putting 

up the money? What kind of management are they hiring? What 

what kind of business plan do they have? Although they al I have 

business plans that sound great up front and that sort of 
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judgment. That sort of judgment which the buyer of reinsurance 

has from day one is something that we believed we had a duty to 

respond to. There was a company, United Reinsurance, formed in 

Texas last year. Interegtingly enough, its chairman had been a 

chairman of a company that failed about ten years before, which 

was possibly a positive or negative, but I had been familiar with 

that and really remembered it being identified with the chief 

financial officer who got into a line of business that caused a 

lot of mischief. It didn’t bother me, and we looked at the money 

that was there to support it. 

Recapital, which you may remember was a spinoff of North 

Star, got its- license and was starting to write business in 

November or December of last year. People wanted judgments, what 

kind of rating might they get. Even companies like Nat Re, which 

is the re-incarcenated Nat Pak. People wanted to know. They 

went from a company that was relatively dormant with maybe $10 

million a year of assumed business to a company that’s doing $100 

million within one year. It tealIy wasn’t the same company. The 

subscribers wanted to know what’s going on? Our people spent 

more than a day going over the business plans, evaIuatIng the 

caliber of the people and so forth in order to pass It back to 

our subscribers our impressions of the company. This is what 

they wanted. 

The managemen t ; we’re big on pedigree. We really like to 

know who the people are and where they came from. Perhaps I 

ought to spend a few minutes on another subject, sponsorship, 

which is very important. Maybe more so internationally, where a 
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man’s word is more likely to be his bond. I’ve done a study on 

the fifty major companies outside of the United States, or there 

are fifty of them, operating in the United States. I analyzed 

them in the middle of last year. To us those companies look like 

long-term players in the United States. They’re here to stay and 

that’s the core of a lot of the companies that are involved in 

security servicing. 

There are a number of basic reasons for it. The rest of the 

world is mature economic-wise and there is very little place to 

grow if you’re in the insurance business and you’re locked into 

Switzerland and you want to go to Finland you have to issue 

policies in Finnish and that’s difficult. There are restrictions 

in most of the world. There are two open markets in the world: 

the London market and the United States. And soon you realize 

that if you go to London you write a U.S. business anyhow. You 

might just as well come to the United States and be where the 

action is. The major players around the world, and I can give 

you a list of fifty of them, they’re here to stay and in order to 

analyze them, at least in our judgment, a material factor is the 

whole family tree from which they come. 

One of our concerns during ‘84-‘86 was whether the parent 

company had put in more money, I take it as a very serious 

detriment if they had not put in more during the last three 

years. Because almost everybody around the world recognizes the 

opportunities that were available in the United States market 

during that time. I might mention what I call the second-tier,of 

overseas companies. They are the ones who really got burned. 
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They went back to Europe, and it’s questionable when they may 

ever come back into the United States. 

There’s a distinguishing factor: the large fifty have their 

own shops, and to a large extent they control thef r own 

underwriting activit.y. The lesser size companies were forced to 

do something else. Generally, they took parts of the action of 

U.S. reinsurers, either via quarter share reinsurance or 

participating in some manner as a retrocessionaire. Another 

group joined pools. I assume you are all familiar, or should be 

familiar, with the litigation arising out of the Pacific Re pool 

that was operated by Mission and the Penn-Atlantic Pool in the 

East, at least to the extent that the losses to the foreign 

companies became highly publicized and their al legat ions of 

misconduct by pool managers became known. I think the real 

problem is that we are getting the second-tier players back into 

America because they’re going to be reluctant to give away their 

fountain pen again. 

There is another area of sponsorship that grew up last year 

that concerned us, and that is the spinoffs. Score Re, which is 

really the French government, indirectly, or almost had been 100% 

not too many years ago, sold off a material part of its holdings 

of Score Re. The Phoenix Re, a major life company, started 

selling off part of Phoenix Re. There was an aborted effort by 

Home Re. We are concerned because in reinsurance you’ re 

obviously looking long-term. Who is the owner and are they 

really going to stay around? This trend toward selling off parts 

takes the owner off the hook. The biggest one was probably 



Scandia, which was just a Rock of Gibralter. It owned one-third 

of the corrmercial business in Sweden. And no matter what the 

reinsurers did, we always felt the parent company could make 

enough money on its domestic business to make good. They created 

an intermediate holding company, Scandia International, which 

creates the problem that the parent company is really no longer 

on the hook. This potential change of ownership is leading the 

market. I’ve talked with speakers from London to get everybody 

to raise the ante and not rely on parent companies. There was 

one other example, an American company, General Re, owned a 

company Trident in the London market. Trident lost money every 

year and General Re just kept making it up, and everybody was 

confortable with Trident because of the General Re deep 

pocketbook. General Re sold Trident. It’s been renamed, and if 

you’re in for long-tai 1 business in Trident, you don’ t have 

General Re to look to. That change in the mentality in the 

United States and around the world is of some concern. 

There are other aspects that we deal with. I might go into 

them but the financial analysis that we do is somewhat similar, 

I’m sure, to things that you’ve heard of and that you are all 

very competent in. You’re going to hear more ibout our service 

as the U.S. pages come out. 1 hesitate to toot our horn in 

advance. I think the market will be pleased by it, but I think 

performance will speak for itself. Thank you very much. 

Thank you Mike. Our next speaker is Larry Hayes, the senior 
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vice president of Standard & Poor’s Corporation. Larry is in 

charge of the insurance ratings division of Standard & Poor’s. 

Larry has been with S&P for five years and has been in the 

insurance group for three years. Prior to that he was a lending 

officer with a major eastern bank. 

LARRY HAYES: Good morning. I mailed down about 100 packets 

which real-ly represents an extract from some presentations we’ve 

been doing, and I believe they may be over on the side as you 

exit. My comnents are going to be in response and sumnary to 

some of these points, and a necessarily brief overview on many of 

them. In trying to keep with the spirit of the panel and try to 

give you a flavor for what market segments we at Standard 6r 

Poor’s are trying to provide services to. That is, if you will, 

the broad theme I’m going to try and address. Clearly, Standard 

& Poor’s is much better recognized within the fixed income bond 

and capital markets, both domest ical ly and internat ionai Iy, than 

1t is in a historic sense, wf th the insurance corrmnunity, 

whether it be the U.S. community or the wider internatfonal 

activities. We in the insurance group are trying to change that, 

and that is the real reason I’m down here, to help comnunicate 

what we do and how what we do with respect to insurance rating 

activities is different, or as the case may be, similar to our 

activities in ratfng bonds and other fixed income securities. We 

define the market I think a little bit more broadly than perhaps 

the way Mlke does with respect to the reinsurers and the ceding 

companies. To us, the market begins with the primary companies 
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but includes the brokerage function that Bob Bailey represents in 

the reinsurance side. The direct brokerage function within both 

the life and non-‘life sectors of the U.S. markets. And 

ultimately includes the insureds and the providers are capital to 

the insurance company. There are four market segments and in its 

totality that covers a rather wide spectrum of the audience in 

both the United States and world markets. We be1 ieve almost all 

of those markets have a need for information with respect to the 

quality of insurers that historically hasn’t as well as we 

believe we can do. 

What, I’d like to do is corm-rent on a few of the basic 

approaches that Standard & Poor’s brings to rating insurance 

companies from a claims paying ability point of view rather than 

the more traditional debt ratings, and try to identify how what 

we do might be dlfferently from what has been conmonplace in the 

industry. It really begins with the fact that claims paying 

ratings that Standard & Poors are a voluntary system. All of tie 

companies we rate for claims paying ability have requested the 

rating and have ultimately accepted our determination. A company 

has ‘the right to terminate the engagement, if you will, at any 

point during the process until we have actually released the 

rating which we only deal with their agreement. The reason 

behind this approach is that we think it is critical to have 

ultimate cooperation on the part of the company in order to get 

the best quality information. If you will, information in our 

business is one of the key raw materials. The qua1 ity of the 

people that we ,have on the staff is an obvious raw material, but 
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just as equal is the quality of the information. With respect to 

property/casualty companies, reinsurers, and 1 ife insurance 

compan i es, each one of those type of companies has a particular 

area, from a financial and operating point of view, which until 

you mce t with the management and get essentially confidential 

information no one from the outside, no matter how bright and 

experienced, I believe, is really going to be able to offer an 

opinion within very fine degrees of differentiation. So we 

believe that the voluntariness allows us to get that high-quality 

information converted Jnto the best rating product that one can 

have. 

Another element to our approach is that it combines both an 

historic review of the operations of the company as well as a 

judgment as to perspective performance. In this sense, one of 

our basic tenents is that we do not rate companies whether it be 

for fixed income ratings or claims paying ratings, until they 

have at least a five-year operating history. There are some 

except ions to that, with respect to the bond insurers, the 

financial guaranty specialty companies, where essentially we 

review every underwriting decision that they make. And there are 

other conventions, if you will, that allow us to feel comfortable 

rating start-up situations. In the main, tradi t ional operating 

insurance companies are not eligible for a rating from Standard & 

Poor’s until they’ve developed at least a five-year operating 

history. 

In addition to history though, and as critical and if not 

more so, is really a judgment as to the prospective performance 
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of the company. I would reinforce performance, i.e., the 

operating performance, the abi 1 ity to earn an adequate rate of 

return on its capital and the stability of that return. That 

element, the operating quality is really the leading indicator of 

ultimately where the balance sheet, the other half of the 

equation, is going to rest. We believe that it’s critical to 

focus on both parts of the financial statements, both the income 

and the balance sheet, and not, as I believe it may be more 

traditional, to concentrate almost exclusively on the quality of 

the balance sheet, traditional solvency measures and reserve 

adequacy measures, etc. I think those elements are critical, but 

have to be done in the context of a broader forum. 

In addition to the quantitative analysis which generally 

doesn’t differ from one organization to another nearly as much as 

the views from qualitative aspects. The role of the qualitative 

judgments we come up with is, at the margin, the determining 

factor. It’s not scientific, but is a way of thinking about 

it. Typically the rating is 75% quantitative and 25% 

qualitative. That 25% being the tail; it determines the margin 

of difference between rating categories in almost all 

situations. In order to come up with that qua1 i tative judgment, 

we have to meet the companies, we have to have their cooperation 

and that is why the voluntariness is important. And we do meet 

companies. We typically meet them at their place of business, 

typicalty for at least a full day. Oftentimes with more complex 

companies, with multi-line operations and particularly non-U.S. 

companies the meetings tend to run two-days. And we have 
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relatively broad exposure to the very senior management as Well 

as the operating division heads. Our intent is not just to sit 

there and get a canned presentation from the CFO or the 

treasurer, but really get a good cross-section of the senior 

management, both those that are currently responsible and those 

people who ultimately will be moving up and run the organization. 

We intend the rating to be a relatively long-term indication 

of the quality, and therefore try to take into account as many 

factors as we can that will give us a leg up on where the company 

will be, not just two or three years from now, but five to ten 

years from now in terms of their basic operating and 

philosophical strategies. 

Another element that sets our rating scheme apart a little 

bit from traditional insurance organizations is that really we’re 

comparing all insurance companies against one universe. 

Obviously that’s easier within the United States situation, where 

YOU have much more homogeneity. But even with respect to 

international companies, the basic approach in standards that we 

bring to the ultimate rating decision tend to be reflective of 

the same basic concerns from an economic and utlimately credit 

point of view. There’s no rigid set of standards that one can 

really identify and explain to you. We tend not to go to extreme 

point of dividing the pie into all its little pieces, because the 

situations tend to be too dynamic to render that useful. But we 

measure all companies against one another, and within the context 

of really having to define the insurance industry on a world-wide 

basis as seven sectors of insurance including, and moving from 
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the most risky to the least risky, we begin with reinsurance, 

which is really the most risky in our point of view. Next is 

comnercial property casualty and private mor tgate insurance. 

Moving further up the scale in terms of less risk would be the 

per sona 1 lines, property/casualty, group accident and health 

coverages and group/life included in that segment . Group 

annuities is even less risky than that. Lastly, in terms of 

least risk, is the individual life insurance business. We have 

seven separate set tor s, each of which is analyzed separately and 

we identify parameters of performance and capital requirements 

that we think make sense. But once we’ve done that, we then tend 

to measure all the companies against those broad sets of 

parameters. Much of the focus that we’ve experienced in terms of 

marketing and explaining our rating approach really revolves 

around trying to explain our rating scale and what it intends to 

tell people from the A.M. Best rating scale, which really is the 

generic rating in the United States context. Therefore, I want 

to spend a few minutes briefly outlining how the scale works, 

what it is, and give you a little bit better flavor for it. 

The symbols I think are rather well known. The obvious one 

and most well quoted, I guess is “AAA” and it’s sort of like Coca 

Cola. The scale does not begin at triple-A. The scale begins at 

“BBB” (triple-B), which is defined as having an adequate capacity 

to meet contractual policy obligations. Adequate being what is 

not to be a prudent position in terms of operating performance 

and capitalization to run the business under most scenarios. 

Moving up the scale, we have differentiations “A”, “AA”, and 
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ultimately “AAA”. Each of those levels is essentially defined by 

extra layers of protection. Extra layers can really be thought 

of as extending out in time the likelihood that that company Will 

be an extremely stable and high quality and ultimately solvent 

organization. From an interpreter point of view, the rating 

levels above “BBB” extend out one’s confidence from the point-of- 

view of time, and in the “&qA” sense, the time scale is 

indefinite. We expect “AAA” companies remain solvent and operate 

profitably under really all situations, including a very severe 

economic set of events for an indefinite period of time. 

Working down the scale, from “BBB” scale...and the final 

bottom is “=, ” which is a situation where the terms of 

insurance obligation are not being met in a bond sense, where 

there is a technical default provision; it really refers to 

default. Much of the concern insurance companies and users of 

the ratings have is focused on the initial rating that we provide 

the company. In many respects, one doesn’ t need to have Standard 

h Poor’s tell them that Aetna or Gen Re is “AAA” claims paying 

ability. However, we think our service provides an additional 

feature, we constatnly watch those ratings in the companies which 

underly them that we do. Very typically today, with respect to 

maybe as many as half of all the companies we have ratings on, 

it’s not atypical for us to have three to five meetings per year 

with these companies, al though we tend to focus one of those 

meetings in a very comprehensive sense. More and more, the 

issues can’ t really be boxed into one or two days and then 

forgotten for the rest of the year. On both the parts of the 
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companies and ourselves, we have moved to a much more cant inuous 

process of physically meeting and implicitly surveilling the 

financial and operating performance of the company. We think 

that we offer users of our ratings not just an initial opinion 

that can be put away and forgotten, but a really continuous, 

alive, and current indication of the credit quality. 

Lastly, I would just talk a little bit about the staff and 

the philosophy of an organization that we have in the insurance 

group. I’m probably one of the few members in the room that Is 

not an actuary. We don’t, as it turns out, have any actuaries on 

the staff. That’s not particularly reflective of any bias 

against actuaries, it’s more happenstance. Importantly, of the 

ten analysts that follow property, casualty, and life companies, 

and we really do divide the industry into the three major 

sectors, property, casualty, and reinsurance being one, life, 

and then mortgage insurance and mortgage related entities being a 

third, in our working organization. The focusing on life and 

non-life; by the end of the Sumner, we’ll have ten analysts on 

staff. Seven out of those ten will have come to Standard h 

Poor’s from insurance companies, a mix between property, 

casualty, and life, typically from planning roles and financial 

analysts roles. While we haven’t turned up anybody yet who has a 

true actuarial background, we do recognize that it is critical to 

have industry experience as well as more traditional credit 

skills, and have tried to complement our abilities by bringing in 

people who should have, and in fact do, a working knowledge and 

understanding of the basics of the industry. I think that is a 
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critical component; if one half of the equation is the raw 

material, certainly the other half is the raw material from the 

human resources point of view. The majority of our staff have 

come to us from the industry. And the balance typically have 

joined us from major cornnercial banks where they have typically 

been responsible for credit and lending facilities directly to 

the insurance industry or the industry in question, whichever it 

may be. 

Very lastly, I’ll just point out, which is really more 

detailed in the material that is over here, in the sum-net of ‘87 

we plan to introduce a insurance rating service which is solely 

devoted to claims paying ability ratings. Today and in the past 

cornnunicat ions and pub1 ication effort from Standard and Poor’s 

have been within one generalist media, and we want to identify 

and give more flexibility to comnunicating the unique needs we 

identify within the insurance cornnunity on a world-wide basis. 

We think this service will provide us that opportunity, and will 

give us an opportunity to get into much greater depth, both with 

respect to the individual companies and the industry sectors, 

those seven sectors I mentioned, as well as a similar analytical 

material with respect to the ten non-U.S. companies in which we 

have some insurance organization rated, whether it be from a 

fixed income or a claims paying ability point of view. I hope I 

give YOU a better feel for what Standard & Poor’s has been doing 

historically, what we’re doing today, and what we intend to be 

doing in providing in the way of material going forward. Thank 

you for your attention. 
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Thank YOU Larry. Our next speaker is Bob Arvanitis, 

assistant vice president of IMoody’r, a long-time competitor of 

Standard & Poor’s. Bob has beenn with Moody’s for two-years. He 

is the senior member of the team that assigns ratings to casualty 

insurance companies. He’s an associate of the Society of 

Actuaries 5ince 1980. I understand he’s passed many of the exams 

for our Society. Prior to being with Moody’s, he’s been there 

two years, he was with AIC for ten years, where he ran the 

international actuarial Department, and the reinsurance prof i t 

center. 

BOB APVANITIS: 1’11 start by noting that we have available 

today a consolidated insurance enterprise rating list, and I’d be 

glad to take business cards for anyone who’d be interested in a 

more complete package of analytic publications. Working outtide 

the traditional area of our profession, I’ve grown accustomed to 

the time-honored corpur of actuarial jokes. I was a bit 

surpr i sed today, however, to note how many members of the 

Carualty Actuarial Society seem to know inversions involving life 

actuaries. I can only suppose that as with nuclear physics, 

there is no limit to the subdivisibility, and at this very 

moment, s ome life actuaries relating an amusing anecdote 

involving two zebras and a defined benefit pension specialis’t. 

Despite the of ten heart less humor we visit upon the life 

profesrion, I would like to beg the indulgence of our colleagues 
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and borrow their classification scheme for risk. It will, I 

hope, provide a useful framework for discussing Moody’s credit 

rating system. This will allow us to relate the systemic and 

cyclical stresses felt by insurers to an evaluation of their 

financial health. I will skip freely between the life and PM: 

industries and even into banking, because we cannot ignore the 

changing structure of the financial markets. First, the 

framework. 

The Society of Actuaries has set up four broad categories of 

risks; with characteristic whimsy they have labeled these Cl, C2, 

C3, and C4. The first is the asset value risk. Th i s addresses 

the potential decrease in value for credit reasons of any asset a 

company might hold, for example, a bond or a mortgage which might 

default. A market scare might also make a junk bond difficult to 

sell. Even if it’s not in default this would cause a loss of 

value for a credit related reason as well. An important asset 

for many insurance companies is the reinsurance recoverable. 

This does not appear on the statutory balance sheet as an asset, 

but Moody’s will gross up losses in calculating leverage. 

Moody ’ F extends the consideration of the Cl. risk beyond 

traditional investment securities to insurance instruments such 

as reinsurance treaties and premium notes taken under cashflow 

programs . 

The second broad area of risk, C2, involves the insurance 

process. This is the risk that assumptions regarding the pricing 

of insurance will be proven incorrect. The term parameter risk 

is sometimes used. A distinction here is that the risk is 
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selecting the wrong frequency, for example, for auto claims. If 

we have the right frequency, but a run of bad luck simply draws 

too many losses at Moody’s we call that life. 

The third category cover 5 the r i sks associated with 

movements and interest rates. Yield assumptions used in pricing 

may not be achieved. Coupons reinvested at lower rates may not 

accumulate to target values. There may be early ca! I s on an 

insurer caused by a catastrophy loss on a P&C side, or pylapses 

on the life side. This would require the sale of assets at below 

book value. Finally, under particular stress I iquidi ty may 

evaporate. The short-term financial markets are expecially 

confident-sensitive. An event which sudden1 y increases a 

company’s need for cash may perversely work to deny access to 

that cash. 

The last category is something of a catch-all. The C4 

heading encompasses al! the risks cornnon to any business 

enterprise. These include changes in demographics, law, social 

expectations, and technology. One factor which is extremely 

difficult to assess is regulatory behavior. There is a dynamic 

interplay between the interests of the policyholders and the bond 

holders, for example. The most important aspect of the C4 risk, 

however, is management’s response to these changes. Using this 

framework for risks, we can observe several interesting areas of 

interact ion. When a firm reinsures, it swaps insurance, or C2 

risk, for asset or Cl risk. It is protected from an excess of 

claims, but takes on the risk of reinsurer insolvency. This 

changes the texture of a company’s risk profile and puts new 
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calls on management talent. The size and potent ia! lack of 

quality of reinsurance balances causes Moody’s to adjust leverage 

as we described ear! ier. A similar interaction occurs with 

financial guaranty insurance. Here, the C2, or insurance risk, 

is just exactly the Cl or asset risk. Of inmediate concern is 

the potent ia! correlation of risks on the asset side with the 

liability side. This is ana I ogous to the pressure Japanese 

property insurers fee! to invest overseas. Otherwise, in the 

event of an earthquake, claims would have to be paid out of the 

stocks and bonds of just those claimants. To compound the issue, 

imagine a firm which has a significant financial guarantee 

exposure, which owns corporate bonds and which reinsures 

heavily. The potentia1 for positive correlation of adverse 

circumstances is enormous. Along the same lines, insurers today 

are frequently letting the C4 or business risk overlap too far 

with the C2 or insurance risk. That is, many of the business 

risks faced by non-insurance firms are just those that constitute 

the insurance process for insurers. This is, of course, as it 

should be with insurance smoothing many of the physical and legal 

hazards which non-insurers face. With the !XO line, risks which 

ought to remain with the equity holders are carried by the 

insurance industry. The power of the scheme can be found in 

several analogies outside insurance. The corrmercla! banks are 

great users of reinsurance techniques. For them, one of their 

process risks is, in fact, the C3 interest rate risk. They 

engage in interest rate swaps, a form of excess reinsurance. To 

share another one of their process risks, the loan credit risk, 
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they engage in loan participations. This, however, is more like 

a I ine slip than a pro rata treaty; they manage to avoid 

intermediation hazard. The potential for interaction of these 

various categories is the focus of much study at Moody’s. Within 

this framework for viewing risks in the insurance industry, the 

rating process at Moody’s can be described succinctly. To 

paraphrase the old real estate saying: “the three most important 

elements in the credit rating are management, management , and 

management .” In actuar ia! terms, this would be C4 cubed. I 

cannot overemphasize this point. We have a broad array of very 

sophisticated financial models at Moody’s. We monitor the risk 

to firms direct and indirect. We are accutely aware of the areas 

of correlation. In the final analysis, however, it is our 

understanding of management’s awareness of the risk and their 

capacity to handle them upon which the rating judgments are made. 

There’s an important difference in perspective between a 

closed block of assets and liabilities and an actively managed 

pool. When we rate a pool, such as a collateriai ized mortgage 

obligation or a securitized receivables, a scenar io attesting 

approach is appropriate. Reliance on models, however, is too 

short sighted when the cha I lenge is a firm face have yet to 

occur. It is quite likely that a large number of insurers would 

run off to the good if a depression started next week. A larger 

number, a larger number than the number which have Moody’s 

“~” . One thing of which I am quite sure is that I am not smart 

enough to predict the form stresses will take in the future. 

That is why the key characteristic is flexibility. 
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Management must have the capac i ty to respond to the 

unpredictable, yet inevitable dangers they wi 11 face. The view 

of the rating is prospective. Our obligation is to holders of 

instruments many years into the future. This applies to bond 

holders, owners of preferred stock, beneficiaries and claimants 

of insurers, in fact, anyone who has a fixed financial claim on a 

firm. The intent at Moody’s is to provide stable ratings, 

ratings which look through the economic and industry cycles to 

the underlying strengths of a firm. A corollary of the long-term 

nature of the ratings is that they ought to be unspectacular. We 

do not aim at surprising the market, but rather intent to be a 

reliable measure of inherent credit risks. Having stressed the 

basis of our ratings, it may be worthwhile to touch on several of 

the ways we evaluate a company. 

Central to the process is meeting with the company . But 

where this is not possible, our broad corporate knowledge of both 

the insurance industry and the financial markets, permit us to 

make what we believe are appropriately conservative estimates. 

It will be in keeping with my promise to be unspectacular, if I 

reveal that all the usual operating and fInancia1 measures one 

might expect of an analysis are reviewed. The difference, I 

believe, is in the perspective. As we noted, we are looking for 

an understanding of management ’ s capabilities with respect to 

particular challenges they face and as a guide to their future 

behavior. On the topic of leverage, it may be noteworthy to say 

that Moody’s takes a continuum. In terms of leverage, we include 

insurance, financial, and operating sectors in this continuum. 
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We attempt to make tradeoffs among the various types of burdens a 

firm shoulders and to weigh each burden properly. 

Financial leverage is generally measured by such ratios as 

debt to equity. Adjustments are made for off-balance sheet 

exposures I ike asset sales with recourse and for guarantees of 

subsidiaries debts. Insurance leverage, historically measured by 

written-to-surplus, is probably better guaged by reserves-to- 

surplus. This reserves-to-surplus ratio is actually a form of 

actuaries’ !%O Margin. Line of business, discounting, and the 

estimate adequacy of loss reserves, temper the measurement. 

While we will gross up loss reserves for reinsurance, the life 

insurer 5, for example, enjoy a reduction of leverage for the 

po! icy loan asset. This i tern is really more of a contra- 

liability or a pre-payment of benefits. 

Operating leverage represents the fixed operating 

conmitments a company carries. To the extent the firm has fixed 

rather than variable costs, it can increase its profitability by 

raising its thru-put. Conversely, unused origination capacity 

represents a drain on resources. For an insurer, the idea! plant 

might be a salaried workforce fully cross-trained in life and 

property/casualty, risk management and pension consulting, and 

registered as security advisors. Unfortunately, she was hired by 

Walton as a permanent fixture in Fantasyland. Real life is more 

likely to furnish us with a highly specialized agency system 

which must be painfully supported in the down cycles so that they 

are available in the upcycle to balloon acquisition costs. 

Pulling together the elements of leverage is really more an art 
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than a science. Capital charges for the various categories of 

assets, liabilties, policy limits and guarantees at least provide 

an initial index to compare companies. Moody ’ s views on the 

trends and developments in the market allow the rewards and 

hazards of operating leverage to be factored in as well. 

Among the t tend? and cur rent developments are i tCms 

disturbing to the analytic comrmni ty; others may be surprisingly 

irrelevant. Tax reform, for example, is not as important in its 

dollar burden to the industry as it may be in setting new 

benchmarks for the buy versus self-insurer issue. This spread of 

risk retention groups is simply another hole In the cheese cloth 

called capital barriers to entry. Given the apparent ease with 

which capital can enter, the new battle for market share will, I 

be1 ieve, shape up as a struggle for investor dollars rather than 

a classic fight over insurance premiums. Moody’s al ready has 

observed firms making pre-emptive financings to grab their share 

of the capital market pie. This, in an attempt to choke off 

competition at the root. Longer-term, the key issues for the 

industry wi I1 certainly include changes in distribution 

systems. The advantages of leverage to a direct marketing 

combined with the trend to unbundle services will change the 

fundamental structure of the industry. Risk management, loss 

adjustment, and engineering will be separated from ever more 

sophisticated risk financing techniques. 

Finally, the sign most of ten read as negative, is, I 

be1 ieve, a cause for hope. The superficially disheartening level 

of insurer failures is in truth a sign of heatth and renewal when 
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viewed against the backdrop of new company formations. Start- 

ups, joint ventures, fresh capacity, all point to the underlying 

vitality of the industry. I am privileged to be able to able to 

observe these developments as a Moody’s analyst, and would urge 

you al I to make use of the tools of the actuarial profession to 

make that renewal come about. 

ROBERT BAILEY: Thank you very much Bob. Our next speaker 

is Bob Brian, who has been a fellow of the Casualty Actuarial 

Society ‘since 1970. Bob is a general partner of Conning & Co., 

the leading stockbroker that specializes in insurance stocks. 

Bob has been there since 1973, and he is currently in charge of 

the consulting and research division, which is the division that 

evaluates insurance companies. Bob Brian. 

BOB BRIAN: It will be difficult to describe to you 

Conning’s rating service of property/casualty companies in the 

time allotted, since we don’t have one. I think I’ve been asked 

to speak not so much because we have a rating system, but because 

we’re known for many of the different kinds of valuations that we 

do. As many of you know, Conning d( Co. is essentially a 

stockbrokerage firm that has branched out into consulting, 

research, money management, venture capital funds. 

In my role as director of the consulting division, we have 

had several experiences in looking at insurance companies from a 

solvency point of view, on a private consulting basis. I think 

this began perhaps five years ago when a risk manager of a large 
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company in New York called us and said they were doing business 

with fity different property/casualty companies and what could we 

do for them from the point of view of looking at them from a 

tong-term claims paying ability. That’s the question we get -- 

who is going to be around to pay the claims twenty years from now 

for the policies that we’re writing today? How would we have 

known back in the late 70’s that some of the companies that went 

under in the 80’s were really going to go under? Most of our 

consulting clients along these I ines are rmst ly the large 

insurance brokers. Right behind them are some of the risk 

managers of some of the larger firms. 

Actually, at Conning & Co. we’re currently not interested in 

coming out with a wide-spread, off-the-shelf, rating service that 

YOU could subscribe to. That’s an endeavor that we haven’t 

under taken. But perhaps I could tell you about the things that 

we have done. 

We’re interested in helping out in the solvency area, 

helping out in the evaluation of companies’ financial strength. 

But we only want to be part of the activity and at this point to 

not have a rating system. What we did originally when we got 

these calls was to confine our analysis to the statutory annual 

statements. I know from having talked to people in this group 

for years, you’ve always been telling me to be careful of what 

you garner out of the annual statements. If you’re out there in 

the world that I am, we don’t have much more than the annual 

statement to go by. I still maintain that we can gather quite a 

bit of data from it. What we originally did was to run these 
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companies through just dozens and dozens of statistical tests 

that any of you could dream up, and just let the companies fall 

out one-by-one, test-by-test, and just to see what kind of 

profiles you come up with. In looking back, I can say that we 

were amazing successful in nothing but arranging the companies in 

the order in which they seemed to do on those simple tests. some 

very interesting profiles came out of it and, of course, the 

service was 1 imited to that. 

Since that time we’ve got a little bit more sophisticated in 

looking at the annual statement, and we now actually put the 

statements into our computers. We run off an analysis book on 

each company, and when the thing comes out of the computer it’s 

close to 300 pages long for each company. Essentially, we’ve 

broken the analysis up into perhaps ten sections. The first 

section being the reinsurance section, which gives you an idea of 

how important we think that the amount of reinsurance and the 

quality of reinsurance is. We have a premium section that 

essentially is trying to get at the book of business. Is this 

company writing property insurance or long-tail liability? What 

mix of business is it writing? We have a liability section 

which, of course, is getting at the loss reserves and the 

reinsurance. I might add who we have working on this. It’s on a 

part-time basis, but three of us are fellows of the Casualty 

Actuarial Society. Another is a certified financial analyst, 

another is an ex-AIG and travels as underwriter, another is an 

ex-Gen Re underwriter, and two entry-level analysts. We have 

this team that meets on all of these companies, and we don’t 



leave it up to any one person to look at a company. 

The next chapter we have is underwriting and, of course, 

we’re getting at underwriting results. Another section on 

assets, and we’re coming up with some interesting comparisons of 

assets and liabilities. We’re fortunate that we manage the 

investment portfolios of about ten insurance companies, and we 

get some interesting input there on the matching of assets and 

liabilities and some good investment information. We have a 

aashf low section, investment income section, miscellaneous 

section, and then we wrap it up in an overall section. Each 

.section is many pages long, has many different tests in it. We 

came up with the concept of risk factors by section. So each 

page and each section is loaded with risk factors, and we could 

spend a lot of t ime just talking about risk factors. 

Essentially, what we’re doing is comparing each company with the 

industry, and we’re looking at a company’s relative risk or risk 

relative to the industry. So far, most of the work we’ve done is 

on pretty standard primary companies, so we have our own little 

industry model on that. Some day, we’ll probably have a 

reinsurance mode1 and excess surplus lines model, and what have 

you. We just haven’t gotten into that yet. A company with a 

risk factor of eight on the loss reserve sect Ion we would feel 

represents a significant amount of risk, greater than industry 

averages on that one test, and a risk factor of perhaps two or 

three would indicate to us that a company has less risk than the 

industry. 

When you finally have this surnnary page full of risk factors 
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and you have to come up with an answer, that’s the hard part. I 

assure that we don’t just take an average, sort of like a medical 

exam, you can look good all over and have one very serious 

problem and all of a sudden your overall risk factor might be 

very high. We look at an insurance company the same way. That 

final pick of a risk factor gets very, very judgmental. I heard 

someone say earlier that they estimated that their work was 75% 

statistical and 25% judgmental. I would say ours is too, and 

maybe even more emphasis on the judgmental. 

To date we’ve done this on, perhaps sixty or seventy 

companies. We’re trying to keep it a manageable level, and we’re 

not trying to do the whole industry. We would also agree that 

solvency is an ongoing subject. It’s not something you do this 

year, or at this point in the cycle and forget about it. We at 

Conning beleive that many of the problems of the last 

underwriting cycle are not behind us. There are still some 

underestimated reinsurance recoverables in the industry. We 

think that some of the back years in the liability lines still 

are developing upward. This is despite the fact that the 

industry seems to show a pretty good accident year combined 

ratio. We think that the solvency surveillance is going to be 

very important, especially if it’s true that rates in the 

marketplace are being cut again. Our surveys of agents and 

brokers tell US that there is some pretty serious rate cutting 

going on in the property lines and some modest rate cutting going 

on in the casualty 1 ines. It seems as though every month we do 

our survey, which is just a matter of talking to a lot of people, 
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the rate cutting stories get stronger and stronger. If the 

industry is in a period of price differentiation, after having 

walloped the insurers with rate increases for the past two.or 

three year 5, and now YOU have a very natural price 

differentiation mode, I guess that’s okay. If the industry is 

getting into another aggressive pricing cycle, we would be 

somewhat concerned about the solvency of some companies. We see 

some companies in a much stronger financial position now going 

into this cycle than others. Others are just barely licking 

their wounds and coming out of the past cycle. Because of that 

they did not really benefit from the profitable business that’s 

been written over the past couple of years, because they didn’t 

have the surplus to do it. They get hurt twice. 

I might conment that if you’ve seen any charts of the 

relative performance of insurance stocks since the first of the 

year s the charts look like a ski slope. The insurance stocks 

have signficantly under-performed the other indices, and the main 

reason is investors see the rate being cut again. They see the 

growth in premiums slowing down, and despi te the fat t that we 

tell them that there are still good earnings ahead in 1987, good 

earnings in 1988, maybe even 1989. For some companies, the 

investors don’t seem that interested. They see the rate cycle 

beginning again, and they’re essentially saying to us, well, give 

us a call in a couple of years, and we’ll be back. 

In closing, I guess I would urge you as actuaries to do what 

you can in your own companies and in your own assignments to 

bring pricing responsibility to the industry so that we don’t get 



into another all out pricing war. Should that happen, this whole 

business of solvency wouldn’t be quite the problem that it is. 

And for those of us who are doing it, this would be a much 

happier exercise than it’s been over the last couple of years. 

Thank you. 

ROBERT BAILEY: Thank you Bob. The fifth speaker on the 

panel wi II be a representative of the Reinsurance and Insurance 

Brokers. I will take that part. Because reinsurance is not 

covered by the insurance guaranty funds run by the states, not a 

single one covers reinsurance, the pain and anguish among 

companies who have purchased reinsurance has been severe. The 

demand for more and better information about security of 

reinsurers has been tremendous. As a result, all of the major 

reinsurance brokers are providing an informational service to 

their clients, to the ceding companies. Likewise, the major 

insurance brokers are also providing informational services to 

their major plans. 

I would like to just briefly outline the kind of information 

that E.W. Blanch provides to our clients as an example of what 

many of the re insurance and insurance brokers are providing to 

their clients. First of all, we view the information about 

insurance solvency as a continuous effort, not an annual cycle. 

We update our reports for each of our reinsurers probably at 

least eight times a year as quarterly information and other 

information, stock offerings or whatever, coma to play. 

One major category of information that we provide is ratings 
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-- ratings of everybody else. For domestic reinsurers, we 

provide five sets of ratings for each company. We provide the 

NAIC early warning score and ratios. That’s a widely used 

indicator. We provide the A.M. Best ratings for five years. We 

provide the Standard dr Poor’s and Moody’s ratings. If the 

insurance company itself does not have a claims paying ability 

rating from Standard & Poor or Moody’s, we show the rating for 

the senior debt of the insurance company or its parent. Finally, 

we show the stock market rating. We show the number of shares 

outstanding, the current price per share, and the range in the 

that price over the past year. If you multiply the price per 

share times the number of shares, that gives a very interesting 

evaluation of the stock market for that insurance company or its 

parent, whichever is traded. 

We wouid like to provide a sixth rating of the Insurance 

Solvency International Rating. But as of this moment we have not 

yet received permission to do so. We subscribe to their ratings 

and find them very helpful. For international insurance 

companies domiciled outside of the U.S. we provide four 

ratings. We don’t have the NAIC score, and we don’t have an A.M. 

Best rating. In place of the NAIC early warning system we use 

the Insurance Solvency International ratio system. There are 

eleven ratios, just like the NAIC, and they have a pass/fail mark 

for each one, and they count how many passes and fails there 

are. We provide that score. On some foreign companies there is 

a Standard d( Poor’s rating, and we provide that. In addition, we 

provide our own rating which we call a E.W. Blanch “rank.” We 
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rank all of the reinsurance markets - 150 of them that we do 

business with into three ranks; roughly l/3 in each rank. 

Finally, the fourth rating that we provide is the stock 

market rating. The number of shares, the current price, the 

range. As I said, for foreign companies, this is a much more 

timely indicator than most of the financial statements that we 

get and is much less distorted than the statutory accounting 

rules that are prescribed in many foreign countries. In addition 

to these ratings -- in effect what we’re providing is a 

convenience service, and trying to provide as many indicators as 

we can to our client so that if any of these rating indicators 

indicate a potential problem, we can look into it further and try 

to find out what is brewing. 

The next piece of information that we provide is a page of 

statistical information -- five years of data up to the latest 

quarter, showing key data and key ratios. 

The third piece that we provide, which is probably the most 

important, is a narrative report that focuses on four major 

areas. The first one being ownership, which we regard that and 

management as being the most impor tan t areas. Under ownership, 

after detailing who the owners are and how much they own and how 

big the owners are, what we’re looking for is com-nitment. What 

is the comnitment? What is the capability to help the insurance 

company if it gets into trouble? Of course, if the insurance 

company has a billion dollars in surplus, then we don’t worry so 

much about who the owner is, but many of them do not have tha.t 

much in surplus. 



The second area that we look at is management -- the 

people. We’re interested in how capable they are in the field in 

which they are engaged. What is their track record, their 

experience, their performance? And secondly, that vague question 

-e how reliable are they? 

The third area that we look at is business. What business 

are they in? How do they do it? How long have they been at it? 

Fourthly, performance. How we1 1 have they done? How strong 

are they now? 

With that you’ve had five of us, representing five different 

areas which are providing a service of ratings and security 

informat ion about insurance companies to other people. It’s 

obviously a very dynamic field; there have been a lot of 

problems. There’s a strong demand for more and better service in 

that area. You have seen some of the people who are working hard 

to improve those services. We do have a few minutes for 

questions. So at this time we would welcome any questions that 

you might have for any of the panel members. 

‘C&iESTION, INAUDIBLE1 

ROBERT BAILEY: The answer is obviously yes. Does anyone 

want to speak to that? For example, I’m aware in the case of 

Mission, while I was responsible for an A+ and an A on Mission, 

Moody’s had a much more dismal rating on Mission. I’m not 

familiar with what Standard & Poor’s rating was on Mission a year 

or two before it went under. 
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LAWRENCE HAYES : I can corm-rent that it was within that 

period of time a single A, which remains a little above the 

median of our scale. 

ROBERT BAILEY: Michael? 

MICHAEL MIRON: Bob, I’d like to tell a story that really 

launched me into the American market was Protective National, an 

Qnaha based company that passed thirty three out of thirty five 

of the ratios I think that Bob was working on at the time. it 

passed all of it’s IRA tests and got an A or an A+ rating. The 

real problem was they had ceded off about 90% of their business 

and the IRA’s test were based on net rather than gross. More 

important, and it goes back to what Bob Bryant was speaking 

about, the weakness can be so much in one little area it distorts 

everything. Those two areas that failed tests had to do with 

ceded reinsurance. But more important than any of the numerical 

tests was who those reinsurers were. It happened that at that 

t ime I was in London and had gotten a copy of Protective 

National’s Schedule F before I left. I walked it around 

London, There’s really some pretty good security people; they’ve 

been at it longer in London, and they know the international 

market. I must have shown it to ten or eleven people, and they 

ail laughed at this company getting an A, because the quality of 

the names was so bad. I think that it’s very important that if 

you I ook at a company , it’s a cop out to say, “well it’s okay 
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except for this international reinsurance that we don’t know 

about .I’ That’s not really not doing the job at ail. At least in 

the case of John Gardner in London, and myself, we can Iook at an 

annual statement of any American company and just go down the 

1 ine of its reinsurers and form a judgment. What’s really 

important is who they are. When Delta-America went under, it had 

this terrible, it was a 3rd T or American reinsurer and a third T 

reinsurance from the far east in South America, where they say 

that dogs that go on the curb get fleas. You can tell a lot 

about a company’s book of business by who its reinsurers are. 

You don’t reinsure garbage business with Triple-A reinsurers; 

they’ re too smart to take it. The name and identity of the 

reinsurer is very important from my standpoint of knowing what’s 

going on. 

ROBERT ARVANITIS: I guess our perspective is a bit on the 

convservative side because in the fixed-income markets a win is 

you get the coupon, and a loss is you lose the principal. And 

given the biased nature of that bet, we must be a bit more 

conservative I suppose. 

LAWRENCE HAYES : One of the reasons we don’t have more 

examples is that really not too concerned or interested about 

what our competitors are doing in the way of coming up with their 

ratings or even what the market out there is thinking. There’s 

SO much in the way of rumor to begin with, that we have a hard 

enough time dealing with the facts and the information at our 



disposal, and once we’ve analyzed those, that’s the best we can 

do, and we’re comfortable with that decision. We really don’t 

try to look around and see what is popular opinion. 

~ESTICN: You mentioned the conmitment of ownwership of 

reinsurers. How do you go about determining what that comnitment 

is, in particular, in the case of non-insurance ownwership? 

LAURENCE HAYES : I think there are two basic elements from 

our perspective. One is, you need to meet with the company as 

the owner and talk to them directly and ask them that question, 

etc. Notwithstanding whatever they say, there’s one more acid 

test that has to be looked at. That is, is the company in 

quest ion, whether it be an insurance company or a non-insurance 

company, profitable? Not just every other year p but 

consistently. Nobody disbands or walks away from a profitable 

company. Nobody in the long-run is going to indefinitely support 

a company that’s not profitable. No matter what somebody tells 

us about support , if the subsidiary in question is marginally 

profitable or less so, we’re not really going to believe it and 

won’t act on really their best intentions. I think one has to 

look at, from our point of view, those two elements. 

BOB ARVANITIS: As I guess we’ve all stressed today, that’s 

a very subjective element. There are ways for us to try and 

guage the conmitment and that’s to look at past behavior. It is, 

again, subjective. But we do have examples where very 
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unprofitable operations were let drop. And other examples where 

very unprofitable operations were supported because it was 

management’s feel ing that they had a comni tment and needed to do 

whatever was required. So we do find both examples in the 

marketplace. Of course, many conmissioners won’t let people walk 

away from unprofitable operations, but no conmissioner could 

require the sort of effort we’ve seen in one finance company in 

particular that really did pony up what was needed to make good 

on its insurance operation subsidiary’s needs. 

MICHAEL MIRG?I: I was going to say it’s realty an actuarial 

problem. First, there are two parts to sponsorship. The ability 

to put in more money if needed. And secondly, the wi 11 ingness. 

Abi 1 i ty is pretty much the same as rating of a company; you can 

make an objective judgment. Willingness is more difficult. You 

can look at past conmitment. The problem that we’ve had in the 

last two years, and 1’11 name the constellation, Mentor, Union 

Indemnity, Delta America, and Pinetop U.S., all of them had 

wealthy parents. There was no question they might have put in 

the money. It was an actuarial problem in each of these 

companies in determining how big the hole was. If someone had 

told the parent the hole is $50 million or $100 million and it’s 

payable over so many years, they might have put in the money. I 

think in each of these cases they were involved in long-tai 1 

liability business, which is still unsolved in America, and still 

the problem. And the parents didn’t know how much the hole 

was. We had the laws on directors making good on open-bottom. 
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That’s really where I think the problem is. 

ROBERT BAILEY: I can add a little bit there. In the last 

couple of years both Pru-Re, and Ment-Re had a B+. And in 

London, some of the reinsurance markets there had a hard time 

understanding why the Prudential and the Metropol i tans 

reinsurance subsidiaries were only rated B+, since they were 

treated in the marketplace as being stronger. And that treatment 

reflected the marketplaces assigning some sort of backup from the 

comnitment from the parent. The corrmitrnent was not formal. How 

do you measure conmi tment? There are three key ways to measure 

conmi tmen t . Is it the same name? What is the cost of allowing 

the subsidiary to go under? If it has the same name, of it’s 

100% owned, and if it’s in the same business, then there is 

mater ial cost to allow the subsidiary to go under because it 

would affect the business of the parent. If it has a different 

name, if it’s not wholly owned, and if the parent is not in the 

insurance business, then obviously the comni tmen t is weaker 

because the penalties on the parent are less. 

MICHAEL MIRCIN: 1 would like to add that I believe I gave 

Pru and Ment Re A’s last year, following almost your same 

reasoning. Plus Pru-Re, if I recall, was almost located 

physically inside the Rock in Newark. I just couldn’t conceive 

anything could let it happen. 

LAWRENCE HAYES : I just want to add, in the package of 
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material that is here, the very last page does include a diagram 

as to Standard h Poor’s position on this very issue, which is 

basically consistent with the points that the other panel are 

raising. 

ROBERT BAILEY: They would make it so much easier if the 

parents would give us a written guaranty. 

sQUESTICN, INAUDIBLEs 

ROBERT A. BAILEY: The quest ion had to do with Blanch’s 

ranks, 1, 2, and 3 for the foreign reinsurance markets that we do 

business with. How do they compare with the ratings of Standard 

& Poor’s or Best’s. 

ICC&T&NT, INAUDIBLE@ 

LAURENCE A. HAYES : Well you’re right in that the Standard & 

Poor’s rating for claims paying ability is voluntary and 

therefore really does work to the extent of creating a sort of 

positive selection process in almost every country in which we 

have a rating. With respect to the United States, both Iife and 

non-life, the vast majority of the ratings are in the triple-A, 

double-A levels. In the property casualty are there is a 

smattering of single-Ass. This is sort of expected from our 

point of view, and we expect over t ime that a broader 

distribution will become evident through market forces 
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ultimately. 

ROBERT A. BAILEY: I want to thank the panel for taking time 

out during the busiest time of the year to come here and spend 

this hour with us to discuss this subject. 
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TWO NEW TEXTBOOK CHAPTERS 

In the first edition of the Actuarial Forum we published the draft text- 
book chapter “Credibility.” In this issue we include two more chapters. 

The first chapter is by Charles McClenahan and is titled “Principles Of 
Ratemaking.” Charlie has published papers in the Proceedings. He is a 
former Board member and has participated in many committees. 

The second chapter is “Special Issues” by Steve D’Arcy. Steve has also 
published several papers in the Proceedings and has served on several com- 
mittees. 

It is very important that CAS members review these chapters and provide 
comments to the authors. The Textbook Steering Committee, under the lea- 
dership of Irene Bass, has the responsibility for assuring that each chapter 
addresses its subject matter properly in a way understandable to beginning 
level actuaries. Each CAS member has the responsibility of providing input 
to the authors and an opinion as to how well they have succeeded. Address 
your comments directly to the authors. 

We intend to publish draft copies of additional chapters in future issues 
of the Actuarial Forum. The textbook shoutd be published sometime in 
1989. 
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Chapter 1 

PRINCIPLES OF RATEMAKING 

by Charles L McClenahan, FCAS, ASA, M&IA 

Introduction 

The Concept of Manual Ratemaking 

From the earliest days of marine insurance, premium charges have been 

based upon specific characteristics of the individual risk being priced. 

Lloyd’s of London based early hull rates in part upon the design and 

protection of each specific ship, and the classification assigned to each vessel 

was written down in a book for use by the individual underwriters. 

Eighteenth century dwelling fiie insurance rates in the U.S. were baseh upon 

roof type and basic constructionT While these early rate manuals were meant 

to provide general guidance to the underwriters in setting the specific rates, 

rather than the actuai rates to be charged, they contained many of the 

elements associated with present-day property and liability rate manuals 

including recognition of differing loss costs between classifications, expense 

loading, and provision for adverse deviation and profit. 

One of the most persistent misconceptions associated with property and 

liability insurance is the level of accuracy which actuaries are believed to 

achieve in the assessment of individual loss propensity. Over the years, as 
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the doctrine of caveat emptor has been eroded and insurance risks have 

become increasingly complex, rate manuals have evolved to the point that, 

for many lines of insurance, they provide the exact premium to be charged 

for providing a specific coverage to a specific risk for a specific period. It is 

important, however, not to confuse the level of precision inherent in the rate 

manual with the level of accuracy. The latter. will be judged in the cold light 

of actual loss experience. No matter how refined the classification and rating 

process may become, manual rates are still estimates ofaverage costs based 

upon a combination of statistical methods and professional judgment. 

This chapter will deal with the basic actuarial methods and assumptions 

underlying the development of manual rates. While a complete treatment of 

the subject might well fill several books, the key elements will be covered to 

such an extent that the reader of this chapter will gain an understanding of 

the basic actuarial concepts and techniques involved in the review and 

analysis of manual rates for property and liability coverages. 

Basic Terminology 

While ratemaking is neither pure science nor pure art, both the scientific and 

artistic elements of the subject demand the use of precise language. Property 

and casualty insurance is a complicated business which can he best 

represented and understood in a technical financial context. Many of the 

misconceptions about property and liability insurance can be directly 

attributed to either the failure to use precise terminology, or the failure to 
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understand the terminology in precise terms. This section will introduce 

some definitions of some of the more important terms used by casualty 

actuaries. 

The basic rating unit underlying an insurance premium is called an exposure. 

The unit of exposure will vary based upon the characteristics of the insurance 

coverage involved. For automobile insurance, one automobile insured for a 

period of twelve months is a car year. A single policy providing coverage on 

three automobiles for a six month term would involve 1.5 car years. The 

most commonly used exposure statistics are written exposures, those units of 

exposures on policies written during the period in question, earned 

exposures, the exposure units actually exposed to loss during the period, and 

in-force exposures, the exposure units exposed to loss at a given point in 

time. In order to illustrate these three statistics, consider the following four 

twelve-month, single-car automobile policies: 

In-Force 
Effective W-e Famed ExDosu e 

IhE l!m I!284 E2u -l!& 
Exposure 
12/31/87 

l/l/%7 
4/f/87 o*00 Kzi 
7/l/87 E * 
10/l/87 0.75 ::iZ 

Total 4.00 6.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 

Note that the in-force exposure counts a full car year for each twelve-month 

policy in force at the end of 12/Jl/87, regardless of the length of the 

remaining term. 
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The specific exposure unit used for a given type of insurance depends upon 

several factors including: reasonableness; ease of determination; 

responsiveness to change; and historical practice. 

Reasonableness - it is obvious that the exposure unit should be 

a reasonable measure of the exposure to loss. While every 

exposure unit definition represents some level of compromise 

of this principle, for example a 1988 Rolls Royce and a 1978 

Chevrolet might each represent a car year exposure, the 

selected measure should directly relate to loss potential to the 

extent possible. 

Ease of Determination - the most reasonable and responsive 

exposure definition is of no use if it cannot be accurately 

determined. While the most appropriate exposure for 

products liability insurance might be the number of products 

currently in use, this would generally be impossible to 

determine. If an exposure base is not subject to determination, 

then an insurer can never be assured of receiving the proper 

premium for the actual exposure. 

Responsiveness to Change - an exposure unit which reflects 

changes in the exposure to loss is preferable to one which does 

not. The exposure unit for workers’ compensation insurance, 

which provides benefits which are keyed to average wage 
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levels, is payroll. This is obviously preferable to number of 

employees, for example, as the payroll will change with the 

prevailing wage levels. 

Historical Practice - where a significant body of historical 

exposure data is available, any change in the exposure base 

would render the prior history unusable. Since ratemaking 

generally depends upon the review of past statisticaI 

indications, exposure bases are rarely changed once they have 

been established. 

A claim is a demand for payment by an insured or allegedly injured third 

party under the terms and conditions of an insurance contract. The 

individual making the claim is the claimant, and there can be multiple 

claimants within a single claim. Claim statistics are key elements in the 

ratemaking process. Generally insurers maintain daim data based upon 

accident date - the date of the occurrence which gave rise to the claim, and 

report date - the date the insurer receives notice of the claim. Claim data 

can then be aggregated based upon these dates. For example, the total of all 

claims with accident dates during 1988 is the accident year 1988 claim count. 
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Frequency 

Because the number of claims is directly related to the number of exposures, 

actuaries express claim incidence in terms of frequency per exposure unit. 

Fk q kc 

E 
(1) 

Where: Fh = frequency per k exposure units 

k = scale factor 

C = claim count 

E = exposure units 

For example, if we earned 32,458 car years of exposure during 1988 and we 

incur 814 claims with 1988 accident dates, then the 1988 accident year claim 

frequency per 1,000 earned exposures is 25.08 as follows: 

F 1000 = 
lOOO(814) 

= 25.08 
32,458 

Where the context is established by either data or previous exposition it 

might be appropriate to simply refer to this as the jkquency. In general, 

however, the need for precision would require that the more specific 

language accidiwtyearfper I,&?0 eamed caryem be used. 

Losses and Loss Adjustment Expense 

Amounts paid or payable to claimants under the terms of insurance policies 

are referred to as losses. Paid losses are those losses for a particular period 
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which have actually been paid to claimants. Where there is an expectation 

that a payment will be made in the future, a claim will have an associated 

case reserve representing the estimated amount of that payment. The sum of 

all paid losses and case reserves for a specific accident year at a specific point 

in time is known as the accident year case-incurred losses. ‘Ihe term case- 

incumd is used to distinguish this statistic from ultimate incurred losses 

which include losses which have not yet been reported to the insurance 

company as of the case-incurred evaluation date. 

Over time, as more losses are paid and more information becomes available 

about unpaid claims, accident year case-incurred losses will tend to approach 

their ultimate value. Generally, because of the reporting of additional claims 

which were not included in earlier evaluations, accident year case-incurred 

losses tend to increase over time. In order to keep track of the individual 

evaluations of case-incurred losses for an accident year, actuaries use the 

concept of the accident year age. The accident year age is generally 

expressed in months. By convention, the accident year is age 12 months at 

the end of the last day of the accident year. Therefore, the 1987 accident 

year evaluated as of 6/30/88 would be referred to as the age 18 evaluation of 

the 1987 accident year. 

-.?z&- 
Figure 1 represents a graphical J z 

! : 
interpretation of a typical case- ; a 
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incurred loss development pattern 
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Insurance company expenses associated with the settlement of claims, as 

opposed to the marketing, investment or general administrative operations, 

are referred to as loss adjustment expenses. Those loss adjustment expenses 

which can be directly related to a specific claim are called allocated loss 

adjustment expenses and those which cannot are called unallocated loss 

adjustment expenses. 

Sevetity 

Average loss per claim is called severity by actuaries. Severities can be on a 

pure loss basis, excluding all loss adjustment expenses, or they can include 

allocated or total loss adjustment expenses. The loss component can be 

paid, case-incurred or projected ultimate and the claims component can be 

reported, paid, closed, or projected ultimate. This profusion of available 

options again requires that the actuary be precise in the references to the 

components. Note the differences behveen accident year case-incumd loss 

severity per reported claim and nzport year paid loss and allocated severity per 

closed claim. However the loss and claim components are defmed, the 

formula for severity is simply: 

L 
s= 7 

Where: S = severity 

L = losses 

C = claimcount 
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PUR Premium 

Another important statistic is the average loss per unit of exposure or the 

pure premium. The reader will by now appreciate the need for precise 

component defmition either in terminology or through context, SO the 

various options will not be recited. The formula for the pure premium is: 

L 
P= y- (3) 

Where: P = pure premium 

L = losses 

E = exposure units 

Note that the pure premium can also be expressed as: 

Where: C = claim count 

Or, where frequency is per unit of exposure: 

P = F,xS (4) 

in other words, pure premium equab the pro&U offie4uencu per unti of 

ettposlve andsevtvig. 
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Expense, Profit and Contingencies 

In order to determine the price for a specific insurance coverage, 

appropriate provisions must be made for expenses (other than any loss 

adjustment expenses included in the pure premium) and profit. Because 

insurance pricing involves the estimation of the cost of future contingencies, 

the profit provision is generally termed the protit and contingencies loading. 

This term properly reflects the fact that profits, if any, will be based upon 

actual results and not expectations or projections. While the topic of 

expenses will be treated in detail in chapter 7, for the purposes of this 

discussion we will distinguish between fured expenses per unit of exposure, 

those expenses which do not depend upon premium, and variable expenses 

which vary directly with price. This treatment gives rise to the following 

formula for the rate per unit of exposure: 

R q 

P+F 

1-V-Q 

were: R = rate per unit of exposure 

P = pure premium 

F = fixed expense per exposure 

v = variable expense factor 

Q = profit and contingencies factor 

As an example, assume the following: 

(5) 

Loss and loss adjustment expense pure premium 
Fixed expense per exposure 
Variable expense factor 
Profit and contingencies factor 
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The appropriate rate for this example would be calculated as follows: 

Rate = 
$75.00 + $12.50 

= $112.90 
1 - .175 - .050 

The individual components of the rate would therefore be as follows: 

Pure remium 
B Fixe expenses 

Variable expenses ($112.90 x .175) 
Profit and contingencies ($112.90 x .050) 

$75.00 
1250 
19.76 
5.64 

Premium 

Application of the rate(s) to the individual exposures to be covered by an 

insurance policy produces the premium for that policy. If, in the above 

example, the unit of exposure is a ymmercial vehicle and we are rating a 

policy for 15 commercial vehicles, the premium would be calculated as 

follows: 

$112.90 x 15 = $1,693.50 

Premium, like exposure, can be either w&ten, earned, or in-jixce. If the 

policy in question was written for a hvelve month term on 7/l/87 then that 

policy would have contributed the following amounts as of 12/3l/87: 

Calendar year 1987 written premium 
Calendar year 1987 earned premium 
12J3l/87 premium in-force 

YE 
S&693:50 
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Loss Ratio 

Probably the single most widely-used statistic in the analysis of insurance 

losses is the loss ratio or losses divided by premium. Again the need for 

precision cannot be overemphasized. There is a great difference between a 

loss ratio based upon paid losses as of accident year age 12 and written 

premium (termed an age 12 accident year written-paidpure loss raria) and one 

which is based upon ultimate incurred loss and loss adjustment expenses and 

earned premium (ultimate accident year eamed-incurred loss and loss 

adjustment qense rati) although either can be properly referred to as a loss 

ratio. 

The Goal of the Manual Ratemaking Process 

Broadly stated, the goal of the ratemakiig process is to determine rates 

which will, when applied to the exposures underlying the risks being written, 

provide sufficient funds to pay expected losses and expenses; maintain an 

adequate margin for adverse deviation; and produce a reasonable return on 

(any) funds provided by investors. In addition, manual rates are generally 

subject to regulatory review and, while detailed discussion of regulatory 

requirements is beyond the scope of this text, this review is often based upon 

the regulatory standard that rates shall not be inadequute, excessive, or unfairly 

dimiminatory between i&s of like kind and quality. 

Adequately pricing a line of insurance involves substantial judgment. While 

actuaries are trained in mathematics and statistics, the actuarial process 
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tmderfying manual ratemaking also requires substantial understanding of the 

underwriting, economic, social and political factors which have in the past 

impacted the insurance results and will impact those results in the future. 

If it were sufficient that manual rates be adequate to cover losses and 

expenses for some past period, then the pricing problem would be basically 

identical to the reserving problem which is the topic of chapter 3. But rates 

which were adequate in the past, or even those which are adequate today, 

may not be adequate when applied to policies providing insurance coverage 

into the future. 

In discussing the goal of the ratemaking process from an actuarial 

perspective it is important to note that actuarially-determined rates are often 

subjected to review by others both within and outside the insurance 

company. Internally, there will generally be a review of the competitiveness 

of the rate levels in the marketplace. Externally there is the previously 

mentioned regulatory review, occasionally involving the pohtical 

acceptability of the proposed rates. While the actuary may be directly 

involved in both internal and external discussions relating to these reviews, it 

is the actuary’s primary responsibility to recommend rates which can be 

reasonably expected to be adequate over the period in which they are to be 

used. 
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Structure of the Rating Plan 

Up to this point the discussion of manual rates has related to the concept of 

an identified unit of exposure. In practice, manual rates are based upon a 

number of factors in addition to the basic exposure unit. For example, the 

elements involved in the rating of a single private passenger automobile 

insurance policy might include the following: 

Age of insured(s) 
Sex of insured(s) 
Marital status of insured(s) 
Prior driving record of insured(s) 

Age of vehicle(s) 
Garaging locatron of vehicle(s) 

The structure of the various elements involved in the manual rating of a 

specific risk is known as the rating plan. Various specific elements are often 

referred to as classifications, sub-classifications or rating factors. Rating 

plans serve to allow the manual rating process to reflect identified 

differences in loss propensity. To fail to so reflect such known factors gives 

rise to two separate situations. Where a known positive characteristic is not 

re5ected in the rating plan, the rate applied to risks possessing that positive 

characteristic will be too high. This would encourage the insuring of these 

risks to the partial or total exclusion of risks not possessing the positive 

characteristic, a practice referred to as skimming the cream. On the other 

hand, the failure to reflect a known negative characteristic will result in the 

application of a rate which is too low. If other companies are re5ecting the 
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negative factor in their rating plans, the result will be a tendency towards 

insuring risks possessing the negative characteristic, a situation known as 

adverse selection. 

Risk characteristics underlying a manual rating plan can be broadly identified 

as those generally impacting frequency and those generally impacting 

severity. Prior driving record is an example of a factor which has been 

demonstrated to correlate with frequency. Individuals with recent 

automobile accidents and traffsc violations have, as n class, higher 

frequencies of future claims than do those individuals with no recent 

accidents or violations. Individuals driving high-powered sports cars have, as 

u class, higher frequencies than those driving family sedans. Annual mileage 

driven has an obvious impact on frequency. 

On the severity side, large vehicles tend to do more damage in collisions than 

do small vehicles. A Rolls Royce costs more to repair than does a Chevrolet. 

A late model automobile is more valuable than a ten-year-old “clunker” and 

will therefore, on ovemge, have a higher associated severity. 

The above examples deal with private passenger automobile insurance; but 

other lines have identifiable risk characteristics as well. In commercial fire 

insurance, restaurants generally have a higher frequency than do clothing 

stores. The presence or absence of a sprinkler system will impact severity as 

will the value of the building and contents being insu&. Workers’ 

compensation statistics detail higher frequencies for manufacturing 

employees than for clerical workers. For every type of property and casualty 
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insurance there are identifiable factors which impact upon frequency and 

severity of losses. 

The subject of risk classification will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. In 

addition the re5ection of specific individual risk differences, as opposed to 

class differences, will be treated in chapter 2. For the purposes of this 

chapter it is sufficient to be aware of the existence of and need for a rating 

plan re5ecting identifiable risk classification differences. 

The Ratemaking Process 

In this section we will deal with the basic techniques used by casualty 

actuaries in the development of manual rates. The reader must bear in mind 

that this discussion will be general in nature - a complete discussion of the 

elements involved in a single complex line of insurance might require several 

hundred pages. Nevertheless, the key elements of manual ratemaking will be 

addressed to such an extent that a good understanding of the actuarial 

process of manual ratemaking will result. 

Basic Manual Ratemaking Methods 

There are two basic approaches to addressing the problem of manual 

ratemaking; the pure premium method and the loss ratio method. We will 
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examine the mathematics underlying each method and then develop a 

relationship between the two. 

Pure Premium Method 

The pure premium method develops indicated rates based upon formula (5). 

Were: R = (indicated) rate per unit of exposure 

P = pure premium 

F = fzed expense per exposure 

v = variable expense factor 

Q = profit and contingencies factor 

The pure premium used in the formula is based upon experience losses, 

which are trended projected ultimate losses (or losses and loss adjustment 

expenses) for the experience period under review, and the exposures earned 

during the experience period. The methods underlying the trending and 

projection of the losses will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Luss Ratia Method 

The loss ratio method develops indicated rate changes rather than indicated 

rates. Indicated rates are determined by application of an adjustment factor, 

the ratio of the experience loss ratio to a target loss ratio, to the current 

rates. 7he experience loss ratio is the ratio of the experience losses to the 
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on-level earned premium - the earned premium which would have resulted 

for the experience period had the current rates been in effect for the entire 

period. In mathematical terms the loss ratio method works as follows: 

R= AR, 

mere: R = indicated rate 

&I = current rate 

A = adjustment factor 

= w/T 

w = experience loss ratio 

T = target loss ratio 

Looking first at the target loss ratio: 

(6) 

T = 

Where: V = 

Q = 

G = 

1-V-Q 

l+G 

premium-related expense factor 

profit and contingencies factor 

ratio of non-premium-related expenses 
to losses 

(7) 
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And then the experience loss ratio: 

w = L 

ERO 

Where: L = experience losses 

E = experience period earned exposure 

I-43 = current rate 

Using (7) and (8) we can see: 

A = 
Wm)) 

’ (l-V-Q)/( l+G) 

L( l+G) 
= 

E&W’-Q) 

and, substituting (9) into (6): 

R = 
L(l+G) 

E(l-V-Q) 

(9) 
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Relationship Behveen Pure Premium and Loss Ratio Methods 

It has been emphasized in this chapter that manual rates are estimares. 

Nevertheless, they generally represent precise estimates based upon 

reasonable and consistent assumptions. This being the case, we should be 

able to demonstrate that the pure premium and loss ratio methods will 

produce identical rates when applied to identical data and using consistent 

assumptions. This demonstration is quite simple. It starts with formula (lo), 

the formula for the indicated rate under the loss ratio method: 

R = 
L( l+G) 

E( 1-V-Q) 

Now, the loss ratio method uses experience losses while the pure premium 

method is based upon experience pure premium. ‘Ihe relationship between 

the two comes from (3): 

L 
P= 7 

which can be expressed as: 

L = EP 
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Also, the loss ratio method relates non-premium-related expenses to losses 

while the pure premium method uses exposures as the base for these 

expenses. The relationship can be expressed as follows: 

EF 
G= L 

F . =- 
P 

Substituting for Land G in formula (10) produces the following: 

R = 
EP[l+(W)] 

E( 1-V-Q) 

Or: 

R = 
P+F 

1-V-Q 
(5) 

Which is the formuia for the indicated rate under the pure premium method. 

The equivalence of the two methods is therefore demonstrated. 
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Selection of Appropriate Method 

Because the two methods can be expected to produce identical results when 

consistently applied to a common set of data, the question arises as to which 

approach is the more appropriate for any given situation. Having dealt with 

the mathematical aspects of the two methods, let us now look at some of the 

practical differences. 

Pure Premium Method Loss Ratio Method 

Based on exposure Based on premium 

Does not require existing rates Requires existing rates 

Does not use on-level premium Uses on-level premium 

Produces indicated rates Produces indicated rate changes 

Noting the above differences, the following guidelines would seem to be 

reasonable: 

Pure premium method requires well-defined, responsive 

exposures - the pure premium method is based on losses per 

unit exposure. Where the exposure unit is not available or is 

not reasonably consistent between risks, as in the case of 

commercial fire insurance, the pure premium method cannot 

be used. 

Loss ratio method cannot be used for a new line - because the 

loss ratio method produces indicated rate changes, its use 

requires an established rate and premium history. Where 
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manual rates are required for a new line of business, where 

there are loss statistics available, the pure premium method 

must be used. 

Pure premium method preferable where on-level premium is 

difticult to calculate - in some instances, such as commercial 

lines where individual risk rating adjustments are made to 

individual policies, it is difficult to determine the on-level 

earned premium required for the loss ratio method. Where 

this is the case it is more appropriate to use the pure premium 

method if possible. 

Need for Common Basis 

Whichever ratemaking method is selected, the actuary needs to make certain 

that the experience losses are on a basis consistent with the exposures and 

premiums being used. This requires that adjustments be made for observed 

changes in the data. This section will deal with some of the more common 

sources of change in the underlying data and will discuss methods for dealing 

with those changes. 

Selection ofb?Zpdme Period 

Determination of the loss experience period to be used in the manual 

ratemaking process involves a combination of statistical and judgmental 

elements. ‘Ihere is a natural preference for using the most recent incurred 
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loss experience available since it is generally most representative of the 

current situation, however this experience will also contain a higher 

proportion of unpaid losses than will more mature periods and is therefore 

more subject to loss development projection errors. Where the business 

involved is subject to catastrophe losses, as in the case of windstorm 

coverage in hurricane-prone areas, the experience period must be 

representative of the average catastrophe incidence. Finally, the experience 

period must contain sufficient loss experience that the resulting indications 

will have statistical significance or credibility. 

Reinsurance 

Ceded reinsurance, which is discussed in depth in chapter 5, serves to reduce 

an insurer’s exposure to large losses, either individual or in the aggregate, in 

exchange for a reinsurance premium. While there may be instances in which 

a reinsurance program represents such a significant transfer of risk that 

separate and distinct provision for the reinsurance premium is appropriate, 

such cases are beyond the scope of this chapter. In general, manual rates 

should be based upon direct, that is before reflection of reinsurance, 

premium and loss data. 

Dijrferencar in Gwemge 

Wherever possible, major coverages within a line of insurance should be 

treated separately. For example, liability experience under homeowners 

policies should be reviewed separately from the property experience. Auto 

collision data should be analyzed separately by deductible. Professional 

liability policies written on a claims-made basis should not be combined with 
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those written on an occurrence basis for ratemakiig purposes. Note that 

unless the mix has been consistent over the entire experience period these 

separations will require the segregation of premium and exposure data as 

well as the loss experience. 

.Treatment ofhcnssed Limits 

Liability coverage rate manuals generally provide rates for a basic limit of 

liability along with Increased limits factors to be applied to these base rates 

where higher limits are desired. As will be seen in a later section, these 

increased limits factors tend to change over time. In addition there will be a 

general movement toward higher limits as inflation erodes purchasing power. 

For these reasons premiums and losses used in the manual ratemakmg 

process should be adjusted to a basic limits basis. 

On-Level Premium -Adjusting for prior Rate Changes 

Where, as is the general case, the experience period extends over several 

years there have typically been changes in manual rate levels between the 

beginning of the experience. period and the date as of which the rates are 

being reviewed. If the actuary is using the loss ratio method in the 

development of the indicated rate level changes, the earned premium 

underlying the loss ratio calculations must be on a current rate level bask 

Where the capability exists, the best method for bringing past premiums to 

an on-level basis is to re-rate each policy using current rates. Doiig this 

manually is generally far too time-consuming to be practical, but where 

suffkient detail is available in the computer fues and if rating software is 
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available, the resulting on-level premiums will be quite accurate. This 

method is referred to as the extension of exposures technique. 

When extension of exposures cannot be used, an alternative, called the 

parallelogram method, is available. This method adjusts calendar year 

earned premiums to current rate levels based upon simple geometric 

relationships and an underlying assumption that exposure is uniformly 

distributed over time. 

As an example, assume that the experience period in question consists of the 

three years 1985, 1986 and 1987. Further assume that each policy has a 

twelve month term. Finally, assume that rate increases have been taken as 

foIlows: 

+17.8% effective 7/l/82 
+12.5% effective 7/l/84 
+lO.O% effective 7/l/86 

Because we are dealing with twelve-month policies, all of the premium 

earned during the earliest year of the experience period - 1985 - was written 

at either the 7/l/82 rate level or the 7/l&4 rate level. If we assign the 7/l/82 

rate level a relative value of 1.000, then the 7/l/84 rate level has a relative 

value of 1.125 and the 7/l/86 rate level has a relative value of (1.125)(1.100) 

= 1.2375. 
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Figure 2 provides a repre- 

sentation of these data 

under the parallelogram 

Dom1opwnt of on-Level P*c*lu* 

lltl 

method. The x-axis repre- 

sents the date on which a 
I 

policy is effective, and the mm um 

y-axis represents the por- 

tion of exposure earned. 

Fi- 2 

Each calendar year of 

earned premium can now 

be viewed as a unit square 

one year wide and 100% 

of exposure high. Figure 3 

illustrates this treatment 

of the 1985 year. ThaIme a 
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As shown in Figure 4, we 

can now use simple geom- 

etry to determine the por- 

Barr x Mdsht 

tions of 1985 earned expo- 

sure written at the 1.000 

and 1.125 relative levels. 

According to the parallelogram model, .125 of the 1985 earned exposure 

arises from policies written at the 1.000 relative level and .875 of the 

exposure was written at a relative level of 1.125. The average 1975 relative 

earned rate level is therefore [(.125)(1.000) + (.875)(1.1253] = 1.1094. Since 

the current relative average rate level is 1.2375, the 1985 calendar year 

earned premium must be multiplied by (1.2375/1.1094) = 1.1155 to reflect 

current rate levels. The 1.1155 is referred to as the 1985 on-level factor. 

We can repeat this process for the 1986 and 1987 years to generate the 

following: 

Calendar Portion of Earned at Relative Le el On-Level 
Yea & l!amE 

1985 .12S .875 1.1155 
1986 
1987 

x .875 
.A5 

1.0864 
.125 .875 1.0115 
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These on-level factors are then applied to the calendar year earned 

premiums to generate approximate on-level earned premiums. For example: 

Calendar 
mlt 

Calendar 
Year 

Earned 
Premium 

On-Level 
Factor 

Approximate 
On-Level 
Earned 

1985 SL926.981 1.1155 $2,149,547 
1986 $2299,865 

:*E 
$2.498,573 

1987 S2,562,996 . $2592,470 

$6,789$X42 $7240,590 

As noted earlier, the parallelogram method is based upon an assumption 

that exposures are written uniformly over the calendar period. In cases 

where material changes in exposure level have occurred over the period, or 

where there is a non-uniform pattern to the written exposures, the 

parallelogram method may not produce a reasonable approximation of on- 

level earned premium. Wbiie a discussion of adjustments to the simple 

model underlying the parallelogram method is beyond the scope of this 

chapter, Miller and Davis’ have proposed an alternative model which reflects 

actual exposure patterns. 

‘Miller, D.L and Davis, G.E “A Refined Model for Premium Adjustment.” Rvceedings of 
the casualty Actuarial Society LXIII, 1976. p. 117. 
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Trended, Projected Ultimate Losses 

We are now ready to discuss the methodology underlying the development of 

the trended, projected ultimate losses. This element represents the most 

significant part of any ratemaking analysis and requires both statistical 

expertise and actuarial judgment. Whether the pure premium method or the 

loss ratio method is being used, the accuracy with which losses are projected 

will determine the adequacy of the resulting manual rates. . 

Inclusion of Loss Adjzatment Expenses 

The actuary must determine whether to make projections on a pure loss 

basis, or whether to include allocated loss adjustment expenses with losses. 

Unallocated loss adjustment data are rarely available in sufficient detail for 

inclusion with losses and allocated loss adjustment expenses, and are 

generally treated as part of the expense loading - frequently as a ratio to loss 

and allocated loss expenses. 

While the decision whether to include allocated loss expense data with losses 

is generally made based upon data availability, there is one situation in which 

it is essential that the allocated loss adjustment expenses be combined with 

the losses. Some liability policies contain limits of liability which apply to 

both losses and allocated loss adjustment expenses. Where manual rates are 

being developed for such policies, allocated loss adjustment expenses should 

be treated as losses. 
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Projection to Ultimate - the Loss Development Method 

A significant portion of the entirety of casualty actuarial literature produced 

in this century deals with the methods and techniques for projecting unpaid, 

and often unreported, losses to their ultimate settlement values. Even a 

casual treatment of the subject is beyond the scope of this chapter. 

Nevertheless, the general concepts discussed in this section will be based 

upon the use of projected ultimate losses and claim counts. A thorough 

understanding of the issues involved in manual ratemaking requires that the 

context of the problem be clear. At least one technique for projection to 

ultimate is needed and we will use the most common - the loss development 

method. 

The loss deveiopment method is based upon the assumption that claims 

move from unreported to reported-and-unpaid to paid in a pattern which is 

sufftcientiy consistent that past experience can be used to predict future 

development. Claim counts, or losses, are arrayed by accident year (or 

report year or on some other basis) and accident year age. The resulting 

data form a triangle of known values. As an example, consider the following 

accident year reported daim count development data: 

1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

1.804 2173 5374 2416 Z416 2,416 
1,935 2s9 z424 2552 2552 
2103 2384 2514 26‘% 
2,169 2580 2,722 

5783 
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Remembering the concept of accident year age it can be seen, for example, 

that as of Q/31/85 there were 2,424 claims reported for accidents occurring 

during 1983. By 12/31/86 this number had developed to 2,552. Horizontal 

movement to the right represents devefopmenf, vertical movement downward 

represents change in erposure level, and positive-sloped diagonals represent 

evaluation datei The lower diagonal represents the latest available 

evaluation - in this case E&31/87. 

The next step in the process is to reflect the development history 

arithmetically. This involves the division of each evaluation subsequent to 

the first by the immediately preceding evaluation. The resulting ratio is 

called an age-to-age development factor or, sometimes, a link ratio. For 

example, the accziient year 1982 12-24 reported claim wunt development factor 

from our example is 2173/1,804 = 1.2045. 

1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

1-j 2,374 2,416 2416 2,416 
1.935 2379 \ 24% 2552 2552 
5103 2384 2,514 2,646 
2,169 2,580 2,722 h 
2,346 2,783 2,173/1$04 = 1.2045 
2.337 
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Repeating this process, we can produce a second data triangle consisting of 

age-to-age development factors 

Accldent 
m Alsum 

1982 1,804 2,173 
1983 1,935 2379 

19M 2103 1985 2,169 $2 
1986 2,346 2,783 
1987 2337 

Accident 
&g m u 

1982 1.2045 1.0925 
1983 1.2295 1.0189 
1984 1.1336 1.0545 
1985 1.1895 1.0550 
1986 1.1863 

tlaa 

2,374 
2,424 
2,514 
2,722 

36-48 

1.0177 
1.0528 
1.0525 

2,416 2,416 2,416 
2552 2552 
2.646 

sE!lQm 

mloo l.wOo 
mwo 

Based upon the observed development factors, age-to-age factors are 

selected and successively multiplied to generate age-to-ultimate factors. 

These age-to-ultimate factors are then applied to the latest diagonal of the 

development data to yield projected ultimate values. 

Acddeat seleded Age-t&v Reported PmJecied 
Accident YCPr CMms 

YiE2e uwiOmte l2Lwt!z 
uIfim8te 

&at ,Afs l?!la!x !ilshs 

1982 ifi I.0000 2,416 2,416 
1983 l.oooo 1.oooo 2552 2552 

1984 48 1.oooo l.Hloa 2x46 1985 1.0450 1.0450 2722 zi 
1986 

z 
uJ550 1.1025 2783 3,068 

1987 12 l.lYao 13120 2337 3.066 

An identical process can be applied to either paid or case-incurred losses. 

Generally case-incurred values are used, especially where the development 
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period extends over several years. Note that losses tend to take longer to 

fully develop than do reported claims. This is due to the settlement lag - the 

period between loss reporting and loss payment - which affects losses but not 

reported claims and represents additional development potential beyond the 

reporting lag - the period between loss occurrence and loss reporting -which 

affects both claims and losses. 

An example of the loss development method applied to case-incurred loss 

and allocated loss adjustment expense data is contained in the Appendix to 

this chapter. 

In some instances, most notably where premiums are subject to audit 

adjustments as is often true for workers’ compensation insurance, premium 

data requires projection to ultimate in order that the premium being used in 

the ratemaking calculations properly reflects the actual exposure level which 

gave rise to the ultimate losses. One method for handling this situation is to 

aggregate data on a policy year, rather than an accident year, basis. Policy 

year data is based upon the year in which the policy giving rise to exposures, 

premiums, claims and losses is effective. Another method involves the 

projection of written premium to ultimate and the recalculation of earned 

premium, referred to as exposure year earned premium, based upon the 

projected ultimate written premium. In either case, the projection 

techniques involved are similar to the loss development method. 
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IdentijZcation of Timtds 

Once claims and Iosses have been projected to an ultimate basis it is 

necessary to adjust the data for any underlying trends which are expected to 

produce changes in indications between the experience period and the 

period during which the manual rates will be in effect For example, if rates 

are being reviewed as of 12131/87 based upon 1985 accident year data and the 

new rates are expected to go into effect on 7/l/88, the projected ultimate 

losses for the 1985 accident year are representative of loss exposure as of 

approximately 7/l/85 and the indicated rates must cover loss exposure as of 

approximately 12/31/88. To the extent that there are identifiable trends in 

the toss data, the impact of those trends over the 42 months between the 

midpoint of the experience period and the average exposure date to which 

the rates wit1 apply. 

The most obvious trend affecting the ratemaking data is the trend in severity. 

Monetary inflation, increases in jury awards, and increases in medical 

expenses are examples of factors which cause upward trends in loss 

severities. Frequency is also subject to trend. Court decisions may open new 

grounds for litigation which would increase liability frequencies. Legal and 

social pressures might reduce the incidence of driving under the influence of 

alcohol, thus reducing automobile insurance frequencies. 

Some exposure bases also exhibit identifiable trends. Workers’ 

compensation uses payroll as an exposure base and products liability 

coverage might be based upon dollars of sales. Both of these exposures will 

reflect some degree of trend. Automobile physical damage rates are based 
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upon the value of the automobiles being insured. As automobile prices 

increase the physical damage premiums will reflect the change, even though 

no rate change has been made. #en using the loss ratio method for 

ratemakmg it is important that the effect of such trends on premium be 

properly reflected. 

While frequency and severity trends are often analyzed separately, it is 

sometimes preferable to look at trends in the pure premium, thus combining 

the impacts of frequency and severity. 

Rejlectim of Trencls 

Actuaries generally approach the problem of how to reflect observed trends 

by fitting an appropriate curve to the observed data. The most important 

word in the preceding sentence is appropriate. Consider the following 

hypothetical projected accident year severity data: 

Accident Projected 
Severity 

:E 
$309 

1982 ;:3” 
1983 
1984 1,Ei 
1985 1,444 
:z: 1,828 1,647 
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It so happens that the third- 

degree polynomial 

y = -2 + 10x2 + 200x +loo 

produces a perfect fit to 

these data where x is de- 

fined as the accident year 

minus 1979. Figure 5 shows 

the result of this fit graphi- 

cally. 

et 82 bt 86 88 SB 
bidml Vw 

D Rctual -nmrttiu1 
PisunS 

Based upon the strength of the fit one might be tempted to use the third- 

degree polynomial to project future severity changes. But is a third-degree 

polynomial really appropriate for a severity trend model? 

If we extend the x axis out 

through accident year 1998 

we see the following results. 

Viewed in this manner it is 

apparent that, regardless of 

how well it might fit our ob- 

servations, the thud-degree 

polynomial model is not 

one which is reasonable for 

the projection of severity 

changes. 
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While other appropriate models are available, most of the trending models 

used by casualty actuaries in ratemaking take one of two forms: 

Linear y=ax+b , or 

Exponential y=beax 

Note that the exponential model can be expressed as: 

In(y) = ax + In(b) 

Or, with the substitutions y ’ = In(y) and b’ = In(b): 

Since either model can therefore be expressed in terms of a linear function, 

the standard fist-degree least-squares regression method can be applied to 

the observed data to determine the trend model. Note that the linear model 

will produce a model in which the projection will increase by a constant 

amount (a) for each unit change in x. The exponential model will produce a 

constant rate of change of ea - 1, with each value being ea tunes the prior 

value. Drawing an analogy to the mathematics of finance, the linear model is 

analogous to simple interest while the exponential model is analogous to 

compound interest 

While either linear or exponential models can be used to reflect increasing 

trends, where the observed trend is decreasing the use of a linear model will 
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produce negative values at some point in the future. The use of a linear 

model in such cases is clearly inappropriate since frequency, severity, pure 

premium and exposure must all be greater than or equal to zero. 

Exhibits IV, V, VII and VIII of the Appendix to this chapter provide 

examples of the application of both linear and exponential trend models 

using both loss ratio and pure premium methods. 

Effecti of Limits on Severity Trend 

Where the loss experience under review involves the application of limits of 

liability, it is important that the effects of those limits on severity trend be 

properly reflected. In order to understand the interaction between limits and 

severity trend, consider the hypothetical situation in which individual losses 

can occur for any amount between $1 and $90,000. Assume that insurance 

coverage against these losses is avaifable at four limits of liability: $10,000 

per 0ccurrenE; $25,000 per occurrence; $50,000 per occurrence; and 

$100,000 per occurrence. Note that, since losses can only be as great as 

$90,000 the $100,000 limit coverage is basically unlimited. 

In order to analyze the operation of severity trend on the various limits it will 

be necessary to look at losses by layer of liability. The following chart 

illustrates this layering for four different loss amounts. 
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Loss 
Amount 

Pislribution of Loss Amount bv @!a 
Fh-st 315,000 excess S25,OOO exe-3 S50,OOO excess 

$IuQQ of SlO.ooQ of s2s.OQQ 550,ooo of 

$5,ooo $5,000 
;gg $10400 s10,ooo 
370:ooo , ::%E ::::Ei $15,000 

$25,ooo $20,000 

Total $35,000 $4o,ooo $wloo 620,ooo 

The total line represents the distribution of the $135,000 of losses by layer, 

assuming that one claim of each amount occurred. Consider now the effect 

of a constant 10% increase in each claim amount. 

Distribution of Loss Amount bv Layer 
LOSS FlI3 

Amount $l!L!m 
Sl~~~o;~ss $25,000 excess S50,OOO excess 

of s25.OOQ of sso.otQ 

$5,500 $5,500 

:2E 
s77:ooo 

::tz 
$lo:ooo 

:t?% 
$ls:ooo , 

y&g 
S27,ooO 

Total $35,500 f42@0 $44,ooo $27,000 

Increase 1.43% 5.00% 10.00% 35.00% 

While the total losses have increased by 10% from $135,000 to $148,500, the 

rate of increase is not constant across the layers. This is due to the fact that 

the larger claims have already saturated the lower layers, thus reducing the 

impact of severity increases on these layers. Figure 7 provides a graphical 

representation of this effect by claim size. 
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For each layer let us define 
EFFECT0F)OxSWENl-Y TREND BY LAYER 

the following: I w 
L = lower bound of layer 

U = upper bound of layer 

X = unlimited loss size 

T = severity increase rate 

Figure 7 

The impact of the severity increase on any given layer can be expressed as 

follows: 

Original 
Loss 

L x< - 
(l+T) 

Undefined 

L U <x< - (l+T)(W-L _ 1= TX 

(l+T) (l+T) X-L X-L 

U 
<X< U U-L I u-x -- = - 

(l+T) X-L X-L 

u<x 0 

The four-loss distribution used in the illustration of the impact of policy limit 

on severity trend is not realistic for most liability lines In general we see 

frequency decreasing as loss size increases. If we assume a loss distribution 
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as shown in Figure 8 then the impact of a 10% severity increase on each limit 

will be as shown in Figure 9. 

Figure. 8 Figure 9 

Where severity trend has been analyzed based upon unlimited loss data or 

loss data including limits higher than the basic level, the resulting indicated 

severity trend must be adjusted before it is applied to basic limits losses. 

Because such adjustment will require knowledge of the underlying size-of- 

loss distribution it is generally preferable to use basic limits data in the 

severity trend analysis. 

Trend Based Upon External Data 

Where sufficient loss or claim experience to produce reliable trend 

indications is not available the actuary should supplement or supplant the 

available experience with external data. Insurance trade associations, 

statistical bureaus and the U.S. Government produce insurance and general 

economic data regularly. While the appropriate source for the data will, of 
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course, depend upon the specific ratemaking situation, Masterson* provides 

a good general reference on the subject. Lommele and Sturgis3 provide an 

interesting example of the application of economic data to the problem of 

forecasting workers’ compensation insurance results. 

Trend and Loss Development - The ‘Overlap Fallacy” 

It has occasionally been suggested that there is a double-counting of severity 

trend in the ratemaking process where both loss development factors -which 

reflect severity changes as development on unpaid claims - and severity trend 

factors are applied to losses. Cook dealt with this subject in detail, and with 

elegance, in a 1970 papefl. In order to properly understand the relationship 

between loss development and trend factors assume a situation in which the 

experience period is the 1986 accident year and indicated rates are expected 

to be in effect from 7/l/87 through 6/30/88. Now consider a single claim with 

accident date 7/1186 and which will settle on 12/31/88. If a similar claim 

should occur during the effective period of the indicated rates, say on l/l/88, 

we would expect an equivalent settlement lag and would project that the 

l/1/88 claim would settle on 6/30/90. Figure 10 illustrates the hypothetical 

situation graphically. 

2Masterson, NE “Economjc Factors in Liability and Property Insurance aaim Costs, 1935 
1967.” Pmeedings of the Casualty Actuarial Society Lv, 191x. p. 61. 

%ommele, JA. and Sturgis, RW. “An Econometric Model of Worker’s Compensation.” 
phxeedhgs of the Casualty Actuarial Society LXI, 1974. p. 170. 

4~~ CF. “Trend and Loss Development Factors.” Ptwee&gs of the Casualty Actuarial 
society Lw, 1970. p. 1. 
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riguri 10 

Trend f 1 
Projected Loss Development 

Expefience Las Development 
ocamlm Lttkmmt 

Note that the ratemaking problem, as respects this single hypothetical claim, 

is to project the ultimate settlement value as of 6/30/90 based upon the single 

observed claim which occurred on 7;1/86 - a total projection period of 48 

months. The loss development factor will, assumedly, reflect the underlying 

severity trend during the 30 months between occurrence on l/1/88 and 

settlement on 6/30/90. The trend factor will reflect the severity trend 

between the midpoint of the experience period (7/l/86) and the midpoint of 

the effective period (l/1/88) which accounts for the remaining 18 months of 

the projection period. Note that while both trend and loss development 

factors do reflect underlying severity trends there is no overlap between the 

two, and both are required. 

Trended Projected U&mote LLX.WS 

The application of loss development and trending techniques to the 

underlying loss data produces the trended projected ultimate losses which 

are the qrience losses underlying the application of either the pure 
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premium or the loss ratio methods to produce the indicated rates or rate 

changes. 

Expense Loadings 

The topic of expenses in ratemaking will be covered in detail in chapter 7, 

the need for continuity requires at least a limited treatment at this point. For 

purposes of illustration of the general concepts involved in the reflection of 

expense loadings in manual rates, assume that the loss ratio method is being 

used to develop base rate indications for a line of business, and assume 

further that allocated loss adjustment expenses are being combined with the 

experience losses. Suppose that for the latest year the line of business 

produced the following rest&s on a direct basis: 

Written Premium $11,540,000 
Earned Premium $10,832,000 
Incurred Loss and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense 
Incnci;F;llocated Loss Adjustment Expenses 

SW&E 

Taxes, Licenses & Fees 
“W&kg 

CXi;e;~ utsitton Expenses 
% 

$646:000 
enses 5737,000 

Total Loss and Expense $11396,000 
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Since our losses and expenses exceeded the earned premium $564,000 for the 

year it is probably reasonable that we review the adequacy of the underlying 

rates. Since we are using the loss ratio method we need to develop a target 

loss ratio. Referring back to formula (7): 

T = 
1-V-Q 

l+G 

mere: T = target loss ratio 

v = premium-related expense factor 

Q = profit and contingencies factor 

G = ratio of non-premium-related expenses 
to losses 

In order to develop the target loss ratio we therefore need factors for 

premium-related and for non-premium-related expenses and a profit and 

contingencies factor. Deferring the discussion of profit and contingencies 

loadings to the next section we will look at the expense factors. 

Traditional application of the loss ratio method assumes that only the loss 

adjustment expenses are non-premium-related. Using this approach we can 

determine the value for G in formula (7) by dividing the unallocated loss 

adjustment expenses of $484,000 by the loss and allocated loss expense of 

$7,538,000. G is therefore (484fl538) = .0642.. 

The determination of V in formula (7) is then simply the ratio of the other 

expenses to premiums. But which premiums - written or earned? Since 
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commissions and premium taxes are generally paid based upon direct written 

premium it would seem appropriate to use written premium in the 

denominator for these expenses. Other acquisition expenses are expended to 

produce premium so it might be appropriate to relate those to written 

premium as well. But the general expenses of the insurance operation 

involve functions unrelated to the production of premium and which could 

not be immediately eliminated if the company were to cease writing business. 

For this reason the general expenses are usualfy related to earned premium. 

Based upon the above, we now calculate V as follows: 

Ratio of commissions to written 
Ratio of taxes, licenses & fees to written 
Ratio of other acquisition to written 
Ratio of general to earned 

Total premium-related expense factor 

If, for the moment, we assume that the profit and contingencies factor is 

zero, we can apply formula (7) and determine our target loss ratio: 

T= 
1-.2965-O r 

A611 
1+.0642 
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Profit and Contingencies 

While generally among the smallest of the elements in any calculation of 

indicated manual rates, the profit and contingencies loading represents the 

essence of insurance in that it is designed to reflect the basic elements of risk 

and rewards associated with the transaction of the insurance business. The 

risk elements are the contingencies portion of the provision while the profit 

portion represents the reward elements. 

Sources of Insurance Projit 

Highly simplified, the property and casualty insurance operation involves the 

collection of premium from insureds, the investment of the funds collected, 

and the payment of expenses and insured losses. If the premiums collected 

exceed the expenses and losses paid, the insurer makes what is called an 

underwriting profit, if not then there is an undemriting loss. In addition, the 

insurer will generally make an investment profit arising out of the investment 

of funds between premium collection and payment of expenses and losses. 

In this simplified context, the insurer might be viewed as a leveraged 

investment operation, with underwriting profits or losses being analogous to 

(negative or positive) interest expenses on borrowed funds. 

profir Loadings in Manual Rates 

Until the mid 1960s insurance rates would typically include a profit and 

contingencies loading of approximately 5% of premium. While this practice 

was rooted more in tradition than in financial analysis, it must be understood 

that the practice existed in an environment in which property insurance 
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represented a much greater portion of the insurance business than it does 

today, and in which inflation and interest rates were generally low. In that 

environment investment income tended to be viewed as a lagniappe rather 

than the major source of income it has become. ‘Ihe 5% loading produced 

sufficient underwriting profits to support the growth of the industry, and it 

was not generally viewed as being excessive. 

The growth of the liability lines, increased inflation and higher interest rates 

resulted in investment profits which dwarfed the underwriting profits. Not 

only did this change the way insurance management viewed their financial 

results and plans, but it also focused regulatory attention on the overall rate 

of return for insurers rather than the underwriting results. Thii regulatory 

involvement generally took the form of adjustments of the traditional 5% 

profit and contingencies loading downward to reflect investment income on 

funds supplied by policyholders. In some jurisdictions the allowed profit 

loadings for certain lines became negative. 

One of the major problems inherent in the development of a general 

methodology for the reflection of profit in manual rates is that premium may 

not be the proper benchmark against which profits should be assessed. 

Going back to our leveraged investment operation analogy, the specific 

inclusion of a profit loading based upon premium is the analog to the 

measurement of profit against borrowed funds - the more you borrow, the 

more you should earn. If, on the other hand, premiums are viewed in the 

traditional way, as sales, premium-based profit loadings make more sense. 
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Unfortunately, the obvious alternative to basing profits on premiums - using 

return-on-equity as the benchmark - has its own disadvantages. From a 

regulatory standpoint it both rewards highly leveraged operations and 

discourages entry to the market, both of which run contrary to regulatory 

desires. In addition, where rates are made by industry or state rating 

bureaus, the rates cannot be expected to produce equal return on equity for 

each company using the rates. 

The foregoing discussion provides some of the historical and technical 

factors entering into the problems associated with profit loadings in manual 

rates. In practice however, one of two situations generally exists. Either the 

manual rates will be f’iIed for regulatory approval, in which case the 

allowable profit provision or methodology will be dictated by the regulators, 

or the rate levels will reflect the perceived market conditions and will be 

based upon competitive considerations. In either case the operant decision 

becomes whether to write business at the resulting rate levels, not what the 

proper profit loading might be. 

Contingencies 

The contingencies portion of the profit and contingencies loading represents 

a provision for adverse deviation or a risk loading. Like profit loadings, 

contingencies provisions are of more theoretical than practical interest. The 

reader should be aware, however, of the two separate and distinct risk 

elements inherent in the ratemaking function. These risks are generally 

termed parameter risk and process risk. Paramefer &k is simply the risk 

associated with the selection of the parameters underlying the applicable 
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model of the process. Selecting the wrong loss development factors, 

resulting in erroneous experience losses, is an example of parameter risk. 

Process tisk, in contrast, is the risk associated with the projection of future 

contingencies which are inherently variable. Even if we properly evaluate 

the mean frequency and the mean severity, the actual observed results will 

generally vary from the underlying means. 

From a financial standpoint it is important to understand that the primary 

protection against adverse deviation is provided by the surplus (equity) of the 

insurer. If manual rates alone were required to produce sufftcient funds to 

adequately protect the policyholders and claimants from sustaining any 

economic loss arising out of the policy period in which they were in effect, 

most property and casualty wverages would be unaffordable. It is more 

proper to view the contingencies provision as providing sufficient funds to 

offset the economic costs associated with the net borrowings from the 

insurer’s surplus required to offset the adverse deviations. 

One method for determination of an appropriate contingencies provision is 

the ruin theory approach. This method involves the development of a 

probabilistic model of the insurance operation and then, generally through 

Monte Carlo simulation, determining the probability of ruin (insolvency) 

over a faed period of time. A maximum acceptable probability of ruin is 

then determined and the rate level assumption underlying the model is 

adjusted to the minimum rate level producing a ruin probability less than or 

equal to the acceptable level. The difference between the resultant adjusted 
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rate level assumption and the rate level assumption with no risk margin is 

then used as the contingencies loading. 

Overall Rate Indications 

The determination of the overall average indicated rate change will be made 

on the basis of the experience losses, expense provisions, profit and 

contingencies loadings and, in the case of the loss ratio method, on-level 

earned premium. Each of these components has been discussed at such 

length that their confluence seems almost anticlimactic. However, as shall 

be seen, the development of the overall rate change indication is generally 

only the beginning of the manual ratemaking process, not the end, 

For illustrative purposes, assume that the loss ratio method is being applied 

to the following data: 

(1) Experience loss and allocated - accident years 1985-87 $22,562,119 

(2) On-level earned premium - calendar years 1985-87 $31.811448 

(3) Experience loss and allocated ratio [(l)/(2)] .7092 

(4) Target loss and allocated ratio -6611 

The rate change indication follows directly: 

(5) Indicated overall rate level change [(3)/(4)] - 1.0 .0728 
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Credibility Considerations 

The concept of credibility, the weight to be assigned to an indication relative 

to one or more alternative indications, is the topic of chapter 6. For the 

purposes of this chapter it is only necessary to understand that a statistical 

indication I, has an associated credibility z, between 0 and 1, relative to some 

other indic&on I, The resulting credibility-weighted indication I,, is 

determined by the formula: 

I,, = z(q) + Il-ZXIJ 

If, for example, the credibility associated with our overall rate level 

indication of +7.28% is .8$, and we have an alternative indication, from some 

source, of +4.50%, the credibility-weighted indication would be 6.86% as 

follows: 

(.85)(.0728) + (.15)(.0450) = .0686 

in the application of credibility-weighting, the actuary must be careful to use 

only reasonable alternative indications. For example, the assumption that 

the wmplement of the credibility (l-z) should be. applied to an indication of 

0 - that is no change in rates - would be clearly inappropriate where there 

was a consistent upward trend in pure premium. In this case it would be 

preferable to use the indicated pure premium trend between the effective 

date of the current rates and the proposed effective date of the new rates as 

the alternative indication. 
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Classification and Territorial Rates 

If rate manuals contained a single rate for a given state, the overall rate 

change indication would be all that was required. But a rate manual will 

generally contain rates based upon individual classification and sub- 

classification. In addition, where geographical location of the risk is an 

important factor, rates may also be shown by rating territory. While 

classification ratemaking will be discussed in chapter 4, the basics of the 

process will be illustrated in this section. 

Base Rates 

In order to facilitate the process of individual rate determination, especially 

where rates are computer-generated, classification and territorial rates are 

generally related to some base rate. The advantages to this system are 

apparent when one considers that there may be as many as 200 classifications 

for as many as 50 territories in a private passenger automobile rate manual 

for a given state. Determination of 250 classification and territorial 

relativities is obviously less time-consuming, and more reasonable from a 

statistical standpoint, than is the determination of 10,000 classification and 

territorial rates. 

Indicated Classification Relativilies 

The relationship between the rate for a given classification (or territory) to 

the base rate is the classification (or territorial) relativity. The 

determination of indicated classification relativities is similar to the process 

used in the overall rate level analysis. If the pure premium method is used, 
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the pure premium for the classification is divided by the pure premium for 

the base classification to generate the indicated relativity. 

If the loss ratio method is used, the on-level earned premium for each 

classification must be adjusted to the base classification level before the 

experience loss ratios are calculated. Consider the following three-class 

situation: 

(1) 
Cless 

1 
2 
3 

(4) 
(2) (3) Class 1 (5) 

Current On-Level 00.Level Experienu 
Relalitity Earned Earned Loss and 

m toClass 1 Premium AllocEted 

l.cxMlo $14370,968 $14370,968 $10.718,#0 
1.4500 $9,438,017 $6508,977 56371,919 
1.8000 S8,002,463 $4.445.813 f5.472130 

$31.811,448 SZ325,758 f22362Jl9 

(6) 
Loss and (7) 
Allocated Indhted 

Ratio Relativity 
@),/& toClass 1 

0.7458 Loo00 
0.9789 13126 
1.23@ 1.6503 

In practice, the resulting indicated relativities are generally credibility- 

weighted with the existing relativitjes. This prevents the relativities for 

smaller classifications against short-term fluctuations in experience. 

Correction for CypBalance 

Assume that the existing base rate is $160. If we have determined that we 

need a 7.28% increase overall, the indicated base rate is (1.0728)($160) = 

$171.65. The indicated rate changes by classification qre therefore: 

class 1: [($171.65)(1.0000)/($160)(1.0000)] - 1 = +.0728 

class2: [($171.65)(1.3126)/($160)(1.4500)] - 1 = -.0288 

Class 3: [($171.65)(1.6503)/($160)(1.8000)] - 1 = -.0164 
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Applying these indicated classification rate changes to the on-level earned 

premium we get the following: 

Class 1: $14970,968 x 1.0728 = $15,417,174 

class 2: $9,438,017 x 0.9712 = $9,166,202 

class 3: $8,002/X3 x 0.9836 = $7,871,223 

lhe on-level earned premium at these base rates and classification 

relativities would be ($15,417,174 + $9,166,202 + $7,871,223) = $32,454,599. 

This represents only a 2.02% increase over the $31,811,448 on-level earned 

premium at the current rate levels. The difference between this and the 

7.28% overall indication is the off-balance. The off-balance exists because 

the indicated classification relativities produce an average classification 

relativity different from the average classification relativity underlying the 

current rates. In this case, the Class 1 relativity is unchanged while the 

relativities for the other two classes are decreased. 

We correct for this off balance by increasing the indicated base rate by an 

off-balance .factor of (1.0728/1.0202) = 1.0516. The corrected indicated base _ 

rate is then (1.0516)($171.65) = SlsO.51. This wih produce the following 

corrected indicated rate changes by classification: 

class 1: [($180.51)(1&000)/($160)(1.0000)] - 1 = +.1282 

class2: [($180.51)(13126)/($160)(1.4500)] - 1 = +.0213 

class 3: [($180.51)(1.6503)/($160)(1.8000)] - 1 = +.0344 
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Applying these corrected indicated classification rate changes to the on-level 

earned premium we get the following: 

Class 1: $14.370.968 x 1.1282 = $16,213,3X 

class 2: f9,438,017 x 1.0213 = $9,639,047 

class 3: $8,002,463 x 1.0344 = $8,277,748 

The resulting on-level premium aggregates to $34‘130,121 or 7.29% more 

than the current on-level earned. The corrected base rate of $180.51, in 

conjunction with the revised classification relativities, now provides the 

overall level of rate increase indicated. 

The Appendix to this chapter contains a more complex example involving 

both classification and territorial relativities. 

Limitation of Rate Changes 

Occasionally, due to regulatory requirements or marketing considerations, it 

is necessary that individual rate changes be limited to a maximum increase or 

decrease. In the above example, assume that it has been determined that no 

classification rate may increase or decrease by more than 10%. Since the 

Class 1 rate change indicated is 12.82% it needs to be limited to 10.00% or a 

revised rate of ($X0)( 1.1000) = $176.00. 

Reducing the Class 1 rate to $176.00 has two effects. First, it reduces the 

indicated on-level earned premium for Class 1 from $16,213,326 to 
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$15,808,065, a reduction of $405,261. If we are to make up for this loss by 

increasing the rates for the remaining classes, we need an increase of 

]$405,261/(S9,639,047 + $8,277,748)] or -0226 in Class 2 and Class 3 rates. 

The second effect of the limitation arises because Class 1 is the base rate. 

Since the base rate is being reduced, the class relativities must be increased 

by a factor of (1.1282/1.1000) = 1.0256 to compensate for the change. The 

factor necessary to correct for the off-balance due to the limitation is 

therefore (1.0226)(1.0256) = 1.0488. The resulting class relativities are: 

Class 2: (1.3126)(1.0488)= 1.3767 

Class 3: (1.6503)(1.0488) = 1.7308 

The calculations of the resulting increases by classification and overall 

increase in on-level premium are left as exercises for the reader. 

Claims Made 

Certain insurance coverages, most notably professional liability, are offered 

on what is called a claims-made basis. Instead of being insured against losses 

occurring during the policy period, as is the case for most property and 

casualty lines and is referred to as the occurrence basis, the claims-made 

policy insures against all losses for which a claim is ftrst asserted during the 

policy period. When making rates for claims-made coverages, several factors 

need to be considered. 
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A SimpiiJed E-ample 

In order to examine the basic aspects of the claims-made coverage let us 

assume that ultimate losses for actuarial professional liability insurance arise 

according to the following schedule: 

Claims made in year of occurrence 30% 
Claims made in first year following occurrence 25% 
Ciaims made in second year following occurrence 20% 
Claims made in third year following occurrence 15% 
Claims made in fourth year folIowing occurrence 10% 

Consider now an actuary who starts a consulting practice on l/l/88 and takes 

out a claims-made policy to protect against professional liability losses. Had 

the coverage been written on an occurrence basis, the first year premium 

would need to be sufficient to provide for all losses expected to occur during 

1988. On a claims-made basis, however, only the 1988 occurrences for which 

claims are first made during 1988 need to be covered. According to our 

simple model, this is 30% of the 1988 occurrences. Figure 11 illustrates the 

growth in exposure to loss over the first five years of claims-made coverage. 
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Because our model has a five year reporting period, the fifth and subsequent 

years will contain the equivalent of 100% of occurrences, although each 

claims-made year will consist of losses from five accident years. 

Step Rates 

In order to properly reflect the growth in exposure to loss, claims-made rate 

manuals contain rates which vary according to the number of years the 

coverage has been in effect. These are referred to as step rates. Referring 

to our simple model, and conveniently ignoring the effect of fixed expenses, 

trend, investment income and profit and contingencies loadings, the 

indicated step rates would be as follows: 

First year rate (% of occurrence) 
Second year rate 

d 
% of occurrence) 

Third year rate ( o of occurrence) 
Fourth year rate (% of occurrence) 
Mature rate (% of occurrence) 

Reduced Projection Error under Claims-Made 

Because claims-made policies cover only those losses reported during the 

policy period, projections of ultimate losses do not need to consider the 

incurred-but-not-reported (IBNR) losses which arise under occurrenee- 

based coverages. This reduces the potential for projection errors in the 

ratemaking process. 
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Reduced Investment Income under Claims-Made 

Because premiums for claims-made coverages contain no provision for losses 

which will be reported subsequent to the policy period, the loss reserves heId 

on account of claims-made policies are less than those under equivalent 

occurrence policies. As a result, claims-made coverage produces 

substantially less investment income than does occurrence coverage. This 

fact will often require recognition in the profit provision underlying the 

manual rates. 

Extended Reporting Endotsemeni 

Returning to our example, suppose that at 12131/92 our actuary, having made 

a fortune as a high-priced consultant, decides to retire. While there will be 

no additional exposure to professional liabifity claims during retirement, 

there is the potential for new claims to be reported on 1989 through 1992 

occurrences. In order to cover these losses, the actuary must purchase an 

extended reporting endorsement which will cover any claims arising out of 

occurrences during the claims-made coverage period which are reported 

subsequent to 12431J92. 
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CI&xu-Mad. - Extrndd R.porting End- L Accumulation 

Cl&n Mado Yur 
Fiiurc 12 

Figure 12 illustrates the growth of the accumulated exposure subject to 

coverage by the extended reporting endorsement under our simple model. 

It is reasonable to assume that every claims-made insured will, at some point, 

purchase an extended reporting endorsement. Death, disability, retirement 

or conversion to occurrence-based coverage all produce a need for the 

extension provided by the endorsement. If we make this assumption, and if 

we ignore the impact of inflation on limits carried - the policy limits tending 

to increase over time - then the claims covered under the combination of the 

successive claims-made policies and the extended reporting endorsement will 

be the identical claims which would have been covered under successive 

occurrence-based policies over the same period. Stated differently, the 

economic value of the total of the pure premiums underlying the 

combination of the claims-made policies and the extended reporting 

endorsement must equal the economic value at the same point in time of the 

pure premiums underlying the equivalent occurrence-based policies. 
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Extended Reporting Guarantees 

Some claims-made policies contain guarantees that extended reporting 

endorsements will be offered at the end of a continuous claims-made 

coverage period. In some cases a maximum price, generally stated as a 

percentage of the mature claims-made rate in effect at the time the extended 

reporting endorsement is issued, is guaranteed. In a few cases the issuance 

of the extended reporting endorsement as a result of death or disability (and, 

occasionally, retirement) is guaranteed at no additiunal cost. When pricing 

claims-made policies containing the guaranteed offer of extended reporting 

endorsement endorsements at a maximum price, the actuary needs to 

examine the need for a specific provision in the claims-made rates for the 

accrual of any shortfall of the guaranteed maximum price for the 

endorsement. 

Increased Limits 

The final topic to be addressed in this section is increased limits ratemaking. 

While the level of attention to the development of rates for increased limits 

is generally less than that given the development of basic limits rates, the 

number of increased limits factors which exceed 2000 should serve to focus 

attention on this important element of manual ratemaking. In an earlier 

discussion we saw how the severity trend in excess layers increases as the 

lower bound of the layer increases. This effect afone is sufficient to produce 

a general upward movement in increased limits factors. When combined 

with the effects of our increased litigiousness as a society, the need for 
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regular review of increased limits rate adequacy should be apparent. In this 

section we will provide brief descriptions of three methods available for the 

review of increased limits experience. 

Trending Individual Losses 

This method involves the application of severity trend to a body of individual 

loss data. Generally closed claim data are used in order to avoid the 

problems associated with projecting loss development on individual claims. 

In order to apply the method, an annual severity trend factor is first 

determined. This trend factor is then applied to each closed claim for the 

period from date of closure to the applicable effective period for the 

indicated increased limits factors. The resulting distribution of trended 

closed claims is then used to determine the appropriate increased limits 

factors. 

Note that the application of this method requires the use of unlimited losses 

as the projection base. Since insurers are frequently unaware of the 

unlimited loss amounts associated with closed claims, this method is often 

based upon special data surveys. 

Loss Development by Layer 

Another method which can be used to analyze increased limits experience is 

to look at loss development patterns by layer. Thii process involves the 

segregation of case-incurred loss data by policy limit and loss layer and then 
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tracking the observed loss development factors in each layer. Generally the 

spars@ of data in the upper limits precludes the use of this method. 

Fitted Size-of-Loss Dktibution 

The third method is related to the individual loss trending method. In this 

method, a theoretical size-of-loss distribution is fitted to existing individual 

loss data. The resulting distribution can then be used to examine the effects 

of severity trend on various limits and as a basis for the increased limits 

factors. 

Summary 

While this section has covered most of what could be considered the basics 

of manual ratemaking, every line of insurance will have characteristics 

requiring specialized treatment. For each method illustrated in this chapter 

there are situations in which its application would be clearly inappropriate. 

There is no substitute for informed judgment arising out of a thorough 

understanding of the characteristics of the insurance coverage being priced. 

The actuary who becomes a slave to ratemaking methodology rather than a 

student of the business will, at some point, be led astray. 
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Appendix 

The following appendix contains a complete, though simplified, example of a 

manual rate analysis of private passenger automobile bodily injury. The data 

is totally fictitious but is meant. to be reasonably representative of actual data 

which might be observed in practice. The afipendix consists of 16 sheets 

which are meant to provide an example of the exhibits which might 

accompany a rate filing with a regulatory body. This section will provide a 

brief description of each of these sheets. 

Sheet 1 is meant to represent the existing rate manual, effective 7/l/86, for 

the coverage under review. The manual contains basic limits rates for each 

of three classifications within each of three territories, along with a single 

increased limits factor to adjust the rates for basic limits of $20,000 per 

person, $40,000 per occurrence (20/40) to limits of $100,000 per person, 

$3OO,fMO per Occurrence (100/300). Territorial and classification rates are 

keyed to a base rate of $160 for Territory 2, Class 1. 

Sheet 2 demonstrates the computation of the on-level earned premium based 

upon the extension of exposures technique. The experience period is the 

three years 1985-1987 and the earned exposures, by dass and territory, for 

each of those years are multiplied by the appropriate current rate to yield the 

on-level earned. 
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Sheet 3 shows the projection of ultimate loss and allocated loss adjustment 

expense for accident years 1982-1987 using the case-incurred loss 

development method. 

Sheet 4 contains the projected ultimate claim counts for accident years 1982- 

1987 based upon the reported count development method. 

Sheet S details the calculation of the severity trend factor based upon the 

projected incurred losses and ultimate claims for accident years 1982-1987. 

The trend factor is based upon a linear least-squares fit. 

Sheet 6 addresses the frequency trend factor based upon the earned 

exposures and projected ultimate claims for accident years 1982-1987 based 

upon an exponential least-squares fit. 

Sheet 7 contains the calculation of the target loss and allocated loss expense 

ratio. Note that there is no specific provision for profit and contingencies in 

this example, the assumption being that the investment profits will be 

sufficient. 

Sheet 8 presents the calculation of the indicated statewide rate ‘level change 

using the loss ratio method. 

Sheet 9 contains projections of trended projected ultimate losses and 

allocated loss expenses by accident year, classification and territory for 

accident years 1985-1987. 
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Sheet 10 demonstrates the calculation of indicated classification and 

territorial pure premiums and pure premium relativities. 

Sheet 11 shows the calculation of credibility-weighted classification 

relativities and the selection of relativities to be used. 

Sheet U shows the calculation of credibility-weighted territorial relativities 

and the selection of relativities to be used. 

Sheet 13 details the correction for off-balance resulting from the selected 

classification and territorial relativities. 

Sheet 14 shows the development of the revised basic limits rates and the 

calculation of the resulting statewide rate level change. 

Sheet 15 describes the calculation of the revised 100~00 increased limits 

factor using the individual trended loss approach. 

Sheet 16 is the proposed rate manual to be effective 7/l/88. 
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EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Rate Manual - 7/l/86 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
20/40 Basic Limits 

Territory 
------------------- 
1 - Central City 

2 - Midway Valley 

3 - Remainder of State 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Adult Drivers, Family with Youthful Ownera 

No Youthful Youthful Driver6 or Principal 
Operators Not Principal Op. Operators 

--------------- ----------------- --------------* 
$224 $325 $403 

$160 $232 $288 

$136 $197 $245 

Increased Limits 

Limit 
--------- 

100/300 

Factor 
--------- 

1.300 
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EXHIBIT I 
---e-B--- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

A. Earned Premium at Current Rate Level 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Total 
_--------- ---------- ----d--e-- ---------- 

Earned Exposures: 

1985 Territory 1 7,807 3,877 1,553 13,237 
Territory 2 11,659 4,976 3,930 20,565 
Territory 3 5,760 2,639 3,030 11,429 

Total 25,226 11,492 8,513 45,231 

1986 Territory 1 8,539 4,181 1,697 14,417 
Territory 2 12,957 5,442 4,262 22,661 
Territory 3 5,834 2,614 3,057 11,505 

Total 27,330 12,237 9,016 48,583 

1987 Territory 1 9,366 4,551 1,870 15,787 
Territory 2 14,284 5,939 4,669 24,892 
Territory 3 5,961 2,591 3,036 11,588 

Total 29,611 13,081 9,575 52,267 

Current Bate Level: 

Territory 1 
Territory 2 
Territory 3 

$224 $325 
$160 $232 
$136 $197 $245 

On-Level Earned Premium: 

1985 Territory 1 $1,748,768 $1,260,025 $625,859 $3,634,652 
Territory 2 $1,865,440 $1,154,432 $1,131,840 $4,151,712 
Territory 3 $783,360 $519,883 $742,350 $2,045,593 

Total $4,397,568 $2,934,340 $2,500,049 $9,831,957 

1986 Territory 1 
Territory 2 
Territory 3 

Total 

1987 Territory 1 
Territory 2 
Territory 3 

Total 

$1,912,736 $1,358,825 

$2,097,984 
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$683,891 $3,955,452 
$1,227,456 $4,563,120 

$748,965 $2,057,347, 
$2,660,312 $10,575,919 

$753,610 $4,330,669 
$1,344,672 $5,007,960 

$743,820 $2,064,943 
$2,842,102 $11,403,572 
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EXHIBIT II 
-w-------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

B. Projected Ultimate Accident Year Loss and Allocated Loss Expense 

Cumulative Basic Limits Case-Incurred Loss and Allocated Loss Expense 
Act. -----_--^-----------_____c______________------------------------------ 
Year Age 12 Age 24 Age 36 Age 48 Age 60 Age 72 
-_-- -_----_--- s-_------- ---------- --*------- ---------- ---------- 

1982 $2,116,135 $3,128,695 $3,543,445 $3,707,375 $3,854,220 $3,928,805 
1983 $2,315,920 $3,527,197 $3,992,805 $4,182,133 $4,338,765 
1984 $2,743,657 $4,051,950 $4,593,472 $4,797,194 
1985 $3,130,262 .$4,589,430 $5,230,437 
1986 $3,625,418 $5,380,617 
1987 $3,919,522 

Incremental Loss Development Factors 
Act. ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Year 12-24 24-36 
w-s- ---------- *--------- 

1982 1.4785 
1983 1.5230 
1984 I.4768 
1985 1.4661 
1986 1.4841 

Selected 1.4800 
Ultimate 1.8595 

1.1326 
1.1320 
1.1336 
1.1397 

1.1350 
1.2564 

Accident 
Year 

--------s 

1982 $3,928,805 1.0000 $3,928,805 
1983 $4,338,765 1.0200 $4,425,540 
1984 $4,797,194 1.0593 $5,081,668 
1985 $'5,230,437 1.1070 s5,790,094 
1986 $5,380,6X7 1.2564 $6,760,207 
1987 $3,919,522 1.8595 $7,288,35X 

36-48 48-60 60-72 72-Ultimate 
-----e--M- ---------- ---------- ----m----- 

1.0463 
I.0474 
1.0444 

1.0450 
1.1070 

Lose & 
Allocated 

12/31/87 
w-s-e---w 

1.0396 
1.0375 

1.0385 1.0200 1.0000 
1.0593 1.0200 1.0000 

Ultimate 
Factor 

------w-- 

1.0194 

Fro jetted 
Ultimate 

Loss L 
Allocated 
-----w--w 
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EXHIBIT III 
----------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

c. Projected Ultimate Accident Year Claim Counts 

Cumulative Reported Claims 
ACC . ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Year Age 12 Age 24 Age 36 Age 48 Age 60 Age 72 
---- ------me-- ---------- --------se ---------- ---------- ---------e 

1982 1,804 2,173 2,374 2,416 2,416 2,416 
1983 1,935 2,379 2,424 2,552 2,552 
1984 2,103 2,384 2,514 2,646 
1985 2,169 2,580 2,722 
1986 2,346 2,783 
1987 2,337 

Incremental Loss Development Factors 

Year 12-24 24-36 36-48 48-60 60-72 72-Ultimate 
-s-B ---------- ---------- -------B-e ---------- ---------- ..--------- 

1982 1.2045 
1983 1.2295 
1984 1.1336 
1985 1.1895 
1986 1.1863 

Selected 1.1900 
Ultimate 1.3120 

1.0925 
1.0189 
1.0545 
1.0550 

1.0550 1.0450 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.1025 1.0450 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

Accident 
Year 

--------- 

1982 2,416 1.0000 2,416 
1983 2,552 1.0000 2,552 
1984 2,646 1.0000 2,646 
1985 2,722 1.0450 2,844 
1986 2,783 1.1025 3,068 
1987 2,337 1.3120 3,066 

1.0177 
1.0528 
1.0525 

Reported Projected 
Claims Ultimate Ultimate 

12/31/87 Factor Claims 
--------- -w------- --------- 

1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 
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EXHIBIT IV 
-------a-w 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

D. Development of Severity Trend Factor - Basic Limits 

Projected Projected Projected Linear 
Loss & Ultimate Ultimate Least- 

Accident Allocated Claims Average Squares 
Year (Exhib. 11) (Exhib. XII) Severity Fit (11 

--------w- --w------ --------- --------- -s------- 
1982 $3,928,805 2,416 $1,626 
1983 $4,425,540 2,552 $1,734 

g,;g;*g 

1984 $5,081,668 2,646 $1,921 s1:907:44 
1985 $5,790,094 2,844 

::*s;: 
$2,058.21 

1986 $6,760,207 3,068 $2,208.98 
1987 $7,288,351 3,066 $2;377 $2,359.75 

Annual Severity Trend Factor (1987/1986 Least-Squares) 

[l] y=mx+b where: x = Accident Year - 1981 
150.77 

f f 1455.13 

D hoje&d - limr Fit 
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EXHIBIT V 
--------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenser Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

E. Development of Frequency Trend Factor 

Projected Exponential 
Ultimate Projected Least- 

Accident Claims Earned Ultimate Squares 
Year (Exhib. III) Exposures Frequency Fit [2] 

---------- --------- ------_-- --------- --------- 
1982 2,416 37,846 0.0638 0.0647 
1983 2,552 39,771 0.0642 0.0638 
1984 2,646 42,135 0.0628 0.0630 
1985 2,844 45,231 0.0629 0.0621 
1986 3,068 48,583 0.0631 0.0613 
1987 3,066 52,267 0.0587 0.0605 

Annual Frequency Trend Factor (1987/1986 Least-Sguares) 

[2] y=ae^bx where: x = Accident Year - 1981 
a= .065562 
b= -.013417 

hw hfd 
Private hsswlger BA 

0.9867 

a Projected - kpxmtial Fit 
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EXHIBIT VI 
---------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

F. Development of Target Loss & Allocated Loss Expense Ratio 

(1) commissions as % of Premium 15.00% 

(2) Taxes, Licenses, Fees as % of Premium 2.25% 

(3) Other Acquisition Expense as % of Premium 5.60% 

(4) General Expense as % of Premium 6.80% 

(5) Premium-Based Expense [(l)+(2)+(3)+(4)] 29.65% 

(6) Unallocated Loss Expense as % of 
Loss & Allocated Loss Expense 6.42% 

(7) Target Loss and Allocated Loss Expense Ratio 
Cl.0 - (511 / il.0 + (6) I 66.11% 
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EXHIBIT VII 
----------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Statewide Rate Level Change 

G. Development of Statewide Indication 

Trend Factor to 12/31/88 
121 ------------------------ 

Projected 131 r51 161 
[ll Loss & Midpoint r41 Severity Frequency 

Accident Allocated Experience Years to 1.0683A[4] .9867*[4] 
Year (Exhib. II) Period 12/31/88 (Exhib. IV) (Exhib. V) 

---------- ---------- ---------- -------e-e ---------- ----s----- 

1985 $5,790,094 7/l/85 3.5 1.2602 0.9542 
1986 $6,760,207 7/l/86 2.5 1.1796 0.9671 
1987 $7,288,351 7/l/87 1.5 1.1042 0.9801 

[lOI r121 
Trended 1111 Indicated 

t81 (91 On-Level Target Statewide 
Trended On-Level Loss & Loss h Rate Level 

[71 Loss h Earned Allocated Allocated Change 
Accident Allocated Premium Ratio Ratio 

Year [2]x[5]x[6] (Exhib. I) [81/191 
f ‘~yM;“l) 

(Exhib. VI) . 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -w-------- ---------- 

1985 $6,962,489 $9,831,957 70.81% 
1986 $7,711,984 $10,575,919 72.92% 
1987 $7,887,646 $11,403,572 69.17% 

Total $22,562,119 $31,811,448 70.92% 66.11% 7.28% 
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EXHIBIT VIII 
------------ 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Rate Level Change by Class and Territory 

H. Development of Trended Loss & Allocated by Class and Territory 

c 
T 1 
e a 
r a Act. 
r s Year 
- - -^-- 
1 1 1985 
1 1 1986 
11 1987 

Ill I21 Loss & Ultimate 
Allocated Factor 

12/31/87 (Exhib. II) 
---------- ---------- 

[31 
Severity 
Trend to 
12/31/88 

(Exh. VII) 
---e.------ 

1.2602 
1.1796 
1.1042 

143 
Frequency 

Trend to 

$986,617 1.1070 
$982,778 1.2564 
$797,650 1.8595 

12/31/88 
(Exh. VII) 
---------- 

0.9542 
0.9671 
0.9801 

1 2 1985 $680,769 1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 
1 2 1986 $703,406 1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 
1 2 1987 $456,899 1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 

1 3 1985 
1 3 1986 
1 3 1987 

2 1 1985 
2 1 1986 
2 1 1987 

2 2 1985 
2 2 1986 
2 2 1987 

2 3 1985 
2 3 1986 
2. 3 1987 

3 1 1985 
3 1 1986 
3 1 1987 

3 2 1985 
3 2 1986 
3 2 1987 

3 3 1985 
3 3 1986 
3 3 1987 

151 
Trended 

Projected 
Loss & 

Allocated 
(. [llXC21 IX 

'(t3Jx[41) ---------- 
$1,313,334 
$1,408,606 
$1,605,191 

$325,397 

sit5x I 

$1,062,395 
$1,170,978 

$848,551 

1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 
1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 
1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 

$906,205 
swm;,:"6: 

I 

8433,152 
$492,676 
$508,715 

1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 $1,414,206 
1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 $1,678,351 
1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 $1,707,624 

$597,044 1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 $794,754 
$575,004 1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 $824,147 
$449,123 1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 $903,815 

1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 
1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 
1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 

1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 
1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 
1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 

$741,892 

s'g2 5:: # 

$534,619 
$565,229 
$490,911 

1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 
1.2564 1.1796 0.9691 
1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 

f:xb 
$352:077 

1.1070 1.2602 0.9542 $488,295 
1.2564 1.1796 0.9671 $474,988 
1.8595 1.1042 0.9801 $454,096 
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EXHIBIT IX 
w--------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Rate Level Change by Class and Territory 

I. Development of Trended Pure Premium by Class and Territory 

C 
T 1 
e a 
r 8 
r s 
- - 
11 
11 
11 

12 
12 
12 

13 
13 
13 

21 
21 
21 

f 5 
2 2 

2 3 
2 3 
2 3 

31 
31 
31 

3 2 
3 2 
3 2 

3 3 

: 3 

Act . 
Year 
-s-m 
1985 
1986 
1987 

111 
Trended 

Projected 
Loss c 

Allocated 
(Exh. VIII) 
---------- 
$1,313,334 
$1,408,606 
$1,605,191 

121 
Earned 

Exposure 
(Exhib. I) 
-------w-- 

7,807 
8,539 
9,366 

131 
Trended 

Pure 
Premium 
[11/[21 ---------* 

$168.23 
$164.96 
$171.38 

I41 
'Relativity 

151 
Relativity 

to Class 1 to Terr. 2 
m-Fwm.----- --e------- 

1.0000 1.3869 
1.0000 1.2735 
1"0000 1.4336 

1985 
1986 
1987 

3,877 $233.74 1.3894 1.4635 
4,181 $241.13 1.4618 1.5923 
4,551 s202.04 1.1788 1.3276 

1985 
1986 
1987 

$906,205 
Sl;;;;#ti,' 

, 

$433,152 

$:xf I 

$1,414,206 
$1,678,351 
$1,707,624 

1,553 $278.91 1.6580 1.4775 
1,697 $290.32 1.7599 1.3268 
1,870 $272.04 1.5873 1.3430 

1985 
1986 
1987 

11,659 $121.30 1.0000 1.0000 
12,957 $129.53 1.0000 1.0000 
14,284 $119.55 1.0000 1.0000 

1985 
1986 
1987 

4,976 
5,442 
5,939 

1.3167 1.0000 
1.1691 1.0000 
1.2730 1.0000 

1985 $741,892 3,930 
1986 $932,563 4,262 
1987 $945,754 4,669 

5z*:: 
$152: 18 

$188.78 
$218.81 
$202.56 

1.5563 1.0000 
1.6892 1.0000 
1.6944 1.0000 

1985 
1986 
1987 

5,760 
5,834 
5,961 

:x:-z 
$82:35 

1.0000 0.7652 
1.0000 0.7480 
1.0000 0.6889 

1985 $336,034 2,639 $127.33 1.3719 0.7972 
1986 $327,239 2,614 $125.19 1.2921 0.8266 
1987 $352,077 2,591 $135.88 1.6500 0.8929 

1985 
1986 
1987 

3,030 
3,057 
3,036 
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$161.15 1.7363 0.8537 
$155.38 1.6037 0.7101 
$149.57 1.8162 0.7384 
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EXHIBIT X 
^-------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Rate Level Change by Class and Territory 

J. Development of Indicated Class Relativity to ClaSS 1 

Class Terr . 
----- --B-m 

2 1 
1 

3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

Ill c23 
Earned Relativity 

Act . Exposure to Class 1 
Year (Exh. IX) (Exh. IX) 
---s ---------v ---".------ 
1985 3,877 1.3894 
1986 4,181 1.4618 
1987 4,551 1.1788 
1985 4,976 1.3167 
1986 5,442 1.1691 
1987 5,939 1.2730 
1985 2,639 1.3719 
1986 2,614 1.2921 
1987 2,591 1.6500 

Total Total 36,810 1.3206 48,610.84 

Current Class 2 Relativity 1.4500 
Credibility = [Exposure/(Exposure+25,000)] 0.5955 
Credibility Weighted Indication 1.3729 
Selected Relativity 1.3700 

Class Terr . 
--m-s ----- 

3 1 

i 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

Act . 
Year 
w--m 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 

[13 
Earned 

Exposure 
(Exh. XX) 

---------- 
1,553 
1,697 
1,870 
3,930 
4,262 
4,669 
3,030 
3,057 
3,036 

c23 (31 
Relativity 
to class i 

Weighted 
Relativity 

(Exh. IX) Illx[fl -----m.--a- w--------- 
1.6580 2,574.87 
1.7599 2,986.55 
1.5873 2,968.25 
1.5563 6,116.26 
1.6892 7,199.37 
1.6944 7,911.15 
1.7363 5,260.99 
1.6037 4,902.51 
1.8162 5,513.98 

Total Total 27,104 1.6763 45,433.94 

Current class 3 Relativity 1.8000 

(33 
Weighted 

Relativity 
[llX[21 ---------- 
5,386.70 
6,111.79 
5,364.72 
6,551.90 
6,362.24 
7,560.35 
3,620.44 
3,377.55 
4,275.15 

Credibility = [Exposure/(Exposure+25,000)] 
Credibility Weighted Indication 
Selected Relativity 
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0.5202 
1.7356 
1.7400 
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EXHIBIT XI 
---------- 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Rate Level Change by Class and Territory 

K. Development of Indicated Territorial Relativity to Territory 2 

Territory Class 
--------- ----- 

1 1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

Act . 
Year 
---- 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 

r11 
Earned 

Exposure 
(Exh. IX) 

e--------- 
7,807 
8,539 
9,366 
3,877 
4,181 
4,551 
1,553 
1,697 
1,870 

[21 131 
Relativity Weishted 
to Terr. 2 Relafivity 

(Exh. IX) [llX[21 ---------- ---------- 
1.3869 10,827.53 
1.2735 10,874.42 
1.4336 13,427.10 
1.4635 5,673.99 
1.5923 6,657.41 
1.3276 6,041.91 
1.4775 2,294.56 
1.3268 2,251.58 
1.3430 2,511.41 

Total Total 43,441 1.3941 60,559.89 

Current Territory 1 Relativity 1.4000 
Credibility = [Exposure/(Exposure+25,000)] 0.6347 
Credibility Weighted Indication 1.3962 
Selected Rkaticity 1.4000 

Territory Class 
--------- ---w- 

3 1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

Act. 
Year 
-m-e 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 

[21 
Relativity 
to Terr. 2 

(Exh. IX) 

r11 
Earned 

Exposure 
(Exh. IX) 

---------- 
5,760 
5,834 
5,961 
2,639 
2,614 
2,591 
3,030 
3,057 
3,036 

0.7652 
0.7480 
0.6889 
0.7972 
0.8266 
0.8929 
0.8537 
0.7101 
0.7384 

131 
Weighted 

Relativitv 
fllXL21 - ------e--- 
4,407.55 
4,363.83 
4,106.53 
2,103.81 
2,160.73 
2,313.50 
2,586.71 
2,170.78 
2,241.78, 

Total Total 34,522 0.7663 26,455.23 

Current Territory 3 Relativity 
Credibility * [Exposure/(Exposure+25,000)) 
Credibility Weighted Indication 
Selected Relativity 
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0.8500 
0.5800 
0.8015 
0.8000 
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EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Rate Level Change by Class and Territory 

L. Adjustment of Base Rate Change for Class and Territory Off-Balance 

C 
Tl 
e a 
r s 
r s 
- - 
11 
12 
13 
21 
2 2 
2 3 
31 
3 2 
3 3 

Act. 
Year 
e-m- 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 

[II t21 (31 
On-Level Current Current 

Earned Class Territorial 
Premium Relativity Relativity 

(Exhib. I) (Exhib. X) (Exhib. XI) 
---------- ---------- ---------- 
$2,097,984 1.0000 1.4000 
$1,479,075 1.4500 1.4000 

$753,610 1.8000 1.4000 
$2,285,440 1.0000 1.0000 
$1,377,848 1.4500 1.0000 
$1,344,672 1.8000 1.0000 

$810,696 1.0000 0.8500 
$510,427 1.4500 0.8500 
$743,820 1.8000 0.8500 

Total $11,403,572 

C 
Tl 
e a 
r s 
r s 
- - 
11 
12 
13 
21 
2 2 
2 3 
31 
3 2 
3 3 

Act . Relativity Relativity 
Year (Exhib. X) (Exhib. XI) 
v--w "";-w.~~ -m-----w-- 
1987 1.0000 1.4000 
1987 1.3700 1.4000 
1987 1.7400 1.4000 
1987 1.0000 1.0000 
1987 1.3700 1.0000 
1987 1.7400 1.0000 
1987 1.0000 0.8000 
1987 1.3700 0.8000 
1987 1.7400 0.8000 

151 t61 
Proposed Proposed 

Class Territorial 

I41 
Current 

Relativity 
to Terr. 2 

Class 1 
(21x(31 ---------- 

1.4000 
2.0300 
2.5200 
1.0000 
1.4500 
1.8000 
0.8500 
1.2325 
1.5300 

E71 
Proposed 181 

Relativity Effect of 193 
to Terr. 2 Relativity Premium 

Class 1 Changes Effect 
[5lM61 ([7l/t41)-1 [11x181 ----m----- --------m- ---------- 

1.4000 0.00% 1.9180 -5.52% (581.6%) 
2.4360 -3.33* ($25,120) 

1.0000 0.00% 1.3700 -5.52* ($76,0:;) 
1.7400 -3.333 ($44,822) 
0.8000 -5.88% ($47,688) 
1.0960 -11.082 ($56,530) 
1.3920 -9.022 ($67,090) 

Total 

Indicated Statewide Rate Change (Exhibit VII) 
Indicated Base Rate Change (1.0728/.9650)-l 
Current Class 1 Territory 2 Rate 
Indicated Class 1 Territory 2 Rate 
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EXHIBIT XIII 
------------ 

EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
Basic Limits 

Development of Indicated Rate Level Change by Class and Territory 

M. Development of Basic Limits Rates by Class and Territory 

r13 
Class 

---------- 
1 

2 

3 

111 
class 

---------- 
1 

2 

3 

[21 Relativity Relativity 
Territory (Exhib. X) (Exhib. XI) 
--------me ---------- ---------- 

1 1.0000 1.4000 
2 1.0000 1.0000 
3 1.0000 0.8000 

c21 
Territory 

r31 r41 
class Territorial 

1.3700 1.4000 
1.3700 1.0000 
1.3700 0.8000 

1.7400 1.4000 
1.7400 1.0000 
1.7400 0.8000 

t71 
1987 

Earned 
Exposures 
(Exhib. I) 
---------m 

9,366 
14,284 

5,961 

4,551' 
5,939 
2,591 

1,870 
4,669 
3,036 

181 
New Level 

Earned 
Premium 
~61~~71 ---------- 

$2,332,134 
$2,542,552 

$846,462 

$1,551,891 
%',A;';~~ 

, 

$811,580 
s1,447,390 

$752,928 

161 
t53 Class & 
Base Territorv 
Rate Rate - 

(Exh. XII) [3]x[4]x[5) 
---------- ---------- 

$178 $249 
$178 $178 
$178 $142 

:::: 
$341 
$244 

$178 $195 

t::: 
$434 
$310 

$178 $248 

191 
Current 1101 

Level 1987 Statewide 
Earned Rate Level 

Premium 
(Exhib. I) ([8$#;-1 
---------- ---------- 
$2,097,984 
S’i;m;t;g 

, 

$1,479,075 
sL;d;m; 

, 

$753,610 
$1,344,672 

$743,820 

Total Total 52,267 $12,239,298 $11,403,572 7.33: 
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EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 

Development of Indicated lOO/3OO Increased Limits Factor 

Claim 
Distribution of,Trended Losses [al 
---------------------------------- 

Unlimited Loss Amount Count Unlimited 20/4O 100/300 
---------------------- ------ww-- ---B---M-- ---------- --------s- 

$80,001 - $90,000 
$90,001 - $100,000 

- $200,000 
- $500,000 

4,249 $17,306,594 S17,706,594 $17,706,594 
244 $5,842,632 $5,340,562 $5,842,632 
150 $5,102,257 $3,884,463 $5,lO2,257 
107 $4,819,591 $2,902,869 94,819,591 

54 $2,910,399 $1,436,150 $2,910~399 
25 $1,641,237 $743,278 $1,641,237 
21 $1,587,230 $611,920 $11587,230 
20 $1,660,283 $588,525 $1,660,283 
13 $1,268,376 

6 $681,544 
16 $4,354,732 

4,905 $47,574,875 $34,216,312 $45,230,399 

[l] Indicated 100/300 Factor ($45,230,399/$34,216,312) 1.3219 

121 100/300 Factor Indicated a8 of 12/31/M 1.2683 

13) Annual Trend [(1.3219/1.2683)"(1/2)]-1.0000 2.09% 

(4) Projected 12/31/88 100/300 Factor ([lJx(1+[3))) 1.3495 

[5] Selected 100/300 Factor 1.3500 

:a] Based upon unlimited claims closed from 1975 through 1987 trended to 
12/31/87 at an annual rate of 8.5%. 
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EXAMPLE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 

Proposed Rate Manual - 7/l/88 

Private Passenger Auto Bodily Injury 
20/40 Basic Limits 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Adult Drivers, Family with Youthful Owners 

No Youthful Youthful Drivers 
Territory 

or Principal 
Operators Not Principal Op. Operators 

-----------------B- --------------- ----------------- --------v------ 
1 - Central City $249 $341 $434 

2 - Midway Valley S178 $244 $310 

3 - Remainder of State $142 5195 $248 

Increased Limits 

Limit Factor 
--------- ------e-e 

100/300 1.35 
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THEORETICAL CLAIM DISIXIBUTION 
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FCUWATICS OF CASUALTY - SCIBCE 
Steve D'Arcy 

Chap&r a- Special Issues 

Part 1 - Investmant issues in Property-Liability Insurance 

Section A - InVeStItE.nt Incane 

The property-liability insurance industry has traditionally segregated 
operating divisions and returns into two canponents, underwriting and 
investments. The corc&cration of most insurance textbooks, allocation of 
personnel arx3 management attention has been on the underwriting side of 
operations. Inmanycase5 this emphasis onunderwriting hasledto neglect of 
investmsnt operations. Until rec&zly investmsnt ixam was generally not 
considered in rataraking. This neglect has terded to producean inves+nent 
strategy for insurers that is often inefficient an3 unwordinated with 
underwriting perfomnnce. Ininsurancecarrpaniesinvesimsntdepe~tstend 
to be understaffed and investmant~gers urrdercaqansa ted relative to other 
investment organizations such as &c&brokers and pansion fund msnagers. 

One reason for the relative neglect of the inves+mant side of property- 
liability insurance operations was the comparative stability of underwriting 
profitability ard net invesmt inccma, the value camonly use3 by insurers to 
describe invesbnantperfo~. Figure 8-l-A-l illustrates the underwriting 
profit or loss a.rrd net invesMant inza-re for the paricd 1926 through 1986 for 
stock property-liability insurers. As is easily seen, the net invesin7ant 
incane is in& leas volatile than the underwriting profit or loss value. The 
variability of underwriting profitability led to an emphasis on this aspect of 
insuranceoperations as insurarxzmanagers wncluded, perhaps erroneously, that 
close attention to the underwriting aspect of operations could minimize the 
adverse results and ircrease the likelihood of favorable results. The rapid 
growth of investnent inxme during WE 197Os, resulting fran both higher rates 
of retumardloMprl~s~payoutpet~rs, prevented the irdustry fran 
neglecting investment irrrmeanylonger. Concurrently with the rapid growth in 
investit incane, sass regulatory authorities mandated the inzlusion of 
investlnant il-cana tit&? raWiEM.ng r&hcdology. Sy themid 1980s inves~t 
incanehasbeoanereoognized,bynecessity,asan~yimportantc~~t 
of insuranceoperating resultsasunderwriting incans. Thepurposeof this 
section is to describe the typical investnents of property-liability insurers, 
define investrnenttenninolcgy and discuss the role of invesmt inccne in 
pricing property-liability insuranze. 

As of the eryj of 1986, the property-liability insurance industry had a 
total of $374 billion in admitted assets. A&nit&d assets are those recognized 
m&JJw aazcunting conventions which tend to be conservative in valuing 

* Invested assets at the en3 of 1986 ccmprised approximaWy $314 

billion. Tbaallocationofadmitted assets an0ng investmzntalternativea and 
other categories is displayed in Figure 8-l-A-Z. 

BOIXtlS 

l?onds, ixhding U.S. goverrment, rmnicipal (state an3 local goverment 
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units) an3 irk3ustrial issues. representt&primq investxlentnEdiun for the 
property-liability insurance i.r&.stry. Bond invesbrentS have several 
characteristic attrihtes. Bonds typicallyconsistofprincipal, which is the 
mtpaid to the bondholderatthematuritydate, ard coupons, whichare the 
periodic interest payments to the bondholder. However, bonds that have no 
rraturitydate (perpetuities) existasdo bon% thatpaynocurrentinterest 
(zero coupon bonds). Inmostcases, theprincipal ard couponrateare fixed. 
mr,avery few~sdetermire~rederrgtionvalueof~bord by 
reference to cbarqs in the value of gold or prioes in general. Variable 
interestratebor&z areavailable inwhichticcup3nratechanges inlinewith 
atrrentinterestrates. 

Ifaninvestorplrchasesat0rb3atissuarze, the price is usually close to 
thepri1~5pdl. value. Theccuponratepra%ces an jmcfre stream that 
approximates the mrrent interest rate on investrrents with similar risk and 
rraturity. any difference between ttrs coupon rate ad mrket interest rates is 
reflected in a price differential. between the cost an3 prin=ipal. After 
issuarzze,changes in interest rates affect therrerketvalueof the bond. If 
interest rates were to rise, an investment yielaing the prior, lower rate of 
interestwculdnotbeworthasnuchas itwaspreviously. Thus, themarket: 
valueoft&boAwculddecli~~. Conversely,~marketvalueof~~tandirag 
txm% rises as interest rates fall. Th3nurketvalueof any fixed imans 
investnTant can be d&e 

nnirso 
frantLpresentvalue fornula: 

(1) w -F mt/(l+r) 
whzrew=pEsentvalue 

CF-cashflowfran investit (ccuponorpriru=ipal) 
r-currentrateofretum 
t-timeuntilcashflowisreceived 

Insurame accounting uses ananortized value for fixed ixme investrrents 
ratherthanrnarketvalueaccount~. The anortitad value is determined by 
equation (1) with ths rate of return applicable at the tin-e the asset was 
plrchasedussd instead of ticurrentinte~trate. Tlzoreti~y, equation 
(1)withthecurrentrateof retumusedas the interestratewculdyield the 
currentmarketvalue. Theanortized valuegradually adjusts thevalueof the 
bard fran theplrchaseprice to theprtiipal over thematurity of the bard. 
Thejustificationused for this treamtis thatitprevents thevalueof 
insurers~ assets,d thereforesurplus, franfluctuatingwithchanges in 
interest rates. Therrajordrawbackof ths useofan~rtized values is thatthq 
donotreflect thecurrentprice inthemarket. Ifan insurer sold bonds, the 
marketvaluewculd&tenninetheprcce&s. Although insurers frequently hold 
bon% untilr&urity, whenan insolvency arises and bonds have to be sold, the 
mrketvalue reflects the proceeds that will be received. 

Tk interest received on corporate arrl U. S. govermt bards is fully 
taxableurder federal incure tax reguJ&ions. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 (lRA), interest receitionnunicipal bonds was exqt fran federal incanz 
taxation. Therevisedtaxlaw~jectslspercentofrmnicipdlbondinterest 
on bonds purchased after August 7, 1986, to regular incane taxation. The 
Alternative Minimm Tax (discussed later) increases the Mble portion of 
nunicipal bond interest, eing on ths interaction of underwriting gains or 
losse3,taxableinvestn~Airwxme, taxprefere.rxzeiters anrlnunicipal bond 
interest. Traditionally, property-liability insurers investad heavily in tax 
exenpt sgzlrities, al&ugh during t& mid 1980s insurers' investment 
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portfolios shift4 more heavily to taxable issues as stabtory underwriting 
losses served as a tax shield for otherwise taxable inves&entirwxme. The 
ratio of state and nunicipal bond inves&?ntS to total a&nit&d assets for 1986 
was 8.7 percent, and #e ratio of special rev- Otis, many Of which a&o 
enjoyed tax mefnpt status prior to TRA, to tit&d assets was 20.9 percent. 
These~er~~~arelikelytodedl~asaresultoflaA. 

In addition to interest incuns on bonds, investorsmay also incur gains or 
losses on the value of thz bond itself. Realized gains or losses on fixed 
W invesbnents, which are the difference bsW the selling price a$ the 
plrchaseprice,are fullytaxableforalltypesofbords intheyeartheboti 
is sold or redeened. This provision provides for tax deferral on changes in 
the market values of bon%. The lrrarket value of tirds moves inversely to 
interestratechanges. Thus, depending on recent directions on interest rates, 
insurersmy havea sulzetantial amountonunrealized gains or losses that can 
be sold as part of a tax minimization strategy. These sales r‘leed to be 
coordinated with -ted un3erwriti.q results to achieve this objective. 

Investors in fixed ircare securities are accepting investment risk ard, as 
such,requirearetum -rate with ti level of risk. Investnenti in low 
risk debtors, such as the U. S. govemrent, generate 1-r yields than those in 
more risky debtors. CorporateborCis yieldmre thanu, S. goverrmentbords, 
and corporations withalowcreditrating pay higher interest rates thanmore 
solvent fitns. SinLlarly, th5lengthoftimeuntil thedebtwill be redeamsd 
also reflects different levels of risk. Thus, bonds of thesameissuerwith 
different matirities will provide different yields. The plot of yields versus 
timetomaturityisknawnas theyieldcllrve. 

Nonrally, the yield curve is upward slopi.ng,msarGng that longer term 
securitieshavehigheryields thanshortsrtezmones. Iiowever, crrasionally 
theyieldcurveis invert&, withshorter tezmdebtyieldiqmre tbanlonger 
term securities. This inverted yield curveusually results frunanquard 
splti in the rateof inflation thatinvestors~~to subside in thelong run 
or franshort tenncapitalshortages frananexijardingeconany. 

Inorder to Wadvantageof theusual hiqheryields onlonqer term 
issues, tte prop*-liabilit$ insuranz Must& is-nonrally hea&ly investe3 
in lone term debt. The mturitv distribution bf bonj investments for the 
inhdy is shown in Figure 8-l--A-3. Theadvantageofalong term invesbnant 
portfolio is thatitlocks in~rrentinterestratg&&g investitinxme 
less volatile an3 usually higher than the short term searrities yield. The 
major disadvantages are @at it locks insurers into historic rates of return 
when interest rates rise, and thatthamarketvaluesoflorig term&r& are 
more volatile than shorter term securities. 

Thelong t&m fixed ham investmentstrategyhighlights oneproblawith 
the lack of coordination betweenurderwriting anl i.nve4ment.s. Anunexpscted 
izrease in inflation &versely affects underwriting pzrfow by itxxeasing 
loss costs abovethelevels anticipetedwhen rates were set. Thenrarketvalues 
of long termtzonds are reduced byanurrexpected increase in inflation,which 
terdstoplshinterestratesup. Thus, bothurderwriting ard invesmts are 
adversely affected by increases in inflation. Conversely, both areas are 
favorably affected by declin3s in inflation. An investit strategy that 
heage the impact of inflationonu&erwritiq ca&d be implm+d, which 
would reduce the total risk of the insurer. Consideration of such a 
coordinated strategy by ircreasing Bctuaries' awareness of investment 
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operations is one objective of this chapter. 

mities 
The~~largestocmponentofinsuranceccmpanyinvestrrentsisin~n 

and preferred stocks, cormwiLy temed quities. Shares of stock represent 
ownership interests in the firms, as opposed to the debtor/creditor 
relationship garerated by bonds. carmonstockis theprirraryawnership 
intm-estinthe firm; preferred stock is a hybrid l&waen a direct ownership 
interest.ad a fixed incane investit. Preferred stockpaysapradetermined 
dividend rate. Thedividerdcanbaanittador reduced, rut, generally, 
dividends to canon stockholders cannot TV paid until tba preferred 
stcckholders have been paid in full for any back dividends. %re preferred 
stock is convertible to cannon stock ata predetermined ratio. Without the 
convertibility featire, the prices of preferred stock fluctite in line with 
bond prices rather l&an with stock priQs. Preferred stock is an outgrowth of 
tax regulations that exempt a portion of stock divider& fran corporate incare 
taxation. Prior to IRA this tax-exsnwt nortion was 85 percent: TRA reduced 
this value to 80 percent. Divide& on ccffron St& are subject to more 
volatility than those of preferred stocks. These dividends can be raised or 
lowered, or anitted withcut any obligation to restore prior levels or pay 
unitted values. The total return on common stocks consists of the dividends, 
if any, and price changes. Ingeneral, thscumcnstock investor expects price 
appreciation to supplmt the dividend inace to producea rateof return in 
exess of bond yields, as CcrmKln stocks are more risky inve&ments than fixed 
inxmesecurities. The- rate of re~moncurncnstock investnents has 
been both higher a& awe volatile than on fixed i.nCa~ mrities. The 
average rates of return and standard deviations for cc-awn stocks and bonds by 
type are displayed in Figure 8-l-A-4 for the period 1926 through 1981. 

AlthwghtxMsare stated atamortized value for statutory accounting 
purposes, stocks arestated atnwketvalue. Thus, changes instockprices 
flowdirectly intosurplus. Howaver. unrealized gains or losses have not been 
subjected to taxation. Thus, ifan insurer ware to sell appreciated stock ard 
incurtaxes,theactualsurpluswuld beless thanthestatutoryvaluejust 
prior to the realization of the gains. 

Although insuraws ocmpanies are allowed considerable leeway in real 
estate investments, several statutory provisions limit ths usefulness of this 
foLm of investment. Stab~tOry requirerents thatvarybystateestablishup~r 
limitson~arxxlntof~estatehald~sthatare~~asadmitted 
assets. Any excess real estate investments are non-adnitted, and thus are not 
included insurplus. Also, real estate inves~ts arevalued at the lower of 
net book value (cost less depreciation) or market value. These restrictions 
explain the rather low level of real estate invesbrents by the property- 
liability insurance industry. 

Real estate has traditiomlly been viewed as an inflation hedge for 
investors. As insurers are adversely impacted by inflation on underwriting 
operations, real estate invesbrents may serve to reduce overall corporate risk. 
However, the severe valuation and inves&?nt restrictions disccurage such 
inveslmsrlts . Undercwrentregulations, the potential benefits fran real 
estate invesbrentsnustbeeighedagainstti statutory drawbacks. 
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Regulations that tend to r&xx the desirability of holding a fully diversified 
portfolio reduce invesbnant flexibility ard may prevent the use of optti 
Fortfolio choices. Mxeenlighbensd regulationmaybexbacted in the future 
that allows full utilization of all investment possibilities for insurers to 
manage risk optimally. 

Other Investments 
A znell portion of property-liability insurers' assets are invested in 

~rtgagel~,collaterdlloans,cash~miscellaneous assets, including oil 
and gas production payments, transportation equiprent, timber deeds, mineral 
rights and motor vehicle trust certificates. Insurers are KW allowed to 
invest in options and futures based on regulations in some states. Options 
represent the right, rut not the obligation, to tuy or sell a financial asset 
at a predeb%mif&exercisepricewithina given time period. Financial 
futures are obligated transactions that will be coneumra ted at a later date. 
Although ths prices of options and futires are extremely volatile by 
thenselves, investment strategies utilizing options an3 futures can reduce 
overall investment risk. Insurers are now beginning to adopt sure of these 
approaches. 

Thetot&.investroentixc& of the insurarceindustry is segregated into 
severalcategories and reported separately in financial reports. Thenet 
investment iricane earnedcategoryis reported int.heUnderwriting ard 
Invesbrent Exhibit Part 1 of the Annual Statement. This value consists of all 
interest, dividend aM real estate inxme earn~3 during the year (adjusting for 
unpaid aoxuals) less all investment expenses ircurred an3less any 
depreciation on real estate. 

Net realized capital gains and losses consists of any differ- between 
than&sale price& thenetpxchasepriceof bards, stocks or any other 
invesW?.ntassets and is determin33 inPart lAof theUnderwriting and 
InvestmentExhibitoftbeAnnualStatement. Thesegains or losses canbe 
realized as a resultofasaleofanassetoruponthematurityofa bard. Net 
investmantgainorlossis thenmofthenetinvesbrent incaneearneddthe 
net realized capital gains or losses. This total is displayed in the Annual 
Statemsntonline 9AoftheStaGmentofIncarreonpsge4 oft&Annual 
statement. 

i%atunrealizedcapiitalgains ar~3losses arealsodetermined onPart IA. 
Theseconsistofadjusbrents inbook value resulting franmarketvaluechanges 
(for equities) or Wr-tized value changes (for bonds) and any gain or loss fran 
chanoes inthedifferencebetweenbookvalueand admitted value. Thus. this 
valuG is a combination of-actual price changes on equities, mrtization on 
bonds arr3 statitory accc4xMrig conventions. Theentirenetunrealized gainor 
loss flows directly into ti surplus determination as listed on line 23 of the 
StatCn?antofIncale intheAnnualstat9nsnt. The fu+xetaxconsequeMlesof 
the even- realization of these gains or losses is not taken into account. 

when tivesmt j.rkxms is considered in insurance ratorraking, either 
formally inthe regulatory processor inform-ally inccmpanydelit~rations, the 
determination of the rate of return on investits rrust be established. 
Generally, one of two measures of invesbfent inccse is used, the portfolio rate 
or thecewmoney rate. The portfolio rate of return is determined by dividing 
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the net investment i.r-cmE earned by the statutory value of investable assets, 
usually determined by averaging ths beginning and ending values. This measure 
ignores capital gains, either realized orunrealizad. As statutory, rather 
than market, values are used for investable assets, this beccmss a weighted 
average of past fixed iIlfxxe investn-ents. If market values ware used to 
determine the portfolio rate of return, the value of the investable assets 
would change inlinewithchanges in interest rates, so the portfolio rate of 
returnwoild approximate the newmoney rate. 

New money rates of return reflect tba arrert rate of return only, 
ignoring historic retirns t.t-atthe insurer may have locked in. The new money 
rate reflects current rrerket conditions and indicates the rate of return the 
insurer is likely to obtainon any funds generated for inves+mentpurposes by 
writing policies. This rate of return is for fixed incane smrities, ard does 
not apply to pity inves+nents. 

Impact of Investma& Inccne on Pricing 
Fran the pranilgation of the 1921 starrlard profit formula until the mid 

196Os, invesbrent ircarewas vi-y ignored in insurance ratemaking. In 
establishing the 5 percent urderwriting profit ten&nark, the majority report 
of the Fire Insurance Ccrmittae of the National convention of Insurance 
Conmissioners concluded that "no part of the so-called banking profit (or loss) 
should te considered in arriving at the underwriting profit (or loss)." The 
model bill for state rate regulation approved by the National Association of 
Insurance Ccsmissioners in 1946, in the wake of the WCarran-Ferguson Act's 
affirmation of the rights of states to regulate insurance, included the 
provision that "due consideration shall be given . . . to a reasonable margin for 
underwriting profit arkd contwies..." All lilt eight states adopted the 
model bill i.mlUaing this provision. Theothereight states excluded theword 
"underwriting." Despite the different statutory language, by the early 1960s a 
5 percent underwriting profit margin was tha normal loading for all lines 
except workers* compensation. 

mring the 196Os, Florida, maryland 4 Virginia began to require the 
consideration of investit inccms inratemaking. A 1969 New Jersey Suprams 
Court decision ruled that investsent incomecould notbeignored insetting 
insurance rates ard renar&d the case to reconsideration by the insurance 
carmissioner. That ruling led to the New Jersey Remand Cecision of 1972 which 
established a fair rate of retirn for an insurer and reduced that value by the 
policyholders' share of investrent earnings. Ths policyholders' share of 
invesbrent earnings is measured by rmltiplying the insurer's portfolio rate of 
return by the umarned preniun and loss reserves less deductions for prepaid 

Considerable controversy has rangad in New Jersey over both the 
SZEZ&ion of the fair rate of return for insurers and the application of 
the specific formiLa for arriving at the target underwriting profit provision. 

Eeginn.ing in1975 rate regulatory hearings inMassachusetts began to 
require the inclusionof investmnt~. Protracted Mrings lad to the 
introduction of the Capital Asset Pricing tiel (CAM) into insurance 
raterraking. The basic fomula of the c9FM is: 

E(rA) = rF + B (E(rM) - rF) 
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wkre rA = return on an asset 
rF = risk free rate of return 

= return on the mrket pxtfolio 
iM = sysmtic risk of asset 
E = expectation operator 

~pplyjxg the CAFM to insurance pricing leads to the following (for the 
specific derivation see the Fairley paper i.xLided in Qnnrins and Harrington): 

E(rU) = -k(l-X)rF + p,(E(q..+) - rF) 

where ru = underwriting profit rrergin 
k = investable funds psr dollar of written prenium 

i 
= expense ratio 
= systxrretic tierwriting risk 

The theory lzehid the CAR4 is that the equity rrarkets are controlled by 
well diversified investors that are not concerned about +3xa total. risk 
(volatility of price) of an individual asset any nxxe than an insurer is 
concerned about the risk of an individual policy. The law of large numbers 
assures that irdepedent volatility will bs of no co-m in th total risk 
of a portfolio of either individual invesim5nts or policies. The factor that 
does conzem investors is the systematic risk, or that risk that cam-d be 
diversified away. Based on the assurrption that insurers are owfd3d by su& 
diversified investors (which may not hold for ~tual insurers), this theory 
leads to the cotiusion tit only systitic urderwriting risk needs to be 
considered in pricing insuranos products. 

A nun&r of problems arise in apply- the CARrl to insurance pricing. 
market values of beta cannot be debxminad for individual lti si.xe no single 
line insurer is publicly trad&. Instead, accountwdatais us& togenerate 
anassured beta by measuring the fluctuations inreportedtierwriting 
profitability in line with stock rrrarket rrovement~. No proof exists that 
acccunttingdatacanbeus&tode~rminebetas for use intheCW%i. In 
addition to this problem, the betas d&t& fran acxountbg data are not 
stable over time, so use of a beta determined fran historical data is unlikely 
to be valid for the raWing horizon. 

Othermethcds for inzluding invesbnent~ inrateMSnghaveals0 
arisen as alternatives to ths N&r Jersey Remand me'clxdolcgy and the WE+l. Gne 
rrethcdcamxdyused by insurers is ted the tot& rateof returnmodel. The 
camxx application of this txchnique is to select a target rate of return for a 
given line of insurance either after analyziqq its volatiliDj or by use of a 
cqxinywide stixdard. The contrilxltion of inves+xent irxxns tcwardthistotal 
return is then projecti, usually by nultiplying the portfolio rate of return 
by the expected holding p?ricd for premium incam, anI subtracted fran the 
target total return. The ranainderofthe target& &beobtai.ned fran 
underwriting, providing a target underwriting profit margin. T~YZ major 
weaknesses of this approach are determinirq the proper target return ard the 
use of portfolio rates of retim todetemine the invesmt ix- 
contri)xtion. 

Another approach that has beenproposed in regulatory hearings is tenred 
discounted cash .flcw analysis. Under this techniqueall of thecash flows 
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mting fran writing a policy are projected, pried by paricd. The cash 
flowsincludeprtiumirc~,~, taxes and loss pqnents. All. cash 
flows are discounted to the Leginning of the policy term by the appropriate 
discount rate. The primary drawback of this technique is the determination of 
the appropriate discount rate. GTE advocate of this technique proposed 
discounting losses and exp=nxs by the CAR4 determined discount rate (E(rA)) 
ar-d taxes by the risk free rate. 

The Florida Insurance Departrent adopted a raming rrethcdolcqy in 1987 
that combines investment incane in the determination of the allowable 
underwriting profit rrargin by discounting preniun irxxre and loss payment 
patterns. Under this procedurean insurer cdlculates the investnentinccne 
opportunities for all sublires ard sets the target underwriting profit margin 
for the subline with the aest value at a level no larger than 5 parcent. 
The investxent i.nccne opportunities are determined by nultiplying the estimated 
portfolio rate of return for the insurer by the average length of tire the 
funds will be held before losses are paid. The allowable underwriting profit 
~rginforeachsublineother~theo~with the~estinvesbrentincure 
opportunity is determined by subtracting the investit incone differential 
fran the initial target underwriting profit nxargin. 

The various methodologies for including inves+xentixcre in the 
determination of an allowable underwriting profit rrergin have tha advantage of 
producing specific indications which can be used to establish rates. However, 
each method is subject to criticism for ignoring certain ciraxnstames or 
requiring a value to be estimated that is difficult or impossible to obtain. 
Analternative school argues that invesbrent ti should be given indirect 
consideration, rather than ba at'cenpted to be imludad directly in the 
ratemaking process. The aqxrents in favor of this position are: 

1. no formLLa approach is recognized as producing the correct 
results in all situations 

2. the effect of cxnpetition on insurame prices is ignored in 
ratasaking fornulae, but is crucial to the ability of an insurer to 
charge a partiailar rate level 

3. if rates ina particularrferketare prtiucing anexcessive rateof 
return for insurers in total then neu entry will drive the price down 
to theproperlevel 

4. if rate levels are in&equate to produce an acceptable rate of return 
in total then insurers will exit fran tbs rrerket until price levels 
increase to theaaceptablelevel 

5. analysis of the differeme in rate levels in prior approval and opan 
canpetition states irdicates that there areno significant 
differexes in profitability over any extended tinxa 

The conclusion of these observations is that financial and insurance 
rrerkets will work to produce the proper total rate of return for insurers, 
withouttheneed forccnplicatad fotia adjustments. Althcughthismay be 
true inthelong run, thenotorious underwriting cycle (theconsistentpattern 
of fluctuation between profitability and losses for underwriting results as 
depicted in Figure 8-l-A-l) indicates that severe rerket distortions are caused 
as the market moves toward equilibria. Exits ardentry taketineto affect 
prices. Thus, theslownessofr~rketadjusWantsneedstobeweighedagainst 
the inaccuracies of any rigid fornula approach to insurance pricing problems. 

paving a valid mY&l is not necessary for the insurance tiustry to 
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fuxtion, just as stocks were traded for a long tti before the CAR4 arose to 
explain security returns. Tests of the validity of the CP.R-4 for pricing 
fir!anzial assets are based on hew well it explains historical. returns for 
securities. Similarly. the validity of any insurance pricing mcdel depards on 
howwellitexplainsthepricesac~ycharged. Usingthemcdeltodetenine 
regulated prices shcaild be redur&nt if ccqetitive forces are at play. If the 
mcdel is correct, tbzn why would it be necessary to force insurers to charge 
that price? This action is similar to requiring investors to by ti sell 
securities at prices detenninad by a theoretical tieI. and not allcwing the 
nrarket to establish prices independently. The model rests on being able to 
explain prioes, arxl not on prices Mrig set by the mcdel. 

Hcwever, having anaco-rate insurarzepricing mcdel wculd be a substantial 
benefit. Although prices should m3ve tcward quilibriun in the long run, a 
valid model would allow insurers to price armrately in the short run as well. 
This irxxease inpricing aoxxacywculd notprev~tinsurers fran periodically 
tiercharging or &erch&ging t& equilibriti price, ard thus would not - 
eliminate theunderwriting cycle. Nevertheless, a valid pricing model would 
allow insurers to detennirae the appropriate price level ard might reduce the 
degree of fluctuations in results. 
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Figure 8-l-A-l 
Underwriting Profit or Loss ad Net Investmnt Incane 

Stock Propedq-Liability Insurers 
1926-1986 

Figure 8-l-A-2 
Distribution of Admitted Assets-1986 
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Ficjure 8-l-A-3 
Maturity Distrihtion of Boti Investments-1986 
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Figure 8-l-A-4 
Total Annual Rates of Return: 1926-1981 

cmnonstccks 

Geanetric Arithnetic Standard 
Mean De 

9.1 11.4 2Y.9 
iixigTemCmporateBotis 3.6 3.7 5.6 
L.mglkrmGove~~~~~tBords 3.0 3.1 5.7 
U.S.TreasuryBills 3.0 3.1 3.1 

12 
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Part 1 - Section B 
Invesbrent and Tax Strategies 

In a typical property-liability insurance cmpmy, the underwriting and 
investmnt 0peKations are mn separately. Each area attempts to maximize 
returns imdeperdently of theother. Although the ho areas are inextricably 
linked operationally - the urderwriting area provides the cash flow for 
investmntard generates the need for cash to pay expenses ard clairrs arxd the 
invesbrentarea generates investnentihccee from the funds in the interim - 
prior to the mid 198Os, few insurers actively coordinated the two activities. 
In this section, several strategies that link underwriting ahd investmnt 
operations will be dimsed. 

Asset-Liability M&chino 
The inve&ent str&egy behind asset-liability matching is to invest funds 

for exactlv as lona as thev will be held. If a certain amount of fur& will be 
needed inkxyears topay~claim, then investn-entswculd bemade thatwould 
generate that mxnt in six years. IfloqertemborrLswereheld,thehthe 
insurerwouldhavetoseJ.lthebohdswhenthe furdsareneeded, creating the 
possibility of a gain or loss on the sale deperrdihg on interest rate 
fluctuations. A shorter term invesbrentwould be reedily availablewhen the 
funds arena&&, txltpriorto thattimetbefmdswmld bavebeencontinually 
reinvested at the then available interest rates, exposing the insurer to 
interest rate risk during ths interim. By locking inthecurrentrateof 
return for the applicable holding period, the insurer elimihates interest rate 
risk. 

Financial institutions such as banks and life insurers utilize asset- 
liability matching more heavily than property-liability insurers. By matching 
assets and liabilities banks, for example, avoid the problem of investing long 
term (fixed rate mortgages), while ~OKKU~.IXJ shx-t term (passbook savings 
accounts a& short tenm certificates of deposit). If assets ard liabilities 
were not matched, banks would be exposed 6 interest rate risk where a rise in 
interestrateswmld i.r~reaset&costoffumdsb~tdcesnotincreasethe 
investlrent -. 

If a property-liability insurer were to adopt asset-liability n'&chiq, 
the payout pattxzh on existing liabilities would be mtched by an investment 
portfolio tbatprcduced thecash flew as needed. Changes in interest rates 
waild not affect the availability of cash as the desired flow unwld be locked 
In. 

ltlo arguments are raised against the heed for property-liability insurers 
to adopt asset-liability matching. First, in most situations the cash inflow 
in a given pericd fran new and renaml policies is adequate to pay all losses 
and exwes. Evenifprf3nim receipts were notenought pay all losses and 
expenses, they are predictable enough to avoid the need to generate all cash 
needs frcfn inves&ehts. A mall rrergin of liquid assets could prevent an 
insurer frun timing losses on premature sale of assets. 

The sezord arcwent apainst asset-liabilitv m&china revolves around the 
predictability of payout &terns for property-iiability-insurers. FOK txnks 
the values of liabilities are fixed ad the mturitv dates of savinas amounts 
are known. For insurers, the loss costs ard payouidates are not c&ain, lxtt 
mlat be estin-eted. Demure inflation rates could affect the value of losses. 
Ah investit strategy that generates a predetemuned mt of cash at a set 
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tire my not match the need for cash as the loss payouts develop. Since a rise 
in the rate of inflation would mst likely increase the cost of losses while, 
at the same tima, increasing interest rates, a more appropriate hedging 
strategy for a property-liability insurer might be to invest in maturities 
shorter than the indicated need for cash in order to reinvest at interest rates 
that more closely approximate the underlying rate of inflation that affects 
loss costs. 

mration 
Thecarn~tiy used measure ofmaturity for fixed inccfre investits is 

inappropriate for analyses of interest rate risk because it focuses onthetti 
when Ike principal will bs repaid. FEwever, during the tirre until maturity, 
the asset will be generating interest incare which is either used by the asset 
holder or reinvested at the then current interest rates. The effective yields 
based on market valuation on tw0 bonds with the sane matirity dates but 
different coupon rates would bs the sane urder stable interest rates lxltwculd 
differ in volatile interest rate times. 

The duration of a security is ths weighted average of the length of tima 
until payments will bs received by tk holder. DJration is calculated as 
follows: 

(C =lengthoftGetopaym&t 
n = length of tin-e until maturitv 
r = yi&d tomab~ity 

The denanimtor of the equation is the present value of the fixed imane 
imedment. Thenumeratoris thepresentvalueof the payments weighted by the 
length of tine until they are paid. The higher the duration, the longer into 
the future the paymnts will, onaverage, be received. 

To illustrate the concept of duration, two $1000 face value bonds, each 
witha remainingmaturityof five years and annualcouponpeymsnts, will be 
used. The firstbmd has acoupon rate Of 6 &XSE!ntan'd the Second 12 &erCent. 
~achhas a yield tomaturity of 9 percent, reflecting current interest rates on 
five year bon%. The duration of the first burl is calculated by: 

D1 = 
-+a +JQjQ 
1.09 (1.09)2 + (1%9)3 + (1.09)s 

Dl = 3909.70/883.32 = 4.426 

The duration of the secoti both is calculated similarly, except the coupon is 
12 percent, or 120 Fer year, rather than 60 per year. 
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D2 = 

page 
1120)(31 
(1.09)' 

l2Q 
1.09 (i%9)2 (E9,3 (%9,4 (K& 

15 

D2 = 4569.74/1116.68 = 4.092 

The duration of the second bond is less than the duration of the first 
bond bemusethe interimpayments arelarger. The weighted average of the date 
of the receipt of cash fran the secorkd txmd is sooner than that of the first 
bond. 

Duration is ccmnonlv calculated on fixed imm-eassets inwhich the coupon 
paymeritsandprimi@.a~ekncxm. - For property-liability insurers, the 
duration of liabilities, mrtiaAarlv loss reserves, cab also be determined. 
although not with certain'ty. In i&i's context the duration of liabilities w&d 
simply be the weighted average of the length of tine until the payments will be 
made. 

Tmunization 
Dmunization of a portfolio is any strategy that eliminates price risk and 

coupon reinvestsent risk on a fixed irvxrne portfolio. Asset-liability matchihg 
is one n&hod of imnmization, b& it requires an exact balahcihg of imme 
fran investiti against cash needs. A less restrictive r&hod of imnmization 
is for the duration of the investmant portfolio to equal. ti duration of the 
cash flaw heeds, or the duration of the assets to equal the duration of the 
liabilities. 

On an imnmized portfolio interestratechanges affect the two investmsnt 
risks in offsetting ways. A rise in interestrateslowers themrketprice of 
outstarding btis, klltallowe reinvestment of h-care to bemdeata higher 
rate, preventingachange ineventualcashflow. Adrop in interest rates 
raises the price ofoutstafdiq bonds but reduces the reihv&ment rate. Thus, 
the predicted mount of cash can be available when needed. 

The imnmization strategy can be thwarted if the yield curve changes 
shap. Ifshorttem interest rates fallproportionatelymorethanlong term 
rates, the reinvestit rate will dropmre than the price of outstarding 
issues will imrease. Theoretically, tha investmntportfolio can be adjusted 
continually to minimizesuchdistortions,butthis increases thscostof this 
strategy. Also, the liabilities of property-liability insurers can differ fran 
the original forecast, makiq even ah jnmmized portfolio inadequate to maet 
themcashflowrreeds. 

Taxation 
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) drmticaUy changed the ihcare tax 

regulations for the property-liability insurance industry. The overall effect 
of this mlawis stiUurmrt&nardmnyof the interpretations of statutory 
language are in the process of being clarified. The major provisions of TRA 
will be discussed here, but the reader is urged to refer to more canplete ard 
timely sources for a full explanation of this watershed tax legislation. 

The stated goal of IRA is to raise $7.5 billion in tax revehue from the 
property-liability imurmce industry over the five year period 1987-1993. Cme 
provision of T'RA is the delegation of a study to determine if that reveme goal 
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is Mngmtand to recarmerd any necessary changes in the tax law to achieve 
this target figure. Qrae reason for the concentration on tax revenue is the 
federal tmdget deficit, cxlrrently running in the $150-200 billion level 
-Y- The property-liability in.%Km hdU3tKy was the target Of such a 
significant change in tax regulations as a result of the failure of the prior 
tax code to prcduce any Significant revenue fran the industry. In fact, during 
the five year period 1982-1986, the property-liability insurance in3ustry in 
aggregate recoupsd $6.2 billion in taxes previously paid. The sudden shift 
fran recouping an average of $1.2 billion in taxes per year to paying $1.5 
billion per year is m to cause severe distortions ard mrket tightening, as 
w&l as require price ircreases industry wide. 

In addition to th aggregate negative tax pition of the property- 
liability insure tiustry, Sever& other situations tied attention to the 
irdustry during the 1986 version of tax legislation. Retroactive insurance was 
Ming a feasible product, fueled in part by tax subsidies ard the 
differential tax treatment of property-liability ~SUEKS. After ME1 Guard 
Hotel suffered a major fire loss, it purchased additional coverage for less 
thanti-bZexpZA33loSEES. The insurers expected that they could profit fran 
this below cost pricing by Wiately establishhq loss reserves at the 
expected loss level & reportiq anunderwriting loss for taxplrposes. This 
loss generated tax savings which, inadditionto thenetpremim, could be 
invested untiltheloss werepaid. Thus, the tax cede was subsidizing insurers 
in pricing coverage to the extent that known losses could be covered by 
insurame more hexpensively than if the non-insuranz corporation paid the 
loss itself. ThS tax regulations for non-insuram3 firms allow the tax 
deduction for losses only when th& loss is paid, not when it is timed. In 
addition to generating a market for retrwtive insuram=e, this differential 
contrihted to tha arcmt.h in caotive insu~arxx3 cancanies as thev att6mted. 
unsumessfully it t&-m3 cut, &I qualify for classification as -hsurerS, that 
would have ticwed the firms to utilize the mre favorable rules of deductino 
losssswhen inxlrred rat&r thanwhen paid. 

Anotheraqect of theinsur~irdustrytbatfocussed~taxrefo~rs' 
attention on the property-1iabiliQ tirame irhstry was the grahng practice 
of loss reserve transfers. Insurers were using this strategy to optimize the 
use of taxable imme ad tax loss carrybacks. Under this approach an insurer 
withanexcess of taxlosse~wmld sell loss reserves toanother insurer ina 
tax paying position through the us-e of reinsurance. The first insurer would 
transfer loss reserves to thesecond insurer&, at the sam time, pay the 
secord insurer a preinim thatwasless than the statutory value of the losses, 
tut more than the present value of those losses. The first insurer wmld 
Wiately book an underwriting gain equal to the differenos teheen the 
premium ard the statutory loss reservevahe. The second insurer wculd bookan 
underwriting loss, which child be used to offset other taxable irccms. 

The primary provision in insurance tax regulations that generated negative 
tax payments for the prior five years and praroted retroactive insurance, the 
growth of captives an3 loss reserve transfers, was the ability of insurers to 
deduct the total fuhre value of loss and loss adjustrrent exm paymsnts on 
tirred losses as opposed to theeconanicworth, or present value. 
Discxunting loss reserves at an appropriate rate would alleviate this problem. 
~Y~thoughdiscountingofloss reserves was Muded inTP& themandati 
discount rate is not necessarily the appropriate rate, and several other far 
rrore onerous provisions were irrcluded in TRA. 
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The primary provisions of TEL4 for property-liability insurers are to: 
1. Tax previously tax exmpt interest and dividetads 
2. Irdude a portionof the unearned prenim reserve as taxable 
3Dal-e 
3. Disccunt loss reserves for tax purposes 
4. ESminatetheProtf~tionAgainstL.oss (PAL) account 
5. Ap@y a &rictAlhznativeMinimmTax (&IT) 

TaxExempt InteKestard Divide& 
Mmicipal bonds have traditiomlly beenexempt fran f&eral. iry-xme 

taxation as a subsidy to state ard local govemren t units in raising revenue. 
The property-liability insurama industry has been a heavy investor in such 
issues. Accmmn invesim?ntstrategy has been to invest in taxable both issues 
to the extent of offs&t@ any tierwriting lo&es with the renairder of the 
investment portfolio invested innunicipal bonds. This strategy led to thelcw 
effective tax rates on property-liability insurers durm the past decade. 

Camon an3. preferred stcck dividends frun domestic corporations have also 
received favorable tax treatmant. In order to avoid double taxation of 
dividends for corporate investors, an imma tax deductionof 85 pe%ent of the 
divider& received was allcwed prior to TRA. Urder TF& this deduction is 
reduced to 80 peercent of dividends received. 

Thus, all mmicipal bond imma @ 80 percent of divide& incmts is 
exmpt fran taxation for corprate investors. However, IRA reduces the loss 
reservedeductionby 15 peroentof this otherwise tax free hex+ on any 
investment acquired afterAugust7, 1986, inessense taxing15 percent of this 
i.Ixcme. 

UnearnadPrmicnrReseme 
The uneati pmnim reserve is the prorata portion of premims that 

reflectum@.red caverage. Asexpemesterd tobepaidatthebegtigof 
the exposure pericd and losses generated propo*ionally over the coverage 
period, theumzarnedprmiun reserve imludes avJell recognized redurdamy to 
theex~tthattbereserverefler=tsprevicuslypaidex~enses. Thisr&h&an;y 
is m&y tenmd tbz "equity in tha umarned prenim reserve." This "equity" 
varies deperdiq on PIE Mividual insurer's expense ratio ti expected loss 
ratio. Xcordingly it would te.tighest for lines of tusimss ard insurers with 
high expense ratios am3 lowest for lines and insurers with low expznse ratios. 
This distimtion is mt recognized under the revised tax regulations. Under 
TRA20percentoftbechangeintheunea~praniunreservewill~~~~ 
in taxable incme. In addition, 20 percent of the unearned premix reserve as 
of December 31, 1986, will bs imluded in taxable ~#XTE ratably over the six 
year period bsginning in 1987. Thus, for 1987 taxable i.ncxme will irxlude 20 
percent of the change in unearned pmnim resem fran 12/31/86 to 12/31/87 
plus 3.33 percent (one-sixth of 20 percent) of the 12/31/86 unearned prenim 
reserve. 

Prior to IRA, sta+ztory loss ard loss adjushmznt expense reserves were 
used toddate taxable it-cam. Thesestatu~ryvaluesareinterdedtok 
the total ufdismunted value of all loss and loss adjustment eqense paymnts 
to be mde in the future for losses that have ocatrred prior to the evaluation 
date. Bynotadjusting for thzpresentvaheof these payments, a paycuttobe 
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mde in ten years is valued equallywithan imninentpayout. 
TRA rsquires discounting of loss and loss adjustment expense reserves for 

determining taxable incane. The interest rate to be used for discounting is 
the five year moving average of the Applicable Federal Pate on three to nine 
year securities, tut months prior to August, 1986, are not included in the 
caldation. For 1987 the average rate for the months August, 1986, through 
Dacenter, 1986, is to te used. This rate is 7.20 pKCent. For 1988, the 
average rate for August, 1986, through mr, 1987, will be used. 

The oamtpattem for loss ad loss adjustrentexpense reserves can be 
either th%-pattempranilgated by the TKCXJSUKY Deparinent, based onin%stry 
exoerierze th~cn& 1985 as reported by A. M. Pest, OK a canpany's individual 
ex&rience. Whichever choicean insurer makes for determining1987 taxable 
~JDXE will be binding for five years. Thepayirent~tterndete~mined by the 
Trea%q Departrfentwi~ notbeuupdated during that five year period. An 
insurer selecting touseits ownpayoutpattemnustupdate t&values each 
YEZiK, but only with respect to the new accident year. Payout patterns on prior 
VeaKS cannot be cbanqad, even if the loss developrent pattern differs fran the 
briginal projection.- 

A fresh start approach is applied to discounting loss reserves. For 1987 
the discoun ted loss-&loss adj&m&zexpense reserves for both teginning a& 
ending KeServeS will be calculated ard the difference included in the taxable 
imare determination. without the freshstartapprcach, ending reserves would 
have beendiscounted htnotbeginning KeFXWS,whichwouldhave substantially 
increased taxable inxme for 1987. 

Protection Against Loss (PAL) Account 
Prior to the TP.A, rmtual property-liability insurers were a&x~d a tax 

deduction for contrihtions to a fund that could be drawn upon as needed in 
times of unprofitability. This fund, termed theProtectionAgai.nstLoss (PAL,) 
fund, was justified based on +&a inability of nutual. insurers to raise capital 
by issuing equity, as stock insurers could do if additioti furding were 
required. Maximm contributions were related to prami- written. The 
deduction for PAC accountS is repealed starting in 1987. Amounts in existing 
PAL accounts can continue to be treated as provided by pre-TP.A provisions: 1) 
the accounts are aoclmulated until offset by taxable losses, 2) arrcunts not 
absorbed by the fifth year are included in taxable incana except for one-half 
of 25 percent of underwriting gains, 3) any continuing arrcunt is included in 
taxable ~JXXW when the insurer oeases to qualify as a rmtual insurer. 

Alternative-Tax (AMI) 
The more stringent PKOViSiOnS of the Alternative Minirn.m Tax regulations 

will entail most property-liability insurersi calculating two sets of taxes and 
pyi"9 +3e hW=r. The regular tax is calculated on the regular taxable 
incare; the AMT is caloilated fran the alternative minirnm taxable incme 
(WI. Tbs ANTI iS determined by adding tax preference itars to the regular 
taxable jnzane. These preference itens include: 

1) book income versus taxable incare 
2)ax-taintax exe7lptinccms 
3) accelerated depreciation 

Bookincarew~~nWLlybetheannudL statenantirc~afterdividends 
to policyholders tit before i.nccms taxes. However, if GVQ statemsnts are 
filed with the Writies and Exchange Ccmuission or audited financial 
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stamts used for other purposes, these inccma values take precedence over 
annual statssent data. The tax preferehce itm for the years 1987 through 1989 
is SO percent of the difference between the book incare am3 the PMTI excluding 
this ik23-t. After 1989 the prefereme i&m will be 75 percent of the difference 
be~adjustedcurrentearniqs andAMT1 beforethis adjustment. The 
definition of adjusted a.ment earnings is not clear at the time this is being 
written (early 1988). 

Tax exe-q& interest on certain private activity bonds (e.g., industrial 
development bonds) issued after August 7, 1986, is included as a tax preference 
item. Also, anydeprsciation taken in excess of the 150 percent dscU.ning 
balance method for tangible persoml property or over 40 year straight-line 
depreciation for real property will be included as a preference iten. 

Tax and Invesbnsnt Strategies 
An entirely I-W operating strategy for property-liability insurers merges 

asaresultofTPA. Insurers will pay the larger of the regular tax or the 
ml-. Net after tax inccrre ismaximizedwhmthe t%o taxes are+. Thus, 
insurers shculd lllanage their investment portfolios by shifting assets be- 
taxable and tax exempt investments depending on the relative yields and the 
canpahy's tax cdlailatiohs. Projectad urderwritihg losses, based on discounted 
lossreservesard ~~ingpartoftbe~riledpremi~rreserveas~, 
will indicate the optimal investment mix. The heed for coordination bstwesn 
tierwritiq and ihve5brmtoperatioh.swill be imreased. Actuarieswillmst 
likely be involved in developing this strategy as underwriting results m.st be 
forecasted a& loss resemes discounted. This new role for actuaries increases 
the heed for actuaries tomaster inves+mzntard tax issues. 
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Part 1 - Section C 
Rate of Return%asures 

In order to quantify the profitability of the property-liability insurance 
ir&stry, users of finamialdatahavedeveloped anmkxxofrreasures that are 
relied upon to provide sum insight into cxrent and past operating results. 
,Scm of thsserreasurss areeasy tocalculate, and others aremrecanplex. Sane 
measures arewidely used, whereas others are applied only in thermrecanplex 
rate regulatory hearings and in sophisticated canpanyanalyses. This section 
will describe several of thesemeasures, diws themeaning of the values and 
analyze the strengths and weaknesses ofthemsures. 

canbined Ratio 

The canbimd ratio is detemined in two different ways. It can be 
calculated as the sum of the loss ratio and the expense ratio or as this sm 
less the poliqholders' dividends ratio. The loss ratio is determined by 
dividing the incurred losses, imluding loss adjustmnt expenses, by the earned 
prenim. The WFWLS ratio is calc.iLated by dividing exp-anses by the written 
premium. The policyholders' dividend ratio is determined by dividing dividends 
by earned preniun. The ccmbimd ratio is thus involves canbining ratios with 
different demnina tors, in a sehse a mixture of apples ax-d oranges. 

The canbined ratio is calailated in the foregoing m3.nnertomkean 
adjus+msntfor thedifferentrates atwhichlosses and expenses M to be 
inaxred for property-liability insurers. Lossesterdtabeincdrredevenly 
over the coverage period for most lines of tueiness. If a policy is for ah 
annual term, then, except for slight seasonal patterns, losses are likely to 
occur evenly over the year. One-tkelfthofthelossesareexpectedtocxxxr in 
the first month the policy is in force, one-half by the middle of the exposure 
period, arxd so forth. Therefore, losses that have hem timed are divided by 
the earned premix to determine the portion of the prenim expended on losses 
to date. 

Conversely, expenses for such iterrs as cmmissions, prenim taxes, policy 
cding CC&S ax-d overhead, terd to be inoxred as soon as the policy is 
written. Theseexpemdiixm?s arenotremrring over the policy term. Thus, the 
expenses are divided by the premium written to detemine the portion of 
prmims thatareused tocoverexpemes. 

For an insurer that is writing a constant premium volme, eventually the 
written and earned prenims will De equal. 7.'hus, tk use of the different 
denaninators in the cabined ratio will not have any effect. However, rmst 
insurers do not write a constant lev&l bfmpre&ms. Dhng inflationary 
pericds, even an insurer not writing my ircrease in exposures will be 
expsriercing an inzrease inwrittenpreniun. In germal, the written premium 
.s.xceads the earned prmim unless an insurer is scaling back operations eitkr 
in a given state or nationally. The cunbined ratio adjusts the expenditure 
pattern to reflect the different rates of payouts for losses and expenses for 
this nondl difference. 

Thecurb- ratioiseasy tocalculateam?widelyusedwithincanpanies 
and in public dizxmssion of insurance profitability. Figure 8-l-C-l shows the 
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ccsbined ratio including dividends to policyholders for the period 1939 through 
1986 for all stock property-liability insurers. This graph show that the 
carbined ratio fluctuates considerably and the levels during the mid 1980s were 
UNlsudlly high. Many industry publications concentrate on the ccmbined ratio 
as a measure of financial healthof the insurance industry. Levels below100 
indicate that an insurer, or the industry, is paying cut less in losses, 
expenses and dividends than it is taking in as premium, and therefore is 
profitable. Levels inexcess of100 indicate that expenditures exceed premix 
income. Interpretation of the meaning of such values is diffiailt and often 
leads to unsupported statenents. 

The advantage of the combined ratio as a measure of insurance perfom 
is its simplicity. However, this also leads to its major problem. The 
cunbined ratio does not include any provision for investment incare in the 
calaiiation. As insurers generally pay losses after premium is received, they 
earn investment inocms prior to payment of claims. If thedelay beti 
receipt of prenim and payment of losses were stable among lines and over time, 
ard the interest rate on invested fur& were constant, then the contribution of 
investit incans to insurer profitability would be consistent and an easy 
adjustrnsnt to the canbined ratio could be made. Unfortunately loss payout 
patterns vary among lines of business and overtime& interest rates have 
been volatile, especially over the past two decades. Thus, a mined ratio 
of, for example 110, could be acceptable if the loss payout pattern is slow, as 
in liability lines, an3 interest rates high. Conversely if the loss payout 
pattern is rapid, as in a property line, and/or interest rates at the low end 
of the cycle over the period, then the same 110 ccmbined ratio could indicate a 
pricing problem. 

Underwriting Profit Margin 

The underwriting profit margin is calculated by subtracting the ccmbined 
ratio fran 100. Conversely, the expected loss ratio is often determined by 
subtracting the SJIJ of the target underwriting profit margin and the expense 
ratio fran 100. This value suffers fran the same basic problem as the combined 
ratio sti the underwriting profit margin is caldated fran the same data: 
investit incclns is not included. Thus, determining the appropriate 
underwriting profit margin is difficult. 

Historically, the property-liability insurance industry sought to achieve 
standard underwriting profit margins. The industry standard was 2.5 percent 
for workers' vtion ard 5 percent for all other lines. These standards 
were derived from the 1920 era of insurance regulation and had no rrathanatical 
or econanic support. By achieving a 5 percent underwriting profitmsrgin, an 
insurer was, in the long run, retaining 5 percent of sales, whichwas argued as 
being a reasonable proportion. This measure was not equated to a return on 
equity measure. As investrent it-cane was not included, it did not reflect 
total insurance profitability. Also, as different insurers operated at 
different prsnim to surplus ratios, total retirn on equity would vary among 
insurers with the same underwriting profit margins. 

Fluctuations in the underwriting profit margin cccllr normally as a result 
of catastrophic losses and other unpredicted developments. The gradual 
increasing trend of the cabin& ratio shown in Figure 8-l-C-l (and therefore 
the decreasing trerxd of the underwriting profit margin) is the result of 
competitive pressures as longer payout patterns and higher interest rates 
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developed. Negative underwriting profit wrgins occurred in almost each year 
since 1973,whichsome industry spokespersons claimed indicated inadequate 
rates. Al&xx&the stateren~ab&ti%dequate ratesmy have been true, 
negative underwriting profit margins do not, by thmselves, lead to this 
conclusion. 

Operating Ratio 

The failure of the canbin& ratio ard the underwriting profit margin to 
include tbs effect of invesbznt i.rEuna has led to the emphasis on the 
operating ratio as a profitability measure. The operating ratio is calculated 
by subtracting the ratio of invesbTet& incane divided by the earned premium 
fran the canbined ratio. Thus, invesin-ent incurs is "included" in the 
profitability measure. 

A rxrnber of serious problgns still exist in the use of the operating ratio 
as a -sure of profitability. The first problm is the definition of 
investit iIxalE. Saneusers of finamial data include only net inveshnznt 
inccneearnad whichconsists of interest and dividends received. otherusers 
apply the net invesbnent gain or loss value which ixludes net realized capital 
gains and losses as well as the investment incareearned. A third possible 
definition of investit irxxre tiludes net unrealized capital gains ard 
losses in addition to ths other cunponent~. Thus, three possible operating 
ratios can be calculated, leading to considerable confusion. 

Regardless of which definition of the investSent incare is used, potential 
problems result. The most canronly used definition of investnent incare is net 
investit ixme em-d. This is not a realistic ~sure of inveS+nx?nt incux 
for any inve&rent other than vent short term debt instmt.S. Lonoer term 
bonds pay interesta& alsoexper~exe fluctuations in value as inte&st rates 
axl credit conditions chaWz Thus, the actual rate of retim differs fran 
simply the interestreceiv&. For &vestrrents in qities, the dividend imare 
is generally only a snaU portionof the total invesb7entinccmeexpz0cted. 
Capital gains are expected to ouxr to provide the required rate of return 
~ratewiththe~investnentriskaccep+xd. Similarly, investits in real 
estate are also expected to prcduce capital gains. 

An Lxurercould intentionally generate zerodollars ofnetinvestit 
i.rcansearnedby investing inzerocouponbords ardcmnstcck infinns that 
do not pay dividends. Suchaninvestmentstrategy~dprcduceahigh 
operating ratio that would not reflect the investment bxxxe potential of tlx 
insurer. Thus, sane reflection of capital gains is necessary to produce a 
reasomblemxmre of inves+xent incc#z. Therefore, the secorx3 dined ratio 
msure includes netredlizedcapi~gainsanJlosseswithnetinves~t 
k-cans, the total of which is terrrsd the net investit gain or loss. 

The problem with using reali& gains and 1osse.s to measure investnxant 
income is the timing factor involved in this determination. Realized gains and 
losses occur when an asset is sold, and reflect all the change in value that 
has occurred since theas~etwaspzchaseil. If an insurer does not sell any 
capital assets, then, regardless of the change in value-s of inveshrents, no 
capital gains or losses would te recorded. When an asset is sold, though, all 
of the change in value is reflected in that year, even though all or roost of 
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the change may have occurred in prior years. Thus, unless an insurer is 
experiencing a constant portfolio turnover amd consistent appreciation is asset 
values, the n&realized capital gains and losses valuewill fluctuate 
considerably ard will not mcessarily reflect ament investmnt earnings. 

The third measure of investmnt incax includes the change in unrealized 
capital gains ard losses in addition to tbs net investment gain or loss. By 
including unrealized gains and losses, all investment performance is reflected 
in this profitability measure. By adding or subtracting the change in 
unrealized gains and losses to the net realized gains and losses, only the 
investmnt gains experiemxd during the ament year are reflected. changes in 
asset values that mmxed in prior years would not distort the results. 

Several problem still exist with this neasure of the operating ratio. 
One problem is the degree of fluctuation that will occur as a result of changes 
inequity values. A rapidly increasing stock market will inflate the 
investment incams rmaasure ard reduce the oparating ratio. A falling stock 
market will reduce tbs investnent incons value. This increased volatility is a 
costoffullyreflectinginvesbTentinccm in the operating results of 
insuranz ccmpanies. 

Another problen is that insurance accounting conventions value txxx% at 
mxtized values rather thanmsrketvalues. Thus, unrealized capital gains amd 
losses for bor& are not representative of mrket values hut are based on the 
values when the assets were purchased and the time left until maturity. In 
this regard the invesbxnt incam value based on reported unrealized capital 
gains and losses is not a truemarketmasure. 

Anotbsr major problem with this third canbined ratio measure is the 
misrratchintheassetbasethatgenera~theinvestment~~usedintkis 
msurearrd theeamsdprenimthatis used as thedencminator in the 
calculation. To a large extent, the investable assets amently generating the 
investrrent ilEans were produced by prmim writings in prior years. The loss 
reserve cutstarding cmes fran both current and prior years' writings. 
However, all tbs investsEnt i.nccm? is being credited against the axrent year's 
expsriexe. This distortion will most significantly affect rapidly growing or 
declining insurers. However, even stable insurers will not have the sams loss 
payoutpatternccmr in the futureas has inthepast. 

The operating ratios for the insurm ir!dustry for the period 1983 
through 1986 (the only years that the necessary informtion is available) based 
on tberxat investment imans eati, netinvestmehtgainorloss and the net 
investit gain or loss including unrealized capital gaim or losses, are shown 
in Figure 8-l-C-2. These values are calailated fran the consolidated industry 
Annual Statment data ~blishsd by A. M. Best Cmpany. 

Ccmbined Ratio Based onDiscounted Losses 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 insti+xtf?d discounting property-liability loss 
reserves for taxp~rp0se.s. Also in 1986 the NAIC created a Working Group on 
Discounting Loss Reserves to consider changing statutory accounting provisions. 
The effect of discounting loss reserves is to reflect the time value of mxey 
in the reserving process. Undiscmt& reserves value loss payments in future 
years quallywithamentloss payments. statutory reserving requirerents 
czxrently prohibit discounting loss reserves except for periodic payments for 
Workers' Cmpsnsation, which are in esseme annuity type claim. The &at&i 
rationale for using tiiscounted loss reserves is to instill a level of 
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conservatisn into the reported financial position of insurers. 
The level of conserxatisn included by not discounting property-liability 

loss reserves depends on the loss paycx&pattemof the line of business and on 
thegeneral level of interest rates. As the concentration of the irdustry 
moved fran primarily property to predaninately liability insurance, the loss 
payoutpatbarnslengthensd. ?&so, over the last several. decades the general 
level of interest rates has increased. Thus, thedegreeofconservatisn 
engendered by not discounting statutory loss reserves has increased. As 
taxable ix- was traditionally based on statutory accmting conventions, the 
federal govemnent's tax receipts frcxn the property-liability insuraxe 
inctustry eroded. Over-the decade 1976 through 1986, the industry as a whole 
did not pay any federal incare taxes. The revaeds of the federal 
government led to the adoption of discounting for tax purposes. 

Discounting loss reserves at an appropriate rate of interest for the 
caltiation of irrmrred losses would present the relevant econcnic value of 
losses instead of simply the % of the stream of payments ignoring the time 
valueofrrcney. The primary problem is the determination of the appropriate 
discount rate. Rates that have been.proposed ixlude: the current risk free 
rate as treasured by the retimonshort termU. S. Treasury bonds, the rate of 
returnearned by the irdustryoveraparticular recent time interval, the rate 
of return achieved by the specific insurer overa particular rezent tirna 
interval or a selected interest rate based on a specific irdex over a 
psrtiailartirreinterval. NogeneralconsensJs exists as to the proper 
discount rate. 

Basic finance theory suggests that the appropriate discount rate should 
reflect the relevant risk of the loss paymentpattern. The~apital Asset 
Pricing Model. would determine this rate based on the systitic risk of loss 
payout patterns. Tba Arbitrage Pricing!-@eJ would base the rate on the 
results of a~factor analysis of historic& experience. 
The sparsity of~rketv&ue inforsEitionOf~oss reserves makes the 
determination of a market driven discount rate difficult. As insurance prices 
are affected by anxent, rather thanhistorical, interest rates, the interest 
rate achievable by the insurer wher-the policies are written wcniLd be a 
superior msure than the proposals to use rooving averages of past interest 
rates, either general or v specific. Thus, thescstvalid propcsalmde 
to date is to use the current risk free interest rate to discount loss 
reserves. 

UseofthecurrentshorttermU. S.Treasurybord interestrateto 
discount the loss payout pattern in the calculation of the inrxrrred loss ratio 
will have the effect of including thetGRavalueofm3ney in theccmbined 
ratio. Thus, investment -does nothaveto be factored inseparately, as 
axrently intrcduced in the operating ratio. The loss payoutpatternexpected 
to apply to thecurrenttxckof tusiness is used. Also, thecurrentrrrarket 
corx?itions on risk free investits are applied. This ar?asure avoids the 
distortions caused in the investment inccnerfeasures whenequity and other 
risky assets experience mrked price moverents in a given year. 
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RetumonEQuity 

Comxate finarxial analvsiscarmonlyuseS avalue tern-&i the retumon 
equity (k'E) to tzasure profi-lability. This value is calculated by dividing 
the r& nrofit after taxes available to cumon stockholders (after deducting 
prefer& dividerxds) by the value of the ccsnonequity inthe firm. Thevdlue 
of conaxon equity is traditionally a book value either at the beginning of the 
year or the average of the beginning an3 ending values. Ths carmon eguity 
values are not based on mrket value, although this rray be a nxxe appropriate 
measure. 

Return on equity values can similarly ba derived for property-liability 
insurers, tuseveral adjusbmks areneeded. Initially a determination of net 
profit mxk be made. This value can be either on a statutory or GAP basis. 
Neither profit figure includes unrealized capital gains or losses incurred 
during the period: Mraninsurerwithsignificantvalues inthiscategory, 
the~tl~valuewould bedistorted. However, if unrealized gains or losses were 
to be included, t3-q cannot simply be added (or subtracted) frcxn the net profit 
VdlUe. The present value of future taxes associated with realization of these 
gains or lo&es aust be accounted for before an adjustment to the net profit 
figure is tie. 

Theprimaryadvantageofa reixmonequiDjmasureis thatitalkws a 
cunparison of insuraxe profitability with other irrdustries. All prior 
profitability measures discussed are specific to insurance canpanies. Return 
on equity rreasures for other industries are readily available for ccrnparison 
Prposes- Hckever, the canparison of return on equity values nust be done with 
care. t-%any industries have reccgnized distortions either in the net profit 
figure or the book values. mr examqle, loan loss reserves for banks are often 
well belowthelevel nseded toabsorb problemloans. Also, natural resource 
fimxs often carry assets at pxchase price rather than market price. For the 
property-liability insurance industry, We distortions in net profits ard book 
ValuermstberecognizedinordertointerprettheROEresults meaningfully. 
Among thsproble~s with insuraxe fi.nar&al staterents are: 

1) theequity intheuxamsdpreniun reserveisnotrecognized 
2) bonds arevalued atmrtized rather thanrnarketvalue 
3) loss ard loss adjustment expense reserves arecarried at the sun of 
estimatedfuturepaysentsratharthanthepresent value, am3 the 
estimatesrraybeinadequateorredundant 
4)manyasset.s arenotinnluded instaMxy surplus, suchas 
nomtitted reinsuranos 

Internal Pate of Return 

The i.ntemal rate of return of an investment is themathsfnaticzUy 
determined discountratethatsets thepresentvalueof thetotaJ.cash flew 
equal to zero. when disccunted at the internal rate of return, the present 
valwofthecash inflows equals the present valueof thecashcutflcws. For 
standard investrnentdecisions. the initial investitoutlay is the cash 
c&flow and the subsequent receipts are the cash inflows. The situation is 
reversed when the internal rate of return is cdlculated fran the insurer's 
point of view onan insurarxze policy. The starr3ard treatment of this 
transaction is that the insurer receives a cash inflw when the policy is 
written, pays sane expenses imxediately and others in future periods, arid pays 
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losses inthefutureaswell. In order for a positive internal rate of return 
to result, ezqmsesanJlossesrrustexceedpremium. (Thiswouldrezsul.tina 
canbined ratio in excess of 100.) 

A more realistic description of the cash flows involved for insurance 
policies would have som3 expenses incurred prior to writing the policy. These 
prepaid expenses would ixlude policy development costs and training 
experditures. Ctherexpenseswould bepaidwknthepolicy is actuaily 
written. Premix imarewculd be received severalmonths after the policy is 
written, represent* lags in collecting prenims from agents or insure%. 
Additional expenses arx3 thelosseswou.ld be paid subsequent to the receipt of 
prenim. EUlwing loss payments, salvage, subrogation and reihsurama 
payinsntsmightbe received. 

This more representative cash flow model would thus entail cash cutflcws 
preceding and fol.lcMng t&cash inflw, with the potential formrecash 
inflowsattheerr3ofthesquerce. Solving thediscountrate that sets the 
present value of the cash flows to zero my yield ml'ciple values. 
Matkmtically, the mnber of discount rates that solve the equation equals the 
mnber of sign reversals in the cash flow. Selecting the proper internal rate 
of return fran cunpetiq values is oocasionaUy a canplex errleavor. 
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Underwriting II-F.XE 
Net Written Prenium $100,000,000 
Net FarnedPreniun 95,000,000 
Irvxlrred Losses‘ 68,000,OOO 
Loss Adjustrrent l?xpnse Ircurred 10,000,000 
Otkr Utierwriting Eqenses 28,000,OOO 
N&Underwriting Gainor Loss -11,000,000 

Investxlent Insane 
Net Invesbentm Earned 14,000,000 
NetRedlizedCapitdlGains orLosses 2,000,000 
Net InvestrnentCainor Loss 16,000,OOO 

Net Ir Determination 
Net II-XXE Before Divider& to 

Policyholders ard Irccms Taxes 5,000,000 
Divider& to Policyholders 2,500,000 
EWieral ad Foreign Inxrre Taxes Imrred -1,500,OOO 
Net1IYXlTe 4,000,000 

Capital. and Surplus Acccunt 
Beginning Surplus 57,000,000 

cains and Losses inSurplus 
Net.IrcalE 4,000,000 
Net Unrealized Capital Gains or Losses 1,000,000 
Fnxng Surplus 62,000,OOO 
Average Statutory Surplus 59,500,000 

RabOf RetumMsasures 

canbined Ratio 
Lass ard Loss Pdjustn-ent ExFeRatio 82.1% 
EXpense Patio 28.0 
Ccmbined Ratio 110.1 

Underwriting Profit Mrgin 
Underwriting Profit Margin -10.1 

-rating Ratio 
A)Net Invesb?ntI~Earnsd/EarnsdPreniun 14.7 
B) Net Invesbent Cain or Loss/Earned Preniun 16.8 
C) Net Investrrent Gainor Loss 1mludi.q Unrealized 

CapitalGainsorL0s5es/F.arx&Preniun 17.9 

Operating Ratio Eased on A 95.4 
CpXatiq Ratio Based on B 93.3 
*rating Ratio Based on C 92.2 
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Discounting 
tiidentYearYExperien=e 

Paid LOSS ard Loss Adjustment Expenses 35,000,000 
Urdisccunt&Loss ardLAE!Reserves 45,000,000* 
Discounted Loss ardIAEReserves 36,000,000 
Loss and EQZRatio-Urdisccunteci 84.2% 
P/JsidentYearCWbinsdPdtio 112.2 
Loss and LAE Ratio - Discounted 74.1 
AccidentYear Ccxnbined Patio- Discounted 102.7 

Rekm onEx@tyWasures 

Net Iricans/Average Staktory Surplus 
Net1max-e plus Unrealized Capital Gains 

or Losses/Average Statutory Surplus 

6.7 

8.4 

Wte that the cdierdar year ircurred loss and loss adjuskrent expxxje.5 total 
$78 million b.k the -ident year loss ard ME equal $80 million. This would 
result if favorable developxnt were expxienc& on prior years' loss and LW 
reserves. 
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Figure 8-l-C-2 
Industry Operating Ratios 

lJfi3 J.zB.!i 
Canbined Ratio After Dividends 112.0 118.0 
NetInvestmsntIncaw/ETP 14.9 15.4 
Operating Patio I 97.1 102.6 

NetInvestmntGai@P 16.9 18.0 
operating Patio II 95.1 100.0 

Net InveAwnt Gain Irchding 
Unrealized Gains ard Losses/Ep 18.1 15.5 
Gperating Ratio III 93.9 102.5 

I.%35 
116.3 
14.6 

101.7 

108.0 
13.2 
94.8 

18.7 17.3 
97.6 90.7 

22.7 18.5 
93.6 89.5 

30 
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Part 1 - Section D 
Measuremsht, Allocation and Uses of Surplus 

The surplus of an insurer is the differ- betweeh statutory assets ahd 
liabilities. This surplus consists of a mnbsr of different categories 
including capital paid up, gross paid in am3 contributed surplus, unassigned 
funds and any special surplus fur&. Surplus represents the cwners~ 
(stockholders for a stock insurer, policyholders for a nutual or reciprocal) 
interest in thecanpahy and theo~hiononwhichthe insurer can rely in 
adverse situations. An insurer would be considered bankrupt if surplus were 
negative or zero. Great reliance is placed on the surplus for regulatory 
purposes. Licensing requirements establish minirnnn levels of surplus for 
writing certain lines of tusiness. Preinim to surplus ratios are often 
monitored as an indication of insurer solvency. A well known rule of thumb, 
termed the Kehhey rule, restricts net written prmim to no more than twice the 
surplus. Other regulatory tests establish a level of tiee to one as 
acceptable. These levels are applied on a cmpany basis. Industry wide levels 
of prenim to surplus ratios also fluctuate markedly as equity values and 
mwket conditions vary. Figure 8-D-l illustrates the stock property-liability 
insuraxe industry aggrqate values of the prefnim to surplus ratio for the 
period 1926 through 1986. These values are not consolidated to eliminate 
double counting of some assets for corporate groups. Consolidated figures have 
been determined only rIEcenay. 

Thedegree of reliameplaced on the surplus measure is remarkable given 
the widely recognized distortions in the statutory surplus value. The urxxcned 
premium reserve is universally recognized as being redundaht as it is 
mlculated based on the entire written premix and most expenses are incurred 
at the inception of the policy tern. The Tax Reform Act of 1986, with the 
discounting of loss reserve provision, is contributing to the increasing 
awarehess thatthestatutorylossandlossad~us~texFensereserveRL3~~ 
excessive on a true econanic valuation. Loss reserves are set at ths 
undiscoun&d valueof futurepaymehtsignoring the time value ofmoney. The 

strongest argments in favor of overlooking these distortions is that statutory 
hisurm accountihg is meant to be conservative a& these conventions jmp3rt a 
safety margin to regulatory considerations. Heaver, a safety margin could ba 
included directly if one were needed without reliance on inaccurate 
rreasurBnents . Theamentprccedure imposes a safety margin that decreases 
fran one valuation period to another as loss ratios tirease amd is a function 
of inteL&es~d~ts~thetimevalue Ofmmay). 

macxuracies intharreasurmantof surplus do not have the 
value of being conservative. The tax liability of an insurer on unrealized 
gains inequities is ignored in the surplus msasma. ~herrarket value of 
equities is ircluded in surplus. Hcwsver, any difference in the current market 
price and the purchase price of equities will be taxable when the gain (or 
loss) is realized. Although ths tax liability is inexact, as prices my 
continue to fluctuate prior to the realization of the gain (or loss), and the 
timing of the tax liability is unkmzm, failure to consider this liability 
distorts the statutory surplus measure and in rising equity markets, overstates 
surplus. 

The fti distortion in statitory surplus is the amalgamation of 
differences between txnk value of assets ard their actual market value, as 
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disxxssed in Section A. The largest impact is the treaixrent of bards, which 
are valued at anxxtized value in the determination of statutory surplus. The 
amortized value of bonds is the initial purchase price plus or minus the 
2mortizationof any discount or prami~atthe tirreof the purchase. The 
amortization occurs over the period between the p.xhase date and the maturity 
date of the issue. A brd px-chased at par value would continue to be listed 
at that value as long as the tord is held regardless of fluctuations in 
interest rates. Abond purchased atadiscount frantherraturityvaluewould 
increase in book value each year at the maturity date approached. market 
values of bards move inversely with interest rates. As interest rates rise, 
the ccnmon oocllrrerxx fran the 1950s through the mid 197Os, outstanding bonds 
decline in value. Thesedeclineswerenotrexgnized bystatutoryaccounting 
conventions as long as ths insurer did not sell the bonds. This distortion led 
to the unintex&d situation that GzICD, in the early 197Os, cculd not sell 
nunicipdl box& to reinvestintaxableissues,despitethehigher after tax 
inxme that this would prcduce, bxauss the use of overstated amortized values 
on its ID& was providing a level of surplus thatwould havedisappeared if 
the bafis ware sold. 

Theuseofanotiized ratherthanmarketvalues forboi-dscaneither 
~reaseordecreasesurplusdeperd~onthe~v~tofinterestrates. 
Other statutory book valueconventions tend to reduce statutory surplus. 
Reinsuranxwithnona&nitted reinsurers is excluded frantxokvalues. Real 
estate is valued at t&+ original purchase price less depreciation unless market 
value is lower. Agents balances over three months due are not admitted. 
Quiprent, furniture ard supplies (other than electronic canplters) is also not 
&nit&d as an asset for statitory pxposes. Salvage and subrogation 
recoveries that are e.qected ixt not yet received, are not included as an 
asset. Any asset that is not specifically allowed by regulatory authorities is 
considered anon-admitted assetarr?i,as such,excluded frcm thestatutory book 
value determination. 

In addition to the distortions in the value of surplus generated by 
statutory accounting, other ancf&Lies existwithuse ofpreni~ to surplus 
ratios as regulatory tools. A wy with a lower expanse ratio will have a 
lower pranim to surplus ratio than a similar insurer with a higher eqense 
ratio writing the sams velure of ex-ted losses supported by the same surplus. 
If an insurer raises rates a& writes the same er of policies at the new 
rates, the premiun to surplus ratio irrxeases; this insurer is considered mre 
riskyeventhcqhratelevels arenowhigher. A potential solution to both of 
these problems is to subetitite inaxred losses for written prenicpn when 
determining allowable levels of insurarwz writings. mver, inatrti losses 
are affected by loss reserve adequacy, which varies among insurers. 

Allocation of Surplus 
The surplus calculation described above determines the total surplus for 

an insurer. Sane rataraking techniqes require surplus to be allccatedto 
tiividuallinss or coverages, whereas other technigues require the investment 
inxme earned by an insurer to beallocated to individuallinesofbusiness anj 
to thesurplus. No consensus exists about the proper allocation of either 
item. 

The Insuraxe DtpenseMhibit includes anallocation of inveshnent incare 
toeachlilEof tUsiWss a.rd tosurplus. Cdy ther&inves+mentincczreearnad 
isallccated, and this valueexcludescapitalgainswhether realizedornot. 
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The net ia.vestiZnt imms earned onall investrfents excepteguities is 
allocated to tiividual lines of business based on the share of investable 
assetsgenerated bytheline of txsiness. Investable assets generated by each 
linearethemar~unearnedprmimreserves re%cd byprepaide~penses ard the 
man loss and loss adjustmntexpehse reserves. All net investment incare 
earned not allcmted to individual lines of t~~imass, itxludiag the dividend 
ihcare fran equities, is assigned to surplus. 

The disccunted cash flow analysis ixludes surplus as a cash flow, first 
?xi.no invested bv the insurer and later flawing tack to the insurer. Inorder 
to a&nplish this calculation, the surplus cmitritution nust be determined ard 
thelengthoftimitm~t~ ihvestedrmstbecalailated. Theammntof 
surplusr~iredcan~edeterm~byuseofaruleof~aboutpremilPnt0 
surplus ratios, it can be a prorata allocation of the insurer's surplus to all 
lines of insurantxequallyor itmba based ona study of surplus needs by 
line based on volatility. Surplus needs based on volatility or riskiness will 
be less for thecanpmyas a whole that the sm of the surplus nesds for the 
individual lines of business, as aggregate volatility is lower than the sum of 
individual lines' volatility as long as the lines are not perfectly correlated. 

The timing of thesurplus flcws back to the insurer alsopresents a 
choice. Traditional uses of the prenim to surplus ratio imply that once the 
prenium is written or the losses incurred, the surplus is no longer needed to 
te allocated to that line. Hcawer, if the surplus is viewed as a mrgih of 
safety for underpricing or urderreserving, then sane surplus should be 
allocated to the lincz of hsiness until all losses are paid. One alternative 
discounted cashflwmdelmaintainsa constaatloss reserve to surplus ratio 
until all losses are settled. 

Another alternative surplus allccation is proportional to the total 
mrginal profit of a partiailar line of business. This allocation approach is 
based on classicdl micro-econcmic theory. Another alternative allocation of 
surplus is determined by subjectively quoting the riskiness of Individual 
lines of business toeachother by varying ths prmim to surplus ratios to 
equate the less volatile lines with the mre volatile lines. 

Paul meuer has analyzed the methods and considerations in allocating 
surplus to individual dimensions of insurer opsrations. The dimnsions include 
typa of risk or psril, branch office or producer, and geographic or tmpxal 
characteristics. Based on the practical considerations raised in an al&cation 
of surplus, noneof thscurrentallmationmthcds carrpletely achieve the goals 
of surplus allocation. 
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Part 2 - Section A 
Finamzidl Solvemy Tests 

35 

Gne of the primary co1-~~5rns of insurance regulation is to assure the 
solvency of insurers. Thefuturenatueof the financialcmmikentmdeby 
the insurer in exchanae for the policy premiun creates a concern on the part of 
the insured that the &surer reMin sOlknt in order to fulfill its part-of the 
obliaation. l3v rekcin~thelikelihoodofinsurer insolvencies, insur- 
dation could inzre& the d& for insurarm. 

In 1973 the National Association of Insurance Carmissioners (MC) 
developed an Early Warning Test program designed to detect solvency problem 
soon enough to prevent insolvency or at least to mitigate the damages caused by 
the insolvewy. A series ofekventestswereperfonmd on th?zannual 
staiment data of insurers. Acceptable ranges for the results of each test 
weredetermined an3canpanieswhoseresultswereoutsidether~r~&L rangewere 
irdicat& as failing a particular test. Any insurer failing four or more tests 
was indicated to be a priority company ancl regulators were encouraged to give 
special attention to this insurer. The objective of the program was to assist 
regulators inselecting and rank ordering those insurers which require furthx 
analysis by drawiq attention to the approximately 15 percent of those insurers 
with the greatest finamial problem 

The eleven tests included in the progrzun are listed on Table 8-2-A along 
with the initial acceptable ranges for the results. Each year tkacaptable 
rangescantead-justd to refkctcurrent cotiitions in the insurmceafd 
investmentmrkets. 

Table 8-2-A 
NAIC Early Warning !iksts 

Nnnber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

Test 
PrzelYiunmsurplus 
Change in Writ- 
surplus Aid t.oSumlus 
Two-Year Operating-Ratio* 
Investment Yield 
-x!e~-rplus 
Liabilities to Liquid &sets 
Agents' Balm tosuL+s 
CXeYear ResemeDavelopznt 
To surplus 
'IMYei~ResemeBvelopnent 
tosurplus 
Estimat&(XlrrentReserve 
lkficieq to Surplus 

Acceptable Range 
Less than 300% 
Between + ad - 33% 
Less than 25% 
Less than 100% 
Grater than 5.0% 
s&weerl -10 ard +50% 
Less than 105% 
Less than 40% 
Less than 25% 

Less than 25% 

Less than 25% 

*This testhas shifted fruna five year oFrating ratio to a two year adjusted 
tierwriting ratio (imludiq dividends) ard then to a two year operating 
ratio. 

The NAIC Early Waming T&&s were first applied to the 1972 Annual 
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Statamentdata. The results were provided to the state insurance cmissioners 
approximately six months after the em3 of the year. In addition to the tine 
lag in canpiling results, several other problem exist. Except in a few 
states, participation in the program is voluntary. Insurers that do not subnit 
their Annual Statements to the NW.7 for analysis are not rated. Insurers that 
realize they will be classified as priority cunpanies can avoid that position 
by failing to submit data. Also, the analysis is perform3 on unaudited 
figures. unintentional errors in Annual Statmsnt data, as will as intentional 
misrepresentations, distort the results of the tests. The most crucial problem 
with the system is thed ocrpnented failure to provide a valid early warning of 
potential insolvemies. A st~~3y by Thornton am3 Meador [ ] of eleven 
insolvencies of Texas insurers subsequent to the development of the NAIC Early 
warniq systen fourd that only 20 percent of the insolvent insurers would have 
been classified as priority cunpanies five years prior to tiolvency, as 
opposed to an expected early warning classification rate of 82 percent. Three 
years prior to insolverq 55 percent of the cunpanies would have been given 
priority satirigs. as opposed to an expected 82 percent. Ths Annual Staterent 
data of the year prior to the insolverq did classify 91 percent of the 
insolvent canpanies as priority canpanies, Mz this infomation would not have 
been provided to the state insurance cannissioners until six months into the 
year of insolverq, providing little if any time for corrective actions. 

After~l~t~~EarlvWarninqsvst9n,~~ccar$ined~ 
statistical aGlysis with an anaiytical $&e codu~ by financial. examiners 
and ten'red the approach Insure Regulatory Information System (IRIS). This 
two phase system is considered more discriminating than the initial statistical 
only program. Fmial examihers can quickly detemine if the priority rating 
assigned by the statistical phase is unjustified due to special ciramstances. 
This review helps focus regulatory attention on those insurers in more dire 
finafcial condition. 

TheN?iIChas resisted all attampts tornake the results of the IRIS systm 
public. In partidar, insure agents have requested access to the priority 
ratings in order to avoid placing business with insurers most at risk for 
insolvemy. The NAIC fears that public disclosure of priority canpenies would 
hamper any attempts to work cut the financial difficulties of these insurers. 
The IWiC has agreed to provide raw statistical data to organizations, but to 
keep the results of the rating systemconfidential. 

Discriminant Analysis 
The statistiml tests of the IRIS system are tenred univariate as they 

focus on ore variable at a tine in classifying an insurer. An insurer is 
classified as either passing or failing each test. The degree with which an 
insurer passed or failed a given test is hot considered. An alternative 
classification systm, termed mltiple discrimimnt analysis, has been found to 
perform IW& better at predicting insolvemzy than a uhivariate model based on 
similar data. Miitiple discr iminant analysis considers the results of 
fihamzial ratio calmlations in combination with each other so that a slightly 
excessive ratio for one variable can be offset by very favorable results for 
another ratio. In a sense, the differ- between univariate analysis and 
mltiple discr iminant amlysis is akin to the difference be- tmltiple 
choice arid essay examinations. In two stidies by Pinches and Trieschrann [ 
and ] multiple discrimihant analysis was used to predict insurer insolvency. 
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The six variables found most useful in this type of analysis were: 
1. Agents' Edhnces~tiAssets 
2. Stocks Cost,%ocks market Value 
3. Bonds Cost/BordsmrketValue 
4. LOSS pdjusimznt ard Underwriting ~~pznses Paid/Net Written 

Premium 
5. Loss and LAE Incurred/Earned Prenim 
6. Direct Written Prenim,&urplus 

Results of this analysis were to classify 49 of 52 sample insurers, of 
which 26 were knam to bscare insolvent, corr&&ly. Although further tests of 
such a systm wculd bs mcessary, current indications are that multiple 
discriminant analysis wculd be an improvmt over the mrrent IRIS systan. 

other Rating Sysh 
ALthwghtheNAIC IRIS systm doss notmkeits results plblic, the 

insuramz consmerdoes haveaccessto several insurance rating systems. A. M. 
Best Canpany has reported on the finanzial condition of property-liability 
insurers sti 1900. Standard ard poor's, Conning ard ~anpany ti Cmmrrers 
Union also provide ratings of insurers. The Best's ratings are widely cit& 
ard will be discussed in sare detail. 

The objective of Best's rating system is to evaluate each insurer's 
financial position relative to the rest of the tiustry and to predict its 
ability to fulfill its finamial obligations. The ratings are based on 
quantitative and qualitative factors. The quantitative factors, which are 
published with the individual campany reports, include profitability, leverage 
and liquidity tests. The eight quantitative tests are: 

1. ccmbined Ratio 
2. Net@erating InzcrrqNetEarn& Prmim 
3. Return/Prior Year's Surplus 
4. Net Written Prenimy%rplus 
5. Net merage 
6. Gross Leverage 
7. Current Liquidity 
8. Inveshmnt Leverage 

In addition to the finazial tests, Best's provides a set of adjusted 
results thatreflecttheequity in the unearmd prenim reserve, present value 
of loss reserves, mrket values of bards, preferred stock and mortgages ard a 
review of conditional mrves. These adjustmnts in total currently tend to 
produce anadjusted surplus inexcess of the statutory surplus, reducing the 
return on surplus and leverage ratios. 

In addition to the quantitative analysis, Best's also considers several 
qualitative factors in arriving at the final ratiq of an insurer. The 
qualitative analysis, which is not plblished, covers the reinsuramze program of 
the insurer, to determirie the extent of the cmpany's reliance on reinsurance 
XKltheSO s of the reinsurers, the adequacy of unearned prenium and loss 
reservesadtkcanptexe, experiemzeandintegrityofmnagm?nt. The 
ratings awarded to insurers after consideration of the above factors range frcm 
A+ (Superior) to C (Uncertain), or any one of ten reasons for a rating not 
khng assigned. 
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Tl-e Best's ratings are a useful tool for insurarze pxchasers in 
evaluating the finamial strength of a perticxlar insurer. The public 
disclosure of these ratings and the signifim attached to the ratings serves 
as a control on insuraxe mnagfmsnt. The ratings do not provide infomtion 
about sme important aspxts of an insurance opxation for the insurance 
cormmr. For example, the canpetitiveness of rate levels, the pranptness of 
claimpayments ard thewillingness of thecmpany to resolvecustaxr dis@es 
areall important to the insuraxeconslaner htmtincluded inthe rating 
SySti. Thus, theBest's rating is only one elment in selecting an 
appropriate insurer. 

Loss Reserve Certification 
The largest liability of property-liability insxers is the loss 4 loss 

adjustment expense reserve. Nmsrcus retrospxtive studies of these reserves 
on an industry wide basis arrl for individual ccqxmies indicate the 
inamuracies of these values. Althcqh notable exceptions ocmr, cyclical 
patterns of over an3 underreserving terd to ocolr, and the general effect is to 
urderstate the degree of volatility in the underwriting cycle. 

In 1980 the Fire and Gmualty Annual Statanent Blank was revised to allcw 
state insurance missioners the option of requiring insurers to include a 
loss reserve certification by a qualified loss reserve specialist. For the 
1986 Annual Sti&m?nts 17 states required at least sane insurers to provide 
opinions on loss reserves. The class of insurers resuirinq certification 
varied fran Ohio, which applied the regulation to m&cdl Galpractice insurers 
only, to Florida, Hawaii, NW Jersey, North Carolina and Texas, which rmired 
certification of all licensed ins&&s. 

The primary points of debate on the issue of loss reserve certification 
are the class of tiividuals allowed to certify and whether i.rdepzrhxe is 
required. In general states allow wide latitide in qualifying loss reserve 
specialists, in=luding actuaries, accountants and othzrswithex~rience in 
this area. Irdeperderm of the certifier is also not required, so ccmpany 
employees can, if qualified, provide the necessary certification. 

Despite the growing pqzularity of the loss reserve certification program, 
no evidence yet suggests that reserves are mre accurate, or more conservative, 
when certification is required. 

State aLararity nm3s 
Stateguaranty fuds existtopay theclaim of insolvent insurers so that 

policyholders do not suffer a finaxial loss when an insurer becomes insolvent. 
AU states except Nsw York have a post-assessment furding provision urder which 
all insurers are assessed a percentage of net direct premix written in order 
to pay theclaim of an insolvent insurer. Nesl York has a pre-assessment plan 
under which fur& are aoxrulated prior to any in.solve.ncies by assessments on 
all insurers operating in the state. The pre-assessment plan works similarly 
to the post-assessrent basis, except the added political problem of diversion 
of aaxmulated assets exists in New York. This fund is often viewed as 
available for other purposes ard can be far more easily diverted frcm its 
intended application by political mneuvering. 

Insurame guaranty furd.5 operate ona state basis and are interded to 
cover residents of the partiailar state or propxty pe nmnentlylccatedwithin 
the state. mrcus variations exist in the individual state statutes, txt the 
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aeneral sidelines included in the NAIc Post-Assesensnt Property md Liability 
&-mm& cxlaranty Association Model Act of 1969 provide a &sure of 
similaritv ammo the state stab&es. Under the t&&l Act provisions the 
guaranty 'funa is donmnt until an insolvemy mrs am3 then a not-for-profit 
association is established to collect assessments fran insurers in proportion 
to premium writings in the state ard to pay the claims as they cccur, subject 
to the availability of funds. The rraximim allowable assessmnts on ah insurer 
ina givenyear range franlto 2percentofpreniwn. Most states segregate 
workers' canpensation and autambile insurance frun other covered lines in 
determining assesmts. The fundsgenerallypayclaims subjecttoa 
deductible and a mximm limit. Deductibles range frun zero to $200 and limits 
range fran $50,000 to $I,OOO,OOO. Most states imlude unearned premium as an 
allowable claim. 

The effect of post-asses-t guaranty fur& is to foroe the surviving 
insurers to fulfill the obligations of an insolvent canpetitor. Concern about 
the dcmino effect of one insolvency on a marginal, bt solvent, insurer have 
been raised, b& not resolved. A current problem comsrns the inclusion of 
rredicdlmalpractice insurance inthestateguaranty funds. Mosttiical 
malpractice insuranz is how written by health care provider controlled 
insurers. In many cases physicians are determining the prices to be charged 
for thiscoveragewith theknowledge thatthestateguarahty funds will p3y 
claim if the organization txxxxes insolvent. Thelengthy payout pattern on 
mlpractice claims produces a potential rrejor solvez-q problem. If the 
premimts charged by a provider owned carrier are imdequate, the providers 
benefit in theshort run bylower insurancecosts. If the insurer later 
km insolvent, theninsurers inotherl~of&Cnesswill beassessed 
for any shortages, and these assessmnts will be passed on to their insure&. 
Thus, general insurameconsumerscculd in the futirepaymre for insuranceto 
subsidize 1-r insurams costs for medical providers now. This link thrcugh 
the guaranty fund system irdicates *general coxernover the pricing 
practices of provider owned insurance carriers. 
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Part 2 - Section B 
Risk Thzoq 

Risk the0q.i~ the use of mtharatiml models to quantify uncertainty. 
The primary application of risk theory has been to the insurance industry, but 
extensions ofdeveloprents in this areacanbemdeto any enterprisedealing 
with risk and utxertaihty. Wropean actuaries, particularly fran Scandinavia, 
have pioneered this area, with &mxican actuaries only recently addressing risk 
theory issues. 

Typical applications of risk theory involve assming that loss frqzancy 
and loss severity follm standard statistical distributions allawing 
calculations of insurarze pricing, ruin probability and credibility. Such 
families of distributions as the binanial, Poisson, negative binanial, 
geanetric, lcgnomml., pareto, Burr, generalized pareto, game, transformed 
game, loggame and Waibull have been used to mdel insurance losses and arrive 
at specific risk loadings. As the mean, variate, moment generating fur&ions 
and derivatives of these distributions can generally be calculated, 
quantifiable results ~dn ba obldned. 

The two main areas of application of risk theory have &en in rateseking 
ad inassessing finamial solvency. In ratmaking the use of risk theory 
allows rmthemtical determination of an appropriate risk loading. In solvency 
considerations, risk theory leads to measuresent of ruin probability given 
particular premium writings and surplus positions. Confidema intervals, which 
ii-dicate the likelihood that actual cutcanes will fall withihprespecified 
limits, can bs determined fran the statistical properties of the distrilxltiohs 
included intheIN&al. 

Insurance ratmaking historically has involved use of the expected value 
for losses, ignoring thevariability armnd the mean value. Often the 
select& urderwriting profit margin is applied to all lines or coverages 
without consideration of the degree of volatility of a given coverage. In this 
situation ah insurer would include the same profit loading for lines that have 
very predictable loss patterns due to t& high frequency, low severity mixture 
of losses as it would for a mch harder to predict line that has low frequency 
hut high severity, if the expected losses for the two lines were equal. Use of 
risk theory to m&l these respective lines wmld entail using a distribution 
with a higher variance for the more volatile line. Indmosing a rate level 
thatwouldteadequateto cover lossesas~ecifiedpercentageofthetime(eg: 
75 or 95 percent), the risk leading in the more volatile line would be higher, 
reflectinq the qreater variability of the distribution. 

rypi& ap$ications of risk-theory to ratmaking focus on the total 
variabilitv of the exmted loss distribution. The larcer the variabilitv. the 
higher the-risk load&g necessary in rates or the great&r probability of -&in 
derived in solvency test&g. A different view of risk is taken by the area of 
financial econanics. These theories, including the Capital Asset Pricing 
Model and the Arbitrage Pricing McxM, pro- that only nordiversifiable risk 
should te priced in ah insurance contract. Diversifiable risk, although 
contrib&& to the total variability of losses, is considered irrelevant to 
the owner of tba insurame company as this risk is offset by other invesbrents 
in the owner's invesbneht port?ol';lo. Additional research that seeks to resolve 
these divergent views is required. 

Another risk theory topic is utility theory. In utility theory, levels of 
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satisfaction or utility are established to correspond with various possible 
wtcaT?ss. As individuals, and per&e corporations, are not necessarily twice 
as satisfied with twice as such money, mathemtical functions are assmed to 
describe the intangible satisfaction-levels of the decision maker. The shape 
of the describing function comespods with the individual's or entity's 
attitude tcward risk. A risk neutral decision maker would have a utility 
fur&ion that is linear. A risk averse one would have a utility function that 
increased atprogressivelylower rates, or a negative second derivative. A 
decision maker that favored risk would have a utility function that increased 
at progressively faster rates, or a positive second derivative. -WY 
individuals both gamble, a characteristic of a risk seeker, ard insure, a 
characteristic of a risk averse entity, then acbal utility functions are 
like.lyquiteccf@ex. Utility theory attempts to approximate the actual 
satisfaction levels of various c&cares to indicate the optimal strategies to 
follow in risky situations. Products of this area of re&rchhave be& the 
oMma1 insurance policies to purchase, including deductibles and policy 
&its, and when t;, self insure risks. 

- _ 

Another aspect of risk theory is termad the theory of games. --ry 
contemplates the involvement of more than one player, each with a set of 
strategies. The payoffs of the game are deper&nt on the intersection of the 
strategies chosen by each player. Each player selects a strategy ard the 
resulting payoff for each player is detemimd by the selected strategy in 
canbimtion with the strategies chosen by the other players. Each person 
attempts to mximize the utility of his or her own payoffs, but, since the 
player cannot mandate the choices of the remaining players, the optimal 
strategy often involves anticipating the choices of others, negotiating the 
individual selection of strategies or raMml.y selecting a strategy to prevent 
opponents from correctly anticipating one's selection. 

Tm branches of risk theory have evolved, individual and collective. 
Individual risk theory analyzes tiividual insurance policies to measure the 
likelihood that losses will exceed prenim inccme. Total cunpany operations 
are determined by stmming the results on individual policies. Collective risk 
theory disregards individual policies and instead addresses the total gain or 
loss ofthecanpanyontheentire book of business. 

Examples of Risk Theory 
~eckmn ard wrs apply collective risk theory to describe an algorithn 

that cdloilates the amulative probabilities and excess pure prenims for a 
book of insuramz policies. This technique, althoughmathsmtimllycanplex, 
can be used to determine the pure preniwn for a policy with an aggregate limit, 
the pure premix for an aggregate stop-loss policy and the risk loading for a 
nulti-line retrospective rating plan. 

Venezian develops a mth+matiCdLmccM of accident proneness that can be 
used to demonstrate that an upper bourd of classification efficiency exists and 
is b&cm 100 percent and that underwriting cam serve to offset weaknesses in 
any classification system. In his mcdel two types of drivers exist with 
different accident propensities. Young drivers all initially have a higher 
loss likelihood, tutrardanIyswitchtothelowerlikelihoodc&egoryover 
time. Drivers also can r&anly shift frun low loss likelihood to the higher 
-tegory. The constant state of flux in classification, tie&d to apprOxir&e 

empirical data, creates the classification problem and allows measuresent of 
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classification error. 
Hayne applies risk tkory to loss reserving by analyzing the variability 

of age-to-age and age-to-ultimate loss developnent patterns. Thelcqnorml 
distribution is fitted to enpirical data. Use of this model provides 
projections of loss develomt factors to aid in the standard loss reseminq 
jjx-oi;lfms facing ackaries.- In addition, this mcdel allows the determination-of 
e&in-&es of statistical variability of loss reserves, which are difficult to 
determine using theaxrentreliance onerrpiricaldata. 
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Part 2 - Section C 
Planning and Forecasting 

Planning and forecasting are two separate, but interrelated, functions. 
Planning is a multi-step process involving establishing objectives, identifying 
alternative courses of action, establishing assumptions to evaluate the 
alternative courses of action, implerrenting a plan and monitoring the outccma 
of the plan. Forecasting is the projection of the consequences of a particular 
course of action or the maintenance of thestatusquo. Actuarial involvesent 
in the forecasting prmass is generally invited in order to determine the 
financial consequehces of a set of contingencies. Planning relies on 
forecasting to evaluate the financial outcares for potential courses of action. 
Forecasting of the likely results of the airrent course of action often 
inspires planning to avert the shoals sighted dead ahead. 

The planning process can be subdivided into financial planning and 
operational planning. Lme [ ] describes the centerpiece of financial planning 
as a financial forecast of operating results over the next one to five vears 
and indicates that this pro&ss is &rrently done by most major prop&- 
liabilitv insurers. Ee defines ooerational DkInnirKl as that done bv divisions 
within & insurance ccmpnny that .&se& to aa%nplish-area objectives: 

Insurers, just as other businessenterprises, need to useplanhihg an3 
forezasting in order to improve the decision mking process. If operational 
changes are riecessary, anyen~rpri~~smorealternatives andmreleeway if 
the tine horizon for implmting the decision is further away. Finding out 
about problem too late provides for little choice in decision making. If 
these situations are foreseen, then mmagemant has tine to consider the 
alternatives ard mke the mst appropriate choice. Thus, the first step in the 
planning am3 forecasting prccess is the financial forecast described by Ime. 
The key elments of this forecastaregenerally direct and net premium, both 
written m-d earned, underwriting expenses, incurred m-d paid losses ard loss 
adjustment expenses, dividends. ihvestmeht imcme ard surplus ona total 
canpany basis a& often subdivisions of this information, where appropriate, to 
lines of tusihess and geographic areas. 

The next step in the prccess is often to ask "What if?" questions, what 
would happen ifwemt rates to writemre kukess? What would happen ifwe 
pulled out of a partiaitar market? What would happen if we changed our 
underwriting rules? EqmxQng on the answers to these questions, a new course 
of action may be implerre.n&d. 

Actuaries, as the recognized reso..mze within the insurer for quantifying 
future financial contingencies, are usually involved in the planning ahd 
forecasting prccess. In sure cases the actuary is "responsible" for the entire 
planning process, tilt as the responsibility for establishing corporate 
objectives am3 the authority for implemnting operational changes is rarely, if 
ever, included with this assigment, this planning exercise is, in essence, 
restricted to a forecasting project. The actuary projects trends frcm 
available data, m&es educated guesses about future developmnts and calculates 
the resulting financial situation of the ihsurer. 

A more ca-rprehensive planning an3 forecasting process would include 
representatives frun all affected divisions within an insurer, including the 
actuarial departit. Managesent wculd be responsible for establishing 
corporate objectives, which could range fran maximizing profits over a certain 
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period to attaining or retaining target mrket share values or achieving a 
partimlar rating fran Best's. Marketing, underwriting, claim, accounting 
data processing and other operating divisions within the canpany would be 
included indeveloping and implmenting the plan. The actuary would at the 
very least provide information atxxt rate adequacy and reserve development, 
may be the one responsible for quantifying the financial results of the 
alternative courses of action. Sane insurers maintain corporate planning 
departmants that regularly produce plans for various aspacts of the company 
operations. Alternatively, a resource parson familiar with the planning 
process my be called qon to assist the individuals responsible for 
implementing the plan to devise the plan. 

cmmn Problem Areas 
The prin-ary problen area in planning an.3 forecasting that appears 

consistently across firms is the excessive reliance on the forecasted results 
arCI the effort expended in explaining why actual results differed frun the 
forecast. CXYX developed, the forecasted results take on an aura that many 
managers find diffimlt to dispel. Theforecastsd results becane thegoal and 
any divergeme fran those values cre&es a hunt for what area is at fault. If 
theacixal resultsareworsethan forecasted, thesemzhfora scapegoat 
begins. If the actual results are better than the forecast, then the area 
ressponsible for tba erronsous projection is sought. As the actuary is usually 
involved in developing the forecast, any deviation of results frun the forecast 
tends to reduce the credibility of the entire actuarial process. 

The cum-ton defense against the over reliance on forecasted results is to 
prcduce so many forecasts that the actual results are bound to fall in the 
projected range. (311e notable application of this strategy is the set of four 
actuarial projections prcduced by the Social Security Administration: 
optimistic, intemadiate, intermediate with optimistic econanic assumptions and 
pessimistic. As long as the actual results fall within the range of the 
forecasts, the producer of the forecast can deflect criticism. A more 
mthematically valid, albeit more difficult to explain, defense is to produce 
confidence intervals for the projected results based on the statistical 
proprties of the distributions used in m&al&g the forecast. when producing 
such a forecast, the actuary should concentrate on the interval within which 
results should fall the selected parcentige of titimearrd avoid use of the 
nethemtical expression "ex~~~~ted value" which carries a different meaning for 
non mathamticians. This problem is generally only overcane when, after long 
eqerience with planning ard forecasting, mnagers learn that the forecasted 
results are only e&Crates of future results and not inviolate goals. 

Another cum-m problem in planning am3 forecasting is to implement shifts 
in operations that were hot contsmplatad by the plan, but to still e.xpsct the 
forecasted results to be valid. Such operational shifts could include 
negotiating a rx34 reinsuraxe treaty, offering a hew canpansation package to 
producers, implemsnting a new claim payment procedure, expanding or curtailing 
oFrations in a given area or line or any of a nmber of changes that could 
affect the cm-zany's financial position. The need for planning to ba a 
continual process, constantly @ate3 to include oFrational changes and 
revised assmptions nust be stressed to avoid this pitfall. 

For actuaries, a major drawback of planning arid for-sting is the 
tendency of forecasts to be, to invent a term, "self unfulfilling." This 
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tehdencyexpresses itself in the ratmaking process throughinputfrcm the 
other divisions involved in establishinq rate levels. If the forecasted 
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results are favorable, then pressure to-avoid or minimize rate increases 
develops. AS the adequacy of the rate levels falls, the favorable results 
forecasted cannot be attaimd. Conversely, if the forecast is dire, then 
nom-al opposition to rate increases disappears aad the rate levels adjust more 
quickly thanwculd bae.xpected.Thus, results areoftentetter thanthe 
forecast. Projecting the psychological effects of a particular forecast on the 
internal operations of an insurer amd revising the forecast to reflect this 
feedback is rarely, if ever, taken into account. 

Forecastinq Techniques 
A large r&n&& of matheretical techniques are available for use in 

forecastins results. These techniques deoend on the validity of mst data to 
predict fufure results. Despite the appaknt sophistication-of t&se 
techniques, any changs that affects the usefulness of historical data for 
predictive purposes negates the value of these techniques. 

One ccmmn technique for fitting a tti series model is temad simple 
linear regression. In this procedure past data are used to fit the model: 

1) yt = a + b xt 
where yt = observation of the depar-dent variable at tin-e t 

a = intercept 
b = slope 
xt = observation of the tieperdent variable at tin-e t 

The estimtez of a and b are usually chosen to minimize the squared value of 
the differ- between the ackml arid fitted data, which is called the least 
squares estimate. 

ltro special cases of simple linear regression are deserving of note. In 
sag cases the irrdepsmknt variable is simply the tin-e period. In this case, 
xt = t. Urder the expnential trend mcdel, the dependent variable is a 
function of an exponential expression: 

2) yt = ea+bt 
or lnyt =a+bt 

MiLtiple linear regression is similar to simple linear regression, except 
that the dependent variable is as& to ke a function of mxe than one 
independent variable. Atimseriesexmpleof thismodelmuld be: 

3) yt = a + b xt + c wt + d zt 
where w, x ad z are irde@ent variables 

b,carx3 d areunkncmparamaters 
t is the tine period 

Again, theestimtes of theparameters are generally chosen based on the least 
squares criteria. The validity of all regression models is dependent on the 
assmption that the observations of the indepasdent variables are themselves 
indepamkntofeachother. Par most tima series, this assumption is violated. 
This technique also assumes that the errors frcm the rrcdel (the difference 
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between acW and forecasted values) are normally distributed. 
A tine series could also be generated by a constantprccess that reflects 

a moving average. Suchamcdelwould be: 

3) xt=a 
where a = mean of the last T observations 

A moving average can also have a linear trend process such as: 

4) xt=a+bt 

Urder a process temed sbnple exponential mcothing, thedependent 
variable is ass.xnad to be a function of one indep?.ndent variable. The model 
could be similar to the moving average shcwn in equation (3) except the 
paramater is chosen not on the least squares basis but is selected to minimize 
the errors with a greater weight given to recent data. The weights assigned to 
each error term is kTWt where T is the total nwnber of observations used to 
project the dependent variable and k is a selected weighting factor between 
zero and one. The weights of the error terms decrease geuxtrically with the 
ageofthedata. Similar smoothing calculations can be made for linear trend 
processes and for multiple inclement variables. 

The most sophisticated class of forecasting models currently available is 
known as l?ox-Jenkins. Many ccquter statistical packages include this modeling 
process. The Box-Jenkins mx3e.l is a three step iterative process in which a 
tentative m&al is identified through an analysis of the historical data, the 
unknown paraxreters are estimated and then diagnostic tests are performed to 
determine theadequacy of them&al. Theclass ofmodels used in theBox- 
Jenkins procedure are termd autoregressive integrated moving average (ARWA) 
and the process allows for any canbination of these characteristics 
(autoregression and moving averages) to be included in the final tiel. choice 
of the initial mx%al is made after analyzing the autocorrelation and partial 
autccorrelation fumtions of the historical data. 

The rrrajor drawbacks of the Box-Jenkins approach are the requirement of at 
least 50 historicdl observations, ths need to cunpletely refit the n-cdel 
periodically as no convenient way to update the parameters is available and the 
time ad expnse involved in developing a Box-Jenkins model when the final 
forecast involves nrrnercus individual tima series variables. 
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Data Sources 

page 50 

The insuraxe idustry generates massive volmas of infomtion in the 
prccess of its operations. - The entire business of insurance is dependent on 
the statistics generated by the insurance process. Although mch of the data 
generated is kept confidential as it has proprietary value, the regulatory 
prccess requires the pramlgation of a significant portion of insurance data. 
M.xh of this infomtion is available for applications of actuarial problem. 
Also, other non insurance infomtion sources can be utilized by actuaries. 
The purpose of this section is to increase the awareness of available 
information that can be used to improve actuarial applications. 

Annual Statement 
TkAmml Statemntis the primary sourceof pblicinfomtionaht 

insurers. This dormant is required to be filed with each state insurance 
departitinwhich the insurerislicensed by March 1 of the subsequent year. 
The exhibits included in the Annual Staterent are smmarized in Table 8-2-D-1. 

Table 8-24-l 
?mnualStatemant Exhibits 

Balance sheet 
Assets by Qpe of Invesbrentor Non-invested Categoty 
Liabilities, Surplus am3 Gther Fur& 

InxlreStatelent 
Urderwritins and Investment Incare Exhibit 
Analysis of-Change in Capital and Surplus Account 

Reconciliation of E'mds Provided and EM& Applied 
Inves+ment Incure by Type of Invesbmant 
Capital Gains and Losses by l&e of Investment 
Premium Earned, InForce a& Written by Line 
Losses Paid arid Imxred by line 
Unpaid Losses a& Loss Pdjustmnt Expanse by line 
Eqenses Paid by &cegoty 
Analysis of Adnitted arxd Non-Mnitted Assets by Type 
Reconciliation of Ledger Assets 
Prenims and Losses for tba PartiaiLar State 
Five-Year Historical Data on: 

Gross ad Net Premix 
Urderwriting, InvestmentardNet Inca-m3 
SelectedEa1aI?ceSbeet1ti 
Allocation of Investments 
Gross and Net Paid Losses 
Operating Ratios 
Oneand TM0 Year Loss Daveloprent 

Investits CkJned, Acguired arxd Sold by Type 
Invesbrents Cwned by ?Lpearxd by Country 
Maturity Distribtion of Bond Inves+mants 
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CadedandAssumdReinsuraxe 
Analysis of Loss Davelopnent by Line 
Prenimsard Losses by State 

InsuranceExpenseExhibit 
Premium, Losses, Expenses a&Net Ihcareby Line 

A. M. Rest, National Underwriter 
A. M. Best co&acts and dissenimtes ream of statistical infonmtion on 

theinsuranceir&stry, withmchof thedata gleaned franAnnual Statement 
data. Industry figures for prenimts, experises, losses and investmantihccme, 
including an aggregate Annual Statmant, are prmulgated in a publication 
entitled Best's -ate.5 and m . Dperiehce intotalardd byline is 
shown for the industry ard for stock, m&al arid reciprocal insurers. Each 
anmal volme includes both the mst recent data as well as historical data to 
facilitate long term ax3 trend amlysis. This publication is generally the 
first source of analysis for reparative studies of industry perfomance. 

Another A. M. Best publication is @st's B, which is a 
voluminous listing of detailed information on individual insurers, For each 
insurer, financial information is smmarized, the history, n-ma-t, 
operations a& reinsurance program are describs3, and the Rest's Rating and 
canparative financial and operating exhibits displayed. The fimial 
infomtion shm for each insurer includes a smmry of assets, liabilities 
and surplus for the current and prior year and inveslmant data. 

In addition to published data, A. M. Rest can provide databases in 
cunpxrter readable form on tape or diskette. This infonmtion is taken directly 
frcm the Annual Statmeat and provides the detail necessary to fully analyze 
each insurer. Theusercanob~inthe data for the mustry or for selected 
canpanies. 
research. 

The availability of this data enables the user to oxtcm design any 

The major cunpetitor to A. M. Pest in providing insurance information is 
the National Underwriter canpany which publishes the St. This 
more canpact reference source provides information on the assets, liabilities, 
surplus, written and earned premium, net inccme, investment imccme earned, 
underwriting gain or loss, premiums by line and loss, expense and canbined 
ratio, each for the oxrent and prior year. 

GAAP Financials 
TheAnnual Statement, A.M. Best& Argusdata areallbased onstatutory 

financial data, except for the itms displayed by Rest's as adjusted in the 
rating analysis section. Statutory data dces not necessarily represent the 
true financial position of the insurer. The use of amrtized values for txxxds 
and the lowar of cost or rrarket values for real estate, the unrecognized equity 
intbeumarnedpremimreseme, the dismissal of non-admitted assets and the 
failure to consider the present value of loss reserves all distort the 
statutory values. When financial statefrents are required to be produced by 
auditors for shareholders, adjustments to financial data are required by 
Oenerally Accepted A3xunting Principles (Q&P). GAP accounting recognize5 
the equity in the umarxd prenim reserve, the deferral of federal inccme 
taxes, salvage and subrogation recoverable arCi SUE non-admitted assets. 

Stockholder owned insurers are required to file annual reports, form lo-KS 
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aadotherdcamen ts with the Securities arxd Mchange Camission (SEC), 
similarly to publicly-held canpanies in other industries. These data are on a 
Generally Accepted Acccunting Principles (GAAP) basis, as opposed to a 
statutory basis. In addition, ccmpanies with significant (as defined by the 
SEC) property-liability insurance operations are required to submit additional 
data and discussion. 

SEC regulations require stockholder owned insurers to s&nit a Loss 
Reserve Disclosure report that displays historical loss deve.loImant of the ten 
prior years' loss and loss adjustnent expense resemes on a emulative, rather 
than accident year, basis. Mditional information required includes a three 
year reserve recomziliation and an historical smmry of various balance sheet 
and incane staterent item, ard discussions regarding the differences t&wean 
GRAp and statutory loss reserves, loss reserve discounting, the effect of 
inflation on loss reserves, loss portfolio transfers ti other significant 
reinsurance transactions, significant line of business mix changes an3 
significant adjusbnents to prior years' reserves. 

Fxternal Data 
As the insure irrlustty shifts to a total rate of return pricing 

structure, investment data assum an kreasingly important role in the 
actuarial fur-&ions of pricing, reserving and forecasting. Current and 
projected rates of interest, inflation am3 stock market returns are needed to 
incorporate intoactuarialmodels. 

Data on current interest rates are available fran the Treasury Department, 
Moody's Investors Service, Standard & Poor's Corporation arks b.&ness 
publications such as the Wall Street Journal. Two useful ccmpilations of . . aggregate data are Standard & Poor's T.&e and Securitv Stat- , which is 
updated monthly, arxd the mrt of the Preside& published annually. , 
Both references include historical as well as current values to facilitate 
trend analysis. Interest rate levels on short, intermdiate and long term 
securities issued by the U. S. Goverment, states and mnicipalities, ard 
corporations are included. 

Govermt data may also be used for the underwriting, as opposed to 
investmant i~xXae, cunpouent of insurance pricing. For example, the Highway 
Loss Data Institite (HLDI) publishes crash statistics for each autawbile mod& 
by year, for possible use & pricing autambile collision coverage. The 
Departma& of Labor ard the wlreau of Labor Statistics also arblish statistical 
information that may be useful in particular ratmaking situ&ions. 

Price level volatility has becane an important aspect of insurance 
raterraking, requiring consideration of general inflation rates in the pricing 
prccess. TheConsmer Price Index, pramlgated rrmthly by the Cumerce 
Depar+ment, provides the most widely based inflation measure. mrrent amd 
historical levels are published in Standard & Poor's m . . Statlstlcs . In recognition of the inadequacy of a general price index for 
insurance purposes, Norton !+&erson has developed a series of specific cost 
indices for insure values that was first published in 1968 in the 

i+ctuaL;al Sxxlety . i These indices are periodically 
updated in j. 

Invesbrent results on stccks are both more variable than returns on bonds, 
but also are more diffitit to maasure. The cmnly reported barcmeter of the 
stock market, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), is the aritbnatic 
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average of current prices of a portfolio of 30 individual issues. This is a 
price weighted index, so charqes in the levels of higher priced stocks carry 
more weight than changes in lower priced issues. The ccqmition of the 
portfolio is also periodically revised to reflect shifts in the industrial 
sector. As a price index, it is not useful in msuring the total return on 
securities, which waild ihclude divider&. 

A broader market irrdex that is value rather than price weighted is the 
Standard & Poor's 500. This index includes 425 itiustrial stocks, 50 utilities 
and 25 transportation securities. Although this irdex avoids same of the DJIA 
problems, it does not allow for a total rate of return measure. However, 
several publications canpile dividerd calollations for the securities included 
in the s&p 500 to allow such a cdlculation. 

t+..merous other market i&ices are available to reflect the inves~t 
performance of broader or more specialized issues. The Wilshire 5000 is the 
broadest based U. S. stock index, erzm-npassing securities on the Mew York Stock 
~xcbmoe, American Stock Rzhanoe as V.&LX as the CI'C (which traditionallv stood 
for Cv&The Counter) E&m-i+.- Stock indices for individual foreign c&tries 
are published, as is a canpositeworld index, tx&h inlccala~rrencies an3 
demmihated in dollars to account for currerq fluctuations. Specialized 
i&ices including ihsurams, utilities and banks are reported daily in business 
pblications. 

Camwcial EWecasting Services 
Current and historical values of financial and economic data are readily 

available, att actuarial calailations often require forecasted values of these 
itms. Actuaries can either generate their m4h forecasts or pass the 
responsibility for any forecast errors off on scmeohe else by utilizing the 
services of ah econanetric service kweau. The lxlsiness of selling economic 
data has developed over the last two decades, propelled by increasing ccquter 
peer, e.nha~& mmticdl. tools ard iiY2redSed econaTic volatility. The 
three basic services provided by econanetric service izureaus are forecasts, 
data base access and economic consultation. Three firm daninate the industry, 
Chase Econometrics, Data Resources, Im. and Wharton Rconuretrics, but nmerous 
slMl.ler ai-d n-me s~ialized firms exist. 

The specific econometric techniques used by the different bmeaus differ, 
but the overall operations are similar. All utilize govermmt sources 
supplerented by their own surveys to compile the data base. The forecasting 
kcbniques all involve econanetric rmdels, judgment, time series analysis ard 
current data analysis. The nunbar of equations used in the overall macro 
economic model ranges frcm 455 to over 1000 and the nmber of variables 
forecasted range fran 700 to 10,000. Each of the major firms provides monthly 
updates of the forecasts which predict fran two to ten years ahead. Each firm 
has made infmcus inaccurate forecasts, b;lt the overall track records of the 
forecasts are reasonably god. The specific costs of the forecasts depend on 
theextehtof theservices requested, tutsanemajor fims expand inexcess of 
$100,000 psr year for econcrretric forecasts. 
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COMMITTEE WORK PRODUCT 

Attached is a discussion draft of a Statement of Guidance Regarding 
Management Data and Information. This document is a work product of 
the Committee on Management Data and Information. It is being distribut- 
ed to provide full participation from the CAS membership in comments, 
discussion, and analysis of these guidelines. 

The purpose of the document is to begin to address the educational needs 
of actuaries that are involved in non-traditional actuarial work, i.e. under- 
writing, claims, computer systems, marketing, etc. The collection and 
reporting of management information crosses the boundaries of the various 
insurance company functions, and a significant void currently exists in CAS 
literature in this area. 

Please review this discussion draft carefully. It is important to raise com- 
ments about any items which are not covered within the statement, items 
which require further clarification, or any areas of disagreement. Com- 
ments and questions should be addressed to: 

Donna S. Munt 
USAA 
USAA Building 
San Antonio, TX 78288 
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DISCUSSION DRAFT 

Statement of Guidance Regarding Management Data and Information 

The purpose of this statement is to provide guidelines to be used by 

actuaries in designing 1) data collection systems and 2) management 

information systems in the following areas: ratemaking, reserving, 

underwriting/marketing, claims, financial analysis and investments. It is a 

statement of the Casualty Actuarial Society's Conittee on Management Data and 

Information. 

The insurance system relies on the quality and timeliness of its 

information for its internal management needs and to fulfill its many public 

reporting requirements. Because of their training and background, actuaries 

have a responsibility to help develop quality procedures for collecting data 

and reporting useful and.accurate management information to serve as the basis 

for sound decision making. 

The statement consists of four parts: 

I. Data Collection Principles 

II. Data Access Principles 

III. Management Informatfon Considerations 

IV. Conclusions 

I. Data Collection Principles 

Before it can be decided what data elements should be captured in a data 

collection system, the end use of the data must be specified. Actuaries 

traditionally are responsible for defining information needs for 

ratemaking and reserving. In some cases, they are involved in 
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designing management information for other disciplines: underwriting, 

marketing, claims, financial analysis and investments. WhiJe each of 

these areas has different needs for management information, the system 

used to collect the underlying data should be designed with all of the 

users' needs in mind. 

The principles of data collection are separated into the principles of 

data capture and the principles of data quality control. Data gathering 

should follow certain principles, in order to develop an accurate and 

timely data collection system. In addition, a data quality control system 

should be implemented to ensure that the data being captured, processed and 

reported is accurate and complete. 

A. Data Capture Principles 

1. Data requirements should be compatible and consistent, regardless 

of line of business or policy fon, to the extent possible. 

Monoline and multiline data should have similar requirements to 

facilitate combination. Consnon data elements should be defined 

similarly, regardless of line of business or function supported. 

2. Data requirements and instructions for capture and storage should 

be conducive to acceptable data quality. Definitions and rules 

should be understandable at the support staff level and updated 

promptly when changes occur. Clear, explicit directions for data 

entry, including default values, should exist to eliminate 

judgmental assignment of values at the data entry level. 

3. Statistical coding should follow useage. For example, rating 

manual and statistical plan codes and definitions must be 

compatible. 

4. Technical parameters (field sizes and values) should be flexible 

in anticipation of future needs. 
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5. Meaningful values instead of codes should be used. 

6. Statistical coding should be positive and absent of specific 

alpha codes that may be misinterpreted. 

7. Statistical coding should be sufficiently detailed to meet 

possible future reporting requirements. 

9. Data Quality Control Principles 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A data quality control function should be established, and 

standards of data quality should be established and monitored 

within and across operational areas. 

Critical processing points should be identified. Control 

procedures at these points should be developed and documented 

to assure that data which is transferred, translated or 

reproduced is done completely and accurately, with appropriate 

backup and audit trails. 

Edits should be installed to check accuracy, validity and 

reasonableness. These edits should be performed as closely as 

possible to the data entry source. 

Balancing or reconciliation procedures and standards should 

be established in the initial project description. Special 

reports and techniques should be developed to test data 

accuracy on a selected basis. 

II. Data Access Principles 

While numerous data elements can be captured, they are of limited value 

unless the data is efficiently organized in a way to maximize the use and 

value of the information. In a dynamic, ever-changing environment, every 

information system must be designed with flexibility in mind. The 

following concepts should be considered in the design of a data base 

(the repository of data elements). 
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A. Central Data Base - The ideal repository of data collected is a 

central data base. Here, all the detail collected would be stored 

and accessible to all report systems. Thus updates, corrections, and 

controls are maintained at one location. Multiple locations of the 

same data elements, on the other hand, make it more likely that updates 

are not applied to all data bases uniformly. 

9. Detailed Data Base - The data base should contain sufficientiy broad 

and detailed data elements to satisfy the needs of all end users. 

C. Data Dictionary - Definitions of data elements should be consnonly 

understood by all suppliers and end users of data. These definitions 

should be maintained in a single source. 

D. Data Base Design - The design or organization of the data should 

address the following considerations: 

1. Run time, storage costs, or volume restrictions may necessitate 

the creation of multiple, summarized data bases to fulfill 

different end user needs. For example, a data base containing 

only loss information can be extracted from the central data 

base in order to review loss developments. Ideally, a 

sunnarized data base should support all routine corporate 

reporting for that specific data at that particular level of 

detail. This smaller data base enables the various report 

generation systems to execute or run faster, since there are 

many less records to be accessed. Also, a summarized subset 

of the central data base would likely incur lower storage 

(hardware) costs. These advantages must be weighed against 

the potential control problems outlined in Section A. Central 

Data Base. -- 
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2. Segmentation, if necessary, is an important facet of data base 

design. The central data base may need to be organized into 

smaller units because of volmne considerations. Data may need 

to be grouped by line of business or by state, for example, 

depending again on the needs of the users. 

3. The file structure, sequential versus random access, becomes an 

important consideration as the size of the data base increases. 

Multiple passes of a sequential data base to extract the same or 

different data elements may be costly and inefficient. In this 

situation a random access file with a data base management system 

may be preferable. 

E. Ad-Hoc Capabilities - While many pre-programmed reports may be specified to 

extract information routinely, data bases should be flexible and organized 

to facilitate the use of higher level languages by end users for special 

ad-hoc reports. 

F. Storage - The retention period of data in the data base depends on the 

number of years of data needed for meaningful analysis, and legal and 

regulatory requirements. 

III. Management Information Considerations 

There are several different types of management information systems 

necessary in a property/casualty insurance system, including ratemaking, 

reserving, underwriting/marketing, claims, financial analysis and 

investments. 

The types of data outlined below are fundamental requirements within 

each discipline and are not meant to be an exhaustive list of every 

possible piece of information. 
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A. Ratemaking 

Historical premium, exposure, loss and expense experience is 

usually the starting point of ratemaking. There are several 

acceptable methods of summarizing data for ratemaking purposes 

including calendar year, calendar/accident year, or policy year. 

The nature of the coverage being provided and data availability will 

affect the choice of the system used. There are three general types 

of data needed in any ratemaking process: 

1. Premium and Exposure Information should include actual collected 

written and earned premium, written and earned exposures, including 

the effect of audit adjustments, and premium at present manual 

rates (where applicable). Information should be organized to 

monitor growth rates and changes in the mix of business and 

therefore should be available by class, by territory, by policy 

limit and by state within each line or subline of business. 

Information about historical rate changes and exposure trends 

should also be available. 

2. Loss and Loss Adjustment Expense Information is needed in greater 

detail than premium and exposure information because of the 

greater number of variables that can affect loss estimates 

developed in the ratemaking process. Historical loss development 

patterns of paid and incurred loss amounts, claim counts and loss 

adjustment expenses should be available to properly estimate the 

ultimate value of currently outstanding claims. The impact of 

changes in the frequency and severity of claims should be 

measured with appropriate reports. Possible changes in the 

underlying loss distribution should be analyzed by reviewing data 

segregated by size of claim. 
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3. Expense Information should be available to determine the 

appropriate provisions for various categories of expenses: 

unallocated loss adjustment expenses, conmissions, other 

acquisition expenses, taxes, licenses and fees, general 

administrative expenses and dividends. 

Insurance ratemaking takes place in the broad economic environment 

that effects every business. The ratemaker may supplement internal 

information with external economic data or industry-wide ratemaking 

data that may be relevant. 

B. Reserving, 

Information produced for the loss reserving function must be sufficient 

to analyze the essential characteristics of the claim reporting and 

settlement process. Information is usually organized in a two 

dimensional matrix that reflects the historical claim process in some 

way. The correct matching of the matrix to the reserving task is 

critical to the effectiveness of the reserving function. 

Each loss reserving matrix is defined by: 1) the characteristics of 

its two dimensions, which are usually time units, 2) its data 

groupings, and 3) the statistics displayed. 

1. Dimensions 

One dimension is usually accident periods or report periods. In 

other words, losses are grouped according to the date of loss or 

the date of reporting. Accident date configurations are normally 

used to estimate total loss reserve needs (for both known and 

unknown claims), while report date configurations are used to 

estimate known claim reserves. 

The second dimension usually reflects development or maturity 

levels thereby showing a particular accident or report period's 

history. 
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2. Data Groupings 

Groupings can reflect line of business, class, type of loss or 

geographical location. Data can be configured on a gross, direct 

or net basis. The degree of refinement should reflect a 

balancing of the possibly conflicting goals of homogeneity and 

credibility. 

3. Statistics 

The following are some common statistics that are useful in the 

reserving process: 

i. The number of open claims 

ii. The number of claims closed with payment 

iii. The number of claims closed without payment 

iv. The number of reported claims 

v. The amount of paid losses 

vi. The amount of paid allocated loss adjustment expenses 

vii. The amount of outstanding losses 

viii. The amount of outstanding allocated loss adjustment expenses 

ix. The amount of incurred losses 

x. The amount of incurred allocated loss adjustment expense 

Combinations of these statistics, such as the amount of paid losses 

divided by the number of claims closed with payment, i.e., paid 

severity, or ratios of these statistics to exposure bases are also 

useful to review. 

C. Underwriting/Marketing 

Whether the underwriting and marketing functions are handled in one or 

many departments, their management information needs are similar: 

Information is needed 1) to monitor and reevaluate marketing objectives 

and underwriting policy, and 2) to monitor and appraise the performance 
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of individual producers and underwriters. 

Areas that should be monitored include the following: 

1. Distribution of the current book of business by branch or region, 

by line, by class, by territory, etc. with comparisons to-prior 

time periods. 

2. Trends in premium and loss experience by branch, by lfne, by 

class (reflecting demographic and or industrial breakdowns) and 

by territory (for individual producers or for the company as a 

whole). 

3. Analysis of underwriting results by type of distribution system 

(agency vs. brokerage vs. direct mail), if applicable. 

4. Analysis of amounts of new business, non-renewed business and 

renewal increases by line of business, by class and by territory. 

5. Monitoring of experience modifications, schedule modifications 

and other individual risk rating modifications. 

In each case, the reporting categories should include information on 

production source (agent, underwriter, branch), line of business,- 

territory, coverage, and class. Amounts to be analyzed should 

include in force policy count, written and earned premiums, paid and 

incurred losses, IBNR estimates, commission expenses (flat and 

contingent) and other assignable underwriting expenses. 

D. Claims 

Management information required by the claims function generally 

falls into three areas: 1) claim count transactional data, 2) 

information on pending claims, and 3) information on closed claims. 
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The level of detail required depends on the level of management using 

the data, and ranges from data by individual claim adjuster to data 

by unit, branch, region, company, or national. Time periods covered 

can be weekly, monthly, quarterly, year-to-date or the latest 12 

months. Data generally should be summarized by type of claim, i.e. 

line of business, coverage, cause of loss, etc.. with identification 

of catastrophe losses. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Claim count information includes the number of claims opened. the 

number of claims closed with payment, the number closed without 

payment, the number of claims reopened and the number reclosed. 

Appropriate ratios between the various claim counts should be 

calculated. The average lag between initial reporting, 

establishment of a reserve, and final payment should be 

monitored. 

Information on pending claims should include the number of 

pending claims, the number of pending law suits, the amount of 

reserves and average reserve on open claims by age since opened, 

the amount of reserves and average reserve on open claims by size 

of reserve, paid and reserved amounts for allocated loss 

adjustment expenses, and partial payments on pending claims. 

Information on closed claims should include average paid claim 

cost (with comparisons by unit within a branch or region or 

state), claims closed by size of loss, analysis of salvage and 

subrogation recoveries, and analysis of paid allocated loss 

adjustment expenses (by type, by adjuster, by law firm, etc.). 

Loss development should be monitored by reviewing report year data. 
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E. Financial Analysis/Investments 

Management information needed to support the financial analysis and 

investment function generally breaks down into two areas: short run 

cash flow analysis and long term profit maximization analysis. 

1. In the short run, the immediate concern is to be able to meet 

current period obligations with current assets. Reports should 

be available to summarize current income items such as net 

premiums written, net investment income received, cash on hand 

and on deposit and the value of bonds maturing. Current 

liabilities should be estimated, including expected loss and loss 

adjustment expense payments, commissions, salaries, other 

expenses, stockholders and plicyholders dividends, and interest 

payable. 

The short run should be defined as the next month or the next 

quarter. Besides displaying the above dollar amounts, management 

reports should provide analysis of trends in the various items. 

2. In order to maximize long run operating profit, management 

information is needed which summarizes all the financial 

activities of the company in a l@ca: and useful manner. Each 

company will have its own particular style in which they conduct 

this analysis, but the general goal is to maximize total return, 

while maintaining an adequate cash flow to meet expected 

liabilities. All this should be done with an awareness of the 

tax consequences of various portfolio structures. The types of 

information that should be available include the following: 
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i. Mix of current investments and the related interest and 

dividend income, including bonds (amortized and cash 

value), preferred stocks, camnon stocks, real estate, 

cash, etc. 

if. Premium income by line of business. 

iii. Loss and loss adjustment expense payments, projected by 

calendar year. 

iv. Stockholders and policyholder dividend requirements. 

v. Tax liabilities - Federal and State. 

vi. Expense requirements - cosnnissions, salaries, overhead, 

etc. 

vii. Projected underwriting results by line of business. 

viii. Projected surplus growth in comparison to projected 

written premium volme. 

F. Financial Reporting 

Information is required to meet financial reporting obligations. The 

information normally includes calendar period premiums, losses, 

expenses and investment income. The major obligations are: 

1. Statutory reporting 

2. Shareholder reporting 

3. Income tax reporting 

4. Internal profitability/planning 

IV. Conclusion 

The actuary, by applying the above principles, will encourage the existence 
of adequate, quality information to better manage the major disciplines of 
the insurance system. 
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AN ACTUARIAL ANALYSIS OF 
SIMPLIFIED EXPERIENCE RATING 

ADJUSTMENT (SERA) 
by Howard C. Mahler 

Recently the National Council on Compensation Insurance has 
significantly revised the Experience Rating Plan for Workers’ Compensa- 
tion. This followed a detailed actuarial study of the performance of the cur- 
rent plan and possible alternatives. The new plan that is the result of this 
study has been given the acronym SERA (Simplified Experience Rating Ad- 
justment). 

This note compares SERA to the current experience rating plan. While 
the NCCI study is mentioned in passing, the details of that jnteresting study 
are beyond the scope of this note. 

While the tables at the end are based on the SRP for one state (Massachu- 
setts) the overall pattern and conclusions should follow in general. 
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Comparison of Workers' Compensation 
Experience Rating Plans 

Current 

Primary and Excess Losses 

Multi-split Plan: 
Primary portion of a 
loss isldetermined via 
formula or from a 
table. 

SERA 

Primary and Excess Losses 

Single Split Plan: 
Primary portion of a loss 
is the first $5000. 

Experience Modification Experience Modification 
depends on a comparison depends on a comparison 
of actual losses to of actual losses to 
expected losses, taking expected losses, taking 
into account into account 
credibilities. credibilities. 

Users of the plan look 
up W and B values in a 
table. 

Users of the plan look up 
W and B values in a 
table. 

The table of W and B 
values depends on a 
state specific value, 
the Self-Rating Point. 

The table of W and B 
values depends on a state 
specific value, the State 
Reference Point. 

1 
A = A 10000 

P A + 8000' For losses less than 2000, the whole loss is 
considered primary. 
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Credibilities, Current vs. SERA 

Under SERA the credibilities differ from the current plan. As can be seen in 
the attached table: 

1. For small risks, Primary Credibilities are larger. 

2. For large risks, Primary Credibilities are smaller. The maximum Primary 
Credibility is 91%, rather than 100% as under the current plan. 

3. For small risks, Excess Credibilities are a little larger. Even very 
small risks have a small non-zero Excess Credibility, as opposed to zero 
under the current plan. 

4. For large risks, Excess Credibilities are much smaller. The maximum 
Excess Credibility is 57%, rather than 100% as under the current plan. 

Thus one important change is that under SERA there are no longer self-rated 
risks. The primary losses are assigned a maximum credibility of 91%, while the 
excess losses are assigned a maximum credibility of 57%. 

Under SERA, as a function of the 

form linear 
linear' This can be written as: 

Z=E+I 
JE + K 

size of risk the credibilities are of the 

with one formula for primary credibility and one excess credibility, each with 
different constants I, J, and K. The particular parameters in SERA satisfy 
0 5 I < K and J 4 I. This is the form of credibility one2expects if both 
parameter uncertainty and risk homogeneity are important. The more usual formula 
for credibility is a special case of this above formula, with I = 0 and J = 1. 

The formulas for Zp and Ze are: 

E + .0228S 
'p = l.lE + .01308S 

E + .0204S 
'e = 1.75E t .8357S 

where S is the State Reference Point. The actual values for the credibilities may 
differ slightly due to the rounding process involved in establishing a table of W 
and B values. 

2 See Equation 1.6 in Howard Mahler's discussion of "An Analysis of 
Experience Rating" by Glenn Meyers, PCAS 1987. 
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Actuarial Formulas Underlying Experience Rating 

The following formula is used in both the current plan and SERA in order to 
get the experience modification. 

A f B t WAe f (l-W)E 
M=' Ep t B t WEe t (I-W)EI 

Where M = 

AP = 

Ae = 

EP = 

Ee = 

B = 

Experience Modification 

w = 

Actual Primary Losses 

Actual Excess Losses 

Expected Primary Losses 

Expected Excess Losses 

Ballast Value 

Weighting Value 

Under both plans the W and B values vary with the expected losses and are 
displayed in a table. However, the formulas used to determine W and B are 
significantly different under the two plans. In order to compare the plans, it is 
useful to reframe the formulas in terms of credibilities. Following the 
development in "Fundamentals of Individual Risk Rating and Related Topics" by 
Richard Snader: 

E Let Z =- 
P E+B 

E 
'e = E t B t (1-W) E 

WE =E+B=WZ 
P 

W 

This can also be written in terms of the usual Bayesian formula for 
credibility as: 

E 
z =E+K P P 

E 
z =E+K, e 
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with the credibility parameters K 
through W and B: P 

and Ke depending on the expected losses E; 

Kp = B 

K = B + (1-W) E 
e W 

Then the modification formula becomes in terms of the credibilities: 

M= 
(1-Z ) E + Z A + (l-Ze) E, t Ze A, 

E 

under the current plan: 

B = (1-W) 20000 

r-o E < 25000 

w= s S 2 E 2 25000 

1 E>S 

Where S is the self-rating point. 

Unger SERA the values of the credibility parameters K 
formula , and then B and W follow from them: P 

and Ke are given via 

Kp = E 1OE t .028S 

Kp is subject to a minimum of 7500. 

- 

Ke = E .75E t .8153S 
t .0204S 

- 

The NCCI calls Kp = B and K = C. e Also they introduce a parameter 

S 
g=250000- 
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Ke is subject to a minimum of 150,000. 

This 
Risk 

is the form that is expectgd when the phenomena of Parameter Undertainty and 
Homogeneity are important. The NCCI determined the particular coefficients 

Where S is the State Reference Point.4 

Linear Thus under SERA, the credibility parameters have the form E E. 

by empirical testing. 

Then one can determine W and B from K and K using the solution of the set 
of equations that expressed K and K in &rms ofeW and B: 

P e 

B=K 
P 

EtK 

W=d 
e 

W is subject to minimum of .07. 

4 The State Reference Point will be determined as 250 times the average 
claim cost in that state. 

5 See Howard Mahler's discussion of "An Analysis of Experience Rating" by 
Glenn Meyers, PCAS 1987. In Appendix VII the result for a split plan is given as 

uadratic 
E iuadratic. However, when the covariance of excess and primary losses is not 

Linear extremely important, the no-split plan result of E linear is a sufficiently 

close approximation. 
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Workers' Compensation Experience Rating 

Credibilities 

Expected Primary Excess 
Losses ($000) Current* SERA"* Current* SERA"" 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
50 
75 

100 
125 
150 
200 
300 
400 
500 
750 

1000 
2000 
3000 
4000 
5000 
7500 

10000 
m 

20% 
33 
43 
50 
56 
72 
80 
85 
88 
90 
93 
96 
97 
98 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

39% 
49 
56 
61 
65 
75 
79 
82 
84 
85 
86 
88 
88 
89 
90 
90 
90 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 

13 

0% 
0 

19 

0 
0 
0 
2 
5 
8 

11 

100 

32 
43 

100 

55 
86 

100 
100 

100 52 
100 54 
100 54 
100 57 

3% 
3 
4 
4 
5 

9 
11 

14 
12 

16 
21 
25 
28 
33 
37 

48 
50 

44 

* Current NCCI Experience Rating Plan, using Self-Rating Point of $870,000 
(assumes average serious case of $87,000) 

** Simplified Experience Rating Adjustment (SERA), using State Reference point 
of $1,250,000 (assumes average case of $5,000) 
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Workers' Compensation Experience Rating 

W and B Values 

Expected \B ($00) W 
Losses ($000) Current" SERA"" Current* SERA"" 

5 200 79 0 .07 
10 200 103 0 .07 
15 200 116 0 .07 
20 200 126 0 .@7 
25 200 135 0 .07 
50 194 167 .03 .09 
75 188 194 .06 .ll 

100 182 221 .OQ .13 
125 176 247 .12 .14 
150 170 272 .15 .16 
200 158 323 .21 .19 
300 134 424 .33 .24 
400 112 524 .44 .28 
500 88 624 .56 .31 
750 28 874 .86 .37 

1000 0 1125 1.00 .41 
2000 0 2125 1.00 .49 
3000 0 3125 1.00 .53 
4000 0 4125 1.00 .55 
5000 0 5125 1.00 .57 
7500 0 7625 1.00 .59 

10000 0 10125 1.00 .60 

5: Current NCCI Experience Rating Plan using Self-Rating Point of $870,000 
(assumes average serious case of $87,000). 

** Simplified Experience Rating Adjustment (SERA), using State Reference Point 
of $1,250,000 (assumes average case of $5,000). 
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BEWARE OF MISMATCH! 
by Charles H. Berry, III 

Introduction 

To pique your interest and get your mind involved in the ideas to be discussed 
in this paper, let's start off with a short true/false quiz: 

True False Statement - - 

q q l* 

2. 

q 0 

3. 

El q 

Suppose an insurance company writes a $1,000 policy, 
invests the cash at a risk-free 4% yield rate, and 
pays $990 of losses and expenses exactly one year 
later. There is no way the company can lose money 
on the deal. 

Suppose the company in the previous question can buy 
a one-year 4% bond or a five-year 6% bond of the same 
quality. It will always be better off buying the 
longer bond, because this will maximize its average 
portfolio yield. 

Suppose the company in the previous question is also 
guaranteed that it will have enough new premiums 
during the five-year period that its cash flow will be 
positive. It can thus hold the long bond to maturity. 
With this guarantee, the five-year bond is always the 
better investment. 

The obvious answer is "True" in every case, right? Therefore, even if you 
don't know much about mismatch, you can probably guess that the correct answer 
is "False". (Otherwise, why would these questions have been included here?) 

If you are interested in learning more about mismatch and in understanding 
ti these statements are false, read on. 

Definition 

In general, the three statements above are false because of asset/liability 
mismatch. Mismatch exists when the timing of the cash flows needed to settle 
liabilities is not equal to the timing of the cash flows generated by the 
assets backing these liabilities. 

Of course, if a company simply doesn't have enough assets to cover all its 
liabilities, it is in trouble no matter how you look at it. Because of 
mismatch, however, even a company with enough assets (in a true economic net 
value sense as well as a statutory accounting sense) may still not be safe if 
the maturities are different. 

The characteristics and significance of asset/liability mismatch, and the 
falsity of the three quiz statements, will be illustrated using the simple 
numerical examples shown in attached Exhibits A through E. 
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Assumptions Underlying the Examples 

The assumptions used to generate these examples are shown on the sheet 
immediately preceding Example A. A few additional remarks about some of the 
assumptions may also be helpful. 

In each example, a new company begins operations on l/1/2001. Thus, all 
balance sheet entries are $0 just before then. Thereafter, all earnings are 
retained and reinvested, so that the net worth of the company at subsequent 
dates shows the true, cumulative profit from the business it has written. 

Losses were rigged so that all policies should yield the same 5% profit. That 
is, for every example, Line (3) is 5% of Line (2). Thus, all business has the 
same inherent profit potential, irrespective of the volume of business written 
or the year in which it was written. 

How these assumptions operate can best be seen by working through the simplest 
case, Example A. 

Example A 

First consider the 2001 column. On l/1/2001, the company writes a premium of 
$1,000, which was priced to produce a profit of 5%. Because interest rates 
are 4%, and the premium will be invested for one year before the loss is paid, 
the company expects $40 of investment income. Losses are $990, generating an 
underwriting profit of $10, for a total Expected Net Profit of $50 on Line 
(3). 

On Line (13) of Example A, the $1,000 premium actually is invested at 4%. In 
this example, the maturity of the bond is matched to the timing of the loss 
payment; that is, the company buys a bond which will mature on l/1/2002, the 
date on which the $990 loss must be paid. 

Line (12) of the 2002 column shows that the company did in fact earn the 
expected $50 on this policy. It now invests this for one more year, this time 
at 6% because interest rates have increased. The principal of $50 plus the $3 
of earned investment income are l/1/2003 cash flows. This process continues 
until the company has a net worth of $71 in l/1/2006. 
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Example B 

Example B is identical to Example A except that the bond purchased on l/1/2001 
has a maturity of five years rather than one year. 

This means that all cash flows in the 2001 column are the same. However, in 
Example B, on l/1/2002, only $40 of investment income is available to pay the 
$990 loss. Thus, $950 must be borrowed, at the 2002 new money rate of 6%. 

The company continues borrowing the needed cash for one year at a time until 
l/1/2006 when the bond matures. But by then, the bond is not large enough to 
pay off the loan which has accumulated. Instead of making $71 on the policy, 
the company loses $152. 

This total difference of $223 is due entirely to asset/liability mismatch; all 
other parts of Examples A and B are identical. In Example B, just as in 
Example A, the pricing assumptions were perfect. The amount and timing of the 
loss payments were exactly as expected. The company actually did earn 4% on 
its investment; no asset default occurred. The onlJ reason the result in 
Example B is worse than that in Example A is the fact that the asset and 
liability maturities were not the same. 

Example B demonstrates that the first quiz statement is false. This company 
would actually have been better off to have put the $1,000 premium in a shoe 
box rather than investing it for five years ; at least it would have ended up 
with a $10 underwriting profit. 

The $223 difference between Examples A and B is huge! This impact is so 
great, in fact, that it provides an illustration-that quiz statement 2 is 
false. You might like to take a few minutes and play with Example B yourself 
and prove that even a 6% five-year bond (which a company might be tempted to 
buy rather than a l-year bond with a lower, 4% yield rate) produces a net loss 
of $31 by 2006. 

OBSERVATION: Mismatch risk can have a significant impact in addition to all 
of the risks inherent in pricing uncertainties, potential reserve shortages, 
asset defaults, etc. 

Example C 

This example is the same as Example A except that a new policy is written in 
each of five years. Not writing a sixth policy in 2006 enables us to run off 
the first five policies and reduce the company to a cash position of $305 as 
of l/1/2006 for comparison with other examples. 

Note on Line (3) that the five policies are all priced to produce the same 5% 
Expected Net Profit. Incurred losses increase over time, but higher 
investment income can be earned on the premium. 
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Example D 

All the assumptions in Examples C and D are identical except that the original 
$1,000 4% bond purchased on l/1/2001 matures in five years in Example D as 
opposed to one year in Example C. All other differences in the results are 
caused by this one change. 

Observe in this case that the company did not have to borrow as in Example B. 
Instead, the new premiums coming in were used to pay the old claims. This 
ongoing book of business makes the mismatch risk less apparent than in 
Example B. 

Nevertheless, the cost of the mismatch has not changed, as can be seen from a 
comparison of the net worth as of l/1/2006: 

l/1/2006 Net Worth 

Example A: (Single 2001 Policy, Matched) +$71 
Example B: (Single 2001 Policy, Mismatched) -152 

Net Mismatch Cost $223 

Example C: (Five Policies, 2001 Matched) +$305 
Example D: (Five Policies, 2001 Mismatched) -82 

Net Mismatch Cost $223 

The net cost of mismatch in both pairs of examples is identical. The actual 
fact of whether or not the company actually borrowed cash rather than using 
new premiums to pay old losses does not make m difference. --- 

OBSERVATION: Mismatch risk is not eliminated, nor even reduced. for a company 
which continues producing enough business to avoid borrowing or forced asset 
sales. 

These examples demonstrate the falsity of quiz statement 3. Using new 
premiums to pay old losses simply obscures any mismatch situation which may 
exist, thereby making mismatch even more dangerous. A company can get into 
deep trouble for reasons it perceives as loss of premium volume, poor cash 
flow, or inability to price competitively due to a low portfolio yield rate. 
These are just the symptoms; mismatch is the real cause. 

Example E 

This example is the same as Example D with three exceptions. First, this 
company invests all cash (as opposed to 2001 cash) for five years. - 

Second, a total of six policies are written, and a total of eleven years of 
data are shown in order to allow time for all bonds and loans to become liquid 
so that a net worth position can more easily be determined. 
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Third, premiums grow at 10% per year during the ten years. This helps to 
cover up the mismatch in the short run, but of course cannot avoid the 
ultimate cost. 

Observe that even though premiums continue to grow and all new business is 
priced on a basis which should make it profitable (Line (3) is still 5% of 
Line (2) as in the other examples), the company gets into a negative cash flow 
position in 2007. By 2011, instead of accumulating a large profit (as it 
would have if it had been matched), it ends up with a net loss of $7. 

OBSERVATION: Even with a growing volume of business which "should be" 
profitable, a company investing its assets without giving appropriate 
consideration to the maturities of the corresponding liabilities may bear a 
substantial risk. 

Relevance of These Examples 

These examples are greatly simplified, and the scenario of interest rates 
rising continuously over a long period of time may be extreme. 

On the other hand, it is a fact that interest rates were generally increasing 
from 1965 to 1981, and the average rate of increase from 1977 to 1981 did 
approximate 2Z per year. In addition, companies commonly purchase assets with 
maturities of 15, 20, or 30 years rather than 5 years, which greatly increases 
mismatch risk for most property/casualty companies. 

The examples, therefore, show not only the direction in which mismatch can 
operate but also give a rough feel for the magnitude of the impacts which are 

possible. 

Does Mismatch Ever Help? 

Mismatch risk is a true "risk" in a mathematical sense; "risk" implies 
variability and uncertainty, but the impact of the variation can be favorable 
as well as unfavorable. 

In Examples A through E, for instance, if interest rates were decreasing 
rather than increasing, the company would benefit from being mismatched. 
Conversely, a company with 5-year liabilities and l-year assets would be hurt 
by interest rate decreases and helped by increases. 

Thus, on the average, mismatch impacts may balance out over time, provided the 
average can be taken over an extremely long period. In practice, however, 
companies must survive every year of a long period; the fact that some 
benefits were "just around the corner" is of little consolation to a company 
that never gets to the.end of the current block. 
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For this reason, it may be appropriate for a company to forgo the possible 
benefits of being mismatched. That is, it may conclude that it already has 
enough risk due to its insurance underwriting business without voluntarily 
taking on additional risk through its investment operation by implicitly 
speculating in future interest rates. 

Summary 

Asset/liability mismatch can add a significant amount of risk to the earnings, 
and even to the solvency, of any property/casualty insurance company which has 
assets and liabilities with significantly different maturities. 

Mismatch is insidious. Its cost is present even if a company does not 
literally have to sell assets or borrow cash; using current premiums from a 
growing volume of business to pay old claims does not eliminate mismatch. It 
is prudent for a company to make itself aware of its level of mismatch'and to 
manage this risk as carefully and as consciously as it does any other risk 
associated with the insurance business. 
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ASSUMPTIONS COMMON TO ALL EXAMPLES 

1. All balance sheet items are $0 as of 12/31/2000, just before the first 
premium is written. 

2. All cash flows occur on January 1. 

3. Premiums (written and earned) are $1,000 for 2001, the first year in which 
a policy is written. 

4. Expenses are $0. 

5. Losses are paid exactly 1 year after policy issue, and are such that each 
policy will yield a profit of 5% of premium, assuming investment income is 
earned at the new money rate in effect at the time the policy is issued. 

6. Bonds purchased l/1/2001 yield 4% interest. Yield rates increase 2% per 
year thereafter. Coupon interest on bonds is paid annually. 

7. Loans are made for a period of one year, and interest is paid annually. 
Loan rates are the same as bond new money rates available at the same 
time. 

8. FIT is ignored. 

9. All earnings are retained and reinvested; no dividends are paid, no 
capital contributions are added to the company, etc. 

Example 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

ASSUMPTIONS WHICH VARY BY FXAMPLE 

Number of Premium 
Policies Growth 

1 0% 

1 0 

5 0 

5 0 

6 10 

Asset 
Life 

1 year 

5 years 

1 year 

5 years -" 

5 years 

* Initial S-year bond; subsequent reinvestment for 1 year 
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EXAMPLE A 
SINGLE POLICY--MATCHED 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

1) New Money Rate 

2) Premium 
3) Expected Net Profit 
4) Expected Inv. Income 
5) Loss Incurred 

CASH FLOWS (JAN 1): 

6) Premium 

7) Asset Maturity 
8) Investment Income 

9) Losses Paid 

10) Loan Principal Due 
11) Interest Paid 

12) Cash Avail. for Inv. 

BONDS PURCHASED (JAN 1): 

13) Amount 
14) Yield Rate 
15) Annual Inv. Income 
16) Maturity Date 

MONEY BORROWED (JAN 1): 

17) Amount 
18) Interest Rate 
19) Annual Interest 
20) Loan Due 

21) NET WORTH ON l/1/06 

2001 
---- 

4% 

1000 
50 
40 

990 

1000 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

1000 

1000 
4% 

40 
l/O2 

0 

2002 2003 
---- ---- ---- 

2005 2006 
---_ ---- 

6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

1000 50 53 57 
40 3 4 6 

-990 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

50 53 57 63 

0 

63 
8 

0 

0 
0 

71 

50 53 57 63 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
3 4 6 8 

l/O3 l/O4 l/O5 l/O6 

0 0 0 0 

71 
== 



EXAMPLE B 
SINGLE POLICY--MISMATCHED 

ASSUMPTIONS: 
2001 
---_ 

2002 
-_-- 

2003 
---- 

2004 2005 2006 
---- _-__ __-- 

1) New Money Rate 

2) Premium 
3) Expected Net Profit 
4) Expected Inv. Income 
5) Loss Incurred 

4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 

1000 0 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 0 

990 0 0 0 0 0 

CASH FLOWS (JAN 1): 

6) Premium 

7) Asset Maturity 
8) Investment Income 

9) Losses Paid 

10) Loan Principal Due 
11) Interest Paid 

1000 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

1000 

0 

0 
40 

-990 

0 
0 

12) Cash Avail. for Inv. 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1000 
40 40 40 40 

0 0 0 0 

-950 -967 -1004 -1064 
-57 -77 -100 -128 

-967 -1004 -1064 -152 

BONDS PURCHASED (JAN 1): 

l3) hunt. 1000 
14) Yield Rate 4% 
15) Annual Inv. Income 40 
16) Maturity Date l/O6 

0 0 

MONEY BORRCWED (JAN 1): 

17) Amount 
18) Interest Rate 
19) Annual Interest 
20) Loan Due 

0 950 967 
6% 8% 

57 77 
l/O3 l/O4 

0 

1004 
10% 

100 
l/O5 

0 

1064 
12% 

128 
l/O6 

21) NET WORTH ON l/1/06 -152 



EXAMPLE C 
ANNUAL POLICIES--MATCHED 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

1) New Money Rate 

2) Premium 
3) Expected Net Profit 
4) Expected Inv. Income 
5) Loss Incurred 

CASH FLOWS (JAN 1): 

6) Premium 

7) Asset Maturity 
8) Investment Income 

9) Losses Paid 

10) Loan Principal Due 
11) Interest Paid 

12) Cash Avail. for Inv. 

BONDS PURCHASED (JAN 1): 

13) Amount 
14) Yield Rate 
15) Annual Inv. Income 
16) Maturity Date 

MONEY BORROWED (JAN 1): 

17) Amount 
18) Interest Rate 
19) Annual Interest 
20) Loan Due 

21) NET WORTH ON l/1/06 

2001 
---- 

4% 

1000 
50 
40 

990 

1000 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

1000 

4% 
40 

l/O2 

0 

2002 
---- 

2003 2004 2005 2006 
---- ---- ---- ---- 

6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 

1000 1000 1000 1000 0 
50 50 50 50 0 
60 80 100 120 0 

1010 1030 1050 1070 0 

1000 1000 1000 1000 

1000 1050 1103 1161 
40 63 88 116 

-990 -1010 -1030 -1050 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

1050 1103 1161 1227 

0 

1227 
148 

-1070 

0 
0 

305 

1050 1103 1161 1227 
6% 8% 10% 12% 

63 88 116 148 
l/O3 l/04 l/O5 l/O6 

0 0 0 0 

305 



EXAMPLE D 
ANNUAL POLICIES--MISMATCHED 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

1) New Money Rate 

2) Premium 
3) Expected Net Profit 
4) Expected Inv. Income 
5) Loss Incurred 

CASH FLOWS (JAN 1): 

6) Premium 

7) Asset Maturity 
8) Investment Income 

9) Losses Paid 

10) Loan Principal Due 
11) Interest Paid 

12) Cash Avail. for Inv. 

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 0 

0 0 50 83 100 1100 
0 40 43 47 50 52 

0 -990 -1010 -1030 -1050 -1070 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

1000 50 83 100 100 82 

BONDS PURCHASED (JAN 1): 

13) Amount 1000 50 83 
14) Yield Rate 4% 6% 8% 
15) Annual Inv. Income 40 3 7 
16) Maturity Date l/O6 1103 l/O4 

MONEY BORROWED (JAN 1): 

17) Amount 
18) Interest Rate 
19) Annual Interest 
20) Loan Due 

0 0 0 

21) NET WORTH ON l/1/06 

2001 
---- 

2002 
---- 

2003 2004 2005 2006 
---- ---- _-__ ---- 

4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
50 50 50 50 50 
40 60 80 100 120 

990 1010 1030 1050 1070 

100 
10% 
10 

l/OS 

0 

100 
12% 
12 

l/O6 

0 

14% 



EXAMPLE E 
ANNUAL POLICIES--MISMATCHED--lo% PREMIUM GROWTH 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -_-- ---- __-- 

2009 2010 
---- ---_ 

2011 
ASSUMPTIONS: 

1) New Money Rate 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20% 22% 

1000 1100 1210 1331 1464 1610 0 0 0 0 
50 55 61 67 73 81 0 0 0 0 
40 66 97 133 176 225 0 0 0 0 

990 1111 1246 1397 1567 1754 0 0 0 0 

24% 

2) Premium 
3) Exp. Net Profit 
4) Exp. Inv. Inc. 
5) Loss Incurred 

cAsH FLOWS (JAN 1): 

6) Premium 1000 1100 1210 1331 1464 1610 0 0 0 0 0 

7) Asset Maturity 0 0 0 0 0 1000 150 148 146 143 1136 
8) Inv. Income 0 40 49 61 76 93 212 203 191 176 159 

9) Losses Paid 0 -990 -1111 -1246 -1397 -1567 -1754 0 0 0 0 

10) Loan Print. Due 0 
11) Interest Paid 0 

0 
0 

150 

0 
fy' 0 

0 
0 

148 146 

0 
0 

143 

0 0 -1392 -1264 -1155 -1067 
0 0 -223 -228 -231 -235 

12) Cash for Inv. 1000 

BONDS PURCHASED (JAN 1): 

13) Amount 1000 
14) Yield Rate 4% 
15) Annual Inv. Inc 40 
16) Maturity Date l/O6 

MONEY BORROWED (JAN 1): 

17) Amount 0 
18) Interest Rate 
19) Annual Interest 
20) Loan Due 

21) NET WORTH ON l/l/13 

1136 -1392 -1264 -1155 -1067 -7 

150 148 146 143 1136 0 0 0 0 
6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 
9 12 15 17 159 

l/07 l/O8 l/O9 l/10 1111 

0 1392 1264 1155 1067 
16% 18% 20% 22% 

223 228 231 235 
l/O8 l/O9 l/10 l/11 

0 0 0 0 

-7 
EZ 



REPRINT OF AN OLD PLAY 

In the interest of resurrecting classic documents, this issue of the Ac- 
tuarial Forum reprints the script from a play presented in 1974 entitled 
“How To Succeed As An Actuary.” We hope that you enjoy this light- 
hearted look at the world of the “big time” corporate actuary. With the 
1989 anniversary meeting coming up, perhaps someone would have the 
talent and interest to adapt another play to an actuarial setting. How about 
it, all you creative actuaries? 

16.23.3 
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HOW TO SUCCEED AS AN ACTIJARY 

Adapted by 

Matthew Rodermund 

from 

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING 

Frank Loesser and Abe Burrows 

Additional words and music by 

Sir Arthur Sullivan. Ira Levin, vilton Schafer. 
Henry Russell, Vi&k Knight, Teddy Randazzo, ' 

Bobby Weinstein, Bob Crewe, Bob Gaudia, 
and Sharrus O'Connor 
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CAET OF CFlARACT’3RZ 

(in the order of their aprearar.ce\ 

Kzrra tcr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . moh~ c 1, usttertiea 

3. Dar.iel I,‘c:‘>ry . 
a?pirim actuary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fob F‘unter 

J. F. Bigyley, 
PreFidsnt, 
Global In?urar,ce Car; par.y . . . . . . . . . . . . . Faul Liscord 

2o:emry. 
a cecratary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ginry Punter 

Bud Frump, 
the Frerident’s nephew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob ?o:tc+r 

Alesznder Twinble, 
stati:ticiac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kcrnan lennett 

Mister Bratt, 
chief actuary i........................ Lou Tarbell 

Other actuaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlie Cook 
Barry Jorvs 

Ya t t Roderr ur,d 
Adger Wi lliprr? 

Gther zecretaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barbara Cook 
Eharor ‘%ber 

Kancy Kochanski 
Am Phil1 ips 

SCEKE 

!Iorre office of the Global Insurance Corpany 
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HOW TO EUCCEBD AS AR AS’rTTD.FY 

by Matthew Rodermund 

PART I 

KARRATOR: J. Daniel bcr\‘ary wanted to get ahead in the 

world. He had a pretty good education, and sore 

talent in mathematics. Ye war ready to work hard, 

but also he wanted to avoid making mistakes. If 

other people rrade nistakes he was willing to 

accept any backlash benefits that came his way. 

And he had figured out that it was desirable to 

be noticed by the proper people at proper times. 

He heard about a book entitled “How To Succeed in 

Business Without Beally Trying” and he bought a 

copy: 

HCW TO SlJCCEED 

Kch:ary 

How to apply for a job, 
How to advance from the mail room, 
How to sit down at a desk, 
How to dictate memorandums, 
How to develop executive style, 
How to commute in a three-button suit, 
?iith that weary executive smile -- 



Page 2 

This book is all that I need, 
"How to, how to succeed." 

How to observe personnel, 
How to select whom to lunch with, 

' How to avoid petty friends, 
Row to begin making contacts, 
How to walk into a conference room 
With an idea, brilliant business idea, 
That will make your expense account zoom -- 

NARRATOR: Then he landed a job as an actuarial trainee 

in the Global Insurance Compary, a medium-size 

multinle line company that wac part of a holding 

company operation. 5e deternined to study herd 

and take his actuarial exatrinatiocs. He realized 

he had found the right company, but he referred to 

his book frequently: 

HOW TO SUCCEED (reprise) 

McNary 

This book is all that I need, 
"How to, how to succeed." 
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Page 3 

KARRPTOR: One day, book in hand, J. Daniel bumped into 

J. B. Biggley, President of the company: 

BTGGLEY: What are you reading, young man? 

WKARY: Oh, I'm just trying to learn n.ore about 

successful people in the business world. 

B1CCLP.Y [nods approvinglyf: Keep it up, young man. 

Iii's nice to see our employees interested in 

son.ething other than girls and snorts. I:% a t 1 ,c 

your name? 

?<cRARY: J. Daniel FcNary. 

BIGGLRY: I must remember that. 

rMcF“ARY looks at audience and grlns.'J 

NARRATOR: Mr. Biggley was a proud president, with 

great confidence in his ability: 
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1. 

EIGGL!:‘! : 

Fron Venice to Ar.erica in order categorical. 
1 ‘m very well acouainted, too, witf: mztter: 

arithmetical; 
I ur.derstanti accour:t.i::g, both. nnnlie5 ancj 

theore tical ; 
On problerrs of the risk of 10:~ T’m teeming with 

a lot of views; 
But i don’t kr,ow a thing gbout the couare on the 

tiynotenuse. 

BOYC AK’) GI:?LL: c 1 

Ue doesr.‘t know a thine: about the souare on the 
hynotenuse; 

He doesn’t know a thing about the ccuare on the 
hyDotenuse; 

He doesn’t know a thing about the souare on the 
hynot-e-pot-enuse. 

I’m very poor at integral and differential calculus, 
But I’rr aware when actuaries tell xe things 

ridiculous; 
In short on n.atters pertir,pnt to forward-looking 

managenent 
I am the very model of a rnart insurnrxe presider,t. 

BOYS AND GIRLS: 

In short on natters pertinent to forward-looking 
management 

He is the very model of a srrart irsurance president. 
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3. 

: kt:ow tk ? : arkst I: nyztery, t,;.? railronds, the 
n~.~rici~:21:. 

i cite t:,c’ ioperfectiocc oc F::I r:rir,cipal 
co:: n:>ti tars; 

I nay errnloyerr well enough to keep away thr,ir 
cfe,! i tars. 

I'VE built enough capacity to guer.i ,?pair.?t 
cntastronke, 

Arid r.nal,vz.?d a bond to every cozaa and apostroy,he: 
I kr,ow thy rcinsur;-nce gane a: if it were the 

alphabet; 
But 2 ~OI: ‘t kr.ow why I haven’t nade an underwri tine 

orofit :let . 

LIc don’t know why he I?.asr’t trade an underwritipp 
profit yet : 

‘Se don’t kr.ow why he hacn’t rrnje an underwritinp 
profit yet; 

Ee dor’t know why he hasn’t trade a lousy un,?erwriting 
profit yet. 

I car. t.ell autt-.entic bu?ines:nen fron cocky 
rediocri tie:, 

Rut I don’t expect executives to be a: w:se as 
Eocrate?; 

In si-ort on n.atters pertinent to forward-looking 
nanageaent 

I am the very model of a smart insurance president. 

In chart on matters pertineRt to forward-looking 
management 

He is the very model of a saart insurance president. 
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3. 

BIGGLEY: 

In fact when I know what is rreznt by "analog" and 
“digital, It 

l,Jhen l~GOBOLtf is a word that I no longer view as 
cryptical, 

When “random access” doesn’t mean a scheme of 
things erotical, 

And when “binary systems” make computers seem 
methodical, 

When I have learned which meetings and conventions 
are the weariest, 

And which of the corrmi ssioners are apt to be the 
dreariest, 

In short when I’ve been dipped in the experience 
I’d like to get, 

I’ll be the greatest president who never made a 
profit yet. 

BOYS AN3 GIRLS: 

he’ll be the greatest president who never made a 
profit yet; 

He’ll be the greatest president who never made a 
profit yet; 

He’ll be the greatest president who never made a 
lousy profit yet. 

BIGGLEY : 

But now my vaunted competence, though industry may 
honor it, 

Is just another asset in the hands of a conglomerate; 
And still on matters pertinent to forward-looking 

management 
I am the very model of a smart insurance president. 

BOYS AND GIRLS: 

And still on matters pertinent to forward-looking 
management 

He is the very model of a srrart insurance preri$ler.t. 
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T;dkz,‘?,*, *cs. . . Kot long after J. Dar.icl had arrived, he 

had been noticed by Rosemary, a secretary ir the 

actuarial dnpartnent. Ehe liked what she saw. 

She dreared a little: 

Rosemary 

l$?;tRochelle, Kew Rochelle, 
- I .‘E the alncc where the ransior, will be 
For T;F? and the darling bright young man I’ve 

nicked out for marrying me. 
2~~11 do well, I car, tell, 
So it isn’t a moment too coon to nlar. on my 

life In Kew Rochelle, 
The wife of my darling tycoon. 

c13i: Are you willLng to spend a lot of nights alone 

while he says he’s working late? 

3( :.x A:(?? - 1 . I’m nrenared for exrctly that sort of tnir,F. 

‘Lke sir.gs:l 

I’ll be so happy to keev his dinner warm 
Yhile he post onward and upward. 
Eappy to keep his dinner warn 
Till he cone+ 
I ‘li be th-erk 

wearily home from downtowr. 
wai.tire ur.til his i?ind is 

clear. 
Yhile he looks through me, ripht throi:gi: 

r! e . . .aitir:q tc say: “Good ever;ing, derr, 1 IIT. 
nreznant; 

‘klhat’c new wiCi- YCU f?CK dOWrt OWT.?” , I 
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Oh, to be loved by a ran I respect, 
To bask in the glow of his uerfectly 

understacdable neglect; 
Oh, to belong in the aura of kiz frown, 

darling busy frown. 
Such heaven wearing the wifely uniform 
While he Toes onward and upward. 
Happy to keep his dinner warm 
Till he comes wearily hotre frorr. downtown. 
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KARRA TCR : Cne of the first thing: J. 3aniel learned 

ir, his new job was that the nest icportar?t office 

ritual was the coffee break. 3ut one n.orr7ir.g 

shortly after he arrived at work, he saw that 

s0rrethin.g was ariss. He overheard a couple of 

the girls talking to the assistar,t office nanager: 

Bud ?Wmp, who was the Presidert’s nephew: 

FIR:, 1 G13L: There’s no coffee today! 

tXCC:i3 Gii3L: No coffee! Ye gods, I need coffee! 

I need it to get tbe lead out of my -- 

FWIUF:> [interrupting just in tirrel : No coffee? 

FIX.” GIRL: Nope. 

FRUE:P 1 shrieking1 : There’s no coffee! 
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COFFEE BREAK 

Frump, Boys and Girls 

If I can’t take my coffee break, my coffee break, 
rry coffee break, 

If I can’t take my coffee break, 
Sosetting within me dies. 

If 1 can’t make three daily tri ns 
Where shining shrine benignly drips, 
And taste cardboard between my lin?. 
Sonething within ne dies. 

B@YS A.?:3 GIRLS [spoken -- ir.dividuallyl: 

P.c CCffeS, 
Ko coffee, 
Kc coffee, 
h’o coffee, 

Ko coffee, 
No coffee, 
Ko coffee, 
Ko coffee. 

GIRL: 

That office light doesn’t have to be fluorescent. 
1’11 get no pains in the head. 

X&El- AR? : 

That office chair doesn’t have to be foam rubber. 
So if I spread, so I spread. 
But only one cher;ical substance ret: out the lend! 

FRWF, BCYS A:9 GIRLS: 

Like she said! 

If I can’t take my coffee break, rry coffee break, 
ny coffee break, 

If I can’t take my coffee break, 
Gone is the sense of enternrise. 
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WYS AEI) GIRLS rspoken -- individually-': 

X0 coffee, 
No coffee, 
No coffee, 
Ii0 coffee, 
Ko coffee, 

No coffee, 
Ko coffee, 
Ko coffee, 
No coffee, 
No coffee. 

rrll together -- scream!'] 

FRUMP, BOYS AKD GlRLS: 

If I can't take my coffee break, 
Somehow the soul no longer tries, 
Socewhere I don't a.etabolize, 

FSCPP. 21. 

Sorr.ething within me dies! 

"R!TP, BOYS AK:3 GIRLS: 

Corfne or otherwise, 
Coffee or otherwise, 
Coffee or otherwise, 
Sorething inside of me dies! 
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h'ARRATCF: One of the nen 3. Daniel talked to a lot 

was Alexnr.der Twirrble, the statiP+.iciar, who had 

worited in the office a 1or.g 'ire 3rd looked as if 

he was going to stay rruch lonaer. 

Iv'.cIiPRY: What's your forn.ula for loqcvity ir, the 

Global Insurance Company? 

3WlPELE [slowly and convircinglyl: Bold caution. 

THF: COVPAKY WAY 

,?wimble and Pch'ary 

'&en I joined this firm as a brash young man, 
'c'ell , I said to rryself, "Now, brash young Ipar, 

don't get any ideas." 

rSDoken1 Well? I stuck to that and I haven't had 
one 111 years! 

VcKARY rspokenl: 

You play it safe! 

T'II?'BI F.: 

I play it tbe conpany way; 
Wherever the con.pany puts n.e, there I'11 stay. 

E/lciXARY: 

But what is your point of view? 

'I'Wl!+BLE: 

I have no point of view. 

PcNARY: 

SupDosing the company thinks -- 
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'7VIB'BLE : 

I Wink so too! 

FcKARY spoker.': 

What would you say if -- 

7",57?. FiE r$rokenl: 

I wouldn't say! 

McKARY: 

YOUl- face is a company face. 

TVIEBLE: 

It smiles at executives, then goes back in place. 

I"cfihRY: 

The company furniture? 

T'rlII~:BLE : 

Oh, it suits me fine. 

KcNARY: 

The company letterhead is so -- 

FdIFBLE: 

A valentine! 

McKARY rspokenl: 

Is there anything you're against? 

TWIF'BLE [spoken!: 

1!nemployment! 

KcNARY: 

When they want brilliant thinking from employees -- 

TWFBLE: 

That is no concern of mine. 
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McNARY: 

Suppoce a rran of genius makes suggestions -- 

TWII.:BLE: 

'Xatch that genius get suggested to resign! 

KcNARY: 

So you play it the company way -- 

I"/IISBLE: 

All company policy is by me okay! 

McNARY: 

You'll never rise to the top -- 

T'dIv~I~?: 

But there's one thing clear; 
'Jhoever the company fires, I will still be here! 

McIGARY [spoken]: 

You certainly found a home! 

?rlIKBLE [spokenI: 

It's cozy ! 

l"'CNARY : 

Your brain is a company brain -- 

Ttilb!BLE: 

'The company washed it and now I can't complain. 

PcKhRY: 

The company magazine? 

TYiF ULE* L . 

BOY, what style, what punch! 
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McNARV : 

7%~ cocpany restaurant? 

TdTb!XE: 

Ev’ry day sane lunch! 

[ Spoker; 7 Their haddock sandwich, it’s delicious! 

b ci\‘A!?Y [spoken] : 

I must try it. 

TVI?:EiL.E [spokenf : 

Early in the week! 

l+lcKARY: 

30 you have ary hobbies? 

T’ve a hobby; 
T play ttpiE1l with Fifter Watt. 

E’cW.RY: 

Ar?: :io you play it nicely? 

y-i,,jT ‘k L“ 72 . I a. 

Play it ripely. 
Still he blitzes ne in ev’ry gan.e, like that! 

[snaps fingers.1 

‘Cause I play it the company way, 
F.xecutive oolicy is by me okay! 

Yaw can you get anywhere in the -- 

-:;,‘F;E: _ ,‘A> 

Junior, have no fear; 
Vhoever the cospany fires, I will still be here! 
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McWARY: 

You will still be here. 

TWIMFLE: 

Year after year after fiscal -- 

'IVIP'BLE AND McNARY: 

-- never take a risk-al year! 

NARRATOR: Mr. Bratt, the chief actuary, had reported 

to Mr. Biggley the fuss Frump had made about the 

coffee, and Mr. Biggley told his nephew not to go 

around stirring up trouble, 

FRLWP: From now on -- 

FRUMP: 

THE COMPANY WAY (reprise) 

Frump, Boys and Girls 

I'll play it the company way; 
Wherever the company puts me there I'll stay. 

BOYS AND GIRLS: 

Whatever the company tells him, that he'll do. 

FRLWP: 

Whatever my uncle may think, I think so too. 

BOYS AND GIRLS: 

00-00-00, 
He's beaming with company pride. 
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I've concuered that over-ambitious rat inside. 

BC‘:'L A;:‘3 .?'lL'- L . 

Old Bud is no longer the Frump he used to be. 

I pledge to the company sweet conformity. 

BCYS AND CI?LS: 

Hooray! 
Rooray! 

FR!yF: 

I will some day earn my medal, 
Twenty-five year employee. 
I'll see to it that the medal 
Is the only thing they'll ever pin on me. 

BOYS AND GIRLS: 

The Frump way is the company way; 
Executive policy is by him okay! 

I'll never be presidert but there's one thing 
clear; 

As long as my uncle can stand se, I will still 
be here. 

BOYS AKD GIRLS: 

We know the conpany may like or lump any man -- 

FRJ&'P [spokenl: 

I'm so proud! 

BOYS AND GI3LS: 

And if they choose to, the conipany may dump any 
man -- 
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PRUIMP [spokenl: 

I'm happy! 

BGYS AND GlRLS: 

But they will never dump Frump, the colr.pany man. 

FRVW, BOYS AKD GIRLS: 

Frump will play it the company, 
Frump will play it the company, 
Frump will play it the corrpany way, 
Frump! 
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NARRITCJR: J . Daniel had observed the.t t.tle actuaries 

in Global Inzurar,ce were not r-zllmr yL7: rpciated 

t.y employeec i-r, Lnderwriting , ciaii, :., and 

accounting, or by rremberz of middle rana~enent. 

Nevertheless, he believed that for hir the sureet 

way to success was to perforrr well AS an actuary. 

He believed the con.pany would learn t,o value bin. 

But one day, after a series of conne~y nolicy 

moves that seemed to discrininste npninrt 

actuarj er, even the secretaries il: tke actuarial 

departn.er,t joined P r. Bratt in a loud protest.: 
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Ah’ ACTlTkRY IS NGT A TGY 

Bratt and Secretaries 

BP&T’*. . 

An actuary is not a toy 
Tc enjoy, or destroy, 
To heckle and wheedle 
And shamefully needle 
In search of 5on.e puerile joy. 
Ko, an actuary is not. 
Definitely not, a toy. 

FIRST ACTUARY {spokenI: You’re absolutely right, 

Kr. Bratt. 

FX!K::f- [ spoken1 : We wouldn’t have it any other way, 

Er. Bratt. 

SECGKD ACTUARY [ spckenl : It should be a company rule, 

Mr. Bratt. 

SECRETLRIRS: 

Pn actuary is not a toy, 
Ko, my boy, not a toy,- 
Don’t fool with the one you ernloy, boy, 
An actuary is not, an actuary is not, an actuary 

is not a toy. 

Pn actuary is r.ot a re- 
specter of idiocy. 
Avoid the ridiculous ploy, boy, 
Remember no matter what 
Neurotic trouble you’ve got, 
An actuary is not a toy. 

3e t s a highly specialized key component of 
Operational unity, 
A fine and sensitive mechanism to 
Serve the office conrrunity, 

With a family at home he supports. 
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FIR?': ACTUARY [spoken]: 

And you'll find nothing like him at F. k. C. EChWarz. 

An actuary can testify 
Where the dead bodies lie. 
It happened to Charlie McCoy, boy, 
They fired him like a shot, 
Ee never should have forgot 
An actuary is not a toy. 

SECRETk?IEE [whistle a chorus, leaving third line for 
accompaniment, but sing last line -- see page 52 
of scorel: 

An actuary is not a toy. 

And when you put hfn to uce 
You don't ,iust turn on the juice. 

GIRL [spokenl: 

The name IBW is not stamped on his caboose. 

SECRETARISE: 

pn actuarv is not a thins 
\!ound by key, pulled by ctring. 
%is desk is to think at. 
And not tiddlywink at, ' 
9is game is for men, not for boys! So! 

'The actuary y'got 
Is definitely not 
A cookie to be forgot -- I'll tellyou what, 
Your work you will enjoy, 
If you remember, boy, 
An actuary is not -- a tinker toy! 
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NARRATOR: Although J. Daniel had noticed Rosen.ary, 

and was aware of her efforts to be friendly, he 

had been so busy trying to get ahead that he had 

not thought to ask her for a date. But Rosemary 

kept hoping. One evening at closing when 

J. Daniel happened to be walking out of the 

building with her, he touched her hand as he said 

good night. Rosemary held that hand all the way 

home, and that night her delight knew no bounds: 

HE TOUCHED ME 

Rosemary 

He touched me, 
He put his hand near mine and then he touched Ire, 
I felt a sudden tingle when he touched ne, 
P sparkle, a glow! 

He knew it, 
It wasn't accidental, no, he knew it, 
He smiled and seemed to tell me so all through it, 
He knew it, I know. 

Ye's real 
And the world is alive and shining, 
I feel 
Such a wonderful drive toward valentining. 

He touched me, 
I simply have to face the fact, 
He touched me, 
Control myself and try to act as if I remember my 

name. 

But he touched m-e, 
He touched me, 
And suddenly nothing is the same! 
He tocched me, 
He touched me, 
And suddenly nothing, nothing, nothing is the same! 
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NARRATOR: J. Daniel learned that Mr. Biggley was a 

graduate of Old Ivy College, and he made it a 

point to find out a little about the school. 

Trivial information, he thought, that might one 

day be useful. For example, he took care to 

learn some of the college songs, because he knew 

of Mr. Biggley's emotfonal attachment and 

nostalgia for his alma mater, and he knew how 

active Kr. Biggley was in alumni matters. One 

day when he went into Mr. Biggleyls office to 

present a report, he noticed the President 

looking fondly at a colored brochure of the 

college. 

WZNARY: Are those pictures of Old Ivy? 1s that your 

college, Mr. Biggley? 

BIGGLEY: Sure is. These are great pictures. They 

sure stir up memories. 

McNARY: I've driven through their campus. It’s 

beautiful. And they have one of the best 

college songs I’ve ever heard. 

BIGGLEY [smiling with pleasurel: You mean this one? 
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THE HALLS OP IVY 

Biggley and McNary 

BIGGLEY: 

Oh, we love the halls of Ivy 
That surround us here today. 
And we will not forget 
The' we be far far away. 

McNARY [joining in] AND BIGGLEY: 

To the hallow'd halls of Ivy 
Ev'ry voice will bid farewell, 
And shimmer off in twilight 
Like the old vesper bell. 

One day a hush will fall, 
The footsteps of us all 
Will echo down the hall 
And disappear. 

But as we sadly start 
Our journeys far apart, 
A part of ev'ry heart 
Will linger here 

In the sacred halls of Ivy 
Where we've lived and learned to know 
That thru' the years we'll see you 
In the sweet afterglow. 
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BIGGLEY [happily?: Let's do it again. You take the 

melody. 1'11 try to harmonize. Go ahead, start. 

McNARY [singing]: 

Oh, we love the halls of Ivy 

BIGGLEY AND McNARY: 

That surround us here today. 
And we will not forget 
The' we be far far away. 

To the hallow'd halls of Ivy 
Ev'ry voice will bid farewell, 
And shimmer off in twilight 
Like the old vesper bell. 

One day a hush will fall, 
The footsteps of us all 
Will echo down the hall 
And disappear. 

But as we sadly start 
Our journeys far apart, 
A part of ev'ry heart 
Will linger here 

In the sacred halls of Ivy 
Where we've lived and learned to know 
That thru' the years we'll see you 
In the sweet afterglow. 
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BIGGLEY [spoken]: That's great! I enjoyed that! 

How'd you ever learn that song? 

McNARY: Well, I heard it a few times, and I liked it. 

It was easy to pick up the words. Great song! 

BIGGLEY: Young man, how'd you like to come to an Ivy 

football game with me some Saturday? It's only 

a four-hour drive. We could go over there some 

Saturday morning. 

McNARY: I'd love it! 

BIGGLEY: So would I. McNary, you're all right! 

McNARY [big grin at audience]. 

Five-minute break 

(More jollity to come) 
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PART II 

XARRATOR: J. Daniel McKary continued to work hard, 

kept his nose clean, and made progress. In a 

relatively short time he had passed the examinations 

for Associate of the Casualty Actuarial Society 

and had a couple of legs up on the Fellowship 

exams. He saw more of Rosemary now, but was not 

minded to do anything serious about her. He was 

too busy getting ahead. Rosemary, however, still 

carried a torch. 

Meanwhile, the Global Insurance Company was 

planning to launch a new form of coverage, and to 

make an initial investment of ten million dollars 

in the venture. The actuarial department was 

committed to setting rates for the new policies. 

Kr. Bratt, the chief actuary, had what he thought 

was a brilliant rating idea, and sold it to 

Kr. Biggley, the President: 
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GLOBAL ORIGINAL (one chorus) 

Bratt 

I've worked out a rating plan that's just 
like loss insurance, 

A most ingenious scheme you will agree: 
It's sleek and chic, and magnifique with 

stretch beyond-endurance, 
It's me! It's me! It's absolutely me! 

rAlrrost spoken'] And why? 
They'll all buy! 

This irresistible Global original 
We're filing this week, I'm filing this week; 
Ve Ire sure to win! 

This irresistible Global original, 
Clean faultless design, facts clearly in line, 
Programmed to win! 

Presently they will read it, 
And never will they impede it, 
Acknowledging all my sure technical skill, 
Realizing that 
This irresistible Global original 
Shall thrive in the light, 
So gloriously right! 
Programmed to win -- to win -- to win. 

h'ARRFTOR: J. Daniel McNary was critical of Fr. Bratt's 

idea and voiced his criticism at a meeting that 

was attended by Mr. Biggley: 
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GLOBAL ORIGIKPL (reprise) 

XcNary and Actuaries 

McNARY: 

This most resistible Global original 
Ve're filing this week, HE'S filing this week; 
'T's not worth a lick! 

This irresponsible un-actuarial 
Rate filing faux pas! God dammit voila! 
It makes me sick! 

Ten million bucks we'll hand out 
For something to make us stand out, 
But everyone coon will join in a belly-laugh, 

[Spoken] Some joke! 

This most resistible Global original, 
This lunk-headed crime, 

ACTUARIES: 

We’re filing this week for the first and last 
tire! 
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KARRPTCR: But Mcn'ary's arguments were overridden and 

the decision was made to go ahead. 

Well, a year went by, J. Darziel managed to 

achieve his Fellowship, and pr. Bratt's brilliant 

rating idea bombed. The company lost its sl;irt 

on the new coverage. Meanwhile,competitors of 

Global Insurance, who were offering a similar new 

coverage and using rating schemes more like the 

one 3. Daniel had favored, made a lot of money. 

So it happened. J. Daniel McXary, who had 

won Kr. Biggley's eye anyway, was appointed 

Vice President and Actuary, and Mr. Bratt was 

shunted to the underwriting department, where his 

capacities wouldn't have to be so strained. 

J. Daniel was ecstatic -- and all of a 

sudden he realized how inportant Rosemary was to 

him: 
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FcNARY: 

Rosemary, 
Rosemary. 

Suddenly there 
name -- 

Rosemary, 

ROSEKARY 

McNary and Rosemary 

is music in the sound of your 

Rosemary was the melody locked inside me. 
Till at last out it came -- 
Rosemary! 

Rosemary, Just imagine if we kissed, 
'&at a crescendo -- not to be missed. 
As for the rest of my lifetime program, give 

tre more of the same -- 
Rosemary. 
Rosemary, there is wonderful music in the very 

sound of your name. 

McKPRY [spoken]: Rosemary, something wonderful has 

happened. 

ROSEWARY [spokenl: What are you talking about? 

E:cKARY [spoken]: Can't you hear it? Can't you hear 

it? 

McNARY: 

Suddenly there is music in the sound of your 
name -- 

ROSEMARY repokenl: I car-'t hear a thing. 

McNARY: 

Rosemary -- 
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McNARY [spoken!: Just listen, it's all around me like 

a beautiful pink sky. 

ROEWARY rspokenl: Now look here, J. Daniel &Nary, 

have you lost your mind? 

McNARY [spoken]: Rosemary, darling, will you marry 

J. Daniel McNary? 

ROSF$ARY rspokenl: Now I hear it! I hear it! 

I hear it! 

ROSEFARY: 

Suddenly there is m.usic in the sound of your 
name -- 

Jay Daniel. 

VcRARY: 

Rosemary, just imagine if we kissed, 
What a crescendo -- 

KcKARY AND ROSEMARY: 

Not to be missed. 

McNARY: 

As for the rest of my lifet 
me more of the same -- 

ime program, give 

McNARY: ROSEXARY: 

Rose- 
mary, 
Rosemary -- 

Jay Daniel, 
Jay Daniel. 
Jay Daniel -- 

McNARY AKD ROSEMARY: 

-- there is wonderful music 
of your name. 

in the very sound 
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NARRATOR: Other actuaries in Global Insurance became 

alarmed at the speed with which J. Daniel was 

rising. They had all been at Global a lot lone;:?r 

than J. Daniel, and they tended to regard him as 

a young upstart. One day in the executive washroom 

they were griping about J. Daniel, not realizing 

that the object of their scorn and jealousy was 

right around the corner in the Fame room, peering 

into a mirror, trying to decide whether to shave 

in preparation for a date with Rosemary: 

PIRET ACTUARY: Gotta stop that man! 

SECOXD ACTUARY: Big deal, big rocket! 

TiliRD ACTUARY: Thinks he has the world in his pocket. 

i BELIEVE Ifi YOU 

KcBary 

Now, there you are, 
Yes, there's that face, 
That face that somehow I trust. 
It may enbarrass you to hear me say it, 
But say it I must, say it I must! 

You have the cool, clear eyes of a seeker 
of wisdom and truth; 

Yet there's that upturned chin, 
And the grin of impetuous youth. 
Oh, I believe in you, I believe in you. 

I hear the sound of good, solid judgment 
whenever you talk; 

Yet there's the bold, brave spring of the 
tiger that quickens your walk. 

Oh, I believe in you, I believe in you. 
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And when my faith in my fellow man all but 
falls apart, 

I've but to feel your hand grasping mine, 
And I take heart, I take heart. 

To see the cool, clear eyes of a seeker of 
wisdom and truth, 

Yet with the slam, bang, tang reniniscent 
of gin and vermouth, 

Oh, I believe in you, 
Oh, I believe in you. 

SECOKD ACT'JARY: Big wheel, big beaver: 

THIRD ACTDARY: Boiling hot with front office fever, 

FlRLT hCTUl,RY: Gotta stop that man! 

KcEARY fsinging]: 

I believe in you, I believe in you. 

TRIRD ACTVARY: Don't let him be such a hero! 

FIRZT XCTUARY: Gotta stop that man! 

IdcNARY rsingingl: 

'I believe in you, I believe in you. 
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RARRATOR: For some time the Global Insurance Company 

had been losing money in one of its principal 

commercial lines of business. Mr. Biggley, along 

with presidents of other companies who were 

having the same experience, was alarmed. The 

company presidents gathered to discuss their 

mutual miseries and decided the only answer was 

to reorganize completely the rating basis for 

this line, and to collect statistics on a 

different basis also. 

J. Daniel NciTary supported the objectives of 

the new rating and statistical schemes but 

believed the changes were too extreme, the 

statistical plans too complex. He was convinced 

the new plans would exhaust the capacities of the 

Global Insurance computers. He said as much to 

Kr. Biggley, but Mr. Biggley felt obligated to go 

along with the other company presidents. The 

actuarial, statistical, secretarial, and computer 

staffs of the Global called the new statistical 

plan CRISPY, a corruption of C-R-S-P for 

Commercial Risk Statistical Plan. J. Daniel 

tried to make it work, but in a few months all 

was chaos: 
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CRISPY 

Boys and Girls 

Well, I think I'm going out of my head, 
Yes, I think 1'1; going out of my head 
Over you, over you; 
I need you, they tell me, 
The Bureau assures me 1'11 never need anything but you. 

out of my head, 
terrible dread 

But I think IIn going 
And I'm tortured by a 
Over you, over you; 
I wonder if ever 
We'll gather together the data we've never seen before. 

You're .iust too much to be true, 
Can't keep my mind off of you, 
You're just the devil to code, 
I'm trying not to explode, 
I wait for help to arrive, 
And wonder if I'll survive; 
You're just too much to be true, 
Can't keep my mind off of you. 

Going out of my head over you, 
Into the red over you, 
Feeding garbage in, garbage out, garbage in and out, 

all in doubt -- 

I love you, CRISPY, 
Although you caused my plight, you don't assist me, 
I work the whole damn night, 
You gorgeous CRISPY, IIn: all choked up when I say 
Oh, lovely CRISPY, you'll bring me down, I say, 
You lovely CRISPY, I guess you're here to stay, 
So let me love you, baby, let me love you! 

I wonder if ever 
We'll gather together the data we've never seen before. 

Going out of my head over you, 
Into the red over you, 
Feeding garbage in, garbage out, garbage in and out, 

all in doubt; 
I must think of a way to handle this Plan; 
There's no reason why I shouldnl t try 
As hard as I can; 
But I think I'm going out of my head, 
Yes, I think I'm going out of my head, 
Oh, I think I'm going out of my head. 
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KARRATOR: Things got so bad that people started 

quitting their jobs, the computers broke down, 

and other financial work -- particularly the 

investment analyses important to the Chairman of 

the Board of the Global Insurance Company .-- was 

stalled. The Chairman of the Board found out 

that this whole rating and statistical scheme was 

Nr, Biggley's baby and that the Vice President 

and Actuary, J. Daniel &Nary, had argued against 

it from the beginning. In his anger and 

annoyance, the Chairman called a quick meeting of 

the Board, fired Mr. Biggley, and appointed 

J. Daniel McKary as President. 

3. Daniel's first action was to pull Global 

Insurance out of the statistical agency that had 

prom!ulgated CRISPY and join another agency where 

rating and statistics could be sim.ple again -- 

however ineffective -- as in the past. J, Daniel 

made the announcement of the change to the entire 

staff, and there was great rejoicing. He also 

announced promotions for several members of the 

staff. J. Daniel was understandably proud of 

himself and his band of loyal employee:: 
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DAN Mch'ARY'S BAKD 

Entire Company 

1. 

IWURY: 

f;:y name is Dan KcNary, I'm the leader of our band; 
Although we're not the biggest, we're the finest 

in the land. 
We write the good and not so good, the jumbos and 

the small, 
pnd if we get the rates we need we're sure to 

make a haul. 

Ch, the agents howl, the adjusters growl, the 
accountants scratch away; 

The actuaries cogitate, the underwriters pray: 
The premium income hums along and the music is 

something grand; 
A credit to the insurance biz is Dan FHary's bar-l. 

2. 

Right now we think we're heading for a most 
musual year; 

An underwriting profit is the goal we're getting 
near. 

%en TTncle \j!iggley Biggley learns we've done what 
we have planned, 

ye'11 say he never heard of the likes of Dan 
KcMary's band. 

E":TIRE CCKPAKY- 4 . 

Oh, the agents howl, the adjusters growl, the 
accountants scratch away; 

Ths actuaries cogitate, the underwriters'oray; 
The premium income hums along and the music is 

something grand; 
A credit to the insurance biz is Dan FcKary's band. 
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I'm Alexander Twieble and statistics is my game; 
I diddled rr;ith data for thirty years and no one 

knew my name. 
But he made me Third Assistant Veep and my job's 

no longer bland, 
I'm playing second fiddle now in Dan. WeMary's band. 

4. 

BRATT: 

My title and rank are out the window such to m.y 
chagrin, 

But we all know mediocrity is not a mortal sin. 
Eo now I'm an underwriter in a job I understand, 
find I'm thankful for the harmony in Dan 1tcKary's 

band. 

5. 

BIGGLEY: 

%en Dan McNary came along I knew he was pretty 
smart, 

But I never dreamed he'd march right in and tear 
the firm apart. 

And now that it's too late and I'm no longer in 
command, 

1'11 stand aside and beat the druns for Dan KcIi'ary's 
band. 

EKTIRE COMFAKY: 

Oh, the agents howl, the adjusters growl, the 
accountants scratch away; 

The actuaries cogitate, the underwriters pray; 
The premium income hurr.s along and the music is 

something grand; 
A credit to the insurance biz is Dan FIcKary's band. 

Oh, the agents howl, the ad,+usters growl, the 
accountants scratch away; 

The actuaries cogitate, the underwriters pray: 
The premium income hum's along and the music is 

solrething grand; 
A credit to the insurance biz is Dan kch'ary's band. 
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ROSRMARY: I don't care if you're an actuarial trainee, 

President of Global Insurance Company, or President 

of the United States -- I love you, J, 3aniel 

McNary. 

VcNARY [dreamilyI: Say it again. 

ROSBMARY: I love you. 

McNARY: No, no -- before that. 

BRAT-f: The White House better watch out for this guy. 

I BELIEVE IN YOU (reprise) 

Rosemary 

You have the cool, clear eyes of a seeker 
of wisdom and truth; 

Yet there's that upturned chin, 
And the grin of impetuous youth. 
Oh, I believe In you, I believe in you. 

THE COMPAMY WAY (reprise) 

Entire Company 

We play it the company way; 
Executive policy is by us okay. 
Though for the departed we shed a rrournful 

tear, 
Vhoe?er the coupany fires, we will still 

be here! 
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CREDITS 

From HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINKSS WITHOUT REALLY TRYIAG 
Tlow To Succeed " 
"Ha py To Keep His Dinner Warm" 
"Co fee Break" P 
"The Company Way" 
nRosemaryn 
"I Believe In You" 

Words and music by Frank Lcesser 

*An Actuary Is Pot A Toy* 
%lobal OrigInala 

Music by Frank Loesser 

"Smart Insurance Presfdentn 

Music by 6lr Arthur Sullivan 

“He Touched Men 

Words by Ira Levln, mslc by Milton Schafer 

"The Halls-Of IvyM 

Words and music by Henry Russell and Vlck Knight 

“CRISPY” 

"GoIn Out Of My Head," music by Teddy Randa%to 
and Bobby Weinstein 

"Can't Take My Eyes Off You," music by Bob Crewe 
and Bob Gaudia 

"Dan Mc10aryf6 Band" 

Music by Shams O'Connor 
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1964 FELLOWSHIP EXAM 

I recently ran across this 1964 Fellowship exam. I thought you wouid find 
it enjoyable to go through this exam and see what today’s exam looks like 
compared to the 1964 exam. Any comments would be welcome. Your com- 
ments might show up in a future issue of the Actuarial Forum. 

16.23.5 
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14. (a) (5 Points) 
You have been furnished with some data on New York Disability 
Benefits Law Insurance experience which reveals the following: 

(1) Female morbidity is about 1.7 times that of male morbidity. 
(2) The covered payroll for women is 22% of the total covered 

payroll. 
(3) The average claim cost per $1.00 of weekly benefits exposed 

was $.326. 
Determine the average claim cost for males for each $1.90 of weekly 
benefits exposed. 

(b) (10 Points) 
Experience shows that the claim wst for Statutory D.B.L. Cover- 
age is approximately 60% of the cost of 8th day, 13 weeks plans. 

What reasons would you give for this difference? 

15. (10 Points) 
Outline and briefly discuss the procedure discussed by Mr. J. M. 
Cabill in P.C.A.S. X2XII for developing rates for Workmen’s 
Compensation Excess Coverage (Per Accident Basis) for Self- 

s 
Insurers. 

16. (a) (5 Points) 
What are the basic elements entering into premium determination 
in individual health insurance P 

(b) (5 Points) 
As used in Bartelson’s “Health Insurance,” what is the difference 
between “realistic” and ‘Lconservative’J assumptions in determiu- 
ing prem@s 1 

(c) (5 Points) 
What are the major factors to be recognized in the classitlcation of 
risks in individual health insurance 1 

17. (10 Pointa) 
In late 1963 a meeting of representatives of stock agent groups 
and major stock companies resulted in a set of recommendations 
with respect to insurance rating which have come to be known as 
the “Johnson Plan” or “Johnson Principles”. With what area of 
insurance rating are these recommendations concerned? Briefly, 
what are the general provisions of the recommendations? 
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CASUAL1'Y ACTUARIAL SOCIETY 

EXAMINATION FOR ENROLLMENT AS FELLOW 

MAP 15, 1964 
PART IV 

SECTION (a) 

TIME 1:30 TO 4 :30 P.Y. 

1. (a) (8 Points) 
What statistics are published by or are available from the National 
Board of Fire Underwriters? Include in your answer compilations 
which the National Board regards as “confidential” and supplies 
“to the insurance departments and rating bureaus of the respective 
states and also to member and subscriber companies”. 

(b) (2 Points) 
Describe the signitieant changes which became effective at the be- 
ginning of 1963 in the statistical area with respect to the automobile 
line of insurance. 

2. (5 Points) 
Describe brietly the contents of each of the following publications 
and state the source doeument(s) from which the various publishers 
obtain the information. 

(a) Spectator-Insurance by States 
(b) Best’s Fire and Casualty Aggregates and Averages 
(c) Argus Chart 
(d) Spectator Handy Chart 

3. (5 Points) 
Of what does the Spectator’s “Factual Financial Appraisal” as 
shown in the Fire Index consist and on what is it based! 
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4. (10 Points) 
An objector to a workmen’s compensation rate tiling refers to com- 
pensation underwriting results for stock carriers in Best’s Fire and 
Casualty Aggregates and Averages. As Insurance department actu- 
ary, do you think these results should have any bearing on the 
propriety of the proposed rates? Why? 

5. (30 Points) 
Sketch a multiple peril policy of your own design. Include specill- 
tally the category of risk for which you intend this policy, the major 
lines which willbe mandatory or optional, your method of es&b- 
lishing the initial premium charge, and your proposed subsequent 
rating treatment of this policy either in the context of existing 
rating organizations or as an independent venture. Outline a statis- 
tical plan which will meet the statutory requirements of a selected 
state and will provide the basis for your rating treatment or analy- 
sis. 

6. (20 Points) 
By specific reference to a line or kind of insurance for which tradi- 
tional premium, loss, and exposure statistics in recent years have not 
been, in your opinion, a satisfactory basis for prospective ratemak- 
ing, develop a procedure utilizing external non-insurance data to 
attempt to correct the deficiencies you have noted. If you are op- 
posed to introducing external data in your ratemaking, set forth 
your objections and suggest a mod&ation of the existing statis- 
tical program which could improve your ratemaking methods. 

7. (10 Points) 
Some companies have explored the possibility of retaining punched 
cards as the basic file-keeping medium, while using magnetic tape 
electronic equipment sa the processing medium. What are the ad- 
vantages and disadvantages of such a system’l 

8. (a) (3 Points) 
Define the following terms as used in Punched Card Data Process- 
ing. 

a. Collating 
b. Control Panel 
e. Detail Printing 
d. Gang Punching 
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e. Group Printing 
f. Reading 
g. Verification 
h. Zone Punch 

(b) (2 Points) 
What are “COBOL” and “FORTRAN”) How do they diier? 

SECTION (b) 

9. (10 Points) 
The Comprehensive Dwelling Policies, the Homeowners Policies 
and the Commercial Property Coverage Policies are examples of the 
various types of multiple line coverages that have been developed. 
Briefly describe the methods used in rating each of these policies. 

10. (10 Points) 
It hss sometimes been suggested that the e8eet of wage changes 
should be included in the determination of workmen’s compensation 
rate levels because compensation premiums are based on payrolls 
and will increase with the increase in payrolls while losses, which 

9 are also based on wages, will increase to a lesser degree. Discuss, m 
giving your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing with the sugges- 
tion. 

11. (10 Points) 
In the fire field, rating organizations have‘lutroduced in many 
states a revised method of rating dwellings and some other resi- 
dential property with the method commonly being referred to ss 
the “loss constant plan”. Discuss this plan, including a desorip- 
tion of the way it operates, the reasons why is wss needed and the 
appropriateness of its title. 

12. (10 Points) 
What are the major differences in the rating pmcedures of the 
Factory Mutual companies as compared with other rating organi- 
zations in the fire field I 

13. (10 Points) 
How are the rating territories established under Massachusetts 
compulsory auto rating procedures? 
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